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Summary  

Collaboration on energy modeling among different institutions started in 1976, leading to the formal 
establishment of the Energy Technology Systems Analysis Program (ETSAP) in 1980 initially as an 
Implementing Agreement and then a  Technology Collaboration Programme of the International Energy 
Agency (IEA). ETSAP currently has as contracting parties - 20 countries, the European Commission and two 
private sector sponsors. It functions as a consortium of member country teams and invited teams that actively 
cooperate to establish, maintain, and expand a consistent multi-country energy-economy-environment-
engineering (4E) analytical capability. Its backbone consists of individual national teams in nearly 70 countries, 
and a common, comparable and combinable methodology, mainly based on the MARKAL - TIMES family of 
techno-economic models. More information on IEA-ETSAP activities, tools and users can be found at 
www.iea-etsap.org.  

This report focuses on the published outputs of IEA-ETSAP activity over the period 2014 – 2014 delivered 
during Annex XIII: Tools for Analysis of a Future Energy Revolution (TAFER) -  Methodologies, Tools and 
Data Bases. The program of this Annex had a strong focus on methodological developments with three main 
objectives: a) Maintenance and update of the model generators (MARKAL, TIMES), the users’ interfaces 
(ANSWER, VEDA), and the Energy Technology Data Source (E-TechDS), b) Capacity building, and c) Research 
and development to continually advance the state-of-the-art with respect to energy systems analyses, 
integrated energy / economic / environmental / engineering modelling and long term scenario analysis of 
critical issues facing IEA member countries and all sharing this planet. 

The maintenance activities and the various updates of the TIMES model generators and of the users’ 
interfaces are fully covered in the new documentation released in 2016, as well as several manuals, guidelines 
and DEMO models. All this information are available for download on the ETSAP Website. Finally, capacity 
building also refers to ongoing and regular activities at ETSAP, namely the availability of online discussion 
forums with the active participation of experts, regular training courses, the regular biannual workshops and 
additional workshops. 

This Final Report – Annex XIII presents excerpts of over 200 references published between 2014 and 2016, 
including 152 publications in in a large variety of peer-reviewed journals collected through a literature review, 
and other types of papers collected from ETSAP tool users (PhD. thesis, book chapters, research reports, as 
well as technical papers). The content is organized by geographical scale and model (e.g. global, regional, 
national, local, etc.) as it was traditionally done in most Final Reports for previous Annexes. For each model 
application, the original publication abstract (or a portion of it) is presented, as well as a selection of additional 
excerpts structured in two categories:  

- Methodology: To give the reader a very brief idea about the main methodological developments (e.g. 
coupling with other models or tools, data gathering methods, sectors developed in greater details, 
etc.).  

- Scenarios & Results: To provide the reader with the list of scenarios studied, as well as one example 
of results per publication, i.e. only one figure with the accompanying text (or 2 in the case of hundred 
pages technical reports). 

The following table summarized the models and the regions covered by the multiples studies and projects 
reviewed for this Final Report of the Annex XIII. 
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The list of models used in the studies and projects reviewed for this Final Report – Annex XIII 

Model Region Application - Geo Application – 
Time* 

Global models    

ETP TIMES (IEA Energy Technology Perspective 
Model)** 

28 world 
regions 

Global 

Nordic countries 

2050 

GMM (Global Multi-regional MARKAL Model) 15 world 
regions 

Global 

Asia, Latin America and 
Sub-Saharan Africa 

2050 

2060 

ETSAP-TIAM (Energy Technology Systems 
Analysis Program-TIMES Integrated Assessment 
Model)  

15 world 
regions 

Global & Europe  

Europe & Finland 

China 

2050 

TM (TIAM-MACRO) 

TMSA (TIAM-MACRO Stand-Alone) 

15 world 
regions 

Global 2050 

ITMM (Integrated TIMES and MERGE model) 1 TIMES region USA 2050 

TIAM-WORLD (World TIMES Integrated 
Assessment Model) 

16 world 
regions 

Global 

Latin America 

2050 

2100 

TIAM-FR (TIMES Integrated Assessment Model - 
France) 

15 world 
regions 

Global 

Western Europe 

Latin America 

2050 

2100 

TIAM-ECN (TIMES Integrated Assessment Model -
ECN) 

15-20 world 
regions 

Global 

Colombia  

Latin America, Brazil, 
Mexico 

Middle East 

2050 

2100 

TIAM-UCL (TIMES Integrated Assessment Model - 
UCL) 

16 world 
regions 

Global 

India 

2035 

2050 

2100 

Regional models for Europe    

PET (Pan-European TIMES) 36 European 
countries + 
Balkan area 

Europe + Balkan area 2040 

2050 

JRC-EU-TIMES 28 European 
countries 

Europe  

Regional models for South America    

T-ALyC (TIMES para América Latina y el Caribe) 10 regions of 
Central and 
South America  

Central and South 
America 

2050 
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Sub-regional models     

TIMES-COMET (Integrated infrastructure for CO2 
transport and storage in the west Mediterranean 

3 countries of 
the West 
Mediterranean 
region 

West Mediterranean 
region: Spain, Portugal, 
Morocco 

2050 

TIMES-NoSe (TIMES Norway – Sweden) Five Norwegian 
and four 
Swedish regions 

Norway – Sweden 2035 

TIMESCAC- 4R (Central Asia and Caspian area) 4 countries of 
the Central Asia 
and Caspian 
countries 

Central Asia and Caspian 
area: Azerbaijan, 
Kazakhstan, 
Turkmenistan and 
Uzbekistan 

2035 

CROSSTEM (Cross border Swiss TIMES electricity 
model) 

5 European 
countries  

Switzerland and four 
neighbouring countries 
(Austria, France, 
Germany and Italy) 

2050 

EUSTEM (European Swiss TIMES Electricity 
Model) 

11 European 
regions 

Switzerland 2050 

National models     

TIMES-Austria 1 country Austria 2050 

TIMES-Belgium 1 country Belgium 2050 

TUMATIM-TIMES (Treating Uncertainty and risk 
in energy systems with MARKAL and TIMES) 

1 country Belgium 2050 

MARKAL-Bangladesh 1 country Bangladesh 2030 

MARKAL-Bhutan 1 country Bhutan 2040 

NATEM (North American TIMES Energy Model) 13 Canadian 
regions  

Canada 2050 

TIMES - Czech Republic 1 country Czech Republic 2050 

TIMES - China or China-TIMES*** 1 country China 2050 

MARKAL-China *** 1 country China 2050 

China TIMES-Water 1 country China 2050 

CHN-TIMES 1 country China 2100 

C-ESM-BF (China Energy System Model-Biofuel) 1 country China 2050 

China TIMES-ED 1 country China 2050 

TIMES-DK (Denmark) 1 country Denmark 2050 

TIMES model of the Danish heat and electricity 
sector 

1 country Denmark 2050 

TIMES-FR (France) *** 1 country France 2020 

2050 

TIMES-FR_ELEC 1 country France 2050 
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TIMES-Households model for France 1 country France 2050 

TIMES model of French bioenergy sector 1 country France 2050 

MIRET 1 country France 2020 

TIMES-D 1 country Germany 2030 

THP (TIMES-Heat-Power) 1 country Germany 2050 

Multi-regional TIMES model Multiple regions Greece 2050 

MARKAL-India 1 country India 2050 

Irish-TIMES 1 country Ireland 2020 

2030 

2050 

MONET 6 Italian regions Italy 2030 

MARKAL-Japan 1 country Japan 2050 

TIMES- Kazakhstan 1 country Kazakhstan 2030 

MARKAL-Macedonia 1 country Macedonia 2030 

TIMES-Norway 1 country Norway 2050 

MARKAL-Pakistan 1 country Pakistan 2050 

MARKAL-Poland 1 country Poland 2050 

PT/SP TIMES (Portugal/Spain) 2 European 
countries 

Portugal - Spain 2050 

TIMES_PT 1 country Portugal 2020 

2050 

Social MARKAL for Romania 1 country Romania 2026 

SATIM (South African TIMES Model) 1 country South Africa 2050 

TIMES-GEECO (Gauteng Energy and Emissions 
Cost Optimisation Model) 

1 South African 
province 

Gauteng province 2040 

TIMES-South Korea 15 Korean 
regions  

South Korea 2022 

2050 

TIMES-Spain 1 country Spain 2035 

2050 

MARKAL_Sweden 1 country Sweden 2050 

TIMES_Sweden 1 country Sweden 2050 

STEM (Swiss TIMES energy system model) 1 country Switzerland 2050 

STEM-E (Swiss TIMES electricity systems model) 1 country Switzerland 2050 

STEM-HE (Swiss TIMES Electricity and Heat 
Model) 

1 country Switzerland 2050 

Taiwan MARKAL 1 country Taiwan 2050 

MARKAL-NL-UU (Netherland- Utrecht University) 1 country The Netherlands 2050 
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TIMES -Ukraine 1 country Ukraine 2050 

MARKAL-UAE (United Arab Emirates) 1 country United Arab Emirates 2040 

2050 

UK MARKAL (United-Kingdom) 2 England 
region 

United-Kingdom 2050 

UKTM (UK TIMES energy system model) 1 country United-Kingdom 2050 

MARKAL EPAUS9r (US Environmental Protection 
Agency – Nine-region) 

9 American 
regions 

United States 2025 

2040 

2050 

2055 

US National MARKAL model 1 country United States 2030 

MARKAL_US 1 country United States 2050 

FACETS (Framework for Analysis of Climate-
Energy-Technology Systems) 

9 regions for 
demands + 32 
electricity 
regions + many 
supply regions 

United States 2050 

Sub-national models     

TIMES-Réunion (La Réunion Island) 1 Island La Réunion 2030 

CA-TIMES (California) 1 State California 2050 

IN-MARKAL (Indiana) 1 State Indiana 2034 

MARKAL_WS (West Sweden) 1 Swedish 
region  

Västra Gotaland  

Local models     

TIMES for a rural agglomeration in Switzerland 
and for the city of Basel 

1 region/city A rural village in 
Switzerland and for the 
city of Basel 

2030 

TIMES model for a single family house in France 1 house A single family house at 
Le Bourget-du-Lac 
(France) 

2065 

TIMES- Pesaro 1 town Pesaro 2030 

TIMES- Nottingham 1 city Nottingham 2030 

TIMES- Trikala 1 city Trikala 2030 

TIMES- Evora 1 city Evora 2030 

TIMES- Cesena 1 city Cesena 2030 

* This is the time horizon for the applications; the actual time horizon of the model itself may be longer. 
** The ETP model is a soft-linked modelling framework combining optimisation and simulation approaches. Primary 
energy supply, conversion and industry sectors are modelled in TIMES, whereas the buildings and transport sectors are 
implemented as simulation models. The number of regions varies between 28 and 39 depending on the sector. The 
model horizon has been extended in ETP 2017 to 2060. 
*** There might be several versions of MARKAL and TIMES models with the same name for these countries. 
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1. Introduction 

Collaboration on energy modeling among different institutions started in 1976, leading to the formal 
establishment of the Energy Technology Systems Analysis Program (ETSAP) in 1980 initially as an 
Implementing Agreement and then a  Technology Collaboration Programme of the International Energy 
Agency (IEA).  ETSAP currently has as contracting parties - 20 countries, the European Commission and 
two private sector sponsors:  

• Australia 

• Belgium 

• Denmark 

• Finland 

• France 

• Germany 

• Greece 

• Ireland 

• Italy 

• Japan 

• Kazakhstan 

• Norway 

• South Korea 

• Spain  

• The Netherlands 

• The Russian Federation 

• Sweden 

• Switzerland 

• United Kingdom 

• United States 

• European Commission  

• ENEL Foundation 

• GE Global Research 

It functions as a consortium of member country teams and invited teams that actively cooperate to 
establish, maintain, and expand a consistent multi-country energy-economy-environment-engineering 
(4E) analytical capability. Its backbone consists of individual national teams in nearly 70 countries, and a 
common, comparable and combinable methodology, mainly based on the MARKAL - TIMES family of 
techno-economic models. The IEA-ETSAP methodology offers elegant solutions for compilation of long 
term energy scenarios and in-depth national, multi-country, and global energy and environmental 
analyses. It can assist in the design of least-cost pathways for sustainable energy systems, and is ideally 
suited for the preparation of Low-Emissions Development Strategies (LEDS) and Intended Nationally 
Determined Contributions (INDC) and Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC) roadmaps. 

More information on IEA-ETSAP activities, tools and users can be found at www.iea-etsap.org.  

This report focuses on the published outputs of IEA-ETSAP activity over the period 2014 – 2014 delivered 
during Annex XIII: Tools for Analysis of a Future Energy Revolution (TAFER) -  Methodologies, Tools and 
Data Bases. The program of this Annex had a strong focus on methodological developments with the 
improvements of the interaction between the energy system and the economy, the incorporation of 
behaviour into energy systems modelling, the incorporation of technical and financial variability including 
job creation and other emerging topics. The main objectives for the Annex XIII were:  

a) Maintenance and update the ETSAP model generators (MARKAL, TIMES), the users’ interfaces 
(ANSWER, VEDA), and the Energy Technology Data Source (E-TechDS)  

b) Capacity building through best practices, manuals, online forum and hands-on training 
opportunities with the aim of maintaining/improving international/national capabilities for 
conducting energy systems analyses and effective use of ETSAP tools.  

c) Research and development to continually advance the state-of-the-art with respect to energy 
systems analyses, integrated energy / economic / environmental / engineering modelling and long 
term scenario analysis of critical issues facing IEA member countries and all sharing this planet. 
 

The maintenance activities and the various updates of the TIMES model generators are fully covered in 
the new documentation released in 2016 and available at: https://iea-
etsap.org/index.php/documentation. It includes three main parts (Part I: Concepts and theory; Part II: 

Comprehensive reference manual; Part III:  Operation of the TIMES code) and several extensions (price 
elasticities, elastic demand functions, macro module, stochastic module, objective variants, electricity grid 
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modeling, residual load curves, dispatching and unit commitment, retrofits and lifetime extensions). 
Besides, the maintenance and the update of the Energy Technology Data Source (E-TechDS), was achieved 
through the following project: Normalisation and Updating of Technical and Economic Data of Supply and 

End‐Use Energy Technologies in the ETSAP Energy Technology Data Source. The aim of this work was to 
build methodology and a simple tool to update and homogenize the technical and economic data that 
characterise supply and end use energy technologies in the ETSAP Energy Technology Data Source 
(ETechDS). The tool is implemented in MS Excel and can be downloaded from: https://iea-
etsap.org/index.php/etsap-projects.  

Similarly, some of the main achievements in terms of capacity building are included in the new 
documentation, such as the instructions for building a TIMES model step-by-step (Part IV: Building a TIMES 

model using VEDA‐FE) and for analyzing results (Part V: Analyzing results from TIMES models using VEDA‐

BE). These instructions come along with a series of VEDA‐TIMES DEMO models that show how to build a 
model incrementally from typical energy balances: there are 12 models for illustrating beginner and 
intermediate features and 6 models for advanced features. Capacity building activities included as well the 
released of the ANSWER‐TIMES Getting Started Manuel in 2014 introducing the most important features 
of the TIMES model and of the ANSWER-TIMES software. Moreover, a new guideline report, TIMES‐Starter 

Model Guidelines for Use, describes the accompanying new TIMES‐Starter model to provide new users 
with a well thought out TIMES model structure employing best practices that is built from solid 
documented data sources (e.g. the US Environmental Protection Agency Office of Research and 
Development (EPA-ORD) Nine-Region US MARKAL model database). All these manuals, user guides and 
tools are available for download on the ETSAP Website. 

Finally, capacity building also refers to ongoing and regular activities at ETSAP, namely the availability of 
online discussion forums with the active participation of experts for queries relating to the model 
generators and the shells, their usage and possible further development, regular training courses, and 
regular workshops. By statute, ETSAP meets twice a year to exchange experiences, discuss ways to improve 
the tools and manage the common activities. Local experts are invited to these meetings so that they are 
exposed to the paradigm and can interact with the ETSAP participants from their country. Trainings are 
always offered back to back each meetings. Within this Annex XIII, the 6 regular ETSAP workshops, with 
the presentations then published on the IEA-ETSAP website, were organized in: Beijing June 2014, 
Copenhagen November 2014, Abu Dhabi June 2015, Sophia Antipolis October 2015, Cork May 2016, 
Madrid November 2016). Additional workshops were organized on special topics: Methodologies linking 
energy systems models and economic models (Cork February 2014), Integrating behavioral aspects in 
energy system models (London, April 2015), Short term versus long term energy planning (London, April 
2016), Workshop on Energy Modelling and Applications (Tokyo, December 2016). ETSAP tool users have 
participated to numerous other conferences.   

This Final Report – Annex XIII covers in more details the achievements related to R&D to continually 
advance the state-of-the-art with respect to energy systems analyses and modelling. More precisely, this 
report presents excerpts of over 200 references published between 2014 and 2016. With the increasing 
number of MARKAL/TIMES users and publications in peer-reviewed journals (44 for Annex X, 86 for Annex 
XI, 110 for Annex XII and 152 for Annex XIII), a more selective approach is necessary for selecting the 
content of the Final Report. A priority is given to publications in peer-reviewed journals collected through 
a literature review, and other types of papers collected from ETSAP tool users (PhD. thesis, book chapters, 
research reports, as well as technical papers) over Power Point presentations.  

The 152 peer-reviewed articles are published in a large variety of prestigious journals: Applied Energy (25), 
Energy (20), Energy Policy (15), Energy Economics (13), Energy Procedia (13), Renewable and Sustainable 
Energy Reviews (12), Energy Strategy Reviews (8), International Journal of Hydrogen Energy (4), Journal of 
Cleaner Production (4), Environmental Modeling and Assessment (3), Technological Forecasting & Social 
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Change (2), Climate Policy (2), Futures (2), Energy Conversion and Management (2), Nature Energy (1), 
Nature Climate Change (1), International Journal of Greenhouse Gas Control (1), International Journal of 
Electrical Power & Energy Systems (1), International Journal of Climate Change Strategies and 
Management (1), International Journal of Global Energy Issues (1), Transportation Research Part D: 
Transport and Environment (1), Transportation Research Part A: Policy and Practice (1), Transportation 
Research Procedia (1), Transport Policy (1), Global Environmental Change (1), GCB Bioenergy (1), Low 
Carbon Economy (1), Economy of Ukraine Journal (1), Annals of Nuclear Energy (1), Clean Technologies 
and Environmental Policy (1), Geoscientific Model Development (1), Mitigation Adaptation Strategy Global 
Change (1), Climatic Change (1), Transport Policy (1), Energy for Sustainable Development (1), Procedia 
Computer Science (1), Resources, Conservation and Recycling (1), Energy Research & Social Science (1), 
Atmospheric Environment (1), Agricultural and Forest Meteorology (1), Environmental Modelling & 
Software (1).  

The content of this Final Report – Annex XIII is organized by geographical scale and model (e.g. global, 
regional, national, local, etc.) as it was traditionally done in most Final Reports for previous Annexes. For 
each model application, the original publication abstract (or a portion of it) is presented, as well as a 
selection of additional excerpts structured in two categories:  

- Methodology: To give the reader a very brief idea about the main methodological developments 
(e.g. coupling with other models or tools, data gathering methods, sectors developed in greater 
details, etc.).  

- Scenarios & Results: To provide the reader with the list of scenarios studied, as well as one 
example of results per publication, i.e. only one figure with the accompanying text (or 2 in the case 
of hundred pages technical reports). 

The objective was not to make a complete summary of each publication (due to the large number of them) 
but to provide relevant examples; all references are provided to direct the reader to the original and 
complete publications.  

This Final Report – Annex XIII includes eight main sections. Section 2 introduces the global models, 
including the IEA Energy Technology Perspective (ETP) model, the Global Multi-regional MARKAL Model 
(GMM) and the different versions of the TIMES Integrated Assessment Model (TIAM) models, including 
the TIAM-MACRO model. Section 3 deals with regional models for Europe, with the Pan-European TIMES 
model and the JRC-EU-TIMES model, and Section 4 with a regional model for South America, the T-ALyC 
model. Section 5 presents applications with sub-regional models, i.e. covering more than one countries 
but less than the continental level. Section 6 is dedicated to a large number of applications from national 
models of 34 countries and Section 7 to applications from sub-national models. Section 8 includes 
applications limited to a rural community, a city of even a building using local models. Section 9 is added 
for publications using several types of MARKAL/TIMES models. 
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2. Studies and Projects using Global Models 

2.1 The IEA Energy Technology Perspective (ETP) model  

2.1.1 Technology Energy Perspectives: Harnessing Electricity’s Potential 

In addition to analysing the global outlook to 2050 under different scenarios, across the entire energy 
system for more than 500 technology options, ETP 2014 (IEA, 2014) explores pathways to a sustainable 
energy future in which policy support and technology choices are driven by economics, energy security 
and environmental factors. Starting from the premise that electricity will be an increasingly important 
vector in energy systems of the future, ETP 2014 takes a deep dive into actions needed to support 
deployment of sustainable options for power generation, distribution and end-use consumption. 

Methodology  

Energy Technology Perspectives 2014 (ETP 2014) applies a combination of back casting and forecasting 
over three scenarios from now to 2050. Back casting lays out plausible pathways to a desired end state. It 
makes it easier to identify milestones that need to be reached, or trends that need to change promptly, in 
order for the end goal to be achieved. The advantage of forecasting, where the end state is a result of the 
analysis, is that it allows greater considerations of short-term constraints. By combining differing modelling 
approaches that reflect the realities of the given sectors, together with extensive expert consultation, ETP 
analysis obtains robust results and in-depth insights.  

The ETP model, which is the primary analytical tool used in ETP 2014, supports integration and 
manipulation of data from four soft-linked models:. 

• ETP-TIMES supply model for the energy conversion sector: The global ETP-TIMES supply model is a 
bottom-up, technology-rich model that covers 28 regions and depicts a technologically detailed 
supply side of the energy system. It models from primary energy supply and conversion to final 
energy demand up to 2060. For a more detailed analysis of the operational aspects in the electricity 
sector, the long-term ETP-TIMES supply model has been supplemented with a linear dispatch 
model. This model uses the outputs for the electricity capacity mix for a specific model region and 
analyses an entire year with one-hour time resolution using datasets for wind production, solar 
photovoltaic production, and hourly electricity demand for a year. Demand response by modifying 
the charging profile of electric vehicles (EV) is a further option depicted in the model in order to 
provide flexibility to the electricity system. 

• Industry sector model. Industry is modelled using TIMES for five energy-intensive sectors (iron and 
steel, chemicals and petrochemicals, cement, pulp and paper, and aluminium). These five sub-
models characterise the energy performance of process technologies from each of the energy-
intensive subsectors, covering 39 countries and regions. The remaining industrial final energy 
consumption is accounted for in a simulation model that estimates energy consumption based on 
activity level. 

• Mobility Model (MoMo) for the transport sector. MoMo is a technical-economic spreadsheet 
model that allows detailed projections of transport activity, vehicle activity, energy demand, as 
wells as CO2  and pollutant emissions in different policy scenarios to 2060. The mobility model 
currently covers: 29 countries and regions, passenger and freight services, all transport modes 
except pipelines, several road vehicle types, a wide number of powertrain technologies, related 
fuel supply options.  

• Buildings sector model. The buildings sector is modelled using a global simulation stock accounting 
model, split into residential and services sub-sectors and applied across 35 countries or regions. 
The residential sub-sector includes those activities related to individual dwellings.  
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Scenarios & Results  

ETP 2014 analyses three possible energy futures to 2050: 

• 6oC Scenario (6DS) where the world is now heading with potentially devastating results. The 6DS 
is largely an extension of current trends. By 2050, energy use grows by more than two-thirds 
(compared with 2011) and total GHG emissions rise even more. In the absence of efforts to stabilise 
atmospheric concentrations of GHGs, average global temperature rise is projected to be at least 
6oC in the long term. The 6DS is broadly consistent with the World Energy Outlook (WEO) Current 
Policy Scenario through 2035. 

• 4oC Scenario (4DS) reflects stated intentions by countries to cut emissions and boost energy 
efficiency. The 4DS takes into account recent pledges made by countries to limit emissions and step 
up efforts to improve energy efficiency. Projecting a long-term temperature rise of 4oC, the 4DS is 
broadly consistent with the WEO New Policies Scenario through 2035. In many respects, this is 
already an ambitious scenario that requires significant changes in policy and technologies 
compared with the 6DS. 

• 2oC Scenario (2DS) offers a vision of a sustainable energy system of reduced greenhouse gas and 
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. The 2DS is the main focus of ETP 2014. It describes an energy 
system consistent with an emissions trajectory that recent climate science research indicates would 
give at least a 50% chance of limiting average global temperature increase to 2oC. It sets the target 
of cutting energy- and process-related CO2 emissions by more than half in 2050 (compared with 
2011) and ensuring that they continue to fall thereafter. Importantly, the 2DS acknowledges that 
transforming the energy sector is vital, but not the sole solution: the goal can be achieved only 
provided that CO2 and GHG emissions in non-energy sectors are also reduced. The 2DS is broadly 
consistent with the WEO 450 Scenario through 2035. 

Compared with the other ETP scenarios, the 6DS exhibits a lack of effort in developing, demonstrating and 
deploying clean energy technologies, and shows the least progress in cost and performance of climate-
mitigating and efficiency technologies. By 2050, it shows almost 70% growth in primary energy supply, 
three quarters of which is provided by fossil fuels (Figure 1). The 4DS reflects the culmination of proposed 
efforts, yet its ambition falls short of the full level needed to meet global climate and energy security 
targets. Energy demand in the 4DS grows by over 50% and although use of renewables grows significantly, 
fossil fuels still make up almost 70% of primary energy demand (compared with 80% in 2011). With 
strategic policy action, the 2DS constrains energy demand growth to slightly over 25% (from 2011). By 
decoupling economic growth from energy consumption, the 2DS paves the way for renewables to provide 
a greater share than fossil fuels in 2050. In 2011, the energy sector accounted for nearly 70% of GHG 
emissions. Strong will and practical efforts to decarbonise the energy system are needed across all sectors 
– particularly in the power sector, which in the 2DS is slated to deliver over 40% of the cumulative 
emissions reductions needed. As no single technology will be able to meet these targets, ETP modelling 
examines a portfolio of technologies that can meet them while maximising energy security and economic 
growth (Figure 2). 
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Figure 1. Total primary energy supply 

 

Source: (IEA, 2014) 

Figure 2. Contributions to annual emissions reductions between the 6DS and 2DS 

 

Source: (IEA, 2014) 

The three thematic, electricity-based modelling variants explore other paths to achieve the 2DS aims: 

• The 2DS-High Renewables (2DS hi-Ren) variant illustrates an expanded role of renewables in the 
power sector, based on a decreased or delayed deployment of nuclear technologies and CCS. 

• The 2DS-Electrifying Transport (2DS-ET) variant projects massive electrification of transport, 
deployed first in strategic regions to maximise CO2 savings. While the 2DS is already ambitious in 
terms of transport electrification, especially for light-duty road passenger applications, the 2DS-ET 
aggressively pursues electrification of road freight vehicles. 

• The 2DS-Electrified Buildings (2DS-EB) variant examines increased deployment of heat-pump 
technology for both space heating and potable water heating. While displacing the use of gas, and 
thereby reducing emissions, the variant would drive up electricity demand for heating and cooling. 

Thanks to the higher efficiency of electric powertrains compared to ICEs, by 2050 global transport energy 
use in 2DS-ET is 5% lower than in the 2DS, for a similar level of transport demand activity (Figure 3). 
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Moreover, diesel demand drops by 10% to 25 EJ for the whole transport sector. With electric infrastructure 
(whether recharging stations, overhead lines or induction) and vehicle deployment for long-haul travel 
ramping up after 2035, electricity not only displaces fossil fuel use but also decreases the need for other 
low-carbon fuels such as hydrogen or biofuels. As a result, hydrogen use drops from 4.4 EJ in 2DS to 2.6 EJ 
in 2DS-ET in 2050. When pushing electrification to its maximum in the 2DS-ET, the extra electricity demand 
is almost entirely offset by a drop in demand from reduced hydrogen demand, due to high losses in 
converting electricity to hydrogen. As in the 2DS, transport demand remains below 15% of global electricity 
demand. Electricity’s share in transport energy use rises from 1% in 2013 to 13% in 2DS-ET in 2050, 
compared with 11% in 2DS. Realistically, with massive deployment starting in the mid-2030s, most benefits 
of the 2DS-ET are expected to come after 2050; the scenario strongly contributes to a fully decarbonised 
transport sector by 2075 and beyond. The extra electricity demand in the 2DS compared with the 4DS is 
mainly from light-duty BEVs. In the 2DS-ET, demand for instantaneous power from overhead lines 
increases. Overhead applications are used today by train operators that run predetermined routes on pre-
planned schedules, which allow electricity network operators to plan for the demand in advance. Massive 
deployment of long-haul trolley trucks is likely to make the prediction for the instantaneous demand more 
complex; for example, sub-stations along the lines would need to be scaled appropriately. Grid operators 
could provide incentives to encourage freight companies to move their wares during off-peak periods (e.g. 
at night), thereby shifting demand. 

Figure 3. Final energy use of the transport sector 

 

Source: (IEA, 2014) 

2.1.2 Technology Energy Perspectives: Towards Sustainable Urban Energy Systems 

The agreement reached at the 21st Conference of the Parties (COP21) in Paris could prove to be a historic 
turning point for reversing the currently unsustainable trends in the global energy system, provided that 
this heightened low-carbon ambition is translated into fast, radical and effective policy action. Even in the 
context of low fossil fuel prices, policy support for low-carbon technologies should mobilise all levers 
available to accelerate research, development, demonstration and deployment (RDD&D) to make 
decarbonisation the preferred development path. Chief among such levers is governments’ support for 
urban energy transitions, a conclusion that is supported by the analysis of Energy Technology Perspectives 
2016 (ETP 2016), which shows the vast number and size of cost-effective, sustainable energy opportunities 
available in cities (IEA, 2016a). Realising this potential, and the multiple non-climate benefits it presents, 
will require national and local governments to work together effectively. 

Methodology  

ETP 2016 follows the same analytical approach as ETP 2014. 
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Scenarios & Results  

Key messages from ETP 2016 are:  

• COP21 boosted the momentum for accelerating low-carbon technology deployment, but concrete 
action will need to match ambitions;  

• Cities are at the heart of the decarbonisation effort; 

• Cities can enable unique, cost-effective options and synergies to accelerate the decarbonisation of 
the buildings sector; 

• Urban transport systems can lead the low-carbon transition in mobility; 

• Urban low-carbon energy supply and smart urban energy networks can provide many potential 
benefits at both the local and national levels; 

• Mobilising the urban sustainable energy potential requires strong support from national 
governments to local policy makers. 

The energy landscape is shaped by cities. With more than half of global population and about 80% of the 
world’s GDP in 2013, cities account for about two-thirds of primary energy demand and 70% of total 
energy-related carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. The energy and carbon footprint of urban areas will 
increase with urbanisation and the growing economic activity of urban citizens. By 2050, the urban 
population will grow to two-thirds of global population, and the urban share of global GDP will be about 
85%. Continuing current energy system trends, driven by existing policies such as in the 6DS, will increase 
urbanprimary energy demand by 70% from 2013 levels to about 620 exajoules (EJ) in 2050 when it will 
account for 66% of the total (Figure 4). In parallel, carbon emissions from energy use in cities (including 
indirect emissions from power and heat generation) would increase by 50%. Hence, efforts aimed at 
fostering sustainable urban energy paths are crucial to meet national and global low-carbon ambitions. 

Figure 4. Urban primary energy demand in the ETP scenarios, 2013-50 

 

Source: (IEA, 2016a) 

Cities should be at the heart of the sustainable energy transition. The 2DS provides a vision for meeting 
demand for end-use energy services in cities while at the same time significantly reducing primary energy 
use and its environmental impacts. In fact, cities not only drive energy demand and its environmental 
impacts; they also offer great opportunities to steer the global energy system towards greater 
sustainability. Accelerating the deployment of clean energy technologies in the urban environment and 
supporting behavioural changes among urban citizens can significantly decouple growth in urban primary 
energy use and carbon emissions from GDP and population growth while ensuring continued access to 
end-use services. For example, in the 2DS, urban primary energy demand globally can be limited to 430 EJ 
by 2050 (65% of total primary energy demand), which represents less than a 20% increase from 2013, 
while urban populations are expected to increase by 67% and GDP by 230% over the same period. Relative 
to 6DS levels, carbon emissions from urban energy use could be reduced by 75% in 2050. Overall, the 
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potential emissions reduction related to urban energy use by 2050 in the 2DS amounts to 27 gigatonnes 
(Gt), equivalent to 70% of the total emissions reduction in the 2DS (Figure 5), which would otherwise not 
be possible without a transformation of urban energy systems. 

Figure 5. Carbon emissions reductions in the buildings and transport sectors, 2013-50 

 

Source: (IEA, 2016a) 

2.1.3 Nordic Energy Technology Perspectives 2016: Cities, flexibility and pathways to carbon-
neutrality 

The five Nordic countries – Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden – have energy and climate 
policy agendas that are among the most ambitious in the world. This report (IEA, 2016b) is focused on the 
role of technology in supporting a Nordic energy system that realises these targets and fulfils the vision 
laid out in the Paris Climate Agreement at COP21: keeping global temperature rise “well below two 
degrees”. 

There is a clear technological and economical pathway for the Nordic region to push towards a near 
carbon-neutral energy system in 2050. Together, Nordic countries can send a strong signal to the global 
community that the ambitious aims of the Paris Climate Agreement are achievable.  

Methodology  

Nordic Energy Technology Perspectives 2016 (NETP 2016) follows the same analytical approach as ETP 
2016. 

Scenarios & Results  

NETP 2016 presents technology pathways towards a near-zero emission Nordic energy system, in direct 
response to the ambitious national climate targets for 2050 across the region. It is the result of a joint 
project involving the International Energy Agency (IEA), Nordic Energy Research and leading research 
institutions from all five Nordic countries. NETP 2016 presents in-depth Nordic scenarios tailored to inform 
the decisions of Nordic policy makers. The analysis is presented around the Nordic Carbon-Neutral 
Scenario (CNS), which results in an 85% reduction in emissions by 2050 (from 1990 levels). The Nordic 4°C 
Scenario (4DS) entails a 42% reduction and serves as the baseline. The CNS can be viewed as a test of the 
Paris Climate Agreement: Nordic CO2 emissions1 drop by 85% by 2050 (compared with 1990 levels), 
surpassing the 70% decline projected in the global 2°C Scenario2 set out in ETP 2016 (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Nordic and global CO2 emissions 

 

Source: (IEA, 2016b) 

Main topics discussed in NETP 2016 are:  

• Achieving a carbon-neutral Nordic energy system 

• Power and heat already close to decarbonised, but thoroughly transformed nonetheless 

• Radical transformation of transport will be most visible change to consumers 

• More rapid renovation of existing Nordic building stock needed to lower energy demand 

• Industry the most difficult sector to decarbonise, requires innovation in technology and policy 

• Additional investments to achieve the CNS are concentrated in buildings, industry and transport 

Nordic electricity generation, already 87% carbon-free, is fully decarbonised by 2045 in the CNS (Figure 7). 
The most dramatic transformation of the Nordic power and heat system does not come from renewables 
displacing the small remaining share of fossil fuels. Rather, it comes from the combination of a decline of 
nuclear (reflecting the political phase-out of older capacity and the reality of increased competition from 
renewables) and a significant buildout of wind power (which leads to generation far exceeding domestic 
demand, even with the drop in nuclear generation). This facilitates the potential for net export of clean 
electricity to Europe, which requires increased system integration and flexibility to balance high shares of 
wind power. With lower implementation of energy efficiency measures, the 4DS requires greater total 
generation, more renewables build-out, and higher net export of electricity compared with the CNS. Wind 
generation increases five-fold, from 7% of Nordic electricity generation in 2013 to 30% in 2050 in the CNS, 
driven in part by the potential for greater electricity trade with Europe. 

Figure 7. Nordic electricity generation and heat production, 2013-50 

 

Source: (IEA, 2016b) 
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2.2 The Global Multi-regional MARKAL Model (GMM)  

2.2.1 World Energy Scenarios 2016: The Grand Transition 

The scenarios were quantified using the Global Multi-Regional MARKAL (GMM) energy system model 
(WEC, 2016). GMM is a tool used to quantify and enrich the scenario storylines developed by the World 
Energy Council. Since 1970, the world has seen rapid growth in energy demand, mainly satisfied by fossil 
fuels. The future will be different. Disruptive trends are emerging that will create a fundamentally new 
world for the energy industry, characterised by lower population growth, radical new technologies, greater 
environmental challenges, and a shift in economic and geopolitical power. These underlying drivers will 
re-shape the economics of energy. We call this uncertain journey into the new world of energy – The Grand 
Transition. Over the past three years, the World Energy Council has explored the likely futures and 
outcomes for the Grand Transition. Our findings indicate:  

• The World’s primary energy demand growth will slow and per capita energy demand will peak 
before 2030 due to unprecedented efficiencies created by new technologies and more stringent 
energy policies.  

• Demand for electricity will double to 2060. Meeting this demand with cleaner energy sources will 
require substantial infrastructure investments and systems integration to deliver benefits to all 
consumers.  

• The phenomenal rise of solar and wind energy will continue at an unprecedented rate and create 
both new opportunities and challenges for energy systems.  

• Demand peaks for coal and oil have the potential to take the world from “Stranded Assets” to 
“Stranded Resources”.  

• Transitioning global transport forms one of the hardest obstacles to overcome in an effort to 
decarbonise future energy systems.  

• Limiting global warming to no more than a 2°C increase will require an exceptional and enduring 
effort, far beyond already pledged commitments, and with very high carbon prices.  

• Global cooperation, sustainable economic growth, and technology innovation are needed to 
balance the Energy Trilemma. 

Methodology  

GMM’s detailed technology representation enables the model to provide a consistent and integrated 
representation of the global energy system, accounting for engineering and technical factors in the 
quantification of long-term energy transitions. The model is driven by input assumptions reflecting the 
scenario storylines and applies an optimization algorithm to determine the least-cost long-term 
configuration of the global energy system from a global social perspective with perfect foresight. GMM is 
a technologically detailed cost-optimization model that has been developed by the Energy Economics 
Group at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) over a number of years. PSI’s model contains 15 world regions.  

Scenarios & Results  

The Grand Transition is built on three new exploratory and metaphorically named scenarios looking to 
2060: Modern Jazz, Unfinished Symphony, and Hard Rock.  

• Building on the World Energy Council’s previous scenarios, Modern Jazz represents a ‘digitally 
disrupted’, innovative, and market-driven world.  

• Unfinished Symphony is a world in which more ‘intelligent’ and sustainable economic growth 
models emerge as the world drives to a low carbon future.  
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• The Council has also introduced an emerging and more fragmented scenario called Hard Rock, 
which explores the consequences of weaker and unsustainable economic growth with inward-
looking policies. 

Population—and, to differing extents, productivity and income—increase energy demand to 2060. 
However, economic transition and efficient technologies play the biggest role in reducing the amount of 
energy needed for economies and lifestyles. As a result, TPES per capita peaks before 2030 in all three 
scenarios. In Modern Jazz, higher economic growth increases energy demand, but technology deployment 
sharply reduces energy intensity, which moderates the pace of growth. Less energy-intensive economic 
growth and development pathways emerge for both developed and developing economies, resulting in 
substantial efficiency gains in both primary and final energy consumption. Unfinished Symphony 
experiences the lowest growth in energy demand due to both moderated economic growth and strong 
gains in energy intensity reductions. Top-down mandates and policy incentives force economies to 
become increasingly efficient. As a result of slower economic growth and reduced global cooperation, 
Hard Rock reduces energy intensity the least to 2060. The global economic climate leads to lower 
technology transfer as well as less funding capacity for more efficient infrastructure and new technology 
implementation. Economies are also slower to overcome technology learning curves. Figure 8 compares 
the per annum change seen in GDP Growth, Energy Intensity of GDP, and Primary Energy Demand from 
2014 to 2060. 

Figure 8. GDP growth, primary energy intensity, primary energy demand % p.a. (2014-60) 

 

Source: (WEC, 2016) 

Changes in the energy mix enable the electrification of energy through the deployment of renewable 
technologies which, in turn, substantially increases efficiency across all three scenarios. Conversion rates 
for renewable energy sources are much higher than those for fossil fuel plants, which means less energy 
is needed from the primary source. Modern Jazz and Unfinished Symphony post the most impressive gains 
in electrification of TFC: 28% and 29%, respectively, in 2060. The rapid installation of wind and solar plants 
support electrification of energy systems. In 2060, solar installed capacity ranges from 4,005 GW in 
Modern Jazz to 4,707 GW in Unfinished Symphony. Heavy RD&D investments in both scenarios reduce the 
investment cost for solar installations by more than 70% per KWh. Wind installed capacity ranges from 
3,130 GW in Modern Jazz to 3,415 GW in Unfinished Symphony. Both scenarios rely on storage technology 
innovation to achieve these additions. Modern Jazz sees the rise of smart grid technologies for distributed 
energy systems with battery storage solutions. Unfinished Symphony uses smart grid technologies with 
grid integration and large-scale solutions such as pumped hydro to manage intermittency. Figure 9 
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summarises how renewable energy sources lead to disruptive changes in electricity generation from 2014 
to 2060 for each scenario. 

Figure 9. Global electricity generation (TWh) 

 

Source: (WEC, 2016) 

2.2.2 Powering the growth of Sub-Saharan Africa: The Jazz and Symphony scenarios of World Energy 
Council 

We (Panos et al., 2015) analyse two long-term explorative scenarios, developed together with the World 
Energy Council, to assess the policy and technology mixes required to achieve long-term energy equity, 
energy security and environmental sustainability in the region. We find that more than $55 billion in 
investments is required in power infrastructure annually until 2050. Access to electricity increases from 
31% of the population in 2010 to more than 80% in 2050, but the region remains well behind than the rest 
of the world. The analysis suggests that a one-size-fits-all solution does not exist: the policy makers need 
not only to address the design and implementation of suitable energy policies, but also to create an 
investment climate to mobilise domestic and foreign capital and innovation.   

Methodology  

The GMM model was used in assessing the development of the whole energy system. The second model 
is a reduced-form econometric model that estimates the population with access to electricity given the 
economic and demographic assumptions from the scenarios and the output from GMM on the electricity 
consumption per capita and the level of electrification of demand. The two models are sharing common 
assumptions regarding the GDP and population projections. The link between the two models is 
established on the average electricity consumption per capita in the residential sector and the percentage 
of electrification of the residential demand. When assessing exploratory scenarios the GMM model 
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provides the electricity consumption and the electrification rate of demand to the econometric model and 
the latter forecasts the populationwith access to electricity. 

Scenarios & Results  

The scenarios correspond to two narrative storylines about future trajectories of the energy system.  

• “Jazz” focuses on achieving economic growth through low-cost energy. The economy is liberalised, 
there are no barriers in international trade, and there is minimal government intervention in energy 
markets. The deregulation of the economyand the opening of the upstream energy market attract 
Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) in Sub-Saharan Africa. Under these assumptions high economic 
growth is anticipated in SSA, which also leads to an increased demand for energy services.   

• “Symphony” focuses on environmental sustainability and energy security. The economy is more 
regulated in this scenario than in “Jazz” and energy policies are set by more coordinated 
government action. The level of privatisation of the economy is assumed to remain at the current 
levels, which leads to a restrained participation of the private sector. As a result the FDI in the SSA 
region are more limited, targeting fewer sectors of the economy, which in turn leads to lower 
economic growth in SSA compared to “Jazz”. “Symphony” assumes that regional emission trading 
schemes are being developed by 2030, which are replaced by a global CO2 market in the longer 
term. SSA fully joins the globally coordinated action by 2050. Governments seek to support energy 
technologies with lower GHG emissions and reduced import dependency. 

The demand for transport services also increases during the projection period, pulled by the economic 
activity. Road transport remains the most important sector in terms of energy consumption. Regarding 
private road transport, technology choice diverges between the two scenarios (Figure 10). In “Jazz”, a large 
share of conventional cars remains, as the efficiency of internal combustion engines continues to improve, 
with limited support for alternative technologies. On the other hand, in “Symphony” the passenger car 
fleet becomes more diverse, due to more stringent climate policy and promotion of alternative 
technologies, with an increased share of hybrid vehicles. Despite these differences, in both scenarios 
energy consumption in the transport sector shows signs of decoupling from economic activity, due 
primarily to improvements in energy efficiency. 

Figure 10. Shares of technologies in passenger private transport and car ownership per thousand capita 

 

Source: (Panos et al., 2015) 
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2.2.3 Access to electricity in the World Energy Council's global energy scenarios: An outlook for 
developing regions until 2030 

To estimate the financial effort required to achieve this target we (Panos et al., 2016) analyse two long-
term scenarios developed by the Paul Scherrer Institute and the World Energy Council, which describe two 
alternative economic and energy system developments. We focus on developing Asia, Latin America and 
Sub-Saharan Africa, which currently have the largest percentage of population without access to 
electricity. We couple a long-term energy system model with regional econometric models that forecast 
population electrification rates. We find that establishing universal electricity access by 2030 requires 
significant, but attainable investments in power generation infrastructure, and results in low impacts on 
primary energy demand and CO2 emissions. 

Methodology  

In the case of exploratory scenarios the GMM model first finds the cost-optimal configuration of the 
energy system. The calculated electricity consumption is then given to the econometric model as an input 
in order to project the electrification rate of the population together with the main drivers affecting it. In 
the case of normative scenarios, the econometric model is used in a backward calculation to find the levels 
of useful energy demands in the residential/commercial sector that are necessary to meet the imposed 
electrification targets. This backward calculation requires an assumption regarding the initial electricity 
consumption level of the newly connected households. The updated demands are then fed back into the 
GMM model in order to calculate the least-cost pathway to achieve the desired electrification rates. 

Scenarios & Results  

Further to the WEC/PSI scenarios we examine two normative variants aimed at achieving universal 
electricity access by 2030. The climate policy intensity in the developing regions is very modest in “Jazz” 
reaching $5 per tonne of CO2 in 2030. In “Symphony” it is assumed that the developing regions join the 
international effort led by the developed countries in the longer-term and the CO2 price is $23 per tonne 
of CO2 in 2030. 

Poverty is reduced in both scenarios due to the positive economic development (Figure 11). The number 
of people who are living with less than $2 PPP per day declines from 1947 million in 2010 to 1047 million 
in “Jazz” and 1163 million in “Symphony” by 2030. In both scenarios much of the reduction in poverty 
occurs in developing Asia and particularly in India. On the other hand, in Sub-Saharan Africa the growth of 
the population absorbs the economic growth and the remaining poor population in the world becomes 
increasingly concentrated in this region: half of the poor population worldwide lives in Sub-Saharan Africa 
in 2030 in both scenarios. 
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Figure 11. Population living with less than $2 (2005, PPP) per day, in millions and as % of region’s total 
population 

 

Source: (Panos et al., 2016) 

2.2.4 New Zealand energy scenarios - Navigating energy futures to 2050 

The Business NZ Energy Council (BEC) has adopted an internationally respected, independent, and tested 
framework used by the World Energy Council (WEC) in the development of its energy scenarios to 2050 
(Campbell et al., 2015). Applying this to New Zealand, WEC’s exploratory approach has pushed the 
boundaries of everyone involved in the development of our scenarios. It has challenged us to move outside 
of our own ideological biases and anchoring and in doing so has required us to ask the right questions and 
importantly, to answer the questions of “how could this play out differently” and “what impact could that 
have”? 

Methodology  

Consistent with the WEC approach, we have developed two scenarios – plausible, coherent and internally 
consistent stories of how the future of New Zealand’s energy landscape might evolve, based on a 
systematic analysis of those factors that will be critical to how it might do so (the “critical uncertainties”). 
These stories represent two different approaches to how our energy system could evolve over the next 35 
years. The output of the GMM model is a time series of energy extraction, production, trade and 
consumption decisions across the full energy value chain for each scenario. It does this for eight regions 
around the globe. An important consideration in integrating New Zealand into a global model (developed 
by the PSI) is ensuring that the modelling parameters are sufficiently relevant to New Zealand. 
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Scenarios & Results  

The BEC has developed: 

• A Kayak scenario in which markets drive supply chain decisions and innovation, with business and 
consumers making informed decisions in their own interests based on price and quality (including 
environmental quality). Kayak defines New Zealand’s experience to 2050 under a rest-of-the-
world Jazz scenario. and 

• A Waka scenario in which changing global circumstances and heightened environmental 
awareness drive business, consumers and government to make decisions in the national interest. 
Waka defines New Zealand’s experience to 2050 under a rest-of-the-world Symphony scenario. 

The increase of energy consumption in Kayak (compound annual growth rate (CAGR) 0.4%) is due to 
stronger economic growth and population growth (Figure 12). In Waka (-0.4% CAGR) the weaker economic 
and population growth is more than offset by a reduction in use of the transport fleet, greater use of 
electricity as a transport fuel (more “efficient” as a use of primary energy), and more aggressive energy 
efficiency policies. As a result, New Zealand’s energy intensity reduces at 1.8% per annum in Kayak, and 
2.0% per annum in Waka. Both of these rates are faster than experienced over the last 10 years (1.7%). 

Figure 12. Total consumer energy by fuel type in 2010 versus Kayak and Waka scenarios in 2050 

 

Source: (Campbell et al., 2015) 

In the market-dominated rest-of-the-world Jazz scenario, the growing Asian economies consume twice 
the amount of energy in 2050 than they did in 2010, accounting for nearly 50% of total global energy 
demand. New Zealand and Australia have much lower rates of energy growth (Figure 13). The world and 
the Asia-Pacific region are able to moderate growth in energy demand between 2010 and 2050 in the rest-
of-the-world Symphony in pursuit of their climate commitments. However, New Zealand stands out as 
being able to reduce its overall energy demand compared with 2010 levels, partly due to lower population 
and economic growth and partly due to its policy settings and adoption of low emission technology. 
Australia is close to achieving this too, with relatively flat demand growth. Asian countries (particularly 
China and India) have significant difficulties in balancing the energy needs of their growing populations 
and economies.94 
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Figure 13. Energy demand growth 

 

Source: (Campbell et al., 2015) 

2.3 The ETSAP-TIAM Model 

2.3.1 A systemic approach to assessing energy security in a low-carbon EU energy system 

The purpose of this article (Gracceva & Zeniewski, 2014) is to resolve the resulting knowledge gap by 
proposing a theoretical approach to energy security that is consistent with its multi-dimensional nature, 
taking into account the whole energy supply chain. Five key ‘systemic’ properties of energy security will 
be identified – namely, stability, flexibility, adequacy, resilience and robustness. The paper proposes a 
novel framework to assess energy security and uses this framework to develop a comprehensive approach 
to the interactions between climate change policies and energy security. The impact of a low-carbon 
scenario on one of these five properties (long-term robustness) will be assessed using a complex multi-
regional energy system model. The results demonstrate how this scenario induces structural changes 
along the whole energy supply chain, revealing dynamic vulnerabilities and trade-offs that are not 
adequately accounted for by existing indicator-based assessments.  

Methodology  

A conceptual and methodological framework must be developed which accounts for the multi-
dimensional nature of energy security and its ‘systemic’ quality encompassing the entire energy supply 
chain. Without prejudice to other methods of ordering the energy security debate, it can be claimed that 
a secure energy system is one with an ‘appropriate’ level of stability, flexibility, adequacy, resilience and 
robustness in the face of short- , medium- and long-term threats. The term ‘appropriate’ is related to the 
intrinsically relative nature of energy security, which as such can only be assessed in relative terms, as far 
as possible by considering the costs and benefits of alternative level of security. Indeed, detailed 
assessments of the energy security properties of stability, flexibility, adequacy, resilience and robustness 
are not possible without first formulating internally consistent images of the future system.  

While energy system models cannot fully capture the whole spectrum of energy security threats, they 
arguably constitute the appropriate starting tool before evaluating other properties using more detailed 
sectoral models. For present purposes, we analysed the impact of different European climate change 
policy scenarios on the robustness of the European energy system using a complex multi-regional energy 
system model, ETSAP-TIAM (Energy Technology Systems Analysis Program-TIMES Integrated Assessment 
Model). 

Scenarios & Results  

We explored a Low Carbon (LC) scenario consistent with the objective of halving global CO2 emissions by 
2050 to limit the global temperature increase to 2oC, while the reduction is 85% in Europe (by contrast, in 
the Business-as-Usual scenario global CO2 emissions almost doubles in 2050 with respect to 2010). The 
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Low Carbon state of the world developed through the global energy system model TIAM shows how the 
success in achieving a low-carbon energy system requires deep structural changes affecting the whole 
energy supply chain. 

The TIAM model is well-placed to consider the robustness of the European energy system. In line with our 
systemic framework, we assess the robustness of the low carbon system by measuring the impact of long-
term stresses on cumulative total system cost over the period 2030-2050 (Table 1). The cost increase 
produced by a constraint is indeed the consequence of the new trajectory found by the system to adapt 
to the constraint; as such, it is also the measure of the actual impact of the constraint. At the outset it is 
notable that from 2030 to 2050 a low-carbon system will impose a total additional cost of 12% (113.9 tn$ 
vs 91.5) relative to the business-as-usual system. Indeed, the carbon constraint leads to an increase in the 
price of all fossil fuels, with a direct impact on the cost of electricity generation. Secondly, the reduction 
of fossil fuel imports is achieved thanks to significantly higher expenditure on low-carbon technologies, 
which are typically characterised by high initial investment costs. The offsetting of these increased costs 
by the reduced need for fossil fuels (and, in particular, imports) is not enough to confer a positive value on 
the transition to a low carbon system. 

Table 1. Total energy system costs in BaU and LC scenarios and additional system costs under different 
long-term stresses (cumulative costs 2030–2050, Europe) 

 

Source: (Gracceva & Zeniewski, 2014) 

2.3.2 Modelling pathways to a low carbon economy for Finland 

Using ETSAP-TIAM as the central modeling tool, we (Koljonen & Lehtilä, 2015) have analyzed the 
implications of low carbon policies within Europe, with a special focus on the Finnish energy system. The 
main objective of the work was to identify cost-effective pathways for moving into a low carbon economy 
by 2050, by creating a set of different storylines for the future society and economy. The analysis involved 
also linking the energy system model to an applied general equilibrium model and a forest sector partial 
equilibrium model for estimating the impacts on the overall economy as well as land-use change and 
forestry. The scenario results indicate that Finland has good opportunities for achieving its low carbon 
targets by 2050 due to its large natural resources. The major uncertainties are related to the application 
of carbon capture and storage (CCS) and possible sustainability criteria for biomass. 

Methodology  

In the low carbon scenario analysis we employed five different models, of which the TIMES-VTT energy 
system model was the core tool. The four other models were soft-linked with the TIMES model. For gaining 
further insights into the macroeconomic impacts of the low carbon pathways, the VATTAGE applied 
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general equilibrium model, developed at the Government Institute for Economic Research (VATT), was 
soft-linked with the TIMES model. A detailed spatial partial equilibrium model of the Finnish forest sector, 
SF-GTM, was linked for obtaining more detailed results concerning the LULUCF (i.e. Land Use, Land Use 
Change and Forestry) effects and the use of regional biomass resources. Furthermore, spreadsheet models 
are used to provide input data for the modeling of various sectors. Two such models were specifically used 
for the low carbon scenarios, namely, a long-term mining sector model  developed by the Geological 
Survey of Finland (GTK) for modeling the developments in the mining industries, and the bottom-up REMA 
model for estimating the energy use in various segments of the building stock. 

Scenarios & Results  

Five low carbon scenarios were created: Continued growth, Stagnation, Save, Change, and Base-80 % 
(Table 2). 

Table 2. Characteristics of the low carbon scenario storylines 

 

Source: (Koljonen & Lehtilä, 2015) 

As mentioned above, we analyzed sensitivities to three significant uncertainties the stakeholders identified 
important for the Finnish energy system: (1) new nuclear power (N), (2) biomass sustainability (B), and (3) 
the commercial availability of CCS (C). Lastly, we also looked into the case where these three uncertainties 
are applied simultaneously (R). Selected results from the sensitivity analyses are shown in Figure 14 for 
the Save and Growth scenarios. 

In the first sensitivity analysis case (N), we assumed that no new nuclear power plants would be installed 
in Europe after those currently under construction. As there have been plans for several new plants in the 
relatively small energy system of Finland, the uncertainties related to nuclear power have a particularly 
high impact on the low carbon pathways in Finland. As expected, the nuclear power case (N) shows its 
strongest impacts on the electricity system. Perhaps the most significant impact is seen in the role of 
combined heat and power (CHP), which now becomes much more prominent in the low carbon pathways 
by 2050. At the highest, CHP would cover 40 % of the total electricity supply, and would mostly be based 
on biomass but also on fossil fuels with CCS in large scale pass-out turbine plants. Other substantial 
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changes include a notable decrease in electricity demand due to higher prices, and larger penetration of 
wind and small scale hydro power in the N case. However, it turns out that the impacts on the marginal 
costs of GHG emission reduction remain quite small. 

Figure 14. Marginal GHG emission prices (a), electricity supply (b) and renewable primary energy (c) in 
Finland in the Save and Growth scenarios, with sensitivity variants B and R 

 

Source: (Koljonen & Lehtilä, 2015) 

2.3.1 Closing the gap? Top-down versus bottom-up projections of China’s regional energy use 
and CO2 emissions 

This study (Dai et al., 2016) uses two newly developed global top-down and bottom-up models with a 
regional China focus to compare China’s future energy and CO2 emission pathways toward 2050. By 
harmonizing the economic and demographic trends as well as a carbon tax pathway, we explore how both 
models respond to these identical exogenous inputs. Then a soft-linking methodology is applied to 
‘‘narrow the gap’’ between the results computed by these models. We find for example that without soft-
linking, China’s baseline CO2 emissions might range from 15–20 Gt in 2050, while soft-linking models 
results in 17 Gt. Reasons for the results gap between the models are discussed subsequently, such as 
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model structure and statistical inputs. At a sectoral level, the gap can be mainly traced to China’s future 
coal use in electricity production. The study finds that it is beneficial to soft-link complex global models 
under harmonized assumptions. Although this study fails to ‘‘close the gap’’ between the two models 
completely, the experiences and insights shared here will be beneficial for researchers and policy makers 
that are drawing conclusions from the results of China and global scenario studies. 

Methodology  

A joint research effort between Japan’s National Institute of Environmental Studies, the Technical 
University of Denmark and China’s Energy Research Institute allowed to soft-link the AIM/CGE-China 
(hereafter CGE) model and the TIMES Integrated Assessment Model (hereafter TIAM). Both models are 
based on an optimization framework. The TD CGE model provides main inputs that serve as future energy 
service demand drivers for the BU energy system model TIAM. In general, the relative change in one TD 
sectoral output from the CGE model provides a relative change for the corresponding future BU energy 
service demand in TIAM. These rates of change that allow constructing harmonized future BU energy 
scenarios are called energy service demand drivers, as these provide a benchmark for the BU technology 
optimization. 

Scenarios & Results  

The baseline scenario follows the GDP and demographic trends of the newly developed Shared Socio-
economic Pathways (SSP2) scenario. An economy wide CO2 tax is applied to all sectors and all regions, in 
line with the corresponding baseline scenario. The carbon tax starts in 2013 with 21 USD/ton-CO2 and 
follows the low carbon tax price path of the recent Asia Modelling Exercise (AME). In 2050 the carbon tax 
reaches 128 USD/ton-CO2.  

Due to different characteristics in energy consumption it is not surprising to see significant differences in 
computed carbon emissions (Figure 15).  

Figure 15. CO2 emissions by sector-baseline across models (2005–2050) 

 

Source: (Dai et al., 2016) 
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First, and most noticeably, the CGE model shows in general higher results and a steeper short-term 
increase for CO2 emissions in China than the TIAM model. Second, the CGE model shows an emission peak 
in 2040 globally, consistent with a 2040 emission peak in China. The TIAM model however only projects 
an emission peak in 2040 in East-China. Third, the CO2 emissions from the power and the residential 
sectors in the CGE model are higher than in TIAM model. 

2.4 The TIAM-MACRO and ITMM Models 

2.4.1 Decomposing TIAM-MACRO to assess climatic change mitigation 

TIAM-MACRO (TM) is a mathematical programming growth model where the global multi-region bottom-
up engineering model TIAM is linked with a topdown macroeconomic module MACRO to maximize an 
inter-temporal utility function for a single representative producer-consumer agent in each region 
(Kypreos & Lehtila, 2015a). The size of TM is such that non-linear (NL) optimal solutions cannot be 
obtained even when the best available personal computers and solvers are used. Therefore, an alternative 
is proposed based on decomposition methods converting TM to a small-size NL macroeconomic model, 
called TIAM-MACRO Stand-Alone (TMSA), and where the energy model TIAM is substituted by appropriate 
quadratic cost supply functions (QSF). The TIAM model and the TMSA are calibrated to the demands 
estimated with a scenario generator and are then solved iteratively. This report concentrates on the 
description and foundation of the algorithm and explains why an adjusted production function is needed 
to allow for sectoral income and price elasticities that reproduce/calibrate the baseline scenario. It is 
shown that the decomposed problem for a single region is calibrated and solved to exactly the same results 
as the original problem in 3 min of computer time instead of 2–3 h without decomposition. Also, for the 
first time, we are able to solve the global TM model with 15 regions in 1.5 h applying the approach based 
on TMSA (in Windows 7, 64-bit workstation, solution in a single thread). 

Methodology  

In summary, this paper formulates the TIAM-MACRO model as mathematical programming problem and 
applies decomposition methods converting the model to an equivalent macroeconomic module called 
TIAM-MACRO Stand-Alone (TMSA) where the energy model TIAM is substituted by appropriate quadratic 
cost-supply functions (QSF).  

Scenarios & Results  

Two scenarios have been estimated for testing the algorithm with a time horizon until 2060:  

• Case A: This case represents regional CO2 targets resembling the long-term pledges of the 
Copenhagen accord; various countries have committed in the COP15 and COP16 in Cancun. 

• Case B: A global target for radiative forcing is imposed that should correspond to a concentration 
limit of 550 ppm CO2 equivalent. 

These cases have been solved with the global TIAM-MACRO model, and the key results of regional GDP 
losses versus the baseline are presented in the subsequent Figure 16. The maximum losses take place in 
the fast growing and developing economies of China (CHI) and India (IND) and South Korea (SKO) and the 
energy-exporting region of the former Soviet Union (FSU) 
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Figure 16. Regional GDP losses for the constrained cases for a moderate (left) and a stringent policy case 
(right)  

 

Source: (Kypreos & Lehtila, 2015a) 

2.4.2 Assessment of carbon emissions quotas with the integrated TIMES and MERGE model 

We (Kypreos & Lehtila, 2015b) perform a parametric analysis where increasingly stringent cumulative and 
global emission quota bounds are applied using the Integrated TIMES and MERGE model (ITMM). The 
model integrates in one set of equations two hybrid top-down and bottom-up models both able to analyze 
technological change. The study assumes efficient policies and measures where all world regions accept a 
binding protocol in 2020 while mitigation policies will start already in 2015. However, this early 
introduction of efficient policies needs capital transfers for a fair burden sharing in favor of countries with 
low income and in that sense the model assumptions are critical. Marginal cost of carbon control of these 
optimistic policies are high (600–1000 $/t of carbon by 2050) but global GDP losses remain moderate and 
below 1.5 % per year. 

Methodology  

ITMM is a large scale NLP model that maximizes the Negishi weighted regional utilities of all world regions. 
It is solvable directly with only one TIMES region represented explicitly, in our case this is USA.  

Scenarios & Results  

We perform a parametric analysis with different cumulative CO2 emission reduction targets aiming to 
restrict temperature change below 2°C for different probabilities. The MERGE model describes the 
emissions of all other Kyoto GHGs based on a baseline development and their marginal abatement supply 
curves while TIMES defines an explicit treatment of mitigation technologies for CH4 and N2O. 

The last part of this report presents and discusses the implications of the global constraint to the national 
USA energy system and carbon emissions. The reduction of carbon emissions in USA (Figure 17) follows 
the general pattern that appears on the global level where the industry and transport sectors are less 
efficient to reduce emissions than the power generation industry and the households where carbon 
emissions are totally eliminated or drastically reduced. Interesting is anyhow the strong reduction of 
carbon emissions in the baseline for the period of 2050 that is associated with a dramatic increase of 
biomass use (alcohol fuels) and wind for power generation. It is a consequence of learning by doing, the 
key driver of technological change which is further enhanced in the case of active carbon policy. Notice 
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the negative emissions for the most stringent policy cases taking place in the power generation sector 
(biomass-advanced systems with CCS) 

Figure 17. US energy related carbon emissions by sector 

 

Source: (Kypreos & Lehtila, 2015b) 

2.4.3 From Copenhagen to Durban and the challenge for sustainable levels of GHG concentrations 

This report (Kypreos & Lehtila, 2016) investigates scenarios of gradually stringent remaining emissions 
quotas (REQ) resulting to increased probabilities to limit temperature rise below 2°C. REQ are applied as 
cumulative bounds in the combined TIMES-MACRO model of the USA with the MERGE Integrated 
Assessment Model both able to analyse technological change. The study summarises the main findings 
and conclusions of this parametric analysis where all world regions accept a binding protocol or Accord 
starting in 2020 mitigating global warming. The mathematical description of the combined model that 
integrates in one set of equations and one objective function two hybrid top-down and bottom-up models 
with complementary regional representation is described in this paper. 

Methodology  

The Integrated Assessment model used in the study derives conclusions on national GHGs mitigation 
policies while respecting global mitigation commitments and policies. This is done by merging together 
the TIMES-MACRO (TM) model of USA, rich in technological details, with the MERGE model of the 
remaining world regions. The link is obtained by defining one objective function combined with a complete 
set of the individual model constraints. This modelling approach enlarges the options given in evaluating 
the regional and technological details for key world players while simultaneously being consistent with 
global developments in terms of resource use, climate constraints, trade of fuels, and the endogenous 
treatment of technological change. The new model, called ITMM designs national energy and 
environmental policies under consistent international boundary conditions. The model maximises the 
global welfare while satisfying a set of constraints allowing for an endogenous, path- and policy-dependent 
ranking of technological options. ITMM is on the limits concerning the size of NLP problems able to be 
solved directly using commercial algorithms. 
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Scenarios & Results  

Our study postulates different levels of carbon emissions quotas for the period 2020– 2050, aiming to 
assess the feasibility to meet the 2°C target. Simultaneously, the global target of CO2 emissions in the 
period of 2020 in the constrained cases remains free to optimisation but above the level of 39 GtCO2. 

Next to the baseline we perform a parametric analysis with different cumulative emission reduction 
targets aiming to restrict temperature change to below the 2°C target at different probabilities. The 
MERGE model describes the emissions of other GHGs based on a baseline development and their marginal 
abatement supply curves while TIMES defines an explicit treatment of mitigation technologies for CH4 and 
N2O. We have introduced cumulative bounds for CO2 emissions as this is the significant component in the 
cumulative integral of GHGs but the balances of other Kyoto gases are also presented and compared to 
the REQ given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Probabilities of exceeding 2°C 

 

Source: (Kypreos & Lehtila, 2016) 

Most of the economic growth in the future will take place in non-Annex I countries. These countries 
assume also higher shares of energy use and carbon emissions in the future than the industrialised 
countries, a direct consequence of their aspiration for economic growth. The cumulative GDP reduction, 
associated for the cases analysed relative to the baseline, is low. The maximum cumulative and global GDP 
difference is 1.3 percent for the most stringent emission reduction case, but the regional impacts are 
significant for some developing world regions, e.g. the oil exporting countries where losses are above 5% 
over the baseline (Figure 18). 

Figure 18. Regional and world cumulative and undiscounted GDP losses for the cases analysed relative 
to BaU 

 

Source: (Kypreos & Lehtila, 2016) 
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2.5 The TIAM-World Model 

2.5.1 Assessment of the effectiveness of global climate policies using coupled bottom-up and top-
down models 

In ordre to assess climate mitigation agreements, we (Labriet et al., 2015c) propose an iterative procedure 
linking TIAM-WORLD, a global technology-rich optimization model, and GEMINI-E3, a global general 
equilibrium model. The coupling methodology combines the precise representation of energy and 
technology choices with a coherent representation of the macro-economic impacts, especially in terms of 
trade effects of climate policies on energy-intensive products. In climate mitigation scenarios, drastic 
technology breakthroughts are required as soon as possible, especially in large emitting countries, and in 
all sectors of the economy. Energy-intensive industries tend to be delocalized in regions where low-carbon 
production is feasible and cheap, or in regions without emission cap. However, emission leakage remains 
small, mainly due to global lower oil demand, and energy exporting countries are extremely penalized 
given lower energy exports. Emission reduction at least in the power sector and in energy-intensive 
industries of developing countries must be considered to reach the 2oC target.  

Methodology  

The intent of the proposed coupling is to benefit from the technological details provided by TIAM-WORLD, 
and from the macro-economi information provided by GEMINI-E3 in order to define energy or climate 
policies. The principles of the coupling are as follows: 

• In GEMINI-E3, energy and CO2 prices, the fuel mix (distinguishing electricity and non-electric fuels), 
the technicak progess on energy uses (distinguishing electricity and non-electric sectors) and on 
capital consumption are computed on the basis of results from TIAM-WORLD.  

• In TIAM-WORLD, the growths of the GDP and of the monetary value of the industrial subsectors, 
used to compute the demands for energy services, are based on results provided by GEMINI-E3. 

Scenarios & Results  

Two alternative secnarios represent partial climate agreement: 

• Secnario 1 (S1) – A perfect long-term cooperation between all countries, all sectors are assumed. 

• Scenario 2 (S2) – Climate Agreement Limited to the Energy Intensive Industries: The climate target 
remains the same, 3.5 W/m2. All sectors of the OECD countries are covered by the climate 
agreement. In non-OECD countries, only energy intensive industries, including electricity 
generation and upstream sectors, are covered. This agreement is expected to avoid penalizing too 
much the housaholds (residential and transport) by excluding them from the agreement, and 
limiting the loss of competitiveness of developed countries. 

• Scenario 2B (S2B) - Climate Agreement Limited to the Electricity Generation: All sectors of the OECD 
countries are covered by the climate agreement. In non-OECD countries, only electricity generation 
is covered. The modelling of scenario 2B with the target of 3.5 W/m2 turned out to be infeasible.  

The global techno-economic cost, obtained from TIAM-WORLD in the Coupled-Models, reaches 11.2 
trillion $2010, what is 1.5 times the cost of S1 where the climate agreement covers all sectors (7.3 trillion 
$2010) because these countries have to do more mitigation efforts. However, total cost increase also in 
non-OECD, by a factor of 1.3, (from 3.7 to 5.17 trillion $2010). In other words, all regions, including the 
Non-OECD countries, face a higher total cost when only the intensive energy sectors of the Non-OECD 
countries participate in the climate agreement: the mitigation effort supported by tge covered sectors is 
higher, in all countries (Figure 19), resulting in more costly strategies. The CO2 price in 2050 reaches 
526$2010/tCO2 in S2, compared to 357 $2010/tCO2 in S1.  
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Figure 19. Comparison of CO2 emissions in Reference, S1 and S2 – Output of TIAM-WORLD in the 
voupled-models 

 

Source: (Labriet et al., 2015c) 

2.5.2 Assessing climate impacts on the energy sector with TIAM-WORLD: Focus on heating and 
cooling and hydropower potential 

This chapter (Labriet et al., 2015b) explores the coupling of the World TIMES Integrated Assessment Model 
(TIAM-WORLD) with an emulated version of the climate model PLASIM-ENTS to assess the impacts of 
future temperature and precipitation changes on the heating and cooling subsector and available 
hydropower. An absence of climate feedback induced by the adaptation of the energy system to future 
heating and cooling needs was found for a 1.6–5.7°C range of long-term global mean temperature 
increase: when aggregated at the global level, some changes compensate others, and heating and cooling 
represent a relatively small contributor to total energy consumption. However, significant changes are 
observed at the regional level in terms of additional power capacity, mostly coal power plants, to satisfy 
the additional cooling needs. Reduced needs for heating affect gas and coal heating systems more than 
biomass and electric heaters, reflecting higher costs of these heating options in the longer term. Available 
hydropower is estimated to increase on a seasonal basis in most regions under future climate change. It 
could therefore contribute to supply the additional electricity needed for cooling in regions where both 
future cooling needs and hydropower potential are expected to increase. Hydropower results are however 
characterized by high uncertainty due to uncertainties in projected precipitation changes as well as the 
relatively coarse resolution of PLASIM-ENTS. 
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Methodology  

In essence, there is an iterative exchange of data between the two models: TIAM-WORLD sends a time 
series of endogenously computed total greenhouse gas concentrations to the climate emulator. The 
climate emulator sends the seasonal and regional temperatures, converted into seasonal heating and 
cooling degree-days for each of the regions of the model, to TIAM-WORLD. These seasonal and regional 
degree-days are in turn used to compute new seasonal (3 seasons) and regional (16 regions) heating and 
cooling demands in TIAM-WORLD, by adjusting these demands proportionally to the changes of HDDs and 
CDDs of each region with respect to the values of the base year. A new supply demand equilibrium can 
then be computed by the model. Following the same principle, annual and seasonal availability factors of 
hydropower plants of TIAM-WORLD are iteratively adjusted to reflect the relative changes due to future 
climate change over the starting year, using the outputs of the hydropower computation.  

Scenarios & Results  

The analysis of the electricity mix at the global level shows that the increase in hydroelectricity availability 
could contribute to substitute the additional coal power generation needed to satisfy the additional needs 
in electricity for cooling due to climate change (Figure 20). Regions like Africa and Central and South 
America particularly benefit from this substitution, being regions that combine high increases of cooling 
needs and hydropower potentials due to climate change. Given the important role that transmission and 
interconnections may play in coping with climate variations, more detailed analysis of the capacity of the 
energy system to adapt to future climate change would deserve an enhanced consideration of the 
geographical dispersion and capacity of the transmission grid.  

Figure 20. Variations 

 

* These variations correspond to the differences in hydroelectricity generation between the reference case without 
considering the impacts of climate changes, and the Reference case with impacts of climate changes) in the electricity 
mix at global level in the reference case due to the impacts of climate change (long-term temperature increase of 3.3 
°C). 

Source: (Labriet et al., 2015b) 

2.5.3 Worldwide impacts of climate change on energy for heating and cooling 

The objective of this study (Labriet et al., 2015d) is to analyze the impacts of changes in future 
temperatures on the heating and cooling services of buildings and the resulting energy and macro-
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economic effects at global and regional levels. For this purpose, the techno-economic TIAM-WORLD 
(TIMES Integrated Assessment Model) and the general equilibrium GEMINI-E3 (General Equilibrium Model 
of International-National Interactions between Economy, Energy and Environment) models are coupled 
with a climate model, PLASIM-ENTS (Planet-Simulator- Efficient Numerical Terrestrial Scheme). The key 
results are as follows. At the global level, the climate feedback induced by adaptation of the energy system 
to heating and cooling is found to be insignificant, partly because heating and cooling-induced changes 
compensate and partly because they represent a limited share of total final energy consumption. 
However, significant changes are observed at regional levels, more particularly in terms of additional 
power capacity required to satisfy additional cooling services, resulting in increases in electricity prices. In 
terms of macro-economic impacts, welfare gains and losses are associated more with changes in energy 
exports and imports than with changes in energy consumption for heating and cooling. The rebound effect 
appears to be non-negligible. 

Methodology  

The methodology involves the coupling of three models: the techno-economic TIAM-WORLD model 
provides greenhouse gas concentration to the emulator of the climate model PLASIM-ENTS, which sends 
back temperature increases to both TIAM-WORLD and to the economy-wide model GEMINI-E3. 
Information exchange between models is handled by a fully automated script that launches models, reads 
output of one and creates input for the next. This can be done on a single computer or across a distributed 
network using the Community Integrated Assessment System tool.  

In essence, there is an iterative exchange of data between the two models, whereby TIAM-WORLD sends 
to the climate emulator a time series of total greenhouse gas concentrations for the entire 21st century, 
computed in TIAM-WORLD, and the climate emulator sends to TIAM-WORLD the seasonal and regional 
temperatures, converted into seasonal heating and cooling degree-days for each of the regions of the 
model. These seasonal and regional degree-days are in turn used to compute new seasonal and regional 
heating and cooling demands in TIAM-WORLD. 

Scenarios & Results  

Adaptation of the heating and cooling services to future changes in temperature translates into an increase 
of energy for cooling in India (+250 TWh, or +21 % with a long term temperature of 3.3 ◦C, up to +42 % in 
the highest temperature case compared to a situation without climate changes). In contrast a decrease of 
energy for heating is expected for FSU (up to −36 %) and for China (up to −47 %) while changes in heating 

and cooling almost compensate each other in Europe (up to −400 PJ in 2100), when considering total 
energy uses (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21. Total final energy consumed for heating and cooling with and without climate change impacts 
in China, India, FSU and Europe for no climate change (No CC), 3.3 oC (CC 3.3) and 5.7 oC (CC 5.7) scenarios 

 

Source: (Labriet et al., 2015d) 

2.5.4 PLASIM-ENTSem v1.0: a spatio-temporal emulator of future climate change for impacts 
assessment 

To capture feedbacks from impacted natural or socio-economic systems requires interactive two-way 
coupling, but this is generally computationally infeasible with even moderately complex general circulation 
models (GCMs). Dimension reduction using emulation is one solution to this problem, demonstrated here 
with the GCM PLASIM-ENTS (Planet Simulator coupled with the efficient numerical terrestrial scheme). 
Our approach (Holden et al., 2014) generates temporally evolving spatial patterns of climate variables, 
considering multiple modes of variability in order to capture non-linear feedbacks. The emulator provides 
a 188-member ensemble of decadally and spatially resolved (~5o resolution) seasonal climate data in 
response to an arbitrary future CO2 concentration and non-CO2 radiative forcing scenario. We present the 
PLASIM-ENTS coupled model, the construction of its emulator from an ensemble of transient future 
simulations, an application of the emulator methodology to produce heating and cooling degree-day 
projections, the validation of the simulator (with respect to empirical data) and the validation of the 
emulator (with respect to highcomplexity models). We also demonstrate the application to estimates of 
sea-level rise and associated uncertainty. 
Methodology  

This manuscript describes the development of PLASIM-ENTSem (Planet Simulator coupled with the 
efficient numerical terrestrial scheme), a climate model emulator for use in coupling applications in which 
the underlying physical climate model would be computationally prohibitive. The emulator generates an 
ensemble of temporally evolving spatial patterns of climate variables, considering multiple modes of 
variability in order to capture non-linear feedbacks. 
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Scenarios & Results  

In this section we describe the derivation and validation of baseline (1 January 1995 to 1 January 2005) 
heating degree days (HDDs) and cooling degree days (CDDs), calculated on the PLASIM-ENTS grid and 
mapped onto the regions of the TIAM-WORLD model. The seasonally resolved HDDs and CDDs are 
summed to generate annual data and are compared to observations in Figure 22. PLASIM-ENTS reproduces 
observational data remarkably well, capturing regional differences and with magnitudes that are generally 
quite reasonable. 

Figure 22. Baseline heating and cooling degree days 

 

 

Source: (Holden et al., 2014) 

2.5.5 Producing policy-relevant science by enhancing robustness and model integration for the 
assessment of global environmental change 

We (Warren et al., 2016) use the flexible model coupling technology known as the bespoke framework  
generator to link established existing modules representing dynamics in the global economy (GEMINI_E3), 
the energy system (TIAM-WORLD), the global and regional climate system (MAGICC6, PLASIM-ENTS and 
ClimGEN), the agricultural system, the hydrological system and ecosystems (LPJmL), together in a single 
integrated assessment modelling (IAM) framework, building on the pre-existing framework of the 
Community Integrated Assessment System. Next, we demonstrate the application of the framework to 
produce policy-relevant scientific information. We use it to show that when using carbon price 
mechanisms to induce a transition from a high-carbon to a low-carbon economy, prices can be minimised 
if policy action is taken early, if burden sharing regimes are used, and if agriculture is intensified. The 
approach has created long-lasting coupled models available for use in research for the future at a secure 
and user-friendly web portal. 

Methodology  

After determining conceptually the required linkages between models, we used the Bespoke Framework 
Generator version 2 (BFG2) to couple models together in a language independent fashion. BFG2 has a 
simple interface which allows users to automatically create metadata describing model linkages. Finally, 
couplings were incorporated into framework of the Community Integrated Assessment System (CIAS), 
which allows users to execute the couplings at a user-friendly web portal. We used a third key software 
technology, statistical emulation, to speed up the run time of some of our model couplings. 
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The objective of the coupling of TIAM-WORLD and the emulator of PLASIM-ENTSem is to use regional and 
seasonal temperature changes obtained from PLASIM-ENTSem in order to represent the possible heating 
and cooling adjustments due to climate change. Indeed, the climate module included in TIAM-WORLD 
provides only the global average surface temperature increase. In essence, there is an iterative exchange 
of data between the two models, whereby TIAM-WORLD sends to the climate emulator a set of total 
greenhouse gas concentrations for the entire 21st century, computed in TIAM-WORLD, and the climate 
emulator sends to TIAM-WORLD the seasonal and regional temperatures, converted into seasonal heating 
and cooling degree-days (HDD/CDD) for each of the regions of the model. These seasonal and regional 
degree-days are used to compute new seasonal and regional heating and cooling demands in TIAM-
WORLD. The new heating and cooling services result in the endogenous computation of a new supply-
demand equilibrium. The same approach has been used to model 1) the impacts of regional temperature 
changes on the efficiency and availability of thermal power plants; 2) the impacts of regional precipitation 
changes on hydropower; 3) and all the impacts together. 

Scenarios & Results  

Hence, SRES scenarios have now been replaced by the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs), 
which were used in the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) and new Shared Socio-economic Pathways 
(SSPs). Firstly, we ensured that our model couplings were reasonably harmonised in projecting greenhouse 
gas emissions associated with the RCP6 pathway and the RCP2.6 pathway (Figure 23). We used the five 
couplings above (and others) to derive policy relevant information. Our simulations from all three models 
are broadly consistent. Substantial emissions reductions are needed in order to stabilize the greenhouse 
gas concentrations in the atmosphere to a level of around 450ppm CO2eq (RCP2.6). 

Figure 23. Future emissions for RCP6 and RCP2.6 

 

Source: (Warren et al., 2016) 

2.5.6 Fairness in climate negotiations: A meta-game analysis Based on community integrated 
assessment 

This chapter (Haurie et al., 2015) deals with the problem of fair sharing of a safety cumulative emissions 
budget up to 2050. Using climate models one may infer the temperature change due to different possible 
emission pathways provided by world techno-economic models. The negotiations can concentrate then 
on the fair sharing of the resulting budget. We use two different integrated assessment models. The first 
is based on TIAM-WORLD, a detailed bottom-up energy model, coupled with the climate model PLASIM-
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ENTS. Here the supply of quotas on the emissions trading market is decided by a benevolent planner who 
tries to achieve a fair sharing. In the second approach based on GEMINI-E3, a computable general 
equilibrium model also coupled with PLASIM-ENTS, the supply of quotas is decided strategically by the 
regions involved in the negotiations. In conclusion the article compares the results and infers some 
“robust” recommendations concerning the forthcoming negotiations at the next conferences of the 
parties. 

2.5.7 Robust strategies of climate change mitigation in interacting energy, economy and land use 
systems 

This paper (Leimbach et al., 2016) aims to explore the robustness of a bioenergy-based mitigation strategy 
by addressing several dimensions of uncertainty on biomass potential, bioenergy use and induced land 
use change emissions. Different mitigation scenarios were explored by two different energy-economy 
optimization models coupled to the same land use model, which provides a common basis for the second 
generation bioenergy dynamics in the two energy-economy models. Using bioenergy is found to be a 
robust mitigation strategy as demonstrated by high biomass shares in primary energy demand in both 
models and in all mitigation scenarios. A variety of possible storylines about future uses of biomass exist. 
The comparison of the technology choices preferred by the applied models helps understand how future 
emission reductions can be achieved under alternative storylines. The presented comparison-based 
assessment goes beyond other comparison studies because both energy-economy models are coupled to 
the same land use model. 

Methodology  

The analysis is based on a model framework that links the economy-energy system with the land-use 
system. In the present framework, the land-use system is represented by the MAgPIE model and the 
energy-economy system alternatively by the REMIND model and the TIAM-WORLD model. A soft-coupling 
approach is used in which the models are run separately, and the coupling is achieved by an iterative 
exchange of data between the models until the model results converge into a stable solution. Data are 
exchanged from the energy-economy models to MAgPIE with regard to the regional demand on second 
generation bioenergy and the prices of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Bioenergy prices and emissions 
from the land use sector are returned from MAgPIE to TIAM-WORLD/REMIND. 

Scenarios & Results  

Table 4 shows the scenario design of the study, inspired by the work done for the Energy Modelling Forum 
(EMF27 study). We focus on climate change mitigation scenarios that aim to keep total radiative forcing 
in 2,100 below 2.6 W/m2 and 3.7 W/m2, usually corresponding, respectively, to CO2 equivalent 
concentrations of 450 and 550 ppm. 

Table 4. Scenario design 

 

Source: (Leimbach et al., 2016) 
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The range of mitigation portfolio is usually wider in scenarios with less ambitious climate targets like the 
radiative forcing target of 3.7 W/m2. In this scenario, REMIND combines the use of biomass much earlier 
with carbon capture and sequestration (as of 2030) than TIAM-WORLD (Figure 24). In TIAM-WORLD, a 
large share of biomass is used without carbon capture over a long time span. Furthermore, lower primary 
energy consumption in TIAM-WORLD indicates that energy efficiency improvements provide a larger 
contribution to mitigation than in REMIND. In TIAM-WORLD, efficiency improvements are a low cost 
option that will be used already at a low level of mitigation. In the scenario without CCS (RCP3.7_noCCS), 
biomass is used nonetheless in both models without any substantial reduction in the overall volume of 
consumed biomass. Within TIAM-WORLD, it is partly gasified – substituting natural gas consumption which 
is reduced significantly in the long term compared to the scenario with CCS available. Furthermore, the 
more substantial reduction of oil use in REMIND compared to TIAM-WORLD indicates that a huge share of 
biomass in REMIND is also used for the production of liquid fuels. 

Figure 24. Primary energy consumption in RCP3.7 scenario and RCP3.7-noCCS 

 

Source: (Leimbach et al., 2016) 

2.5.8 Baseline projections for Latin America: base-year assumptions, key drivers and greenhouse 
emissions 

This paper (Van Ruijven et al., 2015) provides an overview of the base-year assumptions and baseline 
projections for the set of models participating in the LAMP and CLIMACAP projects. We present the range 
in baseline projections for Latin America, and identify key differences between model projections including 
how these projections compare to historic trends. We find relatively large differences across models in 
base year assumptions related to population, GDP, energy and CO2 emissions due to the use of different 
data sources, but also conclude that this does not influence the range of projections. We find that 
population and GDP projections across models span a broad range, comparable to the range represented 
by the set of Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs). Kaya-factor decomposition indicates that the set of 
baseline scenarios mirrors trends experienced over the past decades. Emissions in Latin America are 
projected to rise as a result of GDP and population growth and a minor shift in the energy mix toward fossil 
fuels. Most scenarios assume a somewhat higher GDP growth than historically observed and continued 
decline of population growth. Minor changes in energy intensity or energy mix are projected over the next 
few decades. 

Methodology  

We focus our comparison of base-year data on the year 2005, as this is the most commonly adopted base 
year (i.e., eleven out of thirteen models participating in the CLIMACAP-LAMP project). The goal of this 
section is to highlight the differences in estimates across external datasets as it helps to explain why there 
are differences in the reported base year data for the CLIMACAP-LAMP models. A dataset of selected 
output from 13 participating models (ADAGE, EPPA, GCAM, IMAGE, iPETS, LEAP-FB, LEAP-UNAM, MEG4C, 
MESSAGEBrazil, Phoenix, POLES, TIAM-ECN and TIAM-WORLD) was generated for the CLIMACAP-LAMP 
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project. There are two versions of the TIAM model with different regional coverage (TIAM-ECN and 
TIAMWORLD).  

As part of the exercise, each modeling team was free to choose its key model assumptions, such as 
economic and population growth rates, energy efficiency improvements and technology development. 
Therefore, some differences in the results are due to different model structures, while others are due to 
different assumptions regarding future social, economic, and technological development. In addition, no 
harmonization was made for the present and future energy and environmental policies in these core 
baseline scenarios. 

Scenarios & Results  

Carbon dioxide emissions steadily grow in all model projections for the core baseline scenarios, as shown 
in Figure 25. Global emissions from fossil fuel use and industrial production grow from approximately 
30,000 Mt CO2 in 2005 to approximately 46,000– 75,000 Mt CO2 in 2050. Emissions in Latin America are 
projected to grow from 1400–1700 Mt CO2 in 2005 to approximately 2200– 4350 Mt CO2 in 2050. Brazil 
and Mexico are the major contributors to Latin America's emissions. Brazil's emissions are projected to 
grow from approximately 400 Mt CO2 in 2005 to approximately 800–1600 Mt CO2 in 2050, and Mexico's 
emissions are projected to grow from approximately 450 Mt CO2 in 2005 to approximately 700–1100 Mt 
CO2 in 2050. 

Figure 25. CO2 emissions fromfossil fuels and industry for theworld, Latin America, Mexico and Brazil 

 

Source: (Van Ruijven Bet al., 2015) 

2.5.9 Agriculture, forestry, and other land-use emissions in Latin America 

Nearly 40% of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in Latin America were from agriculture, forestry, and other 
land use (AFOLU) in 2008, more than double the global fraction of AFOLU emissions. In this article, we 
(Calvin et al., 2016) investigate the future trajectory of AFOLU GHG emissions in Latin America, with and 
without efforts to mitigate, using a multimodel comparison approach. We find significant uncertainty in 
future emissions with andwithout climate policy. This uncertainty is due to differences in a variety of 
assumptions including (1) the role of bioenergy, (2) where and how bioenergy is produced, (3) the 
availability of afforestation options in climate mitigation policy, and (4) N2O and CH4 emission intensity. 
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With climate policy, these differences in assumptions can lead to significant variance in mitigation 
potential, with three models indicating reductions in AFOLU GHG emissions and one model indicating 
modest increases in AFOLU GHG emissions. 

Methodology  

This article utilizes the models and scenarios developed for the CLIMACAP–LAMP project to assess AFOLU 
GHG emissions in Latin America. Several approaches to modeling AFOLU in economic and integrated 
assessment models exist. Some models exclude the sector entirely, either explicitly or implicitly assuming 
that AFOLU GHG emissions are zero. Some models include AFOLU by parameterizing functions (e.g., 
bioenergy supply curves and AFOLU GHG marginal abatement cost curves) to other offline models or 
studies. These models often include limited feedbacks. A third type of model includes a structural 
representation of the agriculture and land sector, ensuring consistency between production, consumption, 
and emissions. In this article, we focus our analysis on the second and third types of models 

Scenarios & Results  

In this paper, we focus on three scenarios: a reference scenario and two mitigation scenarios:  

• The reference scenario includes no climate policies beyond those currently enacted; proposed 
policies (e.g., the Copenhagen pledges) are excluded.  

• The two mitigation policy scenarios impose a globally harmonized carbon price on all GHG 
emissions, regardless of source (i.e., where and what flexibility). These carbon prices start at 
$10/tCO2e and $50/tCO2e in 2020 and rise at 4% per year, reaching $32 and $162/tCO2e in 2050, 
respectively. 

TIAM-WORLD mitigation of CH4 and N2O from agriculture remains negligible in Latin America until 2050 in 
the low tax scenario, while in the higher tax scenario, mitigation starts in 2030 and remains stable until 
2050 (5% of emissions are reduced). Figure 26 depicts the relationship between carbon price and 
abatement for Latin American AFOLUGHG, CO2, CH4, and N2O emissions across the four models included in 
this study for 2050.  

These figures clearly depict the divergence of model results, with GCAM  showing small increases in 
emissions as a result of climate policy, EPPA and ADAGE showing small decreases in emissions, and TIAM-
WORLD showing large decreases in emissions. The large difference in response to policy is primarily due 
to differences in mitigation options. TIAM-WORLD includes afforestation as a mitigation option, which can 
lead to sequestration of CO2 in the terrestrial system. Such an option is deployed widely resulting in large 
emissions reductions. ADAGE, EPPA, and GCAM exclude such an option in their models for this study and 
thus have much more limited (or even negative) abatement. 
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Figure 26. AFOLU GHG emission abatement as a function of carbon price in Latin America for 2050 

 

Source: (Calvin et al., 2016) 

2.5.10 Long-term mitigation potential and current policy trajectories in Latin American countries 

This paper (Clarke et al., 2016) provides perspectives on the role of Latin American and Latin American 
countries in meeting global abatement goals, based on the scenarios developed through the CLIMACAP–
LAMP modeling study. Abatement potential in Latin America, among other things, is influenced by its 
development status, the large contributions of non-CO2 and land use change CO2 emissions, and energy 
endowments. In most scenarios in this study, the economic potential to reduce fossil fuel CO2 as well as 
non-CO2 emissions in Latin America in 2050 is lower than in the rest of the world (in total) when measured 
against 2010 emissions, due largely to higher emission growth in Latin America than in the rest of the 
world in the absence of abatement. The potential to reduce land use change CO2 emissions is complicated 
by a wide range of factors and is not addressed in this paper (land use emissions are largely addressed in 
a companion paper). The study confirms the results of previous research that the variation in abatement 
costs across models may vary by an order of magnitude or more, limiting the value of these assessments 
and supporting continued calls for research on the degree to which models are effectively representing 
key local circumstances that influence costs and available abatement options. Finally, a review of policies 
in place in several Latin American countries at the time of this writing finds that they would be of varying 
success in meeting the emission levels proposed by the most recent IPCC reports to limit global 
temperature change to 2°C. 
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Methodology  

This study explores the economic abatement potential of Latin American countries relative to the world 
as a whole. In modeling studies, relative economic abatement potential is assessed from scenarios with 
an economically-efficient global allocation of emission reductions; that is, scenarios in which emission 
reductions are distributed among countries in a manner that minimizes the total global economic cost of 
abatement. 

Scenarios & Results  

The CLIMACAP–LAMP project is based on a large set of scenarios intended to understand climate change 
abatement in Latin America. This paper relies on a subset of these scenarios (Table 5). The global climate 
goal scenarios – those leading to CO2-equivalent concentrations of 450, 550, and 650 – could only be 
produced by a subset of models with full global coverage. These scenarios are useful for understanding 
the linkage between global climate goals and Latin American emission trajectories. To understand 
abatement within Latin America, we have relied on scenarios leading to emission reductions across Latin 
America of 20% and 50% by 2050 relative to 2010 levels. One set of these scenarios focuses only on fossil 
fuel CO2 abatement (FF&I); another includes both fossil fuel CO2 and non-CO2 emissions (GHG). 
Implementation of these abatement measures is achieved through a common price on carbon across Latin 
American countries. 

Table 5. Scenarios explored in this paper 

 

With these caveats in mind, this paper compares economically efficient abatement in Latin America with 
that of the world in total for the global abatement scenarios produced in this study (the 450, 550, and 650 
ppmv scenarios) and in the recent AMPERE model intercomparison study. Results for 2030 (Figure 27) tell 
a mixed story. In most models, overall GHG emission reductions are less aggressive in Latin America than 
for the world, but they are more aggressive in several models. When splitting these overall emissions into 
three parts – fossil fuel and industrial CO2 emissions, land use change CO2 emissions, and non-CO2 
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emissions – a different story emerges. The primary cause of variation in total GHG emission reductions is 
variation in land use change CO2 emissions. The story is more consistent for both fossil fuel and industrial 
CO2 emissions and non-CO2 emissions. Most models find that economically-efficient emissions in 2030 and 
2050 relative to 2010 are higher in Latin America than for the world. This would indicate, for example, that 
if a 50% global reduction in fossil fuel and industrial CO2 emissions relative to 2010 is the global goal, then 
it is economicallyefficient for Latin America to take on less aggressive emission reductions relative to 2010. 

Figure 27. Emissions in 2030 relative to 2010 for Latin America (vertical axis) relative to the world as a 
whole (horizontal axis) 

 

Source: (Clarke et al., 2016) 

2.5.11 Effectiveness and efficiency of climate change mitigation in a technologically uncertain World 

Following a multi-scenario framework based on the technology assumptions proposed by the 27th Energy 
Modeling Forum (EMF-27), our analysis (Kanudia et al., 2014) focuses on analyzing the impacts of key 
technology assumptions on climate policies, including the interdependencies of different technological 
options. Each scenario may be considered as either a possible state of nature upon which one has no 
influence, each scenario thus dictating the availability (or non availability) of some subset of the 
technology groups, or as an opportunity for society, by its own actions and policies, to influence the 
availability of said technology group. The main insights obtained from the assessment show the prominent 
role of bioenergy as ameans to abate greenhouse gas emissions, irrespective of other technological 
developments, while the role of the other technologies (wind and solar, carbon capture and sequestration, 
nuclear) are more dependent of one another. It appears that CCS may play a sort of “backstop” role: it 
compensates for a lower contribution of solar and wind, or of nuclear. This means that an increased social 
acceptability of one (or all) of these three sets of technology should be at the heart of future climate 
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policies. The costs caused by the adaptation of electricity networks to accommodate a high fraction of 
intermittent sources would deserve more attention in future research. 

Scenarios & Results  

Our focus is on the roles played by five key technology groups (End-use energy intensity, CCS, Biomass, 
Nuclear, and Solar-Wind electricity) in the strategies to abate GHG emissions to attain the 450 ppmv. Each 
technology group may take two alternative values, as described in Table 6. This paper discusses eight 
baseline scenarios (G1 to G8) and nine climate scenarios with the 450 ppmv concentration target (G9 to 
G16, plus G30), all of them as defined by EMF-27. 

Table 6. Main characteristics of the technological scenario dimensions 

 

Source: (Kanudia et al., 2014) 

Figure 28 shows the amounts of CCS by type of fuel (bio or fossil) and by sector (electricity production, 
hydrogen production, other fuel production, and industrial processes), for four milestone years, and all 
climate scenarios (except when CCS is forbidden). In all cases, CCS is very low (or zero) in 2020, and 
becomes significant in 2040, when allowed to be. CCS in Hydrogen production is negligible, and CCS in 
industrial processes is significant but small and shows only little variation across scenarios. The remaining 
and by far largest share of CCS is done in electricity production and in biofuels production. In year 2040, 
CCS in the electricity sector dominates and is associated with coal fired and gas fired plants. Later in the 
century (years 2070 and 2100), when emission abatement becomes more and more substantial, CCS is 
much more associated with biomass3 (both in power plants and in fuel production plants), except when 
biomass potential is low (scenarios G14 and G15), or when solar and wind are small (G13) in which cases 
biofuels production is much reduced and use of biomass for electricity generation is preferred. Note 
however that CCS is much larger in G15 than in G14, because G15 severely limits the share of wind and 
solar electricity, and thus electricity is produced largely by coal and gas associated with CCS. 
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Figure 28. Breakdown of CCS (units: Mt CO2 per year) 

 

Source: (Kanudia et al., 2014) 

2.5.12 Energy technology roll-out for climate change mitigation: A multi-model study for Latin 
America 

In this paper we (Van der Zwaan et al., 2015) investigate opportunities for energy technology deployment 
under climate change mitigation efforts in Latin America. Through several carbon tax and CO2 abatement 
scenarios until 2050 we analyze what resources and technologies, notably for electricity generation, could 
be cost-optimal in the energy sector to significantly reduce CO2 emissions in the region. By way of 
sensitivity test we perform a cross-model comparison study and inspect whether robust conclusions can 
be drawn across results from different models as well as different types of models (general versus partial 
equilibrium). The extent to which different mitigation options can be used in practice varies greatly 
between countries within Latin America, depending on factors such as resource potentials, economic 
performance, environmental impacts, and availability of technical expertise. We provide concise 
assessments of possible deployment opportunities for some low-carbon energy options, for the region at 
large and with occasional country-level detail in specific cases. 

Scenarios & Results  

We perform our analysis around five main scenarios, listed and shortly specified below.  

• Core baseline: Business-as-usual scenario including climate and energy policies enacted prior to 
2010. 

• Low CO2 price: A carbon tax is levied of 10 $/tCO2e in 2020, growing at a rate of 4%/yr to reach 
32$/tCO2e in 2050. High CO2 price: A carbon tax is levied of 50 $/tCO2e in 2020, growing at a rate of 
4%/yr to reach 162$/tCO2e in 2050. 20% abatement 

• (FF&I): Fossil fuel and industrial CO2 emissions are reduced by 5% in 2020, linearly increasing to 20% 
in 2050, w.r.t. 2010. 50% abatement 

• (FF&I): Fossil fuel and industrial CO2 emissions are reduced by 12.5% in 2020, linearly increasing to 
50% in 2050, w.r.t. 2010. 

Figure 29 describes the nature of possible technological changes in the power sector according to our set 
of models: it shows that not only substantial differences exist between models in terms of the absolute 
level of electricity generation in Latin America in 2050, for either the Core baseline or the three different 
climate change control scenarios, but also in terms of its breakdown by type of resource and technology. 
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For example, CCS may play a small to negligible role in some models (e.g. TIAM-WORLD in the High CO2 
price scenario), while its implementation may account for a third to about half of all electricity generation 
in others (GCAM in the High CO2 price scenario and the two abatement scenarios). Large differences also 
exist with regards to the extent to which options like solar and wind energy may be used (30–40% for 
POLES and TIAM-WORLD, and at most 10% for EPPA and Phoenix). The results across models concerning 
hydropower are pretty much consistent in that a large share is foreseen for this option in all cases (25–
50% in all scenarios for all models). Obviously, the three climate policy scenarios involve much less fossil-
fuel based electricity production (without CCS) than in the Core baseline, while CCS deployment allows for 
a model like GCAM a substantial continuation of the use of, in particular, natural gas for power production. 

Figure 29. Breakdown of electricity generation in Latin America by resource and technology in 2050 

 

Source: (Van der Zwaan et al., 2015) 

2.5.13 Energy decisions in an uncertain climate and technology outlook: How stochastic and robust 
methodologies can assist policy-makers 

This chapter (Labriet et al., 2015a) presents two applications of stochastic programming and robust 
optimization to climate and energy decisions using respectively TIAM-WORLD at the global level and 
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MIRET in the case of France. At the global level, stochastic analysis demonstrates that the hedging strategy 
usually presents a smoother technology transition and is not equivalent to an average of deterministic 
solutions. Combined with a parametric analysis of the probability of the future outlooks, the approach 
produces a hedging strategy where the energy system prepares early for high mitigation even in the case 
of a low probability for such an outcome. Moreover, some technologies appear to be particularly appealing 
since they penetrate more in the hedging than in deterministic strategies; the penetration of gas power 
without carbon capture and sequestration in China, coal power plants with carbon capture in India, 
renewable electricity in Central and South America are examples of these “super-hedging” choices. In the 
case of the French transportation sector, robust optimization illustrates the crucial role of biofuels as a 
robust mitigation strategy in both moderate and severe emission reduction cases. One of the 
computational drawbacks of stochastic programming is that it quickly leads to large-scale instance of the 
original model, whenever the number of random events and/or the number of outcomes of each event, 
become too large. Moreover, the probabilities associated with the different events are themselves not 
always easily available. 

Methodology  

Our proposal to overcome this limit is to conduct a systematic exploration of the hedging strategies, while 
varying the probabilities of the expected outcomes. Such a parametric exploration constitutes a useful and 
original complement to the computation of hedging strategies and contributes to identify those 
technologies that are robust under a wide set of probabilities, and those that are not. Very many 
parameters of TIMES models that may be stochastic, such as: demand projections, bounds on total 
installed capacities, cumulative bounds on commodity production (net or not), seasonal distribution of a 
commodity, cumulative bound on an energy flow or on a process activity, process efficiency, process 
investment cost, seasonal availability factor, right hand side constant of user constraint, damage cost of 
net production of commodity, bound on maximum level of climate variable, climate module constants 
(climate sensitivity and thermal capacity of the atmosphere). 

Scenarios & Results  

The impacts of the long-term technology context on the optimal evolution of the World energy system are 
now explored in a stochastic framework where the availability and characteristics of future technologies 
are uncertain, and the level of mitigation is no longer modelled as a random event, but rather as a discrete 
parameter on which sensitivity analysis is performed (targets of 2.6 and 3.7 W/m2). Two contrasted sets 
of assumptions are made on the future energy system of the World are considered after 2040:  

• one (the Renewable Outlook) is focused on renewable energy and improvement of the energy 
intensity of the economy, while CCS and nuclear power are assumed not to play an important role;  

• the other one (Conventional Outlook) is centered on fossil (with or without CCS) and nuclear 
energy, where renewable energy is expected to be more expensive, biomass potentials and 
improvements of the energy intensity lower. Probabilities of each branch varied from 0 to 1 in 0.05 
increments. 

Analysis of the hedging strategies in the case of a stringent climate target (2.6 W/ m2) shows that mitigation 
actions are quite stable when probabilities vary from the Conventional Outlook to the Renewable Outlook 
(Figure 30 top). In other words, for stringent targets, the need for rapid de-carbonization severely restricts 
the set of effective options, and the most effective mitigation actions are used in the mid-term almost 
irrespective of the values of future probabilities of technology outlooks. For the moderate climate target 
(3.7 W/m2), the degree of uncertainty of the technology outlook has a larger impact on mid-term hedging 
energy decisions (Figure 30 bottom). Indeed, mitigation scenarios are much milder but more volatile, 
reflecting a lower robustness of actions across the range of probabilities associated to the technology 
outlook. Without the pressure of a rapid decarbonization required by a severe climate target, mitigation 
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remains moderate and quite flexible, and the nature of the mitigation options is highly dependent on the 
nature of the technology outlook. 

Figure 30. Mitigation options in the power sector in 2030 at the world level in two climate cases (top 2.6 
W/m2; bottom 3.7 W/m2)  

 

* The first 3 digits of scenario names on the x-axis represent the probability of the conventional outlook, the next 3 
digits represent the probability of the renewable outlook 

Source: (Labriet et al., 2015a) 

Methodology  

Robust optimization (RO) is an alternative approach for coping with uncertainty. RO formulations offer 
parsimonious ways of dealing with problems of high dimensionality, requiring minimal information about 
the true probability distributions. One particular case of interest for TIMES modelers is the case of a linear 
program combined with a polyhedral uncertainty set, for which the RC is itself a linear program. Only the 
extent to which parameters are likely to vary needs to be known (although this information may be itself 
difficult to acquire), but not its likelihood. This corresponds to the support of the density functions. As a 
TIMES instance, the MIRET model is a technology-explicit, sectoral model of the French energy-transport 
sector. 
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Scenarios & Results  

To illustrate the methodology, we built two alternate sets of normative scenarios: reductions of 50 % 
(Cap1) and 66 % (Cap2) of GHG emissions are imposed in the French transport sector in 2050 compared 
to 2007. For each of these emission caps, we conduct a sensitivity analysis on the uncertainty budget. The 
uncertainty set is as follows. We assume that the investment cost of new technologies available from 2020 
and beyond is not known with certainty. For each of these technologies, the uncertainty model consists in 
assuming that the investment cost can rise by 10 % above its nominal value. On top of that, it is assumed 
that the unit costs of primary energy are also subject to uncertainty. The overall uncertainty set comprises 
around 120 parameters, including technology investment costs and energy prices. Under the uncertainty 
model chosen, this makes a total of around 900 constraints to be added to the original model. 

The underlying biofuels incorporation consists in adding more ethanol into gasoline and in blending more 
hydrotreated vegetable oil in diesel (Figure 31). The 10 % uncertainty budget corresponds to the highest 
integration of biofuels in the energy mix of transport in absolute terms; this is consistent with the peak 
observed in the trajectory of cost of technical substitutions. This substitution is motivated by a higher 
blending rate with ethanol, as observed in Cap1 scenarios. In Cap2 scenarios, this strategy is accompanied 
by a strong substitution of hydrotreated vegetable oil by biomass-to-liquids biodiesel in the low 
uncertainty budget. In Cap2–10 %, the decreasing market share of diesel vehicles in the fleet impacts the 
consumption of biofuels for diesel car, leading to a small decrease of biofuel consumption compared to 
Cap2. In both emission cases, using more biofuels appears to be a robust strategy to hedge against 
uncertain costs. 

Figure 31. Biofuels mix in the French transport sector in 2050 

 

Source: (Labriet et al., 2015a) 

2.6 The TIAM-FR Model  

2.6.1 A prospective analysis of waste heat management at power plants and water conservation 
issues using a global TIMES model 

In this study (Bouckaert et al., 2014a), to consider both water and electricity uses, we added water 
footprints related to the power system (cooling systems, gasification and flue gas desulfurization 
processes), to the global TIAM-FR prospective energy system model. With this modification, the TIAM-FR 
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model can be used to ascertain whether future energy mixes might be plausible in terms of water 
availability. A number of scenarios were evaluated involving diverse policies concerning water or carbon 
emissions. We observed that the choice of cooling system and the use of carbon capture when considering 
policies on climate may significantly increase overall freshwater consumption. In regions where water is 
already scarce or is likely to become so, an increase in freshwater consumption levels or withdrawals may 
not be sustainable for the energy system. However, by incorporating water directly into the TIAM-FR 
model we can consider this resource as a constraint and evaluate the impact of water scarcity on electricity 
production in regions such as the Middle East. 

Methodology  

In the following, we have taken into account two types of water use quantification and incorporated them 
into the model: water withdrawals and water consumption. In the proposed model, water factors (water 
withdrawals – WW - and water consumption - WC) and cooling systems choices are linked to power plants 
according to the two methods described below. In the standard water factor approach, water withdrawals 
and water consumption are specified for each power plant as required commodities, related to the 
quantity of energy produced by the process. We address here two limitations of the conventional 
approach. Instead of directly allocating water factors to the power plants, a new output commodity, 
representing the amount of waste heat that has to be discharged in the cooling system, is now explicitly 
introduced. The amount of waste heat is determined according to the source of heat (combined cycles 
operating with gas, steam turbines using subcritical coal, etc.). Three new processes representing the three 
main kinds of cooling system used are now added to the model. 

Scenarios & Results  

In the BAU (Business as Usual) scenario, water factors are fixed for every process over time using the 
conventional modeling approach. In order to address the growing concern about carbon emissions, an 
additional scenario, 50pcCO2, was implemented. This scenario constrains the energy system to reduce 
carbon emissions by 50% compared to 2005 levels. A new scenario was created (WC50pcCO2) in which 
the consumption of fresh water in cooling systems is constrained for all regions: it has to be lower than or 
equal to the 2050 BAU level for each region. The “Conv_” prefix indicates that the model was run with the 
conventional water factor approach while the “Adv_” one indicates the flexible cooling system model.  

Freshwater withdrawals and consumption were estimated according to the 50pcCO2 scenarios and the 
water-constrained scenarios, using both approaches (Figure 32). The additional water constraint impacts 
the global mix of electricity generation. Even when the share of power plants using a carbon capture 
process is nearly the same, the share of energy sources related to these power plants differs from one 
scenario to another. The same applies to renewables; as in the commodity approach, the share of the 
different kinds of cooling system is fixed, there is an increase in wind power, and the process approach 
means that a higher share of geothermal energy can be maintained using more dry cooling systems. 
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Figure 32. Worldwide freshwater withdrawals (a) and consumption (b) in 2050 related to electricity 
generation  

 

Source: (Bouckaert et al., 2014a) 

2.6.2 Achieving negative emissions with BECCS (bioenergy with carbon capture and storage) in the 
power sector: New insights from the TIAM-FR model 

This study (Selosse & Ricci, 2014) evaluates the possible deployment of BECCS in the power sector using 
the bottom-up multiregional optimization model TIAM-FR (TIMES Integrated Assessment Model France). 
Under two climate scenarios, a regional analysis is conducted to discuss where the technology will be 
developed. The impact of the unavailability of this technology on the structure of the electricity mix and 
the cost of the energy system completes the analysis. In line with literature, the results suggest that BECCS 
technology offers an environmentally and economically viable option to achieve stringent targets. The 
regional analysis shows that industrialized countries will develop CCS (carbon capture and storage) mainly 
on biomass power plants while CCS on fossil fuel power plants will be widely deployed in China. With a 
specific constraint on CCS diffusion, the share of renewables and nuclear energy becomes significant to 
meet the climate targets. 

Methodology  

TIAM-FR integrates several carbon capture and sequestration technologies on fossil or bioenergy 
resources. The purpose of the capture process is to obtain a concentrated stream of almost pure CO2 at 
high pressure. There are three modes of capturing CO2 from fossil fuels (coal, oil, natural gas) in the model: 
1) a postcombustion mode using a variety of processes such as reactive absorption or membranes, 2) a 
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pre-combustion mode with conversion of fuel-chemical energy into H2, followed by simultaneous low cost 
carbon separation and 3) an oxy-combustion mode characterized by the low cost of CO2 separation, but 
necessitating a supply of O2. For bio plants and co-firing plants (co-combustion of 20% biomass and 80% 
fossil fuel), two capture technologies are retained: pre-combustion capture for the biomass gasification 
process, and post-combustion capture for the biomass direct combustion process. 

Scenarios & Results  

The two climate-related targets explored in this study are defined in terms of radiative forcing caused by 
Kyoto gases (CO2, N2O, CH4), HFCs), PFCs (prefluorocarbons) and SF6). The two targets are 2.6 W/m2 and 
3.7 W/m2 in 2100. The climate scenarios are:  

• BAU scenario: A baseline scenario with no emission constraint is calculated first.  

• RF_2p6 scenario: This scenario consists in limiting radiative forcing from Kyoto gases to 2.6 W/m2 
by 2100. This objective is compatible with the UNFCCC consensual 2-2.4oC objective (as specified 
by IPCC). 

• RF_3p7 scenario: This scenario limits radiative forcing from Kyoto gases to 3.7 W/m2
 by 2100.  

The technology scenarios are the following: 

• RF_2p6_NoCCS: CCS seems to be a promising technology to reduce CO2 emissions but a significant 
number of uncertainties and key aspects need to be addressed to scale up this technology. 
Therefore, we consider the case where CCS is not deployed on any type of power plant throughout 
the time horizon. 

• RF_2p6_NoBECCS: We assume that CCS technology on full biomass power plants is not available. It 
is only developed on coal, gas, and coal and biomass co-combustion power plants.  

• RF_2p6_NoBECCSCF: Finally, we assume that CCS is only developed on coal and gas power plants. 
BECCS and CCS for co-firing technologies are not available. 

We analyze CCS deployment in industrialized, fast developing and developing countries. In industrialized 
countries, in scenario RF_2p6, CCS enters the market in 2030 on both conventional pulverized coal power 
plants and solid biomass direct combustion. Electricity from plants with carbon capture and storage 
increases by 20% per year between 2030 and 2050. It peaks in 2070 and then decreases over time (it is 
mainly the share of coal and gas þ CCS that decreases) (Figure 33). Given the progressively stringent 
climate obligations, the low but not nil CO2 emissions rate of coal and gas þ CCS is compensated by the 
increase of BECCS and other totally carbon-free technologies, such as nuclear. In 2100, 1.9 Gt and 1.7 Gt 
of CO2 are captured and stored per year respectively in RF_2p6 and RF_3p. In RF_3p7, in 2100, CCS is also 
essentially applied to bio plants. In fast-developing countries, the CCS power share of electricity production 
is multiplied by almost 3 from 2030 to 2050 and by 1.7 from 2050 to 2100 in RF_2p6. In RF_2p6, 54% of 
CCS is applied to fossil power plants in 2050 and 66% in 2100. In the less stringent scenario, CCS is deployed 
at 72% on coal power plants. CCS is mainly developed on coal power plants in China because of its low cost 
and abundance, whereas India relies more on BECCS than on fossil CCS.  
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Figure 33. Electricity production from CCS technologies (TWh) in industrialized, fast developing and 
developing countries 

 

Source: (Selosse & Ricci, 2014) 

2.6.3 Long-Term Water and Energy Issues in European Power Systems 

European countries are highly diverse in terms of their socioeconomic development, energy sources, 
power mixes, water access, and availability. We (Maïzi et al., 2016) propose to take a journey through this 
European diversity, crossing the Balkans, Norway, France, and southern Europe, to understand how water 
and power interweave. To do so, we focus on the following generation technologies: thermoelectric plants 
that use water to discharge waste heat and hydropower for its direct link with water (dam needs and 
evaporation) and also as a way of balancing the significant integration of intermittent renewable sources 
(solar and wind). We also look at how water constraints will impact future investments in the European 
power system on the 2050 horizon. 

Methodology  

In what follows, our TIAM-FR model is used as a complementary tool to illustrate how water requirements 
for Europe’s thermoelectric plants can remain a relevant issue, even in a global GHG mitigation analysis, 
to ascertain whether future energy mixes in Europe might vary with changing water availability conditions. 
TIAM-FR is a global TIMES model divided into 15 world regions with a dedicated water module that 
includes available cooling technologies. Two types of water use are considered: water withdrawal 
(removed permanently or temporarily) and water consumption (no longer available for use). In the 
electricity sector, the model computes a cost optimal allocation between plant technologies and cooling 
systems that do not use water, such as photovoltaic, and the type of cooling system used, taking into 
account the power plant’s additional electricity consumption. 

Scenarios & Results  

The model is run for four global scenarios including water conservation and greenhouse gas targets: 

• REF is the reference scenario with no carbon or water conservation policy. 

• CLIM50_80 is a global mitigation scenario where the world’s energy system has to halve its CO2 

emissions compared to their 2005 levels with a specific target of 80% for Western Europe. 
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• CLIM50_80-Wconv is identical to CLIM50_80 in terms of mitigation objectives. In addition, water 
withdrawal and consumption for power plants in Western Europe are limited to their current value. 
The current share of cooling systems is maintained. 

• CLIM50_80-Wflex also assumes mitigation objectives and a limitation of water withdrawal and 
consumption for power plants in Western Europe at their 2012 value. However, the choice of 
cooling systems is flexible and endogenous. 

 As depicted in Figure 34, the European Union’s ambitious climate objective implies a 20% increase in 
electricity generation to substitute fossil fuels in final end-uses, and a simultaneous deep decarbonization 
of the power mix. Decentralized and difficult-to-control emissions are substituted by more easily 
manageable ones. The preferred solutions combine various renewables, plants with CCS (fossils and 
biomass), and more nuclear. However, as more thermal plants with CCS are used, freshwater consumption 
and withdrawals are respectively multiplied by 3.4 and 3.9 (relatively to REF in 2050). 

Figure 34. 2050 Evolution of the power generation mix in Western Europe 

 
Source: (Maïzi et al., 2016) 

2.6.4 Exploring the biomass carbon capture solution to climate policy: A water impact analysis with 
TIAM-FR 

The aim of this study (Selosse & Maïzi, 2016) is to analyze alternative development paths of the energy 
system investigating different constraints on the use of CCS and BECCS, under climate policy context, and 
using the global multiregional optimization model, TIAM-FR. The analyze also focuses on the increasing 
pressure involved by the development of carbon capture technologies (fossil and biomass) on the water 
resources. Water and energy are indeed inextricably linked and interdependent sectors. Water 
requirements of existing and emerging technologies (such as carbon capture technologies) are so 
necessary to completely assess the water impacts of a developing decarbonizing economy. 

Methodology  

TIAM-FR is the French version of the TIMES Integrated Assessment Model, the widely used global 
multiregional model from the TIMES family models. In the model, biomass is characterized by manifold 
sources - industrial waste, municipal waste, landfill gas, bioenergy crops, and solid biomass resources – 
and the fact that it is not traded between regions. In literature, biomass potential varies greatly given the 
different assumptions on land use, yield development, food consumption and other criteria of 
sustainability such as water scarcity and loss in biodiversity. This potential varies between 100 EJ and 400 
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EJ per year over the period 2050-2100. To highlight the importance of water impact in the evolution of 
energy system and discuss the plausibility of future technological options, particularly in climate policy 
context, water footprints of the different processes have been implemented in the model. So water 
consumption and withdrawal have been indicated for all processes. 

Scenarios & Results  

To analyze possible alternative development paths of a lower carbonated future energy system we 
investigated alternative scenarios according to different assumptions concerning: 

• Climate policies :  
o Radiative forcing: 2.6 W/m2 (RF_2p6) 
o Radiative forcing: 3.7 W/m2 (RF_3p7) 

• Technology availability 
o Scenario without BECCS with co-firing (coal/biomass) 
o Scenario without BECCS without co-firing 
o Scenario without CCS 

• Resources availability 
o Biomass potential: 234 EJ/yr in 2050 
o Carbon sink potential: 9,392 Gt CO2 

If one puts into perspective the increase in water consumption and switches operated in the electricity 
mix, it appears clearly that the choice in technologies to decarbonize the energy system induce serious 
consequences on water resources. More precisely, the deployment of renewable energies and CCS 
technologies can be heavy on fresh water consumption. Figure 35 focuses on strong climate context and 
highlights the decreasing consumption of fresh water gradually as the use of CCS technologies is reduced. 
Fresh water consumption remains nonetheless important when CCS is not developed, due to the 
investment on renewables energies, even if it is 1.6 times higher than the BAU level in 2100 in 
RF_2p6_NoCCS against 2.4 times higher than the BAU level in 2100 in RF_2p6. In 2020, when the impact 
of the climate constraint is lowest, it is interesting to note a limited consequence on the fresh water 
consumption. 

Figure 35. Fresh water consumption (km3) according to carbon capture technologies availability 

 

Source: (Selosse & Maïzi, 2016) 
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2.6.5 CCS development for a low carbon future 

Giving the challenge of mitigating the effects of climate change and so reducing carbon emissions, this 
study (Selosse & Garcia, 2014) highlights the possible technological trajectories in a future climate regime 
and particularly the role of carbon capture and storage. This research is developed with TIAM FR, a bottom-
up optimization model describing the world energy system expressed by regions and sectors in great detail 
of current and future technologies. 

Scenarios & Results  

In order to analyze possible alternative development paths of the system and discuss the future climate 
regime, we investigated in this study two environmental target scenarios on different regions of the world 
over the period 2005-2050. A baseline Business as Usual (BAU) scenario without any emission constraints 
was first calculated. So, more precisely: 

• BAU: World reference scenario without any explicit policy measures on GHG mitigation; 

• UNFCCC: World climate scenario in line with limiting temperature change to 2°C in 2100, i.e. a 50% 
reduction of the world CO2 emissions by 2050 by comparison with 2000; 

• IND/FDC95-DEV30: with an optimistic GHG emission reduction commitment to 2050 for 
industrialized countries (IC) and fast developing countries (FDC), i.e. a 95% reduction of their CO2 

emissions by 2050 by comparison with 2000, and with a CO2 emission reduction commitment of 
30% to 2050 compared to a business as usual scenario for developing countries (DC). 

We realized a finer study to determine which technology should be developed in the conditions of these 
two scenarios, and in which type of countries. As we saw previously, the development of CCS technology 
associated with coal plants is tiny with regard to the other technologies (Figure 36). In UNFCCC scenario, 
there are two technologies which develop mainly, the Bio crop gasification with CCS and the Natural Gas 
Combined Cycle (NGCC) with CO2 removal from flue gas, so post combustion processes. In IND/FDC95-
DEV30 scenario, NGCC with oxyfueling, i.e. use oxygen rather than air for combustion of fuel, is the other 
technology which is developed besides both quoted previously. This study highlights the important role of 
CCS which currently is the only technology that can capture at least 90% of the emissions from the world's 
largest CO2 emitters. Nevertheless the potential of deployment of CCS is highly connected to the potential 
of carbon storage, which makes the object of several studies, but also we can be interested in the primary 
energy required to answer these two scenarios. In fast developing countries, i.e. China and India, firstly, 
it’s surprising to notice that the coal demand is not exceptional in all scenarios.  
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Figure 36. World electricity production with CCS technologies in 2005 in UNFCCC and IND/FDC95-DEV30 
scenarios (PJ) 

 

Source: (Selosse & Garcia, 2014) 

2.6.6 Pending the adoption of an international climate agreement. An overview of the energy-
climate regime 

After a large awareness and decades of negotiations, a historic climate agreement is waiting to be adopted 
by all 195 parties at the UNFCCC, in December during the 2015 Paris Climate Change Conference (COP 21), 
in order to provide an answer to the climate issue. While the deadline for the implementation of this 
agreement is imminent, we (Selosse & Maïzi, 2015) propose to discuss the key points of these ambitious 
objectives for 2015 and provide a framework for understanding the future climate regime that has to be 
decided. Using a long-term prospective approach, and more precisely the bottom-up optimization model 
TIAM-FR, we investigated various scenarios including environmental targets on different world regions 
over the period 2000-2050. We analyze a combination of these scenarios to discuss what would happen 
if, for example, developing countries do not contribute to reducing GHG emissions, or if the objectives that 
industrialized and emerging countries have committed to are not ambitious enough, etc. Our analysis of 
the scenario results then focuses on the effects on the level of GHG emissions and the carbon abatement 
costs associated with the different GHG reduction targets for regions (developed, fast developing or 
developing countries). We end with a discussion of the technological solutions to climate issues to assess 
the plausibility of the challenges. 

Scenarios & Results  

We considered the Post-Copenhagen pledges for 2020 and made assumptions on the 2050 targets based 
on each country’s announced political ambitions, expected ambitions or required contributions. We then 
compared these pledges to a global scenario compatible with the UNFCCC ultimate objective of limiting 
temperature change to 2°C, where all countries are constrained or not to contribute to this global 
mitigation target. The various scenarios we investigated include environmental targets for different world 
regions over the period 2005-2050. We analyze a combination of these scenarios in order to provide a 
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framework for understanding the climate context of the future regime which is expected to be decided in 
2015: 

• UNFCCC: World climate scenario in line with limiting temperature change to 2°C in 2100, i.e. a 50% 
reduction of the world CO2 emissions by 2050 by comparison with 2000 (IPCC, AR4) 

• Regional Post-Copenhagen pledges scenario by 2020: 
o COP+: with the higher CO2 emission reduction targets by 2020 for countries that pledged 

commitments in the Copenhagen Accord, without any CO2 emission reduction 
commitments for developing countries. 

o COP-: with the lower CO2 emission reduction targets by 2020 for countries that pledged 
commitments in the Copenhagen Accord, without any CO2 emission reduction 
commitments for developing countries. 

o COP+DEV30: with the higher CO2 emission reduction targets by 2020 for countries that 
pledged commitments in the Copenhagen Accord, with a CO2 emission reduction 
commitment of 30% to 2020 compared to a business as usual scenario for developing 
countries. 

o COP-DEV15: with the lower CO2 emission reduction targets by 2020 for countries that 
pledged commitments in the Copenhagen Accord, with a CO2 emission reduction 
commitment of 15% to 2020 compared to a business as usual scenario for developing 
countries. 

• Regional long-term objectives scenario by 2050: according to international convergence and 
expressed ambitions: 

o IND80: with a pessimistic CO2 emission reduction commitment to 2050 for industrialized 
countries, i.e. a 80% reduction of their CO2 emissions by 2050 by comparison with 2000, 
without any CO2 emission reduction commitment for developing countries and fast 
developing countries. 

o IND95: with an optimistic GHG emission reduction commitment to 2050 for industrialized 
countries, i.e. a 95% reduction of their CO2 emissions by 2050 by comparison with 2000, 
without any CO2 emission reduction commitment for developing countries and fast 
developing countries. 

o IND/FDC80: with a pessimistic CO2 emission reduction commitment to 2050 for 
industrialized countries and fast developing countries, i.e. a 80% reduction of their CO2 

emissions by 2050 by comparison with 2000, without any CO2 emission reduction 
commitment for developing countries. 

o IND/FDC95: with an optimistic GHG emission reduction commitment to 2050 for 
industrialized countries and fast developing countries, i.e. a 95% reduction of their CO2 

emissions by 2050 by comparison with 2000, without any CO2 emission reduction 
commitment for developing countries. 

o IND/FDC80-DEV15: with a pessimistic CO2 emission reduction commitment to 2050 for 
industrialized countries and fast developing countries, i.e. a 80% reduction of their CO2 

emissions by 2050 by comparison with 2000, with a CO2 emission reduction commitment 
of 15% to 2050 compared to a business as usual scenario for developing countries. 

o IND/FDC95-DEV30: with an optimistic GHG emission reduction commitment to 2050 for 
industrialized countries and fast developing countries, i.e. a 95% reduction of their CO2 

emissions by 2050 by comparison with 2000, with a CO2 emission reduction commitment 
of 30% to 2050 compared to a business as usual scenario for developing countries. 

It is interesting to note the fact that, even if in 2050 the level of CO2 emission is the same in UNFCCC and 
IND/FDC95-DEV30 scenarios, the electricity mix clearly appears different. This is due to, of course, the 
initial structure of the regional energy system and the distribution of the contribution to the CO2 emissions 
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mitigation. The competition between low-carbon options is then between renewables and CCS. In UNFCCC 
scenario, renewables represents 48% of the power generation of Industrialized countries, and in 
IND/FDC95-DEV30, 47% of the one of fast developing countries (Figure 37) including geothermal, wind and 
solar and then, intermittent solutions. This large penetration of intermittent options raises the question 
of the reliability of the network and of the needed large investment in storage technologies. The first 
considered option in fast developing countries, i.e. China and India in this study, is the CCS development. 
This can be explained by the importance of fossil power plants, and particularly coal plants in China. 

Figure 37. Electricity production in 2005 and 2050 (PJ) in fast developing countries 

 

Source: (Selosse & Maïzi, 2015) 

2.6.7 Energy issue in Latin America face climate challenges: A long-term analysis with TIAM-FR 

This paper (Selosse et al., 2015) focuses on long term analysis of energy climate issues in Latin America 
and particularly studies the impact of climate policy on its energy system. Solutions to tend toward a 
decarbonized system are analyzed and a focus is made on Biomass with carbon capture and storage 
(BECCS). Notably, an interesting result is the fact that, while the carbon capture and storage option is 
favored in case of bioplants development, appearing as a first climateprotect option, this is not the case 
with fossil power plants, and renewables development is preferred, even when BECCS is “excluded”. 

Methodology  

TIAM-FR covers the time horizon from 2005 to 2100; nevertheless, this study is investigated until 2050. 
This world model is geographically disaggregated into 15 world regions which Latin America and Mexico. 
This implies that energy systems of these regions are specifically filled. Furthermore, a climate module 
computes the change in CO2 concentrations in three reservoirs, the total change in atmospheric radiative 
forcing from anthropogenic activities and the temperature change in two reservoirs relative to the pre-
industrial period.  

Scenarios & Results  

For this study, we specify a global climate scenario, the Clim_50%_2050, corresponding to a 50% of CO2 

emission reduction by 2050 by comparison with the 2000 level. The focus on the biomass and alcohols 
(ethanol) uses highlights the increases of bio resources particularly in industrial, transport and electricity 
sectors (Figure 38). These sectors, under the climate policy, evolve under a low carbon strategy. The 
deployment of biomass for energy uses has become one of the most complex, promising, politicized and 
debated options to combat climate change and to create a sustainable energy system. 
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Figure 38. The LAC primary energy: Biomass and Alcohols by sector 

 

Source: (Selosse et al., 2015) 

2.6.8 Methodological long-term analysis of global bioenergy potential 

This report (Kang et al., 2016) presents the methodology investigated in order to make more suitable and 
relevant the representation of bioenergy resources in the long term bottom up optimization model, TIAM-
FR. In this study, based on the complementary purpose of improving the description of the bioenergy chain 
as well as the necessity of reestimation of potentials, we focused on development of energy crops and 
woody biomass chains rather than industrial wastes, municipal wastes, and landfill gas, which are not 
currently being traded intra regions for energy uses. In the case of energy crops, otherwise, the higher 
disaggregation will allow apply crop-specific biofuel policies as limiting the use of edible sources for energy 
purpose to avoid eventual conflicts with food security issues. 

Methodology  

To distinguish different types of energy crops and following conversion processes, surface-based structure 
is developed. Firstly, the total surface data is given to model, and it acts as the upper limit of the sum of 
surfaces of each selected crop. Secondly, the allocated surfaces for each crop are converted into energy 
unit with taking crop-specific productivity and assumed crop price as well as energy conversion rate, which 
is differentiated by water and energy content level. Thirdly, selected sugar/starch crops may be taken by 
followed energy transformation processes including uses as solid biomass except for 1st generation of 
biodiesel production. On the contrary, oil bearing crops exclude only 1st generation of bioethanol 
production. In addition, charcoal production process is eliminated in energy crop chain as it takes woody 
biomass as raw material rather than crops.  

Scenarios & Results  

In the case of agricultural residues, energy potential from this source is estimated based on future food 
demands. Hence, total crops production and available residues may change by the type of animal 
production system, for example, landless animal production requires more feed crops by replacing pasture 
and grasses with feed and fodder crops. Furthermore, different limits of recoverability fraction may result 
differences in bioenergy potential from agricultural residues. As the projection on food demands remains 
constant regardless of crops yields and animal grazing system, two levels of recoverability fraction and two 
animal production systems derived four scenarios to estimate bioenergy potential from agricultural 
residues: 

• Scen1 : 0.5 Landless = 111EJ/yr 

• Scen2 : 0.5 Mixed = 79EJ/yr 

• Scen3 : 0.25 Landless = 55EJ/yr 

• Scen4 : 0.25 Mixed = 39EJ/yr 
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As results (Figure 39), world bioenergy potential from agricultural residues is estimated in the range from 
39 EJ/yr (Scen4) to 111 EJ/yr (Scen1).  

Figure 39. Bioenergy potential from agricultural residues by 2050 

 

Source: (Kang t al., 2016) 

2.7 The TIAM-ECN Model  

2.7.1 Achieving CO2 Reductions in Colombia: Effects of Carbon Taxes and Abatement Targets 

In this paper we (Calderon et al., 2015) investigate CO2 emission scenarios for Colombia and the effects of 
implementing carbon taxes and abatement targets on the energy system. By comparing baseline and 
policy scenario results from two integrated assessment partial equilibrium models TIAM-ECN and GCAM 
and two general equilibrium models Phoenix and MEG4C, we provide an indication of future developments 
and dynamics in the Colombian energy system. Though abatement may be achieved through different 
pathways, taxes and targets promote the entry of cleaner energy sources into the market and reduce final 
energy demand through energy efficiency improvements and other demand-side responses. The electric 
power sector plays an important role in achieving CO2 emission reductions in Colombia, through the 
increase of hydropower, the introduction ofwind technologies, and the deployment of biomass, coal and 
natural gaswith CO2 capture and storage (CCS). Uncertainty over the prevailing mitigation pathway 
reinforces the importance of climate policy to guide sectors toward low-carbon technologies.  

Methodology  

The approach used in this paper to understand the implications of alternative emission scenarios for 
Colombia's economy is to conduct an intercomparison of results from four participating models that 
represent Colombia as a separate country. By identifying systematic similarities and differences between 
the models, we construct plausible storylines from the models about the energy economy's response to 
climate policy in Colombia.  

Scenarios & Results  

Each modeling team was asked to run three climate policy scenarios which were compared to a baseline 
scenario that assumes the absence of climate policy: 

• Core baseline: Business-as-usual scenario including climate and energy policies enacted prior to 
2010. 
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• High CO2 price: A carbon tax of 50 $/tCO2e is levied in 2020, growing at 4%/year to reach 
162$/tCO2e in 2050.  

• 50% abatement (GHG): GHG emissions, excluding LUC CO2, are reduced by 12.5% from 2010 levels 
by 2020, linearly.  

• 50% abatement (FF&I): Fossil fuel and industrial CO2 emissions are reduced by 12.5% from 2010 
levels by 2020, linearly increasing to 50% of 2010 levels by 2050. 

Despite differences between the models and scenarios, which provide an indication of the uncertainties 
surrounding the implications of future climate policies, there are some robust conclusions to be drawn 
from a model-scenario-comparison. For example, in all three climate policy cases, the penetration of 
alternative cleaner energy sources and technologies, as a share of total primary energy supply, grows 
significantly as seen in Figure 40. For instance, as shown in panel (a), by 2050, the GCAM model projects 
the share of biomass in total primary energy to grow from 12% in the baseline scenario, to 40% in the 50% 
GHG abatement scenario. This increase is due to the deployment of CCS with biomass, which as a share of 
primary energy, grows to 34% in response to climate policy. Results for the same time period and scenario 
in TIAM-ECN show a significant increase in the penetration of wind energy, reaching 32% of primary 
energy, from 1% in the baseline scenario as shown in panel (b). Finally, results from the Phoenix model, 
shown in panel (c) demonstrate that coal with CCS is deployed under the 50% abatement of CO2 from the 
FF&I scenario and reaches a share of 26% of primary energy in 2050. 

Figure 40. Primary energy composition (left scale) and consumption (right scale) 

 

Source: (Calderon et al., 2015) 
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2.7.2 Comparison and interactions between the long-term pursuit of energy independence and 
climate policies 

Using five state-of-the-art global energy-economy models and eight longterm scenarios, we (Jewell et al., 
2016) show that although deep cuts in greenhouse gas emissions would reduce energy imports, the 
reverse is not true: ambitious policies constraining energy imports would have an insignificant impact on 
climate change. Restricting imports of all fuels would lower twenty-first-century emissions by only 2–15% 
against the Baseline scenario as compared with a 70% reduction in a 450 stabilization scenario. Restricting 
only oil imports would have virtually no impact on emissions. The modelled energy independence targets 
could be achieved at policy costs comparable to those of existing climate pledges but a fraction of the cost 
of limiting global warming to 2oC. We conduct a multi-model comparison of these two policy objectives, 
using five leading global energy-economy models (IMAGE, MESSAGE, REMIND, WITCH and TIAM-ECN). The 
vulnerability of vital energy systems can be analysed from three distinct perspectives: robustness, 
resilience and sovereignty. 

Scenarios & Results  

We conduct a quantitative analysis of the interaction between strategies to reduce energy imports (both 
for oil and for all fuels together) and climate change mitigation.   

• Baseline: A counterfactual development without climate policies or restrictions on energy imports. 

• Energy independence: Restrictions on overall energy imports. Targets based on observed policies 
and trends are set for 2030 with the net energy import level maintained throughout the rest of the 
century.  

• Oil independence: All oil-importing regions cut their net oil import dependence in half by 2030 and 
maintain that level throughout the century.  

• Pledges: An ambitious interpretation of the Copenhagen climate pledges is met by 2020; between 
2020 and 2100, comparable emission reduction efforts are extrapolated. 

• 500-climate stabilization: Climate policies beginning after 2020 to achieve GHG stabilization at 500 
ppme by 2100.  

• 450-climate stabilization Climate policies beginning after 2020 to achieve GHG stabilization at 450 
ppme by 2100. 

The modest changes in fossil energy use in the Energy independence scenarios lead to a small decrease in 
cumulative GHG emissions: 2-15% lower than in the Baseline compared with over 70% reduction in the 
Climate stabilization scenarios and a 30-45% decrease under the Pledges (Figure 41). These trends 
correspond to roughly a 3.5-4oC temperature increase above pre-industrial levels in the Energy 
independence scenario, 2.5-3.2oC in the Pledges scenario and to no more than 2oC for the climate 
stabilization scenario. Oil independence policies have almost no impact on GHG emissions. 
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Figure 41. Emission and energy trade impacts of energy independence and climate policy scenarios  

 

* For the Energy independence, 450 and Pledges scenarios, the decrease in energy trade is relative to total energy 
trade whereas for the Oil independence scenario, the difference is relative to global oil trade. Each line represents a 
model’s results for each decadal year between 2010 and 2100. GHG emissions represent Kyoto gases except in TIAM-
ECN where they represent CO2, CH4 and N2O. Colours represent each scenario; symbols distinguish the different 
models studied. 

Source: (Jewell et al., 2016) 

2.7.3 Emission certificate trade and costs under regional burden- Sharing regimes for a 2◦C climate 
change control target 

In this article we (Kober et al., 2014) explore regional burden-sharing regimes for the allocation of 
greenhouse gas emission reduction obligations needed to reach a 2oC long-term global climate change 
control target by performing an integrated energy-economy-climate assessment with the bottom–up 
TIAM-ECN model. Our main finding is that, under a burden-sharing scheme based on the allowed emissions 
per capita, the sum of merchandized carbon certificates yields about 2000 billion US$/yr worth of inter-
regional trade around 2050, with China and Latin America the major buyers, respectively Africa, India, and 
other Asia the main sellers. Under a burden sharing regime that aims at equal cost distribution, the 
aggregated amount of transacted carbon certificates involves less than 500 billion US$/yr worth of 
international trade by 2050, with China and other Asia representing the vast majority of selling capacity. 
Restrictions in the opportunities for international certificate trade can have significant short- to mid-term 
impact, with an increase in global climate policy costs of up to 20%. 

Methodology  

TIAM-ECN is the TIMES Integrated Assessment Model (TIAM) of the Energy research Centre of the 
Netherlands (ECN), used for long-term energy systems and climate policy analysis. We analyze carbon 
certificate price effects as well as carbon market capital flows emanating from the introduction of 
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equitable burden-sharing between regions that undertake collective effort in mitigating global climate 
change.  

Scenarios & Results  

The two different burden-sharing schemes analyzed in this article relate to population development 
(referred to as “resource-sharing” scheme) respectively climate policy costs and economic development 
(the so-called “effort-sharing” scheme). 

• Under the resource-sharing scheme, emission rights are allocated according to the level of GHG 
emissions allowed per capita. Through convergence of regional shares in global emission rights 
and uniform contraction of these global emissions a transition from status quo regional emission 
levels in 2020 to a globally reduced average in 2050 is implemented.  

• The effort-sharing scheme aims at equalizing the mitigation costs across regions, in the sense that 
all regions should incur the same climate change control costs in percentage terms of their GDP 
after emissions trading. Both burden-sharing schemes are investigated within a climate policy 
framework and corresponding annual GHG emission budgets apt to meet a long-term stabilization 
of the global mean temperature increase at 2oC with respect to the pre-industrial level. 

Trade of emission allowances occurs based on the allocation of GHG emission rights, on the one hand, and 
the region’s technological potentials to reduce GHG emissions, on the other hand. This trade allows a 
return to the overall cost-optimal mitigation pathway, if one assumes the existence of a perfect carbon 
certificate market (as we here do). Trade of certificates in the resource-sharing scheme starts past the year 
of grandfathering in 2020, the results for which are reported in the left panel of Figure 42. A cumulative 
amount of certificates equivalent to 250 GtCO2e is traded until 2100. The total annually traded quantity of 
emission rights reaches its maximum in 2050, at 5.6 GtCO2e, and decreases down to a value of 2.1 GtCO2e 
in 2070. This maximum in 2050, which represents about half of the global GHG emissions in that year, 
implies a significant divergence of allocated emission rights under the resource-sharing scheme in 
comparison to the overall cost-optimal mitigation pathway. 

Figure 42. GHG emission certificates trade (left) and carbon market capital flow (right) in the resource-
sharing scheme 

 

Source: (Kober et al., 2014) 
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2.7.4 A Multi-model study of energy investments in Latin America under climate control policy 

In this paper we (Kober et al., 2016a) investigate energy supply investment requirements in Latin America 
until 2050 through a multimodel approach as jointly applied in the CLIMACAP-LAMP research project. We 
compare a business-as-usual scenario needed to satisfy anticipated future energy demand with a set of 
scenarios that aim to significantly reduce CO2 emissions in the region. We find that more than a doubling 
of annual investments, in absolute terms, occurs in the business-as-usual scenario between 2010 and 
2050, while investments may treble over the same time horizon when climate policies are introduced. 
Investment costs as share of GDP, however, decline over time in the business-as-usual scenario as well as 
the climate policy scenarios, as a result of the fast economic growth of the region. In the business-as-usual 
scenario, cumulative investments of 1.4 trillion US$ are anticipated between 2010 and 2050 in electricity 
supply. These investments increase when additional climate policies are introduced: under a carbon tax of 
50 $/tCO2e in 2020 growing with a rate of 4%/yr, an additional 0.6 trillion US$ (+45%) of cumulative 
investment is needed. Climate control measures lead to increased investment in low-carbon electricity 
technologies, primarily based on wind and solar resources, as well as CCS applied to fossil fuels and 
biomass. Our analysis suggests that, in comparison to the business-as-usual case, an average additional 21 
billion US$/yr of electricity supply investment is required in Latin America until 2050 under a climate policy 
aiming at 2°C climate stabilisation. Mobilising the necessary additional investment capital, in particular for 
low-carbon energy technologies,will be a challenge.  

Methodology  

This paper focuses on investments in energy supply needed to meet energy demand in Latin America. In 
this article investments refer to undiscounted values of capital for planning, construction and 
commissioning of energy technologies. Although discounting is not undertaken in this analysis, in each 
period we compare the investments with projected GDP in the same period, thereby providing an 
economic perspective on the level of investment. In terms of scope, the focus is on energy supply 
technologies. Two out of the fourmodels involved in this study, namely TIAM-ECN and TIAM-WORLD, 
belong to the family of optimisation models, where investment decisions are the results of cost-optimality 
criteria. 

Scenarios & Results  

We perform our analysis around four main scenarios, which consist of one business-as-usual scenario and 
three climate policy scenarios: 

• Core baseline: (1a) Business-as-usual scenario with climate and energy policies enacted prior to 
2010.  

• High CO2 price: (2c) Scenario with a carbon tax of 50 $/tCO2e in 2020, which grows at a rate of 4%/yr.  

• 50% abatement (FF&I): (2 g) Scenario with a emission reduction of CO2 from fossil fuel combustion 
and industry. This reduction increases linearly from 12.5% below 2010 level by 2020, to 50% below 
2010 level by 2050. 

• 450 concentration: (3c) Scenario with globally cost-optimal allocation of emission certificates to 
reach a stabilisation of the global mean temperature increase at 2 °C compared to pre-industrial 
level. 

In the Core baseline the CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion and industry increase between 2010 
and 2050 by a factor in the range of two to three, reaching 3 GtCO2 in 2050 in the case of TIAM-WORLD 
and 4.5 GtCO2 in the case of TIAM-ECN (Figure 43). Imposing emission reduction measures according to 
the assumptions of the three climate policy scenarios results in different reactions across models. Under 
the scenario High CO2 price, three out of four models show long-term CO2 emissions roughly between 1.5 
and 2.1 GtCO2 in 2050, whereas in one model the carbon price is sufficient for a complete decarbonisation 
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of the energy sector. In the 50% abatement (FF&I) scenario the defined emission trajectory affects 
different CO2 avoidance costs across models ranging from about 100 US$ up to 500 US$ in 2050. All models 
report higher CO2 emissions until 2050 in the 450 concentration scenario compared to the 50% abatement 
(FF&I) scenario. When comparing these two scenarios it should be considered that the climate policy 
measure of the 450 concentration scenario applies to all GHG emissions and the emissions cap in scenario 
50% abatement (FF&I) to CO2 only. This has an impact on the long-term price of carbon which is, for some 
models, higher in the 450 concentration scenario compared to the 50% abatement (FF&I) scenario. 

Figure 43. CO2 emissions from fossil fuel combustion and industry and carbon prices in Latin America  

 

Source: (Kober et al., 2016a) 

2.7.5 Macroeconomic impacts of climate change mitigation in Latin America: a crossmodel 
comparison 

In this paper we (Kober et al., 2016b) analyse macroeconomic consequences of greenhouse gas emission 
mitigation in Latin America up to 2050 through a multi-model comparison approach undertaken in the 
context of the CLIMACAP–LAMP research project. We compare two carbon tax scenarios with a business-
as-usual scenario of anticipated future energy demand. In the short term, with carbon prices reaching 
around $15/tCO2 by 2030, most models agree that the reduction in consumer spending, as a proxy for 
welfare, is limited to about 0.3%. By 2050, at carbon prices of $165/tCO2, there is much more divergence 
in the estimated impact on consumer spending as well as GDP across models and regions, which reflects 
uncertainties about technology costs and substitution opportunities between technologies. We observe 
that the consequences of increasingly higher carbon prices, in terms of reduced consumer spending and 
GDP, tend to be fairly linear with the carbon price in our CGE models. However, the consequences are 
divergent and nonlinear in our econometric model, that is linked to an energy system model that simulates 
step-changes in technology substitution. The results of one model show that climate policy measures can 
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have positive effects on consumer spending and GDP, which results from an investment stimulus and the 
redistribution of carbon price revenues to consumers. 

Methodology  

Seven macro-economic models are involved in our study. The remaining model (E3ME–TIAM–ECN) is a 
detailed macroeconometric simulation model (E3ME) soft-linked at the sector and country level with an 
energy system model (TIAM–ECN). The models' geographical coverage allows to compare modelling 
results for Latin America as a whole across five models, for Colombia and Mexico across three models, and 
for Brazil across five models. Relevant for our study is to identify appropriate measures for the 
quantification of macroeconomic costs that allow for a comparison of results across models. All models 
applied in our analysis report GDP and consumer spending as measures of net economic cost. 

Scenarios & Results  

To analyse macroeconomic interdependencies of climate change mitigation, this study focuses on the 
impact of different carbon prices relative to the development under a business-as-usual conditions. A set 
of common scenarios has been defined to frame the overall analysis for the CLIMACAP–LAMP project, of 
which we apply the following three scenarios to analyse macroeconomic consequences of carbon prices: 

• Core baseline scenario: This business-as-usual scenario, gauged on baseline assumptions both on 
the regional and global levels, is used as the reference for all policy runs. 

• Low CO2 price scenario: A CO2 price path scenario starting at $10/ tCO2e in 2020 and growing at 
4%/year to reach $32/tCO2e by 2050. 

• High CO2 price scenario: A CO2 price path scenario starting at $50/ tCO2e in 2020 and growing at 
4%/year to reach $162/tCO2e by 2050. 

For Brazil, we compare the macroeconomic results of five models: four multi-region models (ADAGE, 
E3ME–TIAM–ECN, EPPA, and Phoenix) and one single-region Brazil model (IMACLIM–BR). The upper left 
panel of Figure 44 shows the impact on CO2 emission reductions for a given CO2 price in Brazil. By 2050, at 
carbon prices around $165/tCO2, the CO2 abatement reaches a reduction versus the Core baseline of 30% 
in ADAGE, 31% in EPPA, 46% in E3ME TIAM–ECN, and 57% in Phoenix. E3ME–TIAM–ECN and Phoenix 
continue to exhibit the greatest reduction in emissions. The elasticity of CO2 emission abatement and the 
details and type of technology that could be applied to reduce emissions are factors that can contribute 
to the difference of emission reduction among the CGE models. The change in relative emission reduction 
in E3ME–TIAM–ECN from 2030 to 2050 reflects the nonlinear characteristics of the TIAM–ECN energy 
system model, because climate change mitigation is modelled via cost–potential curves, which in total 
represent a non-linear relationship. Moreover, higher carbon prices can make new technologies, which 
are explicitly defined in TIAM–ECN, viable in economic terms, leading to step changes in the relationship 
between CO2 prices and reductions in emissions. 
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Figure 44. Impact of carbon taxes on CO2 emission reductions and related effects on GDP and consumer 
spending in Brazil for the period 2020–2050 

 

Source: (Kober et al., 2016b) 

2.7.6 Climate policy scenarios in Brazil: A multi-model comparison for energy  

This paper (Lucena et al., 2015) assesses the effects of market-based mechanisms and carbon emission 
restrictions on the Brazilian energy system by comparing the results of six different energy-economic or 
integrated assessment models under different scenarios for carbon taxes and abatement targets up to 
2050. Results show an increase over time in emissions in the baseline scenarios due, largely, to higher 
penetration of natural gas and coal. Climate policy scenarios, however, indicate that such a pathway can 
be avoided. While taxes up to 32 US$/tCO2e do not significantly reduce emissions, higher taxes (from 50 
US$/tCO2e in 2020 to 162US$/tCO2e in 2050) induce average emission reductions around 60% when 
compared to the baseline. Emission constraint scenarios yield even lower reductions in most models. 
Emission reductions are mostly due to lower energy consumption, increased penetration of renewable 
energy (especially biomass and wind) and of carbon capture and storage technologies for fossil and/or 
biomass fuels. This paper also provides a discussion of specific issues related to mitigation alternatives in 
Brazil.  

Methodology  

Within LAMP–CLIMACAP, six modeling teams assessed Brazil as an independent region and were, 
therefore, considered in this study. These groups have produced five scenarios for the Brazilian energy mix 
out to 2050 under different climate policy regimes.  
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Scenarios & Results  

A baseline scenario and four climate policy scenarios developed within the LAMP–CLIMACAP exercise are 
used in this paper. The scenarios are progressively stringent in terms of mitigation efforts: 

• Core baseline: Business-as-usual scenario including climate and energy policies enacted prior to 
2010 

• Low CO2 price: A carbon tax is levied of 10 $/tCO2e in 2020, growing at 4%/year to reach 32 $/tCO2e 
in 2050. 

• High CO2 price: A carbon tax is levied of 50 $/tCO2e in 2020, growing at 4%/year to reach 162 $/tCO2e 
in 2050. 

• 20% abatement (FF&I): Fossil fuel and industrial CO2 emissions are reduced by 5% in 2020, linearly 
increasing to 20% in 2050, with regard to 2010. 

• 50% abatement (FF&I): Fossil fuel and industrial CO2 emissions are reduced by 12.5% in 2020, 
linearly increasing to 50% in 2050, with regard to 2010. 

Besides reducing energy consumption, mitigation also occurs through changes in the primary energy mix 
of the country, which is shown in Figure 45.  

Figure 45. Primary energy mix in baseline and climate policy scenarios for Brazil 

 

Source: (Lucena et al., 2015) 
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In general, a low carbon tax does not affect the primary energy mix by a large extent. In the higher tax or 
emission restrictionscenarios the primary energy mix changes substantially with regard to the baseline. As 
expected, a decrease in fossil fuel consumption is observed in climate policy scenarios. Coal loses 
importance in some models in response to the low tax but faces large reductions in all models in the other 
climate policy scenarios. Most of the remaining coal consumption in stringent climate policy scenarios is 
used with CCS technologies. Natural gas, however, remains relevant in all models and scenarios (except 
EPPA), in some cases with CCS. Results show that mitigation policies, such as carbon taxes or abatement 
targets, have some effect on oil consumption. However, results show, in general, that oil consumption 
does not decline much as GHG mitigation efforts increase. One reason is the rapidly increasing demand 
for transport services and the high costs to switch from oil products to alternative fuels, which is, in the 
cases of electricity and hydrogen, accompanied by considerable infrastructure investments. In terms of 
renewable energy, the importance of biomass increases in all models as mitigation policies become more 
rigorous (except TIAM-ECN). 

2.7.7 Designing policy for deployment of CCS in industry 

Using the insights from a long-term bottom-up energy systems model, and undertaking a sectoral 
assessment, we (Mikunda et al., 2014) investigated the importance of CCS in the industrial sector. Under 
climate policy aimed at limiting atmospheric concentration of GHGs to 650 ppm CO2e, costs could increase 
fivefold when CCS is excluded from the portfolio of mitigation option measures in the industry sector as 
compared to when CCS is excluded in the power sector. This effect is driven largely by the lack of 
alternatives for deep emission reductions in industry. Our main policy conclusion is that a broader 
recognition of CCS in industrial applications in both current policy discussions and research, development, 
and demonstration funding programmes is justified. In recognition of the heterogeneity of the many types 
of industrial production processes, the size and location of industrial CO2 sources, the specific need for 
CCS-retrofitting, and the exposure of most industrial sectors to international trade, policies aimed at 
supporting CCS must distinguish between the different challenges faced by the power and industrial 
sectors. 

Scenarios & Results  

Modelling results with the global energy systems model TIAM-ECN show that, under cost-optimization 
criteria, CCS technology may contribute to GHG abatement by as much as  930 GtCO2-captured up to 2100 
(or about one-quarter of all cumulative emission reductions), to reach a 650 ppm CO2e climate change 
control target. In order to unlock all the available GHG reduction potential, CCS is applied in both 
industrialized and developing countries, with about one-third of all CO2 captured and stored in China, 
India, and Southeast Asian countries. CCS deployment in North and South America accounts for almost 
25% of all CO2 captured, while Africa and the Middle East represent 20% and Europe 10% of the world’s 
total. With TIAM-ECN we find that 42% of the 930 GtCO2 cumulatively captured and stored underground 
up to 2100 is realized in the power sector, and 58% in industry. For industrial CCS, 55% of the CO2 is 
captured in fuel processing (refining, synthetic fuel fabrication, and hydrogen production) and 45% in other 
industrial processes (such as iron and steel manufacturing, and cement and chemical feedstock 
production).  

2.7.8 Post-2020 climate agreements in the major economies assessed in the light of global models 

This paper (Tavoni et al., 2014a) reviews scenario results from model intercomparison projects to explore 
different possible outcomes of post-2020 climate negotiations, recently announced pledges and their 
relation to the 2°C target. We provide key information for all the major economies, such as the year of 
emission peaking, regional carbon budgets and emissions allowances. We highlight the distributional 
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consequences of climate policies, and discuss the role of carbon markets for financing clean energy 
investments, and achieving efficiency and equity. 

Methodology  

In order to generate conclusions that are robust to different models’ specifications, IAM teams have 
engaged in model intercomparison projects (MIPs), in which a variety of models implement a common 
study protocol.  Although cross-model comparison literature has developed fast, it has so far mostly 
reported on global issues. Information from a MIP regarding the regional impacts of post-2020 climate 
policies is limited. This Review aims at synthesizing insights from the most comprehensive MIP on this 
subject, the LIMITS project. 

Scenarios & Results  

A set of scenarios are implemented in the six participating models (GCAM, IMAGE, MESSAGE, REMIND, 
TIAM-ECN, WITCH). These include (1) the extent and date of implementation of climate and energy 
policies, (2) the stringency of the regional emission pledges, (3) the long-term climate objective, and (4) 
the way the climate policy burden is shared across regions.  

• First of all, a counterfactual scenario with no climate policies is built (‘No Policies’).  

• Second, the study analyses a reference case representing the current situation of regionally 
fragmented mitigation efforts, based on extrapolation of the strengthened Copenhagen pledges 
throughout the whole century (‘Pledges’).  

• In addition, a successful outcome of the Durban Platform negotiations is modelled by global 
cooperation after 2020 on either a long-term CO2-equivalent concentration objective of 450 ppm-
eq or 500 ppm-eq. By using the MAGICC climate model, 450 and 500 ppm-eq targets were found 
to correspond to a likely (>66%) and as-likely-as-not (>50%) chance of achieving the 2°C target 
respectively. 

Figure 46. Distribution of mitigation costs 

 

* Relative mitigation costs (percentage reduction of GDP) in each region divided by global mitigation costs (again in 
percentage reduction of GDP), for 450 ppm-eq without carbon trading and transfers. The line at 100 indicates the 
case in which all regions would face the same relative policy costs, as in the case of an ‘equal cost’ burden-sharing 
scheme. GDP is discounted over the period 2010–2100 at 5% 

Source: (Tavoni et al., 2014a) 
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The scenarios indicate that the costs of mitigation will vary significantly across countries. Figure 46 portrays 
this finding for the LIMITS models, showing that—in a cost-effective framework with uniform carbon 
pricing but without carbon trading or other compensatory transfers— mitigation costs in the OECD would 
be lower than global average, and the opposite would hold for developing economies, and especially for 
energy-exporting regions, which would face adverse terms-of-trade effects. This ranking is rather robust 
across climate targets, mitigation cost metrics and IAMs, although the ranges are considerably larger for 
developing economies. 

2.7.9 Schemes for the regional allocation of emission allowances under stringent global climate 
policy 

In this chapter we (Kober et al., 2015) investigate burden-sharing regimes for the allocation of greenhouse 
gas emission reduction obligations under a 2°C long-term climate policy framework, and present our 
findings derived from an integrated energy-economy-climate assessment. In our analysis we focus on two 
different allocation schemes: a per-capita-based scheme, and a scheme aiming at equalising the climate 
policy costs among the world regions with respect to their economic capability. We find that, under a per 
capita based burden-sharing scheme, the amount of carbon certificates traded on the carbon market 
yields a cumulative capital transfer of 20 trillion US$ between 2020 and 2050, which is on average 680 
billion US$/year. The main certificate selling regions are Africa and India and the main buyers South 
America and the Middle East. Conversely to the per capita based scheme, a burden sharing regime that 
aims at equalising regional climate policy costs leads to a cumulative carbon market capita flow until 2050 
of about one quarter with average annual certificate transactions worth 180 billion US$/year, with China 
and Other Developing Asia being the major certificate sellers and Western Europe the main buyer. 
Comparing both burden-sharing schemes with regard to the compensation of non-OECD countries’ climate 
change mitigation efforts via revenues from the global carbon certificate market reveals an advantage of 
the scheme based on climate policy costs over the per capita scheme, because the policy cost related 
scheme covers 12 % of the non-OECD’s climate policy costs of the first half of this century, whereas 4 % 
under the per capita scheme only. 

Scenarios & Results  

Our study concerns two different burden-sharing schemes.  

• The resource-sharing scheme describes an allocation mechanism for emission permits according to 
the level of GHG emissions allowed per capita. The goal of the effort-sharing scheme is to equalise 
the mitigation costs across regions with the paradigm that all regions should incur the same climate 
change control costs in percentage terms of their GDP after emissions trading. Hence, revenues or 
expenses from carbon certificate trade are included in climate change control costs. For the 
calculation of the regional allowance allocation we apply a 2 °C climate stabilisation scenario in 
which the regional allocation of GHG emission certificates corresponds to the regional emissions 
under a global least-cost GHG reduction pathway. This scenario is referred to as the ‘reference’ 
scenario.  

• In both burden-sharing schemes the amount of worldwide available emission allowances equals 
the reference scenario in each period. The duration of one trading period is 10 years while banking 
or borrowing between trading periods is not allowed. The model implementation of the burden-
sharing schemes is realised through pre-optimisation procedures for the calculation each region’s 
overall allocations of permits. The calculated certificate quantities are introduced as user 
constraints to the optimisation problem. 

The GHG emissions of the reference scenario are displayed for the 15 model regions disaggregated by 
emission source in Figure 47. Undoubtedly, industrialised countries and emerging economies have to 
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reduce their GHG emissions drastically in order achieve the global 2°C climate change control target at 
least costs. Deepest emission reductions in relative terms are realised in Eastern and Western Europe, 
Canada and Australia where 2050 emission levels are at least 80 % below 2010 emissions. In most of the 
non-OECD regions, which are characterised by either a strong economic growth and/or a significant 
increase of population, GHG emissions continue to increase until 2020 and decline rapidly afterwards. A 
modest increase of emissions in the two regions Central and South America and Other Developing Asia 
towards 2020 can be observed as a result of compensation of increasing emissions from fossil fuel 
combustion and agricultural activities by decreasing emissions from land-use and land-use change and 
forestry (LULUCF). The emissions from LULUCF follow a declining trend which can partly be attributed to 
policy measures due to the benefits related to conservation of natural area and biodiversity. There are 
only four out of the 15 regions with emission reductions in 2050 compared to 2010 of less than 40 %, 
which are Africa, Central and South America, India and the Middle East. 

Figure 47. GHG emissions by sector in the reference 2°C climate change control scenario with leastcost 
long-term GHG mitigation (units in GtCO2e) 

 

Source: (Kober et al., 2015) 

2.7.10 Impact of energy efficiency measures on greenhouse gas emission reduction 

This study (Kober, 2014a) aims to address that need with a dedicated analysis of climate policy induced 
greenhouse gas emission reductions resulting of energy efficiency improvements. To this end, a model-
based approach has been applied using the global energy system model TIAM-ECN for a multiple scenario 
analysis in which three carbon tax scenarios are assessed against a business as usual scenario. A general 
finding is, that there exist energy efficiency measures, in particular in the power sector with significant 
power plant replacements over the next two decades and also in the energy demand sectors where fuel 
costs are higher than in the supply sector, which allow for net cost savings as a result of fuel savings and 
thus reduced fuel expenditures even in the absence of carbon tax policy. The resulting global greenhouse 
gas emission reduction accumulates to roughly 3 GtCO2e by 2030 compared to the future development of 
the energy economy at an emission intensity stagnated at 2010 level. Hence, climate policy enables 
supplementary incentives for unlocking further potential to improve energy efficiency. If climate policy is 
introduced via carbon taxes ranging from 40 to 100 $ per tonne of CO2e in 2030, and kept at these levels 
afterwards, energy efficiency measures are responsible for 15 to 25 % of the total global greenhouse gas 
emission reductions related to energy and non-energy use until 2050. These results reveal that energy 
efficiency measures have a higher impact in the short to medium term (2020/2030) than in the long run 
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(2050), which is partly caused by the good energy efficiency improvement opportunities that fast 
developing economies offer in the near future. 

Methodology  

The model structure of TIAM-ECN includes several measures and technologies to reduce energy intensity 
of fuel transformation of both energy supply and energy demand, including different types of power 
plants, various transport technologies, different industrial applications and energy appliances for the 
residential and commercial sectors. Due to the bottom-up model approach, energy efficiency measures 
are represented as separate processes in the model with different fuel conversion efficiencies and 
corresponding costs. For cars with internal combustion engines operated with gasoline or diesel we 
assume a maximum improvement of fuel transformation efficiency of 46 % which can be deployed at 3344 
US$3 for gasoline engines and 3966 US$ for diesel engines compared to the standard car technology.   

Scenarios & Results  

In this project four scenarios have been analysed, which consist of a business as usual (BAU) scenario and 
three carbon tax scenarios, reaching 40, 70 and 100 US$/tCO2e in 2030 (Table 7).  

Table 7. Carbon taxes applied in the three climate policy scenarios (units in US$/tCO2e) 

 

Source: (Kober, 2014a) 

Energy efficiency measures are responsible for 15-25 % of the total global GHG emission reductions 
compared to the BAU scenario until 2050 with a tendency to have a higher contribution in the near and 
mid-term (2020/2030) than in the long-run (2050). In the 40 $ carbon tax scenario 22 % of the total GHG 
emission reductions in 2030 are realised via energy efficiency measures. This share declines with increasing 
tax level to about 20 % under 70 $ and 100 $ carbon tax level. Compared to the BAU scenario 
improvements in energy efficiency could offset by 2030 about 2 GtCO2e for a price of carbon of 40 $ per 
ton of CO2 and up to 3 GtCO2e under a 100 $ carbon tax scheme (Figure 48).  

Figure 48. Global GHG emission reductions in the carbon tax scenarios due to energy efficiency measures 

 

Source: (Kober, 2014a) 
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The 2030 emission avoidance level of the 40 $ carbon tax scenario hardly increases until 2050, whereas 
under a 100 $ carbon tax regime emission reductions due to energy efficiency increase from 2030 by 80 % 
to reach more than 5 GtCO2e in 2050. It should be emphasised that these emission reductions result from 
improvements of energy efficiency which are realised additionally to the measures which are already cost-
effective under BAU conditions. 

2.7.11 Understanding the energy-water nexus 

To date, the three individual resource systems of energy, water, and food have mostly been organised and 
studied independently. Conventional policy- and decision-making with regards to each of these domains 
in isolation is not necessarily anymore the most effective or optimal course of planning or action. A “nexus 
approach” (Halstead et al.,  2014), which in our context refers to a multidisciplinary type of analysis of the 
relationship between energy, water and food, can help to reduce trade-offs and to build synergies across 
these different sectors. In an increasingly complex and interrelated world this approach can lead to better 
and more efficient resource use as well as cross-sectoral policy coherence. This report aims to inform local 
and regional decision-makers responsible for development and implementation of policies related to 
energy and water resource systems. 

Methodology  

We do this for the Middle East as a case study since it is one of the regions in the world where water 
stresses are becoming most apparent. Having inspected in the previous two sections both water 
requirements and availabilities, and in particular the water intensities of different energy technologies, we 
here investigate scenarios that enable us to analyse which of the electricity generation options could 
potentially be most suitable for this particular region from a water use perspective.  

Scenarios & Results  

We inspect what the water withdrawal and consumption implications might be of two main types of 
scenarios for future energy needs and the technologies employed to meet this energy demand:  

• In essence our baseline scenario does not include existing and planned climate policies. However, 
the scenario does include policy measures on renewable energy which were in place before 2010, 
and which are assumed to remain in effect in the foreseeable future.  

• In the 2C climate policy scenario we assume that all low-cost options to reduce GHG emissions are 
deployed to reach the global 2°C target, regardless in which world region or sector the emission 
reductions take place. 

Figure 49 depicts what the water withdrawal levels would be, if we superimpose the water intensity factors 
onto the power production patterns. CCS (deployed in consequence of the stringent climate policy) is a 
very water-intensive technology, as demonstrated by the large water withdrawal shares in Figure 49 (right 
plot).This is especially apparent for the use of biomass in combination with CCS, as non-CCS biomass use 
for power production is also a water-intensive option. In terms of water withdrawal, CSP has a much 
smaller water footprint, as evidenced by the relatively small contribution of CSP to the right-hand-side 
graph of Figure 49. Hydropower withdraws, naturally, substantial amounts of water. Nuclear power, 
finally, occupies a disproportionally large share in the right-hand-side graph of Figure 49, the explanation 
for which is the water-intensive nature of nuclear power. 
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Figure 49. Baseline and stringent climate policy scenario for water withdrawal in the Middle East 

 

Source: (Halstead et al.,  2014) 

2.7.12 Limiting global warming to 2◦C - Policy findings from Durban Platform scenario analysis 

Over the past few years, the LIMITS project has been looking into various aspects of formulating 
international climate policies in the context of the 2°C target. These aspects included the required level of 
transformation, feasibility considerations in different regions, economic costs, co-benefi ts of climate 
change mitigation, and financial and distributional issues. In this report, we (Tavoni et al., 2014b) present 
a number of key outcomes of the LIMITS project. These include the following key findings:  

• Achieving the 2°C target requires a limit on cumulative greenhouse gas emissions at the global level.  

• The challenges of strict mitigation pathways differ between regions.  

• Global carbon pricing can minimize the costs of mitigation, but to avoid disproportionate economic 
impacts on some regions, burden sharing is critical. LIMITS used results from multiple state-of-the-
art integrated assessment models to gain insights into these questions. 

Methodology  

Integrated assessment models (IAMs) are tools designed to investigate the implications of achieving 
climate and other objectives in an integrated and rigorous framework, accounting for major interactions 
among energy, land-use, economic and climate systems. In order to obtain robust conclusions from the 
various models with their different assumptions and design characteristics, IAM teams have engaged in 
model inter-comparison projects based on common scenarios and study protocols. To obtain information 
on the likelihood of LIMITS scenarios to limit global warming to 2°C above preindustrial levels, all emissions 
projections have been run through the coupled gas cycle climate model MAGICC that has been widely used 
for projections of future climate change. The models participating in LIMITS calculated the implications of 
scenarios focusing on the potential outcomes of the Durban platform negotiations. These scenarios used 
a range of assumptions about the stringency and timing of emissions reduction and about burden sharing 
regimes. The LIMITS results focus on 10 regional aggregates and on a set of major economies. 

Scenarios & Results  

In this report, we focus on the following scenarios assessed in LIMITS (Table 8): 
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Table 8. Scenarios assessed in LIMITS 

 

Source: (Tavoni et al., 2014b) 

To compensate for remaining CO2 emissions in the sectors that are most difficult to decarbonize and for 
some of the other greenhouse gases that may be impossible to fully eliminate, it may be necessary to 
achieve negative emissions where possible. In the LIMITS models, a central option for generating the 
needed volume of negative emissions is the combination of biomass combustion with carbon capture and 
storage (BECCS), which places the carbon that plants remove from the atmosphere into geological 
reservoirs. The LIMITS models estimated cumulative carbon dioxide removal from the atmosphere by use 
of BECCS in the range of 400 to 850 GtCO2 over the period 2011-2100 (Figure 50). The feasibility of 
achieving large volumes of negative emissions is uncertain and would require considerable R&D efforts. 
For instance, a condition for the large-scale deployment of BECCS would be an improvement in the land 
management sustainability of large-scale bioenergy use and the development of reliable CCS systems to 
effectively store carbon underground. 
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Figure 50. Cumulative global Kyoto gas emissions broken down into individual sectors  

 

* The black diamonds show net total cumulative emissions. 

Source: (Tavoni et al., 2014b) 

2.8 The TIAM-UCL Model 

2.8.1 India's CO2 emissions pathways to 2050: Energy system, economic and fossil fuel impacts with 
and without carbon permit trading  

This study (Gambhir et al., 2014) explores some of the potential benefits for India, by analysing its long-
term mitigation options in the context of global action towards a 2oC target, using an energy systems 
model (The University College London TIMES Integrated Assessment Model, or TIAM-UCL) which 
represents India explicitly, as one of 16 global regions. The study finds that India could significantly over-
achieve against a 2050 low-carbon target based on equal per capita emissions by 2050, at mitigation costs 
below the global carbon price, implying that it could earn significant revenues through selling international 
carbon credits, thereby offsetting some of the costs of decarbonisation. In addition, India would see much 
lower levels of fossil fuel consumption in a low-carbon scenario, thereby alleviating potential economic 
difficulties in securing access to adequate supplies of these fuels. 

Methodology  

The TIAM-UCL model works by linking the growth in energy demand in each region that it represents to 
underlying socioeconomic factors. For this study a number of different projections have been reviewed in 
order to arrive at a set of estimates for these factors.  

Scenarios & Results  

The reference scenario is run to show which least-cost mix of energy technologies India would deploy 
without any specific policy constraints or preferences, as well as no CO2 constraints.  

The low-carbon scenario operates under the constraint that India's per-capita CO2 emissions reach 1.3 
tCO2 per person per year by 2050, as part of a global pathway so that global CO2 emissions are 12 GtCO2 
in 2050. Such a pathway has been demonstrated to be broadly consistent with a 50% chance of limiting 
global warming to 2oC, assuming a low emissions floor is reached post-2050. Two variants of the low-
carbon scenario are run:  

• the first without any trading of emissions credits between India and the rest of the world;  
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• the second with emissions trading from 2020, the year in which emissions reductions begin to 
deviate from the business-as-usual pathway in India.  

Figure 51 shows the investment in power sector technologies (in GW terms and also US $2005) in the 
Reference scenario, and also in the “Trade” low carbon scenario, which has the most aggressive 
investment in power sector technologies of all of the low-carbon scenarios. Fig. 6 indicates that the annual 
investment in power generation is set to grow considerably from about $10 billion currently to about $30 
billion by 2025, in order to service the growing electricity needs of India as its population and wealth 
increases. From 2025 to 2030 the low-carbon scenario annual investment needs begin to diverge from 
those of the Reference scenario, with significant investments in solar power, nuclear and gas generation 
leading to an increase in annual power generation investment about twice the rate in the Reference 
scenario (in which the coal generation continues to dominate power generation investments). This 
indicates that in order to achieve the most aggressive low-carbon scenario, India and the international 
community would need to mobilise significant additional capital for power sector generation investments 
in the period starting approximately a decade from now.  

Figure 51. Annual investment in electricity generation in Reference and Trade scenarios 

 

Source: (Gambhir et al., 2014) 

2.8.2 Un-burnable oil: An examination of oil resource utilisation in a decarbonised energy system 

This paper (McGlade & Ekins, 2014) examines the volumes of oil that can and cannot be used up to 2035 
during the transition to a low-carbon global energy system using the global energy systems model, TIAM-
UCL and the ‘Bottom up Economic and Geological Oil field production model’ (BUEGO). Globally in a 
scenario allowing the widespread adoption of carbon capture and storage (CCS) nearly 500 billion barrels 
of existing 2P oil reserves must remain unused by 2035. In a scenario where CCS is unavailable this 
increases to around 600 billion barrels. Besides reserves, arctic oil and light tight oil play only minor roles 
in a scenario with CCS and essentiallynorolewhen CCS is not available. On a global scale, 40% of those 
resources yet to be found in deep water regions must remain undeveloped, rising to 55% if CCS cannot be 
deployed. The wide spread development of unconventional oil resources is also shown to be in compatible 
with a decarbonised energy system even with a total and rapid decarbonisation of energetic inputs. The 
work thus demonstrates the extent to which current energy policies encouraging the unabated exploration 
for, and exploitation of, all oil resources are in commensurate with the achievement of a low-carbon 
energy system. 

Methodology  

To take account of the dynamics of the energy system more robustly than simple accounting methods we 
use an innovative approach linking the outputs of a technology-rich whole energy systems model (TIAM-
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UCL) with a data-rich bottom up oil field level model (called the ‘Bottom Up Economic and Geological Oil 
field production model’ or BUEGO). TIAM-UCL is first used to generate an estimate of the most cost-
effective energy system that limits the global average temperature rise to 2oC. Two different scenarios are 
examined and hence TIAM-UCL generates two overall oil demand levels that are commensurate with a 
low-carbon energy system. These are then used as an input to BUEGO which provides a detailed 
characterisation of the oil resources that are and are not used under these scenarios. 

Scenarios & Results  

Two different scenarios are examined:  

• The first scenario (LCS) has optimistic assumptions regarding carbon capture and sequestration 
(CCS) availability. Very relaxed constraints a replaced on the uptake and diffusion of CCS 
technologies: in2020 in each region CCS can be applied to a maximum of 15% of total electricity 
generation while in the industrial sector it can capture between 10–20% of process and process 
heat emissions (depending on the technology and specific sector). After 2020 all CCS technologies 
can grow at a maximum rate of between 10 and 15% peryear. 

• The second scenario (LCS-noCCS) assumes that CCS is not available. 

Figure 52 presents the outlooks for all oil in the LCS (top) and LCS- noCCS (bottom) scenarios with oil 
production separated by field type or category.  

Figure 52. Global production in LCS(top) and LCS-noCCS (bottom) split by resource category 

 

Source: (McGlade & Ekins, 2014) 
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In LCS production is highest in 2025 at just under 90mb/d, up around 6% from 2010 production levels. 
Between 2015 and 2025 production is on somewhat of a plateau averaging 88mb/d, which after 2025 
starts to decline at around 0.8%/year. In LCS-no CCS production reaches a peak in 2015 at a lower level of 
85.6 mb/d, up only around 2% from production in 2010, and declines thereafter. This decline is most rapid 
up to 2025 at around 2%/year with production dropping below 80mb/d in 2020.  In 2028 production falls 
just be low 70mb/d but approximately maintains this level for the rest of the model horizon. In LCS 
cumulative production of conventional and unconventional oil between 2010 and 2035 is 810Gb while in 
LCS-no CCS it is 706Gb. In LCS there is only a very minor contribution from Arctic oil production and only 
in later periods. 

2.8.3 Multi-cluster technology learning in TIMES: A transport Sector case study with TIAM-UCL 

This chapter (Anandarajah & McDowall, 2015) provides a case study applying technology learning 
endogenously in a TIMES model. It describes many of the key challenges in modelling technology learning 
endogenously, both in terms of the interpretation and policy relevance of the results, and in terms of 
methodological challenges. The chapter then presents a case study, exploring a multi-cluster learning 
approach where many key technologies (fuel cells, automotive batteries, and electric drivetrains) are 
shared across a set of transport modes (cars, buses and LGVs) and technologies (hybrid and plug-in hybrid 
fuel cell vehicles, battery electric vehicles, hybrid and plug-in hybrid petrol and diesel vehicles). The multi-
region TIAM-UCL Global energy system model has been used to model the multi-cluster approach. The 
analysis is used to explore the competitive and/or complementary relationship between hydrogen and 
electricity as low-carbon transport fuels. 

Methodology  

The 16-region TIAM-UCL model has been developed at UCL through the UK Energy Research Centre 
(UKERC) by breaking out the UK from the Western Europe Region in the 15-Region ETSAP-TIAM model. 
The cluster approach adopted in this paper uses single factor learning, where a group of technologies 
sharing a common component—the ‘key technology’—learn together. For example, fuel cells are an 
example of a key component technology, and members of the corresponding cluster of ‘shell’ technologies 
in which the component is used are hybrid- and plug-in hybrid-fuel cell vehicles both in cars and light goods 
vehicles (LGVs) as well as in buses. Three key component technologies undergo learning in the model, and 
are thus explicitly represented in the model as technologies in their own right, in addition to the vehicle 
‘shell’ systems in which they are deployed: Fuel cell systems ($/kW), Electric drivetrains ($/kW), 
Automotive battery systems ($/kWh). Only investment costs undergo learning. As a result, the component 
technologies in the model only carry investment costs. Efficiency and O&M costs are attributes of the 
vehicles (shell) themselves. 

Scenarios & Results  

All scenarios are greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction scenarios, in which cumulative carbon-equivalent (CO2e) 
emissions are constrained to a total of 1980 GtCO2e during 2010–2100. 

• Static technological development. Transport technologies undergo no learning; transport 
technology costs are constant across the model time horizon.  

• ETL base case scenario. Transport technologies undergo ETL; roll-out of hydrogen and electric 
vehicles occurs only when they become cost effective.  

• ETL Early hydrogen deployment scenarios. Cases in which countries deploy hydrogen vehicles 
before they are part of a cost-optimal carbon abatement solution.  

• ETL No CCS scenario. Deployment of carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies is prevented; 
otherwise same as ETL base case scenario. 
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• ETL Late action scenario. Global mitigation is delayed; no emissions reductions against the base 
case are possible before 2020 in this scenario; otherwise same as ETL base case scenario. 

Cumulative investment brings down the costs of key technologies (fuel cell, electric battery and electric 
drive) in all scenarios in which ETL is applied (ETL base case scenario is shown in Figure 53). Since the 
learning rate for fuel cells (18 %) is relatively high compared to that of batteries (7 %) and electric drive-
trains (10 %), the cost of fuel cells decreases more rapidly. Battery costs fall quickly to just over $300/kWh, 
but are not deployed in sufficiently large quantities to reach their potential floor cost of $150/kWh. The 
cost of fuel cells in 2050 is reduced to less than a twentieth of the 2015 cost. To achieve these cost 
reductions, the transport sector requires a cumulative installed capacity of around 131,000 GW of fuel 
cells by 2050 worldwide; corresponding to a cumulative total of around 1.6 billion vehicles, with around 
53 million new fuel cell vehicles added each year by 2050. 

Figure 53. Unit cost of key technologies in the base case ETL scenario 

 

Source: (Anandarajah & McDowall, 2015) 
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3. Studies and Projects using Regional Models for Europe 

3.1 The Pan-European TIMES model 

3.1.1 Assessing the cost-effectiveness of electric vehicles in European countries using integrated 
modeling 

We (Seixas et al., 2015) use a partial equilibrium model that minimizes total energy system costs to assess 
whether EVs can be a cost-effective option for the consumers of each EU27 member state up to 2050, 
focusing on the impact of different vehicle investment costs and CO2 mitigation targets. We found that for 
an EU-wide greenhouseg as emission reduction cap of 40% and 70% by 2050 vis-à-vis 1990 emissions, 
battery electric vehicles (BEVs) are cost-effective in the EU only by 2030 and only if their costs are 30% 
lower than currently expected. At the EU level, vehicle costs and the capability to deliver both short-and 
long-distance mobility are the main drivers of BEV deployment. Other drivers include each state’s national 
mobility patterns and the cost-effectiveness of alternative mitigation options, both in the transport sector, 
such as plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) or biofuels, and in other sectors, such as renewable 
electricity. 

Methodology  

The PET36 (Pan-European TIMES) bottom-up model was used to generate a set of scenarios to assess how 
and when EVs will become a cost-effective alternative by 2050. The demand for mobility in passenger 
kilometers (pkm) is generated for each country taking one single macro- economic scenario based on the 
general equilibrium model GEM-E3 projections for each country. The GDP and GDP per capita growth, the 
private consumption (as a proxy for disposable income) and the sector production growth generated by 
GEM-E3 per country are the drivers used to generate the energy services demand in PET36. Concerning 
passenger transport mobility delivered by cars, the disposable income per household and population were 
the drivers for estimating future long-distance and short-distance demand, respectively. This reference 
mobility can be altered by PET36 through exogenous demand-price elasticity when there is a need to 
comply with the constraints of modeled scenarios. 

Scenarios & Results  

A set of 12 scenarios (Table 9) were modeled in PET36 to assess both the impact of a CO2 emission target 
and of decreasing trends on investment costs of BEVs and on the cost-effectiveness of electric mobility 
technologies for passenger transport. We use the cost-effectiveness of BEVs as a proxy for their adoption 
by consumers across the EU. By default, in all scenarios, the current EU energy and mitigation policy targets 
for 2020 are implemented: 20% decrease for total CO2 emissions in 2050 vis-à-vis 1990 values, including 
21% reduction of CO2 emissions under the EU-Emission trading scheme vis-à-vis 2005, and the national RES 
targets in final energy consumption and in transports. 
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Table 9. Scenarios and assumptions used in PET36 model runs.  

 

Source: (Seixas et al., 2015) 

In Figure 54, we show our results in terms of differentiated EU-wide BEV deployment for different cost 
curves, measured in terms of supplied mileage. As expected, the reduction in investment and operation 
BEV costs has impacts on adoption that vary a long the time horizon and with the stringency of the CO2 

caps. Under an ambitious CO2 cap[C70], the impact of BEV cost reduction (Fig. 5, right) is as follows: iv. A 
10% cost reduction still only triggers BEV deployment from 2040, delivering approximately 30% of total 
individual passenger car mobility needs and more than 80% by 2050; v.A 15% cost reduction also triggers 
BEV adoption only in 2040, delivering slightly higher shares of passenger car mobility needs as the previous 
10% cost reduction; vi. A 30% cost reduction triggers BEV deployment already in 2030, delivering 
approximately 50% of the total individual passenger car mobility needs by that year, with approximately 
85% by 2040 and 90% by 2050. Therefore, to over come a threshold of 50% of electric mileage by 2030, 
BEV technology costs should decrease by more than 30% in both scenarios. It is observed that the 
stringency of the CO2 cap does not have any impact in 2030 because very similar trajectories are observed 
in[REF] and [C70]. BEVs are not significantly deployed by 2020, even with an assumed 50% cost reduction. 

Figure 54. Electric mileage delivered by BEV at EU-27 for [REF] (left) and [C70] (right) for successive 
additional reduction of BEV investment costs 

 

Source: (Seixas et al., 2015) 

3.1.2 An application of multivariate statistical techniques to partial equilibrium models outputs: The 
analysis of the NEEDS-TIMES Pan European model results 

In this framework, multivariate statistical techniques (Cluster Analysis - CA and Principal Component 
Analysis - PCA) can represent a key tool to characterize data correlation structure and to point out the 
variables with the highest information content. The paper (Di Leo et al., 2015) shows the methodological 
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procedure utilized to characterize the NEEDS-TIMES PanEuropean model results, describing its usefulness 
to individuate homogeneous are as for the application of suited targets and to characterize from a 
statistical point of view energy systems behaviour in different scenario hypothesis. 

Methodology  

In multivariate applications the input data are usually organized in 2D-matrices [observations or samples 
(objects) - measured variables (descriptors)] where as multidimensional matrices maybe considered to 
investigate the spatial and/or temporal evolution of a set of descriptors. In this application a layer for 
temporal event is introduced in order to characterize the system evolution. Input data are organized in a 
3D-matrix [layers – objects - descriptors]. Consequently, the multivariate statistic alanalysis becomes a 
recursive procedure in which, for each layer, a 2D-correlation structure is investigated. For a suitable 
interpretation of the results, a tool able to compare the different 2D-correlation structures is necessary. 
In the application of multivariate statistical analysis to NEEDS- TIMES PEM output data. 

Scenarios & Results  

In scenario analysis, we discuss only the matrices referred to year 2050 listed in Table 10.  

Table 10. Alternative scenarios: analyzed matrices 

 

Source: (Di Leo et al., 2015) 

In the 450 ppm scenario (Figure 55), CLU3Cn 4_450 ppm [CY–IS] is characterized by high CO2 emissions 
from Transport and Industry (Process). CLU3Cn 1_450 ppm [LT–LV–FR–CH–SE–RO–AT–SK–EE–FI–HU– PL–
IE–PT–NO] has CO2 emissions lower than the average for all sectors where as Bulgaria and Slovenia 
(CLU3Cn 2_450 ppm) have the highest values of CO2 emissions by Industry (Combustion), Residential and 
Commercial.  

Figure 55. Per capita CO2 emissions by sector centroids graph: (a) 450ppm scenario—2050. (b) OLGA 
scenario—2050 

 

Source: (Di Leo et al., 2015) 
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CLU3Cn 3_450 ppm [DE–NL–UK–MT–CZ–IT–BE– DK–ES–GR] is characterized by the highest CO2 emissions 
from Electricity and Heat Production and Agriculture. In the OLGA scenario clusters aggregation is more 
articulated. In factCO2 emissions in CLU3Cn 1_OLGA [LT–LV–FR–CH–SE–RO]are lowerthanthe average for 
all sectors. Slovenia has the highest values of CO2 emission per capita from Industry (Combustion), 
Residential and Commercial, CLU3Cn 3_OLGA [DE–HU–PL–EE] highest values from Electricity and Heat 
Production and Agriculture and CLU3Cn 6_OLGA [CY–IS] from Industry (Process) and Transport. 

3.1.3 Coupling world and european models: Energy trade and energy security in Europe 

This chapter (Gerboni et al., 2015) presents an application of the coupling of the global TIMES Integrated 
Assessment Model and of the Pan European TIMES model through a series of trade links described and 
characterised in the REACCESS corridor model. The application focuses on the analysis of security of supply 
to Europe via energy corridors. A new methodology for the assessment of energy security, addressing the 
risk associated to each supply, is presented together with a scenario analysis related to some of the most 
populated of the EU’s Member States and to the European Union as a whole. The scenario analysis results 
show a sample of the possible assessments that stakeholders might be willing to rely on to address the 
effects of communitarian policies and targets: the preformed analysis, for example, unveils that a risk 
reduction at communitarian level may not univocally be translated into a benefit for individual Member 
States.   

Methodology  

RECOR is the new model developed within REACCESS to fully describe all the present and planned/possible 
future energy infrastructures supplying the European countries, taking into account both captive (mainly 
pipelines, but also railways and electrical power lines) and open sea (ship routes from port to port) 
corridors. The supply branch links the RECOR model to the Reference Energy System (RES) of a PET36 or a 
TIAM region. During the follow-up phase of the REACCESS project, some major changes have been 
introduced. In fact, as the international panorama on energy infrastructures is continuously changing, a 
full amendment of the existing corridors and the redefinition of some planned/possible future 
infrastructures (regarding their route, their technical and economical features, etc.) have proven necessary 
(e.g. the introduction of the Trans Adriatic Pipeline carrying natural gas from Caspian region to Southern 
and Western European countries). Another relevant point of the follow-up phase of the REACCESS project 
was the introduction of annual growth and decay coefficients for the main commodities (hard coal, natural 
gas, crude oil, refined petroleum products and biomass) delivered by energy corridors, for each supply 
branch and for each extraction field (only for the proven resources).  

The REACCESS project dealt with risk by adopting the min-max approach that is based on a three step 
procedure. The first step is a minimisation of the total system cost; the second step is a minimisation of 
the risk indicator (RI): this run is performed allowing a maximum variation of the total cost with respect to 
the value obtained in the first run; the third step is a new minimisation of the total system cost allowing a 
certain maximum percentage variation of the risk index in comparison with the value obtained in the 
second run. The risk indicator used in this procedure is estimated starting from the “Quantity of Risk 
weighted Energy” (QRE). 

Scenarios & Results  

Eight runs (a baseline run and seven scenario runs) were performed. In each scenario run and for each 
milestone year, the risk commodity—TotPoFRisk or TotPoFRiskEU—value in the analysed region (the 
whole EU or one of the six EU’s Member States taken into account) has been imposed to be less than or 
equal to the 85 % of the corresponding value obtained from the baseline run, thus simulating a 15 % risk 
reduction.  
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Referring to the last point, in particular, under the National risk scenarios, a significant reduction in the 
total supply by corridors can be noticed in all the analysed countries. This decrease also causes a slight 
reduction in the import dependency of each country in comparison with the one of the Baseline scenario 
over the time horizon 2015–2040, more relevant in Italy than in the other nations (Figure 56). On the 
contrary, a risk reduction performed at a Communitarian level causes an increase in the total import by 
corridors in Germany, a non-unique behaviour in Italy and a decrease in the other countries lower than 
the one obtainable in the case of National reduction. The above results seem to suggest that a reduction 
in the risk of energy supply by corridors carried out at a Communitarian level may not univocally be 
translated into a benefit for the single Member States, while a predictable result is the increase of the cost 
for the entire European energy system. In the proposed analysis, this increase can be quantified as 0.23 % 
and it is shared (although inhomogeneously) among the single Member States. 

Figure 56. Import dependency, national risk 

 

Source: (Gerboni et al., 2015) 

3.1.4 Energy-economic requirements for new fossil-fired power plants with CO2 capture in the 
liberalized European electricity market 

In this study (Kober, 2014b) the deployment of CCS power plants is investigated for the European 
electricity market until 2050 taking different energy and climate policy framework conditions into 
consideration. By applying an integrated model-based approach, structural changes of the whole energy 
system are incorporated, including their implications on costs and emissions. The study addresses 
uncertainties concerning future CCS power plant invest costs and efficiencies explicitly, and analyses the 
effects of changes of these parameters with respect to the perspectives of CCS power plants in Europe. 
Thereby, interdependencies on horizontal level related to competition of different technologies within the 
electricity sector are examined, but also vertical interdependencies resulting from effects between the 
upstream and energy demand sectors. In order to reflect the heterogeneity among the national energy 
systems in Europe, country specific particularities on technical aspects and energy policy are taken into 
account, such as potentials and costs of CO2 storage, and national regulations on the use of nuclear power 
and renewable energy.  

The results of the analysis reveal a strong influence of the stringency of the EU greenhouse gas reduction 
target and the policy on the use of nuclear energy on the perspectives of CCS power plants in the European 
electricity market. Under a regime with the continuation of today’s energy policies on nuclear power and 
a strong greenhouse gas mitigation target for Europe a 20% CCS share of the total EU-27 net electricity 
generation can be reached in 2050, presuming the existence of the legal framework and public acceptance 
for the corresponding CO2 transport and storage infrastructure. CCS power plants can contribute to cover 
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the growing electricity demand and to replace CO2 intensive fossil fuel based electricity generation. 
Thereby, the growing electricity demand results from the substitution of fossil-based end use technologies 
by electricity applications under stringent greenhouse gas mitigation obligations. Conversely to strong 
climate policies, less ambitious greenhouse gas reduction targets effect less CCS penetration as a 
consequence of lower carbon certificate prices. But also under very strong greenhouse gas reduction 
targets (>85% in 2050 compared to Kyoto base) CCS power plants face comparably low market shares due 
to their resulting CO2 emissions if not 100% of the CO2 is captured and high carbon certificate prices.  

Comparing the influence of different policy frameworks analysed in this study with the influences of the 
variation of the technical and economic CCS power plant parameters shows, that uncertainties concerning 
energy policy measures can have a stronger influence on the perspectives of CCS in Europe than 
uncertainties regarding invest costs and efficiencies. For certain market conditions this also means, that 
reduced market perspectives of CCS technologies, which might happen due to changes of the energy policy 
framework, cannot entirely be offset by increasing the efficiencies and reducing the invest costs of CCS 
power plants. Changes of CCS power plant parameters impact both an increase of the electricity demand 
and the substitution of alternative generation technologies. In the mid-term, mainly fossil-based electricity 
generation without CCS is substituted as result of reductions of invest costs and increases of efficiencies 
of CCS power plants, and in the long-run mainly the electricity generation from renewable energy. 

3.1.5 Energy efficiency in the industry - Model-based analysis of the efficient use of energy in the 
EU-27 with focus on the industrial sector 

Additional differences occur in the evaluation of the energy use and in the selection of a reference value 
in a key figure to assess energy efficiency. Moreover the focus of the current general understanding is 
mainly only on the consumption of energy. All other resources next to the energy input which are needed 
to provide energy services are not considered even though there are strong interactions and substitution 
possibilities among these resources. Hence the understanding of energy efficiency is extended in this study 
(Kuder, 2014) by these additional resources which were not considered yet. Based on this extension the 
efficient use of the resource energy is a result of an optimisation of the relation of these total costs of all 
resources to the related benefit. To determine the efficient use of energy in the industrial sector, a deeper 
understanding of the sector and its characteristics is necessary. The industrial sector is the largest 
consumer of electricity within the EU. Also a quarter of the final energy consumption and about 20 % of 
the CO2 emissions are related to this sector. Typical for this sector are the heterogeneous and high 
temperature level of the heat demand and the process emissions which accrue in transformation 
processes. The subsectors of the industry could be split up into energy intensive subsectors where single 
production processes dominate the energy consumption, and non-energy intensive subsectors. Ways to 
reduce the energy consumption in the industrial sector are the use of alternative or improved production 
or cross cutting technologies and the use of energy saving measures to reduce the demand for useable 
energy.  

Based on the analysis within this study, 21 % of the current energy consumption of the industrial sector of 
the EU and 17 % in Germany could be reduced. Based on the extended understanding of energy efficiency, 
the model based scenario analysis of the European energy system with the further developed energy 
system model TIMES PanEU shows that the efficient use of energy at an emission reduction level of 75 % 
is a slightly increasing primary energy consumption. The primary energy consumption is characterised by 
a diversified energy carrier and technology mix. Renewable energy sources, nuclear energy and CCS play 
a key role in the long term. In addition the electricity demand in combination with a strong decarbonisation 
of the electricity generation is increasing constantly. In the industrial sector the emission reduction is 
driven by the extended use of electricity, CCS and renewables as well as by the use of improved or 
alternative process and supply technologies with lower specific energy consumption. Thereby the final 
energy consumption stays almost on a constant level with increasing importance of electricity and 
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biomass. Both regulatory interventions in the electricity sector and energy saving targets on the primary 
energy demand lead to higher energy system costs and therewith to a decrease of efficiency based on the 
extended understanding. The energy demand is reduced stronger than it is efficient and the saving targets 
lead to the extended use of other resources resulting in totally higher costs. The integrated system analysis 
in this study points out the interactions between emission reduction and energy saving targets. Some 
emission reduction pathways like the extended use of nuclear, CCS or biomass and also the extended use 
of electricity in general are blocked by an energy saving target for the primary energy consumption. There 
are conflicting interests between the two targets. Especially at higher emission reduction targets energy 
savings are hard to reach and lead to clearly higher energy system costs. In total it could be shown that an 
integrated energy system analysis is needed to analysis the whole energy system and the indirect effects 
of energy use in the industrial sector as well as the interactions with other sectors. Both normative targets 
and political regulatory interventions in the electricity sector lead to deviations from the efficient use of 
energy and therewith from the cost optimal pathway. 

3.1.6 Assessing the development of combined heat and power generation in the EU 

This paper (Stankeviciute & Krook Riekkola, 2014) aims to quantify the potentials for the development of 
combined heat and power (CHP) in Europe.To this end, it uses the TIMES-EU energy-economic model and 
assesses the impact of key policy options and targets in the area of CO2 emissions reduction, renewable 
energies and energy efficiency improvements. The results are also compared with the cogeneration 
potentials as reported by the Member States in their national reports. The paper shows that CHP output 
could be more than doubled and that important CHP penetration potential exists in expanding the 
European district heating systems. This result is even more pronounced with the far-reaching CO2 

emissions reduction necessary in order to meet a long-term 2 degree target. Nevertheless, the paper also 
shows that strong CO2 emission reductions in the energy sector might limit the CHP potential due to 
increased competition for biomass with the transport sector. 

Methodology  

In TIMES-EU model, heat demand can either be supplied by individual heating devices or by district 
heating. District heat demand can be met by different types of boilers, CHP and to some extent by waste 
heat (recovered heat from the industry). Additionally, the heat demand in the commercial sector can be 
complemented by auto-production CHP technologies. A number of auto-production CHP plants relative to 
each industry can also contribute in meeting the demand for process heat.  

The technical potential of CHP is essentially determined by the total heat demand. Industrial heat demand 
is tied to the activity of specific industrial processes, which determine characteristics of that specific 
industry demand. The industrial demand follows the production evolution in iron and steel, aluminium, 
copper, ammonia, chlorine, cement, lime, glass, paper industries. A more specific approach is adopted for 
determining demands in the residential sector. The heat/cooling/water demands relate to the 
characteristics of the dwellings. 

Scenarios & Results  

Two policy scenarios with additional economic conditions able to influence CHP penetration are 
considered in order to quantify the economic potentials for CHP in the TIMES-EU model. 

• RES target (ETSREN). The aim of scenario ETSREN is to analyse how the 2020 renewables target 
influences CHP penetration. In addition to TIMES-EU Baseline assumptions, the ETSREN scenario 
includes a country level target of 20 per cent renewables in the final European energy consumption 
and a biofuels target on a European level in line with Directive 2009/28. The targets remain the 
same until 2030.  
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• Scenario – 2 degree target (CO2REN). The aim of scenario CO2REN is to observe how strong CO2 

emission reductions affect CHP penetration. In addition to the assumptions of ETSREN scenario, 
the CO2REN scenario includes a 25 per cent CO2 emission reduction target in 2020 and 40 per cent 
reduction in 2030 compared to 1990, in line with the Road Map to 2050.  

District heating (DH) and industrial heat (IH) demand levels follow a rising tendency in all the scenarios as 
seen in Table 11. Nevertheless, strong CO2 emission reductions in CO2REN drive for more expansion for 
DH levels even though industrial heat demand remains unaffected as compared to the other two 
scenarios. The most noticeable increases in DH levels occur in countries already having certain shares of 
district heating like Germany, Poland, Italy, France and Czech Republic. The similarities between Baseline 
and ETSREN scenarios indicate again that the addition of renewable target in ETSREN scenario does not 
modify DH or industrial heat demand. Indeed, EU-ETS and existing policies and measures for renewable 
energies and energy efficiency, present in both scenarios, attain the renewable target and therefore lead 
to similar developments in energy system. 

Table 11. District heat (DH) and industrial heat (IH) demands, TWh thermal 

 

Source: (Stankeviciute & Krook-Riekkola, 2014) 

3.2 The JRC-EU-TIMES model 

3.2.1 How far away is hydrogen? Its role in the medium and long-term decarbonisation of the 
European energy system 

In this paper (Sgobbi et al., 2016), the JRC-EU-TIMES model - a bottom-up, technology-rich model of the 
EU28 energy system - is used to assess the role of hydrogen in a future decarbonised Europe under two 
climate scenarios, current policy initiative (CPI) and long-term decarbonisation (CAP). Our results indicate 
that hydrogen could become a viable option already in 2030 - however, a long-term CO2 cap is needed to 
sustain the transition. In the CAP scenario, the share of hydrogen in the final energy consumption of the 
transport and industry sectors reaches 5% and 6% by 2050. Low-carbon hydrogen production technologies 
dominate, and electrolysers provide flexibility by absorbing electricity at times of high availability of 
intermittent sources. Hydrogen could also play a significant role in the industrial and transport sectors, 
while the emergence of stationary hydrogen fuel cells for hydrogen-to-power would require significant 
cost improvements, over and above those projected by the experts. 

Methodology  

Four main categories of hydrogen production technologies are considered: (i) Gasification and pyrolysis 
(coal or biomass); (ii) Reforming, from natural gas, ethanol, biomass or heavy fuel oil; (iii) Electrolysis; this 
category groups alkaline and proton exchange membrane (PEM) electrolysers, whose cost evolution is 
expected to be aligned over time; and (iv) Nuclear very high temperature reactor. These can be centralised 
and/or decentralised and of different sizes. It is important to highlight that, in our model, biomass 
hydrogen production pathways coupled with CCS allows the net removal of carbon dioxide (CO2) from the 
atmosphere. In addition to dedicated supply technologies, in our model hydrogen is a by-product of 
ammonia and chlorine advanced production processes (advanced membrane and iron-oxide blast 
furnace). Hydrogen can be delivered in liquid or gaseous forms from centralised production. For 
decentralised delivery pathways, shorter distribution chains are assumed.  
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Scenarios & Results  

For this study we run the model up to 2050 with the following policy scenarios:  

• a “current policy initiative” scenario (CPI), which includes the 20-20-20 policy targets of the 
European Union, and is consistent with the medium-term CO2 emission reduction goals of the 
European Commission Communication on A policy framework for climate and energy in the period 
from 2020 to 2030;  

• a long-term decarbonisation scenario (CAP) that, in addition to the assumptions for 2020 and 2030 
as in the CPI scenario, includes an overall emission reduction target of 80% below 1990 levels in 
2050.  

As shown in Figure 57, in both scenarios production is dominated by a handful of technologies, with the 
choice largely driven by a combination of techno- economic assumptions, climate change mitigation and 
energy efficiency targets, and competition for primary energy. In both cases, decentralised production 
technologies do not reach market competitiveness. Competition with other sectors and a stringent CO2 
target, coupled with energy efficiency requirements, drive out almost entirely fossil-fuel based hydrogen 
production e with the exception of medium-size, centralised coal gasification with CCS. With a long-term 
emission reduction target (CAP scenario), the increasing electrification of the sector is clear: in 2050, the 
output of centralised electrolysers increases from 130 PJ in the CPI to 480 PJ in the CAP scenario. This 
points to the role of the sector in absorbing excess electricity from variable sources. Electrolysers' activity 
level peaks during the day (with over 90% of the production), in particular in summer and spring. 

Figure 57. Hydrogen production technologies in the EU28 under the two scenarios, including by-product 
of industrial Processes 

 

Source: (Sgobbi et al., 2016) 

3.2.2 The impact of the EU car CO2 regulation on the energy system and the role of electro-mobility 
to achieve transport decarbonisation 

We (Thiel et al., 2016a) analyse the impact of the current and an alternative stricter EU CO2 car legislation 
on transport related CO2 emissions, on the uptake of electric vehicles (EV),on the reduction of oil 
consumption, and on total energy system costs beyond 2020. We apply a TIMES based energy system 
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model for Europe. Results for 2030 show that a stricter target of 70gCO2/km for cars could reduce total 
transport CO2 emissions by5% and oil dependence by more than 2% compared to the current legislation. 
The stricter regulatory CO2 car target is met by a deployment of more efficient internal combustion engine 
cars and higher shares of EV Total system costs increase by less than 1%. The analysis indicates that EV 
deployment and the decarbonisation of the power system including higher shares of variable renewables 
can be synergistic. Our sensitivity analysis shows that the deployment of EV would sharply increase 
between 2020 and 2030 at learning rates above 12.5%, reaching shares above 30% in 2030. Finally, the 
study highlights that, besides legislating cars, policies for other transport sectors and modes are needed 
to curb transport related CO2 emission growth by 2030. 

Methodology  

For this analysis a number of updates were done on the JRC-EU- TIMES model: (i) energy service demands 
were updated, (ii) the techno-economic assumptions of the generation and conversion technologies were 
updated, (iii) the hydrogen production and distribution pathways were updated, (iv) biomass based 
pathways and biomass resource potentials were updated, and (v) energy storage technologies and the 
handling of variable renewable technologies was modified along with the addition of flexibility constraints 
for the power sector. 

Scenarios & Results  

We run the model up to 2050 with the policy scenarios:  

• reference aligned to European Commission, including a 10% renewable energy target for 2020, 
which is currently not extended beyond 2020, and including a CO2 car legislation with a new fleet 
average target of 130g CO2/km by 2015,  

• current CO2 car legislation with a new fleet average target of 95g CO2/km by 2021 (95g scenario),  

•  an exploratory scenario of an alternative stricter future CO2 car legislation with a new fleet average 
target of 70gCO2/km by 2030 (70g scenario) on top of the 95g scenario.  

Therefore, we have performed a sensitivity analysis for 2030 on the basis of the 70g scenario: varying the 
learning rate for the costs of the EV specific powertrain components. The exogenous learning rates in the 
sensitivity analysis are 5%, 7.5%, 10% ( i.e. standard in all scenarios), 12.5%, and 15%. 

Figure 58 shows the evolution of the car portfolio over time for the two most extreme cases, the one with 
5% and 15% technology learning rate for EV. We observe large impacts of the employed learning rate on 
the deployed car portfolio. With a 5% learning rate the higher costs of the EV effectively limit its 
deployment. In the 15% learning rate case we observe a massive deployment of EV with the highest growth 
rates between 2020 and 2035. The deployed EV are to a large extent BEV, but there are also significant 
shares of PHEV and FCV. The latter deploy mainly after 2040, substituting PHEV. This indicates that FCV, 
provided that there is significant learning, can complement other EV options in the longer term, especially 
for the delivery of long distance travel. In the 15% learning rate case ,the highest efficiency ICE cars play a 
minor role. Instead, a mix of low to medium efficient ICE cars and EV fulfil the 70 g constraint in 2030. In 
2050, the standard 10% learning rate is sufficient to reach the car TtW emissions target below 70 g/km. 
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Figure 58. Evolution of technology shares in passenger cars with a 5% and a 15% technology learning 
rate 

 

Source: (Thiel et al., 2016a) 

3.2.3 Modelling electro-mobility: An integrated modelling platform for assessing European policies 

The Joint Research Centre, as the European Commission's inhouse science service, has created a suite of 
models on electro-mobility, which serves to assess policies towards electrification of road transport and 
their effects on energy demand, emission reduction and costs (Thiel et al., 2016b). The models are soft-
linked and the structure is flexible enough to make sure that the appropriate tools can be used for various 
studies.  

Methodology  

The models within this suite include: A Market Agent model that captures the dynamics between 
automobile manufacturers, infrastructure providers, authorities and users in order to model competition 
between and transition of current and future powertrain technologies; A Fleet Impact tool, containing up-
to-date vehicle stock data and energy and emission factors of all vehicle types in the EU, as well as fuel 
consumption and (real world & type approval) emission calculation, both for Tank-to-Wheel and Well-to- 
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Wheel; An EV-Charging model that estimates the energy-consumption of electric vehicles and calculates 
their power demand (load) on the basis of usage statistics (e.g., daily distance travelled, parking duration, 
number of daily trips); An Energy System Model (JRC-EU-TIMES) that models energy technologies’ uptake 
and deployment and their interaction with the energy infrastructure from an energy systems perspective; 
Various others depending on the needs of the assessment to be made. 

Scenarios & Results  

In a study on the role of the EU car CO2 regulation to achieve lower CO2 emissions from transport by 2030 
we found that electro-mobility can be a cost-effective way to meet the CO2 targets and support the 
decarbonisation of road transport in the EU. Figure 59 shows the car technologies that the JRC-EU-TIMES 
model deploys in order to meet the decarbonisation target in a cost minimal way. The figure reveals how 
more and more efficient cars enter the market and from 2020 onwards a larger amount of electric vehicles 
are deployed. Electric cars are treated as zero emission vehicles in the current EU car CO2 regulation. CO2 
emissions from electricity generation are capped through the ETS system. In our model runs the larger 
deployment of electric vehicles leads also to an accelerated decarbonisation of the power sector, as the 
higher electricity demand from electric vehicles needs to be met with low carbon electricity sources. 

Figure 59. Technology deployment in the JRC-EU-TIMES model under a transport decarbonisation 
scenario 

 

Source: (Thiel et al., 2016b) 

3.2.4 Improved representation of the European power grid in long term energy system models: Case 
study of JRC-EU-TIMES 

This chapter (Nijs et al., 2015) describes a methodology to integrate DC power flow modeling and N − 1 
security into JRC-EU-TIMES, a multiregional TIMES energy system model. It improves the accuracy of 
modeling cross-border transmission expansion especially for energy systems with higher penetration of 
renewable energy sources (RES). We describe three grid representations with increasing accuracy of 
modeling power flow constraints: (1) basic trade flow without DC power flow, (2) DC power flow with fixed 
line characteristics and (3) DC power flow with a discretization algorithm, endogenous grid characteristics 
and N − 1 conengency analysis. The last approach uses the newly developed Integrated TIMES–NEPLAN 
Software (ITNS) that couples JRC-EU-TIMES energy system modeling with NEPLAN-based electricity grid 
modeling. To evaluate the improvement of the JRC-EU-TIMES modeling mechanisms, the three grid 
representations are compared. We conclude that cross border transmission expansion is cost efficient 
regardless of the grid representation. The impact of power flow constraints is limited for the analyzed case 
study under the assumption of perfect markets. However, integrating these constraints is leading to 
slightly higher crossborder capacities for most countries mainly in periods with limited availability of 
variable renewable electricity. This occurs when grid extensions and peaking power in some strategic 
countries are more competitive than local peaking power for each country. This is possible without a 
substantial increase in model running time. 
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Methodology  

Among others, the ITNS allows more accurate estimation of maximum permissible penetration of RES in a 
system. The ITNS incorporates economical and technical parameters of transmission grid expansion 
planning to the solution of TIMES and modifies its solution in order to include transmission line investment 
costs. These parameters are either incorporated in the TIMES solver directly or are incorporated through 
available loading coefficients of the transmission lines. In this sense, constraints and costs imposed by 
transmission system operators when determining an expansion plan of the transmission grid are taken 
into account and affect the generation expansion planning proposed by TIMES. The ITNS software 
incorporates the N − 1 security criterion to the expansion planning determined by TIMES.  

Scenarios & Results  

More details for each scenario are provided as follows: 

• The TRADE scenario corresponds to the solution of JRC-EU-TIMES without incorporating the DC 
Power flow algorithm (i.e. it is the basic TIMES model). Energy transactions between regions in the 
European system are calculated like normal trade functions in TIMES. 

• The DC and DC_FixGrid scenarios refer to using the JRC-EU-TIMES model in the versions with the 
incorporation of DC power flow, where power flows between regions are more accurately 
estimated. However, ITNS loops are deactivated, and thus corridor reactances and allocation 
factors are not updated after the definition of the initial investment plan. 

• The DC_Neplan scenario refers to the execution of the complete TIMES-NEPLAN integrator 
software (ITNS), including discretization algorithm, endogenous grid characteristics and N − 1 
contingency analysis. 

In all scenarios an 80 % CO2 emission cap was considered compared to 1990 values.  

When the price difference is large enough for a sufficient long period, this can cause a grid expansion at 
least when this grid expansion is not too costly. Figure 60 shows most of the grid expansions for the three 
scenarios where investments are free. Most of the connections have higher cross-border capacities when 
power flow constraints are included such as Austria and Slovakia with all its neighboring countries but also 
the connection Germany-Norway and Poland-Czech Republic. The main driver for the optimal electricity 
path is the cost of the combined grid expansions. Typically this cost of the grid expansion is a factor 10–

100 lower than the value of the traded commodities. However, the impact of the price component of the 
power flow constraints is often even smaller than the cost differences between possible grid expansions. 
Because of this reason the model will typically not drastically change the grid expansion as there are 
preferred routes based on the cost of these interconnections. We conclude that power flow constraints 
have an impact on optimal grid expansion and that the accuracy of the grid expansion costs is crucial for 
proper grid flow analysis. 
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Figure 60. Electricity grid expansions between countries in the scenarios TRADE, DC and DC_Neplan  

 

Source: (Nijs et al., 2015) 

3.2.5 The JRC-EU-TIMES model - Bioenergy potentials for EU and neighbouring countries 

The JRC-EU-TIMES is a partial equilibrium energy system model maintained by the Institute for Energy and 
Transport (IET) of the Joint Research Centre (JRC) to analyse the role of energy technologies development 
and their potential contribution to decarbonisation pathways of the energy system (Ruiz et al., 2015). This 
report is the first in a series, and addresses the quantification of current and future biomass potentials for 
energy. As already identified in the 2011 European Commission’s Communication Energy roadmap 2050, 
biomass is expected to play a key role in strengthening the Energy Union pillars by diversifying the energy 
supply, increasing the energy internal market, decarbonising the economy and boosting competitiveness. 
Estimating the technical potentials available in EU countries using state of the art methodologies and 
updated data is important to fully understand the implications of an increased used of biomass for energy.  

Methodology  

The biomass production sectors relevant for renewable energy are agriculture, forestry and waste. For the 
JRC-EU-TIMES model, agriculture sector biomass resources are distributed between energy crops, manure, 
and primary, secondary, and solid agricultural residues. Energy crops cover those whose primary target is 
the production of end-use energy carriers: sugar, starch and oily crops, the energy maize silage for biogas, 
and lignocellulosic biomass. Primary residues refer mainly to dry and wet manure from the livestock 
industry. Secondary residues refer to solid residues, including residues from pruning of permanent crops, 
straw and stubble left from other main activities and olive pits. Biomass from the forestry sector is 
classified into roundwood production and primary and secondary residues. Finally, the waste sector 
produces energy biomass in the primary and tertiary residues categories. The main quantitative model 
used to derive biomass potentials for agriculture is CAPRI. CAPRI is an agricultural partial equilibrium model 
that covers from global to regional and farm type scale. 

Scenarios & Results  

In this chapter, the biomass potentials described in the report are tested as input to the JRC-EU-TIMES 
model under two policy scenarios for the EU28 countries:  

• the Current Policy Initiatives scenario (CPI) that includes the 20-20-20 policy targets until 2020. In 
addition, the CPI is consistent with the medium-term goals of the European Commission 
Communication on A policy framework for climate and energy in the period from 2020 to 2030;  

• a long-term decarbonisation scenario (CAP) that, in addition to the assumptions for 2020 and 2030 
as in the CPI scenario, is consistent with the medium and long-term CO2 emissions reduction 
underlying, reaching a CO2 reduction of 80% below 1990 values in 2050.  
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Figure 61 show the share of the total potential available for each EU-28 country that is exploited for 2010, 
2030 and 2050 under the two policy scenarios. Biogas results show a steady and constant development in 
all EU28 countries. Biogas in the JRC-EU-TIMES is modelled as an energy carrier that can be used in most 
end-use sectors, in electricity and cogeneration appliances. It can be a cost-competitive fuel option that 
increases its relevance as the emission reduction targets get more restrictive. For the CPI scenario the 
usage pattern stays similar between 2030 and 2050, with an average usage of the available potential over 
60% for the EU28. The CAP scenario, with increased need for further emission reductions, takes this figure 
over 90%.  

Figure 61. Biogas use in JRC-EU-TIMES scenarios 

 

Source: (Ruiz et al., 2015) 
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4. Studies and Projects using Regional Models for South America 

4.1 The T-ALyC model 

4.1.1 Long-term energy prospective modeling for South America - Application to international 
climate negotiations 

The aim of this PhD work (Postic, 2015), half of which was conducted in France and half in Chile, was to 
develop a mathematical model adapted to the study of long-term energy issues, at a regional scale, for 
South America. This model was then applied to studying the impact of national climate policies on regional 
energy mixes, as the world prepares for a new global climate agreement at the Paris climate conference 
in December 2015. 

Methodology  

This chapter is dedicated to presenting the first version of the TIMES-América Latina y el Caribe, or T-ALyC, 
model, whose construction is the heart of this PhD. The aim of such a model is to consider regional energy 
challenges with a real regional focus which is not provided by aggregated global or specific national 
models. T-ALyC is a multiregional TIMES model, derived from TIAM’s description of the world’s Reference 
Energy System (RES). Creating T-ALyC out of such a model involved three major contributions: designing 
an ad hoc regional disaggregation allowing energy prospective investigations at a regional scale; updating 
the existing RES and data structure to get rid of outdated or inadequate parameters and representations; 
and finding and aggregating the information associated with South American energy potentials and final 
service demands.  

The global TIMES Integrated Assessment Model (TIAM) was chosen as the starting point for building a 
South American regional model. Following the regional dynamics highlighted in the previous paragraphs, 
as well as the potential prospective interests listed in Chapter 1, our first version of TIMES-América Latina 
y el Caribe is based on a 10-region description of South America and the Caribbean: 

• Brazil is divided into two blocks, according to administrative regions: 
o The South and Southeast regions are aggregated into the ‘Brazil South and East’ block. 
o The North, Northeast, and Central regions form the ‘Brazil West and Center’ block. 

• Bolivia, Paraguay and Uruguay together form the ‘Interconnection states’ region. 

• Peru and Ecuador are aggregated into a single ‘Andean states’ region; 

• Central America and the Caribbean are aggregated into one block; 

• Suriname, Guyana, French Guyana are aggregated into one block. 

• Last, Argentina, Chile, Colombia and Venezuela are neither aggregated nor disaggregated. 

Scenarios & Results  

In order to assess the impact of NAMAs on South America’s energy sectors and the additional 
modifications introduced by the INDCs, five climate policy scenarios were designed: ‘Business-As-Usual’ 
(BAU), ‘Nationally Adapted Mitigation Actions’ (NAMAs), ‘Unilateral INDCs, based on national BAUs’ 
(Uni_Nat), ‘Conditional INDCs, based on national BAUs’ (Cond_Nat), and ‘Conditional INDCs, based on T-
ALyC BAU’ (Cond_TALyC). 

• The Business-As-Usual scenario considers that no climate pledge is taken by any country.  

• The Nationally Adapted Mitigation Actions scenario considers that UNFCCC pledges are 
implemented in Brazil, Chile, Colombia and Peru, plus a 30% deforestation reduction in Ecuador. 
Both Brazil and Chile’s targets are extrapolated to 40% below BAU in 2050. On the other hand, 
pledges for Colombia, Peru and Ecuador do not become stronger between 2020 and 2050.  
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• The Unilateral INDCs, based on national BAUs scenario considers all national unilateral 
contributions, i.e. the minimal pledges offered by UNFCCC Parties in the absence of international 
support. All targets are extrapolated with constant values through 2050. This more-than-optimistic 
assumption has the merit of being straightforward and uniform, and of giving an insight on how 
the continent would react under increasing climate pressure over the 20-year period following the 
INDC horizon. 

• The Conditional INDCs, based on national BAUs scenario reflects national contributions if 
international help (financial, technological transfers etc.) is available. It models the optimistic 
outcome of Paris negotiations. When a country (e.g. Brazil) has not specified a conditional target, 
this scenario considers its unilateral contribution. As for Uni_Nat, 2030 targets are extrapolated as 
constants until 2050. 

• The Conditional INDCs, based on T-ALyC BAU scenario, deals with the fact that T-ALyC’s BAU differs 
from national projections in some sub-regions of South America, primarily Argentina and Chile. This 
scenario allows us to assess the gap between these two acceptations of ‘below BAU reductions’. 
Last, since T-ALyC’s BAU is actually less emissive than national projected pathways, Cond_TALyC 
gives us a vision of the potential impacts of stringent reduction pledges in South America. Like the 
two previous scenarios, Cond_TALyC uses constant GHG bounds between 2030 and 2050. 

Figure 62 extends the results on a country-by-country basis. Unsurprisingly, Brazil is still the continent’s 
main energy consumer in 2050, far ahead of its three main followers (Venezuela, Argentina and Colombia). 
Although oil dependency tends to decrease in BSE, this drop is nearly offset by the corresponding increase 
in BWC’s oil consumption. Coal is used in nearly all T-ALyC regions to different degrees, yet only Colombia 
is a relevant producer, exporting towards VEN, AND, BWC and outside South America. BSE also produces 
some lower-quality coal; however, most of its consumption is satisfied by coal imports from the rest of the 
world. Brazilian coal is mainly consumed by non-energy petrochemical feedstocks, industrial heat and 
steam; Argentina’s coal, also imported, is used in non-energy petrochemical feedstocks and electricity 
production, before industrial uses. Chilean coal imports mainly serve its industrial (mining) sector and 
electricity production. Natural gas is present in all model regions in 2030 and 2050 yet only AND, BPU and 
VEN meet their energy needs without external imports throughout the period. By 2050, CHL, BSE, and CYC 
rely almost entirely on imported gas (mostly LNG) for their domestic consumption; BWC imports half of its 
consumption from BPU, and even ARG complements its domestic production through LNG imports, 
despite large shale gas reserves.  

Figure 62. BAU primary consumption in South America in 2030 (left) and 2050 (right) 

 

Source: (Postic, 2015) 
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Figure 63 displays the variations in primary energy consumption (net of trade) for the four climate 
scenarios compared to BAU, from the least stringent (NAMAs) to the most stringent (Cond_TALyC). As for 
electricity, the decline in fossil fuels is noteworthy. The rise of electricity as a privileged clean energy carrier 
in INDC scenarios appears clearly from 2030 onwards. 

Figure 63. Variations in primary energy consumption 

 

Source: (Postic, 2015) 

4.1.2 Energy sector contribution to regional climate action: The case of Latin America 

This paper (Postic et al., 2016) investigates this specific aspect of the energy-climate nexus in Latin America 
through the prism of ongoing climate negotiations. This analysis focuses on the climate commitment of 
Latin America pledged before the Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDCs) asked to publish 
through the 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference held in Paris in December and which led to 
the signing of a historical global agreement on climate change. We use a bottom-up energy prospective 
model from the Markal/TIMES family with four contrasted scenarios for future climate policies in South 
America. We study the energy sector’s contribution to meeting regional climate pledges and the 
evolutions that such a contribution implies. 

Methodology  

The results presented and discussed in this paper are based on the T-ALyC model. T-ALyC, standing for 
TIMES para América Latina y el Caribe, (TIMES for Latin America and the Caribbean), is a multiregional 
model based on the TIMES paradigm for long-term energy prospective. T-ALyC considers the entire Latin 
America and the Caribbean region, excluding Mexico (conforming with the current Central and South 
America region in TIAM). T-ALyC relies on an ad hoc disaggregation of the area into 10 sub-regions to 
address region-specific issues including the role of hydropower and interrogations about its future 
development, the current and future role of biofuels in the energy mix, challenges, opportunities and time 
dynamics of regional integration and theclimate change-energy nexus. T-ALyC thus emphasizes in its 
geographical structure the main geo-energy trends of the continent, which include among others the 
weight and diversity of Brazil, the strategic interconnecting role of Bolivia, Paraguay, Uruguay and Central 
America, and the diverging paths of Chile and Argentina. 
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Scenarios & Results  

We investigate the impact of climate negotiations on the South American energy sector through 4 
scenarios, namely: 

• Business-As-Usual (BAU): The Business-As-Usual scenario considers that no climate pledge is taken 
by any country; 

• Brazil and Chile only (BraChi): Brazil and Chile only is the least stringent climate scenario, 
considering only quantified reduction pledges for Brazil and Chile. Both Brazil and Chile’s targets 
are extrapolated to a 40% reduction below BAU in 2050. 

• All Nationally Adapted Mitigation Actions (NAMAs): All Nationally Adapted Mitigation Actions 
considers that UNFCCC pledges are implemented in Brazil, Chile, Colombia and Peru, plus a 30% 
deforestation reduction in Ecuador. Unlike for Brazil and Chile, the pledges for Colombia, Peru and 
Ecuador do not become stronger between 2020 and 2050. 

• Quantified reductions for all (Red4All): We consider that all countries make Chilean-like pledges on 
their future emissions. The only exceptions are Venezuela, Suriname, and Guyana. 

Figure 64 displays the variations in power generation for our three climate scenarios compared to BAU, 
from the least stringent (BraChi) to the most stringent (Red4All). The impact of climate pledges on the 
energy sector appears clearly: the reliance on fossil fuels decreases in the three climate scenarios, and 
more so as time goes by. The amount of electricity generated under emission constraints is also slightly 
higher than in our BAU case, and so are electricity prices. Fossil fuels are replaced by hydropower, 
geothermal electricity and biomass-based production. The lower reliance on solar electricity in 2050 is 
mostly due to Brazil and Argentina and Colombia, and occurs for two main reasons. First, once oil has been 
completely removed from the electricity mix, the model installs BECCS technologies instead of solar panels 
to further decarbonize its electricity. Second, electricity prices rise slightly under climate constraint, and 
we reach a tipping point between decentralized PV and centralized, midprice hydro production. 

Figure 64. Modification of the power mix relative to BAU in BraChi, NAMAs and Red4All scenarios 

 

Source: (Postic et al., 2016) 
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5. Studies and Projects using Sub-Regional Models  

5.1 West Mediterranean region 

5.1.1 Method for identifying drivers, barriers and synergies related to the deployment of a CO2 

pipeline network 

This paper (Berghout et al., 2015) provides a method to identify drivers, barriers and synergies (DBS) 
related to the deployment of a CO2 pipeline network. The method was demonstrated for the West 
Mediterranean region (WMR) (i.e. Spain, Portugal and Morocco). The method comprises a literature 
review, analysis of embedded pipeline trajectories, interviews with experts, and workshops with 
stakeholders. Subsequently, the collected information was used to identify route specific DBS in several 
CO2 pipeline network deployment scenarios that were modeled for the WMR. Most identified DBS apply 
to CO2 pipeline transport in general. The barriers (e.g. technical knowledge gaps, outstanding legislative 
issues, lack of financial incentive) can in principle be tackled to make the design, construction and 
operation of a CO2 pipeline network possible, but could sometimes lead to somewhat higher costs. 
Furthermore, there are also facilitating processes (e.g. experience with CO2 pipeline transport for EOR). 

Methodology  

Prior to this analysis, a model was designed to simulate CO2 pipeline network deployment scenarios for 
the WMR. The tailor-made COMET model was designed using a system analytical approach based on 
bottom–up techno-economic models generated by the MARKAL-TIMES software and geographical 
information system (GIS). The approach was chosen to integrate spatial, temporal, and techno-economic 
aspects to determine the role of CCS in the energy system and the development of the CCS infrastructure. 
Multiple scenarios were built, each with different assumptions on inter alia Gross Domestic Production 
(GDP) growth and concomitant CO2 emissions. Based on these scenarios, several potential CO2 pipeline 
networks were simulated. 

Next, definitions are given for the DBS. The DBS are categorized into four themes: technology, legislation/ 
policy, economics/finance and organization. In this study, a driver is defined as a factor that enhances the 
design, construction and operation of CO2 pipeline networks. A synergy is a situation in which benefits can 
be attained by combining two or more processes. A barrier is defined as a factor that impedes or delays 
the design, construction and operation of CO2 pipeline networks. In this study, the terms driver, barrier 
and synergy can refer to present DBS (e.g. current low CO2 price) or to (potential) DBS in the future (e.g. 
sub-optimal buildout of a large-scale CO2 pipeline network). 

Scenarios & Results  

Three CO2 pipeline network scenarios were modelled for the WMR that differed with respect to: (1) 
whether CO2 pipelines should follow existing pipelines (mainly natural gas) where available (Conservative 
CCS and Cross-frontier scenario), or not (Free-routes scenario), and (2) on the possibility to transport CO2 
across national borders (Cross-frontier scenario) or to restrict CO2 transport to the country level 
(Conservative CCS and Free-routes scenarios). The pipeline network scenarios apply to the year 2030. CS, 
CFS and FRS stand for the Conservative CCS, Cross-frontier and Free-routes scenario, respectively. 

Table 12 presents a list of joint natural gas and CO2 pipeline tracks in Spain and Portugal for distances of 
fifty kilometers or longer. It shows that most joint pipeline tracks were identified for all three scenarios, 
thus irrespective of the CO2 mitigation level, storage capacity potential and possibility of transboundary 
CO2 transport. No joint pipeline tracks were identified for Morocco. It should be noted that from a cost 
perspective following natural gas pipelines is not by definition the least cost pipeline network solution. 
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This is shown by the investment cost of the pipeline network, which is lower in the Free-routes scenario 
than in the other two scenarios. 

Table 12. Pipeline tracks with potential opportunity for utilizing existing ROW and sharing costs between 
CO2 and natural gas pipelines 

 

Source: (Berghout et al., 2015) 

5.2 Norway-Sweden regions 

5.2.1 How do various risk factors influence the green certificate market of Norway and Sweden? 

A new energy system model covering Norway and Sweden is developed to analyze the impact of the green 
certificate market (Lind & Rosenberg, 2014). The model covers five Norwegian and four Swedish regions, 
with exchange of electricity between adjacent regions and neighboring countries. Various scenarios are 
analyzed, focusing especially on various risk factors (e.g. grid expansion, delays of new power plants, 
transmission grid limitations, coordination issues between grid and power projects, licensing issues, etc), 
as well as the impact of variations in energy demand, energy prices and certificate prices. The analyses 
indicate the choice of power plant technology being installed depending on the scenario assumptions, as 
well as the timing and the geographical location of the various plants. 

Methodology  

There are many potential risk factors that can influence the production increase within the electricity 
certificate system. The most important ones are briefly discussed below, and some of them are analyzed 
further by using the TIMES-NoSe model. The TIMES-NoSe model is used to analyze various risk factors 
related to the green electricity certificate system.  

Scenarios & Results  

A combination of 24 scenarios was developed in order to investigate the effect of various risk factors. An 
overview of the various scenarios is given in Table 13.  

Table 13. Scenario overview 

 

Source: (Lind & Rosenberg, 2014) 
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Figure 65 summarizes the model results from the 24 scenarios. As shown in the figure to the left, the power 
production increases in both countries as a consequence of the green certificate market. For Norway, the 
average production increase from 2010 to 2035 is around 25.6 TWh, whereas the Swedish production 
increase is around 28.1 TWh. However, the entire production increase in Sweden is not fully renewable, 
since it is assumed an increased nuclear capacity. In 2020, the green certificate market contributes to 
significant investments in renewable power technologies. For Norway, the model results show an 
increased production from reservoir hydropower (varying from 2.4 to 4.6 TWh), run-of-river hydropower 
(3.3 to 4.9 TWh), and onshore wind power (2.1 to 4.5 TWh). The variety in technologies is larger in Sweden, 
including biofuelled CHP plants (5.1 to 5.4 TWh), reservoir hydropower (0 to 1.1 TWh), run-of-river 
hydropower (0.8 to 0.9 TWh),  onshore wind power (5.8 TWh), and offshore wind power (0.2 TWh). As 
shown to the right in Figure 65, the model results show that both countries will be net exporters of 
electricity towards 2035. Although the production increase for both countries is roughly of the same size, 
the increase in net power export is clearly higher for Sweden. 

Figure 65. Average power production for the various scenarios with max/min values (left) and average 
net power export for the various scenarios with max/min values (right) 

 

Source: (Lind & Rosenberg, 2014) 

5.3 Central Asia and Caspian countries 

5.3.1 Cooperation benefits of Caspian countries in their energy sector development 

This paper (De Miglio et al., 2014) studies the development possibilities of the energy systems of four 
Central Asia and Caspian countries. It explores options that improve their domestic energy efficiencies and 
increase their export of fossil energy commodities. Using the MARKAL-TIMES modelling tool, it represents 
their energy system with a bottom-up partial economic equilibrium growth model. With the help of 
scenario analyses, it evaluates the direct economic advantage of improving the domestic energy 
efficiencies. Furthermore it calculates the direct economic advantage of cooperation. It finds out that a 
new/different geo-economic attitude brings USD billions of annual economic benefits, particularly if the 
countries aim to differentiate their export routes, increase the amount of export and contribute to climate 
change mitigation. 

Methodology  

This scenario analysis uses an integrated 4-region energy model of Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan 
and Uzbekistan, called TIMESCAC- 4R. The model includes the possibility to build new infrastructures and 
increase the exchanges within the CAC area and the export to external markets. In particular, the Trans-
Caspian Oil Transport System is a proposed project to transport oil through the Caspian Sea from 
Kazakhstani Caspian oilfields to Baku in Azerbaijan for the further transportation to the Mediterranean or 
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Black Sea coast. The main options under consideration are an offshore oil pipeline from Kazakhstan to 
Azerbaijan, and construction of oil terminals and an oil tankers fleet. New natural gas infrastructures are 
allowed to be built to increase the capacities of existing corridors with parallel lines (TKMChina, TKM-
Russian Federation) or to open new and alternative energy corridors (Trans-Caspian Gas Pipeline TKM-
AZJ). This particular model makes use of the “lumpy investment variant” of TIMES. The model can choose 
among 3 or more capacities when a new pipeline is necessary. Integer variables represent new 
investments in trade infrastructures: four “unidirectional” cross-regional trades of natural gas and three 
“unidirectional” cross-regional trades of oil.  

Scenarios & Results  

In order to assess the effect of increasing export in different directions, four alternative cases have been 
prepared (Table 14): West through Russia using the Gazprom system (WRF), West through Azerbaijan to 
the Mediterranean Sea (WMS), East to China (CHI), and South to Iran (IRA). The climate change mitigation 
driver is explored by limiting the emissions of Greenhouse Gases (GHG) from the energy systems. In the 
mitigation scenarios (Emi), CO2 emissions of the four energy systems together have to be limited to 670 
MtCO2eq/a in 2030. In the cooperative case, KZK can purchase emission permits from the neighbours, and 
reduces its domestic emissions to 349 MtCO2eq/a in 2030; in the non-cooperative case (NC), KZK has to 
reduce its domestic emissions down to 245 MtCO2eq/a in 2030, while the other three countries don’t have 
any commitment and emit the complement to 670 MtCO2eq/a in 2030. The two scenarios differ by the 
possibility or not for KZK to buy permits from neighbouring countries. 

Table 14. Scenarios list and code names 

 

Source: (De Miglio et al., 2014) 

Among the four CAC countries, only KZK committed to adopt climate change mitigation policies. No 
decisions have been taken beyond 2020; in this study we assume that GHG emissions from the energy 
system of KZK stabilise after 2020 to the 2010 levels (Figure 66, scenario Ref_Emi_NC). Summing up the 
emissions of the other three countries, which are not committed to any limitation, a total of about 670 
MtCO2eq is emitted by CAC countries in 2030. If the same limitation is applied to the four CAC countries 
together, KZK reduces its domestic effort and still achieves its commitments by purchasing quite 
substantial emission permits from the neighbours. Assuming that the amount and direction of oil and gas 
export remain the same as in 2009, even a severe climate change mitigation policy by KZK looks affordable 
if it can trade emission permits with the AZJ, TKM and UZB.  
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Figure 66. a) GHG emissions of CAC Area by Country and scenario; b) Total Primary Energy Supply (TPES) 
of CAC Area by fuel 

 

Source: (De Miglio et al., 2014) 

5.4 Switzerland and its neighbouring countries 

5.4.1 Alternative low-carbon electricity pathways in Switzerland and it’s neighbouring countries 
under a nuclear phase-out scenario 

In order to understand possible electricity transition pathways for Switzerland, electricity supply options 
for Switzerland and its four neighbouring countries namely Austria, France, Germany and Italy are analysed 
to assess non-nuclear alternatives under a stringent climate mitigation policy (Pattupara & Kannan, 2016). 
The cross border Swiss TIMES electricity model (CROSSTEM), a cost optimisation framework with a long 
time horizon and an hourly temporal resolution, is used for this analysis. In the absence of any CO2 
emission reduction targets, gas-based generation supplemented by electricity imports is the cost-effective 
alternative to nuclear for Switzerland. For a low carbon electricity system, natural gas based generation 
with Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS), complemented by an accelerated investment in renewable 
generation is required. Traditional electricity trade patterns have to be revised, with significant increases 
in cross-border interconnector capacities necessary to transfer electricity to Switzerland from countries 
with abundant renewable resources such as Germany and Italy.  

Methodology  

CROSSTEM is a multi-region model, representing the entire electricity system of Switzerland and its four 
neighbouring countries. The model has a time horizon of 60 years (2010–2070), split into 5-year time 
periods. Intra-annual details are depicted on seasonal, daily and hourly levels. The model consists of 
numerous electricity generation technologies, which use primary energy resources in the form of 
renewables (solar, wind, hydro, etc.) and imported fuels (oil, natural gas, coal and uranium) as inputs. The 
generated electricity, combined with electricity imports, are either exported or distributed for enduse via 
highly simplified electricity networks. 

Scenarios & Results  

Three scenarios are analysed in this paper to generate insights into the implications of nuclear phase-out 
policies and the decarbonisation of the power sector. 

• Nuclear phase-out policy Scenario – (NoNUC) In this scenario, the current nuclear policies of the 
five countries are implemented. This implies that Switzerland will not invest in new nuclear plants, 
with the existing plants operating until the end of their 50-year lifetime. Germany will phase-out 
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all nuclear capacity by 2023. France will reduce the share of nuclear generation from the current 
level of 75–50% of total electricity generation by 2025 and beyond. Austria and Italy do not invest 
in new nuclear plants.  

• Climate Target Scenario – (CO2) This scenario aims to decarbonise the power sector whilst 
retaining nuclear policy assumptions from the NoNUC scenario. The CO2 reduction pathway 
specifies a CO2 reduction of 61% by 2030, and 95% by 2050 compared to 1990 levels.  

• Least Cost Scenario – (Least Cost) The aim of this scenario is to have a baseline to compare the 
technological and economic implications of nuclear phase-out and climate change mitigation 
goals.  

A key feature of CROSSTEM is its hourly time resolution. In the following subsections, the hourly electricity 
supply and electricity trade patterns of the five countries are illustrated for the CO2 scenario. Among the 
four seasons and three types of days (weekday, Saturday and Sunday), the generation schedule of an 
average summer weekday in 2050 is represented in Figure 67. The first row in Figure 67 (series i) illustrates 
the electricity demand (blue line) and generation schedule of different technologies, with the legend 
displayed on the right hand side of the figure. The red line shown in the generation mix diagrams (series 
i.) is the marginal cost of electricity in Rp/kWh (right hand side axis). Any generation above the demand 
line is either exported or stored via pump hydro storage. The orange shades depict the imports, which are 
broken down by countries in the second row graphs. The second and third rows (series ii and iii in Figure 
67) show the electricity import and export patterns, respectively, with the legend displayed at the bottom 
of the figure. 

The second column (column b) in Figure 67 shows the electricity generation, import and export schedule 
of Switzerland.  

Figure 67. Generation schedule – summer weekday 2050 (CO2 scenario) 

 

Source: (Pattupara & Kannan, 2016) 

Of the total installed base load capacity of 8.7 GW, around 5GW of baseload generation from run-of-river 
hydro, gas CCS and geothermal power is scheduled in the summer, complemented by a small fraction of 
wind power which serves as a sort of pseudo baseload generation. The total supplies from these plants 
are insufficient to cover even the lowest demand that occurs at 5.00. Flexible hydro plants are scheduled 
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during the early morning and evening hours, with surplus generation exported to Germany and Italy 
(Figure 67 (ii.b)). The demand during the daytime (8:00– 16:00) is covered by solar PV generation, creating 
excess electricity supply throughout the day. Nevertheless, around 2 GW of electricity is imported during 
the peak hour 12:00, which comes from the solar PV output in Italy. A part of this imported electricity from 
Italy, combined with excessive generation in Switzerland, is exported to Germany and the remaining 
electricity (0.5 GW) is stored via pumped hydro storage systems in Switzerland. 

5.4.2 Long term evolution of the Swiss electricity system under a European electricity market 

Long-term planning is required to achieve a sustainable future Swiss electricity system that is optimally 
integrated with the European network (Pattupara, 2016). In order to facilitate strategic planning, 
numerous transition scenarios can be analysed with appropriate energy system modelling tools to 
generate insights for policy and decision makers. In this thesis, three TIMES framework-based modelling 
approaches have been developed, and are used to explore transition scenarios for Switzerland and its 
neighbouring countries. Each of these models is tailored to understand specific uncertainties regarding 
long-term capacity expansion, the integration of intermittent renewables, and the impact of 
developments in wider EU markets on Switzerland.  

Methodology  

The main model developed over the course of this PhD is the Cross border Swiss TIMES Electricity Model 
(CROSSTEM). CROSSTEM is a technology rich, bottom-up, cost optimization model, covering the electricity 
system of Switzerland and its four neighbouring countries, namely Austria, France, Germany and Italy. The 
second model discussed in this dissertation is the European Swiss TIMES electricity model (EUSTEM). 
EUSTEM is an extension of CROSSTEM to include the wider European electricity markets. A third model 
called CROSSTEM-Hourly Generation (CROSSTEM-HG) was developed to understand the challenges in 
integrating high shares of intermittent renewable technologies, such as solar PV or wind, in the electricity 
system. CROSSTEM-HG is a “pseudo-dispatch” type model, and was used to test the ad-hoc dispatchability 
of future electricity systems generated by CROSSTEM. 

The thesis also covers the role of CROSSTEM in the ELECTRA framework, a project for the Swiss Federal 
Office of Energy (SFOE), in collaboration with EPFL and Econability. The ELECTRA framework combined a 
top-down general equilibrium model (GENESwIS) with a bottom-up electricity model (CROSSTEM-CH, a 
Swiss region-only variant of CROSSTEM) to create a coupled framework. The coupled framework was used 
to analyse the effects of Swiss energy and climate policies on the energy sector, while simultaneously 
accounting for impacts from international policies and electricity trade.  

The development and application of the different models also revealed strengths and weaknesses of 
various approaches in analysing transition scenarios. A comparison of results from the CROSSTEM model 
and a standalone Swiss electricity model (STEM-E or CROSSTEM-CH) revealed that single region models 
overestimate the penetration of renewable technologies such as solar PV, and underestimate the need for 
flexible backup generation technologies such as gas plants or storage systems. This also results in an 
underestimation of total electricity system costs. A similar trend is seen in the comparison of EUSTEM and 
CROSSTEM, where the inclusion of wider EU electricity markets leads to considerable reduction in 
renewable deployment, and increase in electricity storage requirements in Switzerland. Finally, the 
analysis with CROSSTEM-HG showed that CROSSTEM underestimates the necessary storage or flexible 
generation capacities required to manage an electricity system with a high share of intermittent renewable 
technologies. 
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Scenarios & Results  

The European Swiss TIMES Electricity Model (EUSTEM) is a geographical extension of CROSSTEM to include 
electricity markets of erstwhile fringe regions of the CROSSTEM model. This chapter analyses the 
differences between the two models regarding their results on the Swiss electricity system. Two illustrative 
scenarios have been selected for analysis in this section.  

• Least Cost scenario (Least Cost). This scenario gives least cost electricity supply mix in a future 
absent of any climate mitigation policy or renewable targets. In this scenario, no specific 
constraints on technologies are included, except the existing national policies on nuclear phase-
outs. A CO2 tax is implemented based on the EU ETS prices from the “Business As Usual” scenario 
of the Swiss energy perspectives. The CO2 price varies between 16 CHF2010/t-CO2 in 2010 and 58 
CHF2010/t-CO2 in 2050. No particular market or interconnector constraints are applied on 
electricity imports / exports between regions, i.e. the model has full freedom to trade electricity 
and to expand its cross-border interconnector capacity.  

• Decarbonization scenario (CO2). The decarbonization scenario has the same boundary conditions 
as the Least Cost scenario, with an additional CO2 emission cap to decarbonise the EU electricity 
sector by 2050. The scenario aims to reduce CO2 emissions across the regions by 61% of the 1990 
levels by 2030, and 95% by 2050.  

The electricity generation mix of Switzerland for the decarbonization scenario (CO2) is shown in Figure 68. 
In the long term (2050), there is an installed capacity of 0.8 GW of flexible gas based generation in EUSTEM 
compared to none in CROSSTEM. Larger variations are seen in the electricity production from solar PV and 
electricity imports. Solar PV penetration decreases by half, with only 7% of the demand covered by solar 
PV in EUSTEM compared to 14% in CROSSTEM. The decrease in solar output is compensated with higher 
electricity imports, with net imports increasing from 18% of the total demand in CROSSTEM to 23% in 
EUSTEM. The imported electricity in the Swiss supply mix of CROSSTEM is predominantly generated in 
France, and amounts to around 20 TWh in 2050. In EUSTEM, electricity imports from France to Switzerland 
is reduced to 16 TWh in 2050; with the remaining imported electricity produced in BENELUX and NORDIC 
regions and transmitted to Switzerland through Germany.  

Figure 68. Swiss electricity generation mix (CO2); CROSSTEM vs EUSTEM  

 

Source: (Pattupara, 2016) 
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5.4.3 Business models for flexible production and storage 

In the light of past and current experiences, the study (Shivakumar et al., 2016) reviews the need for 
temporary production and storage (amount of energy, power needed, time scales) in the future, at a time 
horizon out to 2030 and 2050. This aspect of the report bases its analysis on modelling exercises, and 
considers the potential solutions to deploying temporary production and storage.  Key learnings from the 
modelling study:  

• The modelling study report verifies findings from other studies that multiple benefits are required 
to justify battery storage.  

• There is a clear correlation between the degree of RES penetration and the value of storage. This 
is illustrated by the difference in feasibility of storage between the reference scenario and the CO2 
scenario.  

• Under current estimations of battery prices, there is no business case for battery storage up to 
2030. Storage becomes attractive in selected markets in 2050.  

• There are large variations between the countries which were investigated: Austria, France, 
Germany and Italy. The main reason is the significant difference in production mix and 
infrastructure.  

Methodology  

To assess the role of electricity storage in the medium and long term, a set of long-term, low-carbon 
electricity supply options were analysed for Europe. A multi-region cost-optimization TIMES electricity 
model was used to generate insights on future electricity supply options under given policy constraints. 
The model, called European Swiss TIMES Electricity Model (EUSTEM), has 11 regions encompassing 20 of 
the EU-28 countries (plus Switzerland and Norway). EUSTEM is used to generate insights on possible 
electricity supply pathways to decarbonize the EU electricity sector by 2050. The model identifies the long-
term capacity expansions plans to meet the given policy targets. To understand the real time 
dispatchability of the electricity system, the installed capacity from EUSTEM is eventually analysed in an 
EU-28 electricity market model. 

Scenarios & Results  

Two scenarios have been analysed in this case study.  

• Least Cost scenario (LC). This scenario is the cost-optimal electricity supply scenario, which gives 
the least cost electricity supply without reflecting foreseeable market changes resulting from 
climate change mitigation policies or renewable targets. A CO2 price is implemented based on the 
EU ETS prices from the “new energy policy” scenario of the IEA World Energy Outlook. The CO2 

price varies between 11 €2010/t- CO2 in 2010 and 44 €2010/t- CO2 in 2050.  

• Decarbonisation scenario (CO2). The decarbonisation scenario has the same boundary conditions 
as the LC scenario, with an additional CO2 emission cap to decarbonise the EU electricity sector by 
2050. The total CO2 emissions from the power sector across the regions are reduced by 61% of the 
1990 levels by 2030, and 95% by 2050.  

Figure 69 shows the total installed capacity of Germany in a CO2 emission reduction scenario for the period 
2030-2050, as well as the base year of 2010. Results from the LC scenario show that in the absence of 
nuclear-based generation in Germany, coal power plants become the most cost-effective technologies. In 
the climate target scenario (CO2), coal based generation is gradually replaced by wind and solar PV, 
supplemented by flexible gas and electricity imports. The share of renewable capacity increases from 35% 
in 2010 to 76% by 2050. In order to balance the intermittent generation from renewables, an investment 
in around 27 GW of battery storage is required by 2050, in addition to the existing 7 GW of pumped hydro 
storage available in Germany. This installed storage capacity amounts to around 9% of the total installed 
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capacity. Additional flexibility is provided by dispatchable gas plants, which accounts for approximately 3% 
of the total installed capacity. Finally, there is a large expansion in interconnector capacities, which 
increases by around 84% between 2010 and 2050. 

Figure 69. Electricity capacity expansion (Germany) 

 

Source: (Shivakumar et al., 2016) 

5.4.4 Electricity markets and trade in Switzerland and its neighbouring countries (ELECTRA) - Building 
a coupled techno-economic modeling framework 

The research project Electricity markets and trade in Switzerland and its neighbouring countries (ELECTRA) 
ran from July 2011 to January 2015. Its main goal was to create coupled modeling frameworks for energy 
policy analysis in Switzerland (Maire et al., 2015). More generally, the objective was to include 
international and multisectoral feedbacks as well as general equilibrium effects in the modeling of 
electricity markets in order to improve model-based energy policy analysis in Switzerland. 

Methodology  

The technology-rich multiregional Cross Border TIMES Electricity Model (CROSSTEM), of five countries 
(Austria, France, Germany, Italy and Switzerland), which uses the TIMES cost optimization framework. The 
coupled framework ELECTRA-CH, which consists of the Swiss region of the CROSSTEM model (CROSSTEM-
CH) and of the dynamic computable general equilibrium (CGE) model for the Swiss economy GENESwIS. In 
the coupled framework, the representation of electricity supply from the CROSSTEM-CH model is 
prioritized over that of the GENESwIS model. The endogenous demand variations of the GENESwIS model 
are then prioritized over the fixed demand assumptions of the CROSSTEM-CH model. Moreover, sectoral 
prices feedback from the GENESwIS model is used to modify capital and operational costs of technologies 
in CROSSTEM-CH.  

We have also undertaken major steps towards linking CROSSTEM with GEMINI-E3, which is a multi-
regional CGE model of the global economy, in order to create the coupled ELECTRA framework consisting 
of CROSSTEM, GEMINI-E3 and GENESwIS. The goal of this coupling is to enable an even more integrated 
analysis, especially concerning the impact of global and EU climate and energy policies on Switzerland. 

Scenarios & Results  

Three domestic scenarios deserve to be highlighted:  

• A baseline scenario. 
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• A market instrument scenario (TAX). The TAX scenario represents more stringent climate and 
energy policies: a tax is levied on electricity consumption at a rate of 10% in 2020 and increasing 
linearly to 50% in 2050, the Emissions Trading Scheme is the same as in the baseline scenario. The 
CO2 tax on heating fuels is increased linearly from the 2020 level to 200 CHF/t in 2050. A CO2 tax 
on transport fuels is introduced at 50 CHF/t in 2035, reaching 200 CHF/t in 2050.  

• The NoGAS scenario (NoGAS). The difference lies in the prohibition of gas-fired power plants in the 
Swiss electricity sector. Additionally, the annual net trade constraint is relaxed. Net imports are 
allowed, with an upper limit equivalent to the quantity of gas (in PJ) imported by gas-fired power 
plants in the TAX scenarios.  

Comparing coupled ELECTRA-CH results with CROSSTEM-CH results. During the coupling process, we 
include, in the extent possible, sectoral prices feedback from the GENESwIS model. This is done with the 
help of price-variation coefficients that affect capital investments as well as O&M costs of various 
technologies. These changes have an effect on the technology choice as shown in Figure 70. The figure 
compares a coupled run of the TAX scenario to an uncoupled independent CROSSTEM-CH run using the 
TAX scenario demands, but without multiplying investment and O&M cost with the price-variation 
coefficients. As seen from Figure 71, the investment cost for gas and hydro technologies are higher during 
the initial time periods, but then decrease towards the end of horizon (variations are small, within ± 2%). 
The O&M costs for gas plants do not change much over the same time period, whereas they increase 
considerably (up to 6% by 2050) for the hydro technologies. This implies that for a coupled run, the cost 
of operating hydro technology is higher than for an un-coupled run. This is reflected in the generation mix, 
which shows a higher output from pumped hydro (which is the most expensive hydro option available) for 
the uncoupled run compared to the coupled run. To overcome this lost flexibility, the coupled model 
invests in more flexible gas generation technology (in 2035, 30% of the total gas based generation comes 
from flexible gas plants in the coupled run, compared to 14% in the uncoupled run). Similar patterns are 
observed for the other two scenarios as well. 

Figure 70. Electricity generation mix (Switzerland - TAX) - Coupled vs uncoupled 

 

Source: (Maire et al., 2015) 
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Figure 71. Price-variation coefficients for the TAX scenario 

 

Source: (Maire et al., 2015) 
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6. Studies and Projects using National Models  

6.1 Austria 

6.1.1 Transformation scenarios towards a low-carbon bioeconomy in Austria 

This work (Katl et al., 2016) presents transformation scenarios for the case of Austria with GHG reduction 
to about 20% of Kyoto baseline. The scenarios are developed with an optimization model integrating the 
energy sector, land use and biomass flows. Focus is on investigating possible developments in domestic 
biomass supply and use. Biomass is crucial for (largely) decarbonising the energy system and replacing 
fossil-based and energyintensive materials. Domestic biomass use (dry mass) increases by 32% in an 
'intensive' and 11% in an 'alternative' transformation scenario, while total energy consumption decreases 
by 40%. Transformation to a low-carbon bioeconomy could be accomplished without additional biomass 
imports. 

Methodology  

The model is implemented in the programming environment of ‘TIMES-VEDA’. The model comprises two 
main elements: An ‘energy module’, which is a representation of the Austrian energy system, and a 
‘biomass module’, which includes all relevant aspects of biomass supply, processing and consumption. The 
two modules are interlinked in several ways: through biomass being used in the energy sector (i.e. being 
converted from mass to energy flows), through biofuel plants producing animal feedstuff as by-product or 
industrial energy demand depending on developments in wood processing industries. The scope of the 
biomass module goes beyond technical uses of biomass (i.e. for energy or materials) but also considers 
biomass flows induced by food consumption.  

Scenarios & Results  

Three scenarios are presented.  

• Scenario A (‘Reference’) is considered a most-likely scenario with regard to these parameters: It is 
assumed that the main trends will continue until 2050, no serious initiatives or policy intervention 
take place to reduce food losses, change dietary habits and to utilize crop by-products for energy; 
average crop yields continue to increase, albeit only moderately.  

• In scenario B (‘Intensive’) higher agricultural yield increases and additional wood removals from 
small private forests are assumed, and crop by-products are assumed to be available as bioenergy 
source.  

• Scenario C (‘Alternative’) is characterized by the aim to avoid intensification in biomass production. 
This is implemented as a more pronounced shift to healthy and no- or low-meat diets compared to 
Scenario A and B, reduced land use change after 2020, reduced food losses, constant average crop 
yields and forest management with longer rotation periods. 

Figure 72 shows the development of total domestic biomass use as food, feed, energy and material. “Food” 

includes all biomass intended for direct human consumption, so the reduction in food losses in Scenario C 
is reflected in the figure. “Feed” is broken down by field crops being directly used as animal feed, biomass 
from grassland and by-products (like press cake or ethanol by-products). In Scenario A and B small 
reductions in average meat consumption are compensated by population growth, so total biomass 
consumption for food and feed remains almost constant. Scenario C shows a decrease in feed 
consumption by about 30%, due to a greater shift towards no- and low-meat diets. 
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Figure 72. Development of total biomass use in the scenarios 

 

Source: (Katl et al., 2016) 

6.2 Belgium 

6.2.1 Impact of the level of temporal and operational detail in energy-system planning models 

The first goal of this work (Poncelet et al., 2016) is to quantify which of these simplifications has the highest 
impact on the results, and should therefore be prioritized for improving. To do so, the impact of both the 
low level of temporal and techno-economic operational detail are quantified for a varying penetration of 
intermittent renewable energy sources (IRES). For a high penetration of IRES, the gains obtained by 
improving the temporal representation are shown to outweigh the gains obtained by incorporating 
detailed techno-economic operational constraints. Therefore, improving the temporal representation is 
suggested to be prioritized. The second goal of this paper is to identify opportunities for model 
improvements. Different approaches to improve the temporal representation are proposed. Using a 
different approach of defining the time slices to explicitly account for IRES variability is found to lead to a 
higher accuracy than can be obtained by simply increasing the temporal resolution, while requiring a lower 
number of time slices. Moreover, a temporal representation based on selecting a set of representative 
days can achieve an even higher accuracy, albeit requiring a higher number of time slices. An additional 
advantage of using representative days is that chronology is retained such that the impact of short-term 
dynamic fluctuations of IRES can be accounted for. 

Methodology  

The methodology used to quantify the impact of the low level of temporal and techno-economic 
operational detail is based on the soft-linking methodology the following steps: 

• Run the LT planning model for a specific scenario with a gradually increasing penetration of IRES. 

• Extract the results from this model for multiple target years. The results include the generation 
portfolio, the electricity generation shares of each technology and the operational costs. 

• Convert the installed capacities of each technology in a number of individual power plants, and 
provide this input data to the operational UC model.  

• Provide the original time series for the electricity demand and the availability of IRES for an entire 
year at an hourly resolution to the operational UC model. 

• Run the UC model without including the detailed technoeconomic operational constraints. Without 
these constraints, the dispatch in every hour will follow the merit-order (MO). Compare the results 
of this model with those of the LT planning model to analyze the impact of the low level of temporal 
detail in the LT planning model. 
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• Run the UC model with detailed techno-economic operational constraints. Compare the results of 
this model with those of the MO dispatch model to analyze the impact of the low level of techno-
economic operational detail. 

• Repeat steps 5 and 6 for every target year to analyze the relation between the penetration of IRES 
and the impact of the low level of temporal and techno-economic operational detail. 

Scenarios & Results  

The TIMES model used in this work is based on the Belgian electricity system. Figure 73 presents, for each 
milestone year, the electric energy generation shares following from the dispatch in the TIMES model, the 
MO dispatch model, and the UC model. Differences in dispatch between the TIMES model and the MO 
dispatch model are solely due to the simplified temporal representation in the TIMES model. The 
difference between the MO dispatch model and the UC model are due to the low level of techno-economic 
detail in the MO dispatch model.  

A first observation is that in the first two periods, there are only slight differences in dispatch. However, 
as the share of IRES increases, a divergence in the generation shares in the different models starts to 
appear. This confirms the presumption that the importance of the temporal resolution and the inclusion 
of operational constraints grows with the level of IRES penetration. Two patterns can be observed in the 
deviations in dispatch. First, the share of baseload electric energy generation tends to be overestimated 
by the TIMES model. Second, this model also systematically overestimates the uptake of IRES. In other 
words, more curtailment of IRES is required/cost-effective than is anticipated by the TIMES model. A result 
of this higher level of curtailment is that the proposed portfolio falls short of achieving the imposed target 
for the share of IRES in the generation mix.   

Figure 73. Electric energy generation shares for each milestone year in the different models  

 

* The left, middle and right bar respectively correspond to the TIMES model, the merit-order dispatch model and the 
unit commitment model 

Source: (Poncelet et al., 2016) 

6.2.2 Probing the usefulness of technology-rich bottom-up models in energy and climate policies: 
Lessons learned from the Forum project 

The Belgian Science Policy (BELSPO) Forum project aimed to decide what kind of model- based decision 
support is needed to develop policy making for the transition to a low carbon economy (Laes & Couder, 
2014). Starting from decision-support experiences gained in two decision- support methodologies using 
bottom-up energy models (TIMES-TUMATIM and SEPIALEAP), and inspired by Stanford’s Energy Modeling 
Forum (EMF), six intermediaries, who are responsible for communicating the results of models to decision 
makers, were asked to pass judgment on both models. Firstly, the relevant policy questions the decision 
makers want answered were revealed in the course of the Forum process. Secondly, the extent to which 
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the existing models can provide meaningful answers to these questions was explored. In the end, it was 
established that neither of the two existing models is well suited to representing uncertainties or finding 
robust strategies under deep uncertainty. As models depicting a radical system change over the next 50–
100 years must necessarily deal with deep uncertainties, new research methodologies are needed to 
improve adaptive policy making. 

Methodology  

TUMATIM-TIMES is an adaptation of TIMES for the BELSPO-project ‘‘Treating Uncertainty and risk in 
energy systems with MARKAL and TIMES’’ [TUMATIM]. The aim of TUMATIM-TIMES is to generate a long-
term roadmap to a sustainable energy system while at the same time maximizing welfare. 

Scenarios & Results  

The project team adopted the ‘‘scenario axis approach’’. Three dimensions were withheld for the Forum 
assimilated scenarios: (1) behavioral evolution; (2) technological progress (including the role of flow 
renewables); and (3) the international and economic context. The assimilated scenarios are summarized 
as follows:  

• A behavior-optimistic/techno-moderate scenario [B++/T+], characterized by (1) a strong and rapid 
transition to a sustainable (carbon neutral) lifestyle with a high environmental awareness of all 
actors involved, whereas (2) technological progress (innovation) is gradual and less intensive as 
compared to the alternative (B0/T++) scenario, with moderate use of domestic flow renewable 
energy sources (RES) and relatively limited biomass potentials; and (3) geopolitical uncertainties 
manifesting themselves in the shape of limited imports of 2nd generation biomass and biofuels, 
combined with a gradual increase to (still) relatively moderate world fossil fuel prices, and high 
regional carbon taxes.  

• A behavior-neutral/techno-optimistic scenario [B0/T++], with (1) a rather slow evolution to a 
relatively low sustainable way of living, but with (2) a rapid and all-encompassing technological 
progress (accelerated innovation), with a high potential of domestic flow RES; and (3) high 
international cooperation with few geopolitical tensions, manifesting itself through large imports 
of ‘green power’, combined with a gradual increase to high world fossil fuel prices, high carbon 
value and with a global emission trading system (ETS) in place.  

International shipping and aviation were not taken into account, as they were not considered in the 
original TUMATIM and SEPIA projects (Table 15). The assimilated scenarios assume a  -80% reduction of 
greenhouse gases (GHG) by 2050 relative to 1990 levels. 

Table 15. Overview of the assimilated scenarios 

 

* All scenarios exclude nuclear, and include carbon capture and storage (CCS), although the latter is limited in SEPIA-
LEAP. The international dimension axis is not shown for readability. 

Source: (Laes & Couder, 2014) 

The Forum members also suggested that both approaches should be made more relevant to energy and 
climate change policies by combining them in a more ‘‘holistic’’ approach. Such a merger could lead to a 
win-win situation. One possibility is to use the TIMES-TUMATIM ‘rational actor’ approach to derive the 
energy demand levels for those sectors (such as energy intensive industries) where the hypothesis of 
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rational economic behavior is more realistic than for other sectors. SEPIA-LEAP could then explore the 
behavioral variations or lifestyle changes (driven by other than price policies) in all the other sectors. 
Alternatively, both approaches could work iteratively. The visions of the Belgian energy system established 
in SEPIA-LEAP can be used as a starting point for the exogenous demand levels in TIMES-TUMATIM to 
ascertain the costs of policies leading to those visions. If those costs are considered too high, the initial 
visions can be adjusted during a second round of the SEPIALEAP approach, and run once more in TIMES-
TUMATIM, until at some point both approaches converge. 

6.3 Bangladesh 

6.3.1 Deployment of renewable energy technologies in Bangladesh: Long-term policy implications in 
power sector 

This paper (Mondal et al., 2014a) presents an assessment of future energy-supply strategies for the 
Bangladesh power sector. It identifies the prospects for the further economic development of the country 
while ensuring energy security and mitigating environmental impacts. The MARKAL standard version is 
used to model Bangladesh’s power sector including already existing as well as innovative energy 
conversion technologies. Different policy scenarios for the evaluation of the power sector from 2010 to 
2035 are explored. The analysis shows that Bangladesh will not be able to meet the future energy demand 
without importing energy. However, alternative policies like CO2 emission reduction by establishing a 
target, or accelerated deployment of renewable energy technologies reduce the burden of imported fuel, 
improve energy security and reduce environmental impacts. The model predicts that alternative policies 
will not result in significantly higher cumulative discounted total energy system cost. The system cost 
increases up to 7.7% over the base scenario. The alternative policy scenarios reduce imported fuel by up 
to 100%. Renewable energy technologies, especially solar photovoltaic play an important role in achieving 
reasonable energy security. 

Scenarios & Results  

Based on the development strategies for the Bangladesh energy policy for power generation, the following 
policy scenarios were developed: 

• Base scenario: It presumes a continuation of current energy and economic dynamics and provides 
a reference for comparing impacts of policies or future scenarios. 

• CO2 emission reduction scenario: It evaluates the effects of CO2 emission reduction in the entire 
energy-supply system. A 10% CO2 emission reduction from 2015 onwards compared to the base 
scenario is considered.  

• Renewable energy target production scenario: It assumes specific policy interventions to accelerate 
deployment of renewable energy technologies over the base scenario. The government target of 
5% of total electricity generation using renewable energy technologies by 2015, 10% by 2020 and 
20% by 2035 is applied. 

• Null coal import scenario: It assumes specific policy intervention in the import of fossil fuel. The 
intention is to use all available energy resources and reduce theimport of coal for electricity 
generation. The ultimate objective of the Bangladesh energy policy is to maximize use of indigenous 
energy resources for power generation. 

Figure 74 shows a full picture of electricity production by technology for each scenario. The introduction 
of the CO2 emission reduction target scenario directly affects the shift of technologies from high carbon 
content fossil-based to low carbon content fossil-based and clean renewable energy-based technologies. 
Compared to the base scenario, 4.25 GW gasbased combined cycle (CC) power plants and 6.8 GW solar 
PV-based generations are additionally selected in 2035. Under this scenario, the total generation capacity 
is expected to increase from 10.3 GW in 2010 to about 65 GW in 2035. For electricity generation, the coal 
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FGD still ranks first, gas second and solar PV third. However, electricity generation by coal power plants 
reduces by 15% between 2015 and 2035 after the introduction of coal FGD power plants compared to the 
base scenario. This type of electricity generation is replaced by renewable energy technologies, where the 
capacity reaches 12.64 GW in 2035 compared to 5.56 GW in the base scenario. Due to high oil prices, oil-
based power plants do not receive higher allocation in the CO2 scenario. The contribution of solar energy 
increases significantly in the renewable energy target production scenario, reaching almost 14.16 GW by 
2035. A total capacity of 69.13 GW is expected by 2035. 

Figure 74. Electricity production by technology 

 

Source: (Mondal et al., 2014a) 

6.4 Bhutan 

6.4.1 Modeling the benefits of electric cooking in Bhutan: A long term perspective 

The study (Yangka & Diesendorf, 2016) quantifies the benefits of expanding electric cooking in the 
residential sector in terms of kerosene and fuel wood saved from the perspective of long term optimal 
energy system development of Bhutan. It also investigates the reductions in the emissions of CO2 and the 
indoor pollutants, SO2 and NOx due to fuel switching in the cooking end use. This study method is based 
on the first ever integrated long- term energy system modeling in Bhutan, which was undertaken 
previously by the lead author as a master thesis work but not published. The energy system model for 
Bhutan was developed under the MARKAL model framework. In Bhutan electricity generation is pre-
dominantly hydropower based on run-of-the-rivers chemes. The model results indicate that a sectoral 
level policy to promote electric cooking reduces the use of kerosene by 1832 kiloliters and fuel wood by 
55 kilotonnes per annum which consequently leads to reductions in the emissions of CO2, SO2 and NOx by 
17%, 12% and 8% respectively. The electric cooking scenario also complements the vision of Bhutan to 
reduce deforestation and to remain carbon neutral for all times to come. 

Methodology  

The residential sector is subdivided in to rural and urban so as to account for unique energy consumption 
patterns. The residential sector has a unique energy consumption activity, designated as fodder cooking 
for cattle and pigs, which contributes to 26% of the total residential final energy consumption. The 
transport sector is disaggregated in to Hill and Plain so as to provide separate applicable transport 
technologies for the two areas.  
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Scenarios & Results  

But for the present study a business-as-usual (BAU) scenario was formulated as the base case while 
running the Bhutan MARKAL model. An alternative Electric Cooking scenario is designated as ECK and the 
implications of expanding electric cooking in the residential sector is analyzed and the benefits arisingfrom 
such fuel switching are quantified. The electric cooking case is formulated such that the share of electricity 
in the useful energy for cooking end-use in the rural residential reaches twice the base year share of 7% 
and that for the urban residence increases from the base year share of 38% to 50%. 

The period wise demand for electricity in the residential cooking activity and that for the entire economy, 
under the ECK scenario is shown in Table 16. This model result shows that with respect to the total 
electricity demand in the entire economy, the share ofelectricity in the cooking end-use gradually 
decreases from 9.3% in the base year to 1.7% in 2040. Whereas, over the coming years Bhutan is targeting 
to commission around 10,000MW of hydroelectric projects and at present construction of three 
hydropower projects with a total capacity of around 3000MW is in full swing. Another 126MW hydropower 
project is already under final testing and commissioning stage, which can easily meet the increased 
demand due to electric cooking. Also the existing installed capacity of the hydro electric plants is higher 
than the domestic demand. The increase in the electricity demand due to electric cooking will definitely 
contribute to the system peak demand. But given the present power system situation and favorable future 
electricity generation scenario, it is very unlikely that the increased demand for electricity from expanding 
electric cooking will lead to a failure of electricity supply to meet demand. 

Table 16. Electricity demand in residential cooking and in the economy under the ECK scenario, in 
petajoule 

 

Source: (Yangka & Diesendorf, 2016) 

6.5 Canada 

6.5.1 Canada’s challenge & opportunity – Transformations for major reductions in GHG emissions 

The Trottier Energy Futures Project (TEFT, 2016) is a comprehensive engineering analysis of Canada’s 
future energy systems, with the goal of achieving an 80 per cent reduction in GHGs by 2050, relative to 
1990 levels. The approach included rigorous, comprehensive and integrated consideration of all sectors 
that produce or consume GHG’s, in all jurisdictions, and in a multi time period context. Extensive 
background assessments were carried put on production of GHG emissions and on transformation options, 
including costs, for reducing such emissions. 

Methodology  

Two mathematical models (including a formal optimization model) were used, to derive minimum cost 
solutions. The two models include the North American TIMES Energy Model (NATEM), a Canadian version 
of the TIMES/MARKAL family of optimization models and the Canadian Energy System Simulator (CanESS), 
an integrated, multi-fuel, multi-sector, provincially-disaggregated energy systems model for Canada. To 
invoke the two models in the project, the following modelling process was used: 

• Basic data concerning key demand drivers were supplied by CanESS. This included population 
projections, GDP, time based gross output for various industrial sectors, and service demands for 
all sectors.  
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• Optimization with scenario specific constraint sets was carried out with the NATEM Canada model, 
with derivation of major decision variables (for example, additional generating capacity for each 
class of facilities in each jurisdiction in each time period), along with associated system responses. 

• For each scenario a more detailed simulation of system responses was carried out with CanESS on 
year by year basis, with scenario specific input of major decision variables produced by NATEM 
Canada. 

• Results from the two models were compared to ensure that results were consistent and credible.  

One of the important contributions in the project was the development of algorithms, and associated 
model development and calibration, for representing principles of optimum system dispatch for electricity 
supply.  

Scenarios & Results  

The analyses were carried out for eleven sets of scenarios which represented alternative futures for 
different combinations of premises and options for GHG mitigation. These are summarized as follows 
(Table 17). 

Table 17. Premises for eleven scenarios 

 

Source: (TEFT, 2016) 

Scenario 1 is a Reference Scenario. Total natural gas production is shown in Figure 75. Key observations 
are: 

• Current projections include rapid increase in production of natural gas, especially after 2020. This 
is due primarily by the rapid recent increase in availability of unconventional natural gas in Canada 
at globally competive cost, and driven especially by the shale gas revolution in North America. 

• The short term decline from 2013 to 2020 is due to four factors. Firstly, there is rapid decline of 
export to the American market for consumption in the United States. Secondly, production 
fromconventional sources in Canada is declining. Thirdly, projected production from 
nonconventional sources in Canada is not projected to increase rapidly until after 2020. And 
fourthly, export of LNG is projected to develop slowly, occurring only after securing of contracts 
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for export of LNG to overseas markets and completion of major capital intensive supporting 
infrastructure. 

• The growth in production after 2020 is premised on successful rapid increase in LNG export, 
dominantly from the Canada’s West Coast to the Far East. 

• Both tight gas and shale gas are classified as non-conventional gas, which generally require 
extraction by a combination of horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing (fracking). 

Figure 75. Primary gas production by source 

 

Source: (TEFT, 2016) 

For Scenarios 1a, 3a and 8a, premises concerning future production and use of fossil fuels in Canada were 
changed. The dominant change was based on the premise that there would be an overall and progressive 
reduction in use of fossil fuels around the world, in response to the global climate change challenge. Total 
primary energy production for Scenario 8a, with comparisons to Scenario 8 for the 30% and 60% GHG 
reduction targets, are shown on Figure 76. Key observations are as follows: 

• There are major reductions in overall production of fossil fuels, as well as for each of the three 
classes of fossil fuels. This is demonstrated by comparing results of Scenarios 1, 3 and 8, with 
Scenarios 1a, 3a and 8a. This reduction is dominated by reductions in export of fossil fuels, as 
noted above. There are only minor changes for meeting domestic demands. With the greater 
flexibility in choosing between increasing export, with its associated development costs, and not 
increasing export, the minimum cost decision process leads, in general, to not increasing export. 

• There are, however, significant exceptions. For Scenario 8a, there is a significant increase in 
production, and associated export, of fossil fuels, relative to results for Scenario 3a. The increased 
export is for both natural gas and coal, occurs coincidentally with development of additional 30 
GW of conventional large scale hydro in British Columbia. On closer examination, this increased 
export is from the West Coast, and includes greater use of lower cost and GHG emissions free 
hydro energy for liquefaction. 
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Figure 76. Primary energy production 

 

Source: (TEFT, 2016) 

6.5.2 Meat, dairy and climate change: Assessing the long-term mitigation potential of alternative 
agri-food consumption patterns in Canada 

We (Frenette et al., 2016) use a newly developed model of the entire Canadian energy system to assess 
the climate change mitigation potential of different agri-food consumption patterns in Canada. For this, 
our model has been extended by disaggregating the agricultural demand sector into individual agri-food 
demands to allow for a more indepth analysis. Besides a business-as-usual (baseline) scenario, we have 
constructed four different agri-food scenarios to assess the viability of reducing Canadian meat and dairy 
consumption in order to diminish Canada’s agricultural sector energy consumption and greenhouse gas 
(GHG) emissions. Our policy scenarios progressively restrict the consumption of different meat and dairy 
agricultural products until the year 2030. Our results suggest that the implementation of a meat and dairy 
consumption reduction policy would lead to a 10 to 40 % reduction in agricultural GHG emissions, 
depending on the severity of the scenario. This translates to a 1 to 3 % decrease in total Canadian GHG 
emissions by the year 2030. Besides these environmental benefits, health benefits associated with a 
reduction in meat and dairy consumption (as inferred from other studies) are presented as an additional 
source of motivation for implementing such a policy in Canada. 

Methodology  

To allow for agri-food policy analysis, the energy demanded by the agricultural sector has to be a function 
of the demand for different agri-food products. In order to endogenize energy demand, the agricultural 
sector in TIMES-Canada has been disaggregated into nine different sub-sectors: beef, dairy, poultry, egg, 
pork, grains and oilseeds, vegetables, fruit, and other. Demand for these products is defined in terms of 
kilograms (kg) of agricultural product. Second, the interdependency between grains and oilseeds (G&O) 
and livestock is fully captured by the model, which allows for a clearer picture of the uncertainty related 
to energy and environmental impacts of grain production. This uncertainty arises in the following manner: 
on the one hand, reduced meat consumption leads to increased grain production in order to substitute 
the fall in caloric intake of the imposed diet. On the other hand, less livestock production means less grains 
and oilseeds need to be produced in order to feed livestock. 

Scenarios & Results  

This section presents the five scenarios used in our analysis: a baseline scenario (REF) and our four policy 
scenarios: a beef (B) consumption reduction scenario; a beef, pork, and poultry (BPP) consumption 
reduction scenario; a beef, pork, poultry, eggs, and dairy (BPPED) consumption reduction scenario; and an 
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international beef, pork, poultry, egg, and dairy (iBPPED) consumption reduction scenario. Each scenario 
consists of domestic consumption and net exports of agricultural products for each year of the analysis 
(2007 to 2030). These scenarios consist of a reduction of meat or dairy product consumption by one third, 
half, and two thirds by the year 2030.  

The relative change from the baseline scenario for each type of fuel is shown in Figure 77 for the years 
2020 and 2030. Indeed, we can now see that the additional energy consumption of the BPP reduction 
scenario, when compared to the beef (B) reduction scenario, is due to an increase in the use of electricity 
and heat which can be traced most notably to the increased consumption of dairy (which is electricity and 
heat intensive). Other than this increase, every other fuel consumption is decreased in our four policy 
scenarios. It is interesting to note that a 33 % reduction of beef consumption leads to a 7 % decrease in 
agricultural consumption of oil products. 

Figure 77. Percentage difference in agricultural sector energy consumption for B, BBP, BBPED, and 
iBPPED compared to REF, 2007–2030 

 

Source: (Frenette et al., 2016) 

6.5.3 A Canadian 2050 energy outlook: Analysis with the multi-regional model TIMES-Canada 

The objective of this paper (Vaillancourt et al., 2014) is twofold. First, we introduce TIMES-Canada, a new 
multi-regional energy model that has been developed using the most advanced TIMES optimization 
modeling framework, while keeping a very high level of details in the database (5000 specific technologies; 
400 commodities) compared with other Canadian energy models. Second, we define and analyze possible 
futures for the Canadian integrated energy system on a 2050 horizon, under five different baselines: a 
Reference scenario as well as four alternate scenarios corresponding to different oil prices (Low and High) 
and socio-economic growth trends (Slow and Fast). In our Reference scenario, we show that the Canadian 
final energy consumption is expected to increase by 43% between 2007 and 2050. The Fast scenario leads 
to the maximum increase compared with the Reference scenario (21% in 2050). In all scenarios, oil 
products will continue to dominate on the long term, although in a decreasing proportion over time (from 
43% in 2007 to 29% in 2050) in favor of electricity (31% of the additional demand in 2050) and 
biomass/biofuels. Regarding the corresponding optimal energy production paths, we illustrate two main 
trends: (1) a gradual replacement of onshore conventional oil & gas sources by unconventional and 
offshore sources (oil sands is expected to represent half of the production in 2050), and (2) a significant 
penetration of renewables in the electricity mix is shown after 2035 due to increases in oil import prices 
and decreases in renewable technology costs. The development and calibration of such a detailed 
technology-rich model represent an important contribution for Canada: TIMES-Canada is the only 
optimization model covering in details the large diversity of provincial energy systems on a long term 
horizon. 
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Scenarios & Results  

Each scenario is based on a coherent set of assumptions about key relationships and driving forces, but 
we acknowledge that these scenarios ignore the possibility of major disruptions (black swan events, such 
as sudden economic collapses disrupting energy markets) as such events are of course inherently difficult 
to predict. We have developed five different baselines using five coherent sets of growth rates: A 
Reference scenario, as well as four alternate scenarios characterized by different assumptions for oil prices 
(Low and High scenarios) or for economic growth (Slow and Fast scenarios). 

Figure 78 compares next the breakdown of final energy consumption by fuel for our five baselines in 2050. 
The variation of results across the different baselines is consistent with our assumptions regarding the 
significant influence of socio-economic trends. The Fast scenario leads in particular to a 21% increase in 
2050 compared to the Reference scenario, with the commercial, industrial and transportation sectors 
being the most sensitive sectors to economic growth assumptions. Looking at fuel type, the main impacts 
relate to electricity consumption that accounts for one third of the additional demand compared to the 
Reference scenario. Further increases are associated with natural gas (20%), biomass (15%) and oil 
consumption (11%). At the other end of the range, the Slow scenario leads to an 8% decline in total energy 
consumption by 2050. 

Figure 78. Final energy consumption by fuel type in our five baselines, 2007 & 2050 

 

Source: (Vaillancourt et al., 2014) 

6.5.4 An analysis of the impacts of new oil pipelines projects on the Canadian energy sector with a 
TIMES model for Canada 

This chapter (Vaillancourt et al., 2015a) analyzes different crude oil exportation scenarios based on 
existing pipeline expansions and the development of new pipelines. We use for this a multi-regional TIMES 
energy model for Canada. Our results indicate that: (i) the exporting capacity will be an important driver 
for oil production levels in Canada, and (ii) impacts on the other Canadian energy sectors are rather limited. 

Methodology  

Supply curves have been built for the different types of oil (conventional and nonconventional), reserves 
(located reserves, enhanced recoveries and new discoveries) and extraction techniques (mined and in 
situ). The model database includes the current existing transportation capacity as well as already planned 
projects for existing capacity expansion or new infrastructure. Due to the location of the main production 
centers in the WCSB and of the major markets in the USA Midwest and Gulf Coast regions, the pipeline 
network in North America has a strong North-South linkage. The model captures six types of oil 
commodities that can be transported by pipelines and/or other means (trucks, trains and tankers) from 
primary production wells to different types of destinations: domestic refineries, USA refineries and export 
terminals (e.g. Kitimat in BC) reaching two aggregated international regions (Rest of the World—East and 
Rest of the World—West). 
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Scenarios & Results  

Baseline (BAU): This scenario illustrates the situation where all new projects would take place. We have 
defined three alternate scenarios which differ in terms of the pipeline capacity available to supply the 
WCSB oil on various markets. 

• Southern markets (No South): This scenario represents a situation where there would be less 
additional options for WCSB oil to reach South and Central USA markets. The following project 
would never occur: TransCanada Keystone XL (1876 PJ of additional capacity for international 
trade).  

• Western markets (No West): This scenario builds on the previous one and represents a situation 
where there would be also less additional options for WCSB oil to reach Canadian and USA West 
Coast and consequently Asian markets. The following projects would never occur: TransCanada 
Keystone XL (1876 PJ of additional capacity for international trade) as well as the Enbridge Northern 
Gateway (1187 PJ of additional capacity for international trade).  

• Eastern markets (No East): This scenario represents a situation where there would be no additional 
options allowing WCSB oil to reach refineries in Central and Eastern Canada (more precisely Quebec 
and New Brunswick). The following projects would never occur: Enbridge Line 9 reverse and 
TransCanada Energy East (2600 PJ of additional capacity for domestic trade). 

These results show the evolution of the total oil production to 2050 to meet both the domestic demands 
and international exports. Figure 79 illustrates the breakdown of crude oil production by type in all 
scenarios. The stability in the share of conventional oil between 2011 and 2030 is due to the availability of 
enhanced oil recovery options extending the life of some wells and the extraction of tight oil. However, 
conventional and tight oil production declines by significant faster rates between 2030 and 2050, 
representing only 10 % of the total oil production in 2050. While oil sands represented already half of the 
total oil production in 2011, it is expected to represent 88 % of the production in 2050. Oil production 
levels in the three alternate scenarios show the significant impacts of available pipeline capacity for 
international exports: total oil production is 18 % lower in the No West scenario than in the BAU scenario 
in 2030 and 21 % lower in 2050. Conversely, the impacts of available pipeline capacity for domestic exports 
are non-significant, with only a 2 % decrease in 2050. As most of the production is exported, the 
international demand for Canadian crude is the main driver of oil production levels. 

Figure 79. Oil production by type in all scenarios 

 

Source: (Vaillancourt et al., 2015a) 
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6.5.5 Impact of the Energy East pipeline on the oil and gas industry in Newfoundland and Labrador 
– Demonstration of a new soft-linking model framework 

The objective of this study (Vaillancourt et al., 2015b) is to develop a soft-linking model framework and 
demonstrate its potential application with preliminary analyses on the domestic oil supply-demand 
dynamic in Canada under three economic growth scenarios and the impacts of the TransCanada Energy 
East pipeline on the oil supply-demand dynamic in Eastern provinces, Newfoundland and Labrador 
especially.  

Methodology  

To analyze the interactions between oil supply and demand on a 2050 time horizon, a soft-linking 
framework, mixing three complementary modeling techniques, is proposed:  

• The macroeconomic model NALEM (Newfoundland and Labrador Econometric Model) is 
a macroeconomic model representing the structure of the provincial economy and capturing the 
major relationships between socioeconomic variables. 

• A forecasting model is used to define a production profile for the Newfoundland and Labrador oil 
sector to 2050 by considering both economic variables (prices) and physical variables (production 
and infrastructure) and by establishing a link between well count, oil price, and oil production. 

• The optimization LP energy model NATEM (North American TIMES Energy Model) was developed 
using the MARKAL/TIMES model generator. NATEM-Canada is a technology-rich model that 
represents, in details, the whole integrated energy sector of the 13 Canadian jurisdictions from 
primary to useful energy. The oil sector is described in great details for reserves, extraction, 
upgrading and refining activities.  

Scenarios & Results  

There are three baseline scenarios (CENTRAL, HIGH, LOW) and four pipeline capacity scenarios to supply 
the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin (WCSB) oil to Eastern provinces (S1, S2, S3, S4). These scenarios 
are characterized by a WTI oil price reaching 123$/bbl (US$2012) by 2050 in the CENTRAL scenario, 
147$/bbl in the HIGH scenario and 87$/bbl in the LOW scenario. These four scenarios utilize different 
assumptions about the pipeline capacity available to supply the Western Canadian Sedimentary Basin 
(WCSB) oil to Eastern provinces: 

• S1: The maximum capacity is available up to Quebec and New Brunswick/Nova Scotia (domestic 
refineries and international exports) and then up to Newfoundland and Labrador via marine tankers.  

• S2: The maximum capacity is available for Quebec, New Brunswick/Nova Scotia (domestic refineries 
and international exports), but not for Newfoundland and Labrador.  

• S3: The maximum capacity is available for Quebec, New Brunswick/Nova Scotia (domestic refineries 
only), leaving more access to the WCSB oil for Newfoundland and Labrador. 

• S4: The TransCanada pipeline project would be cancelled, which would preclude WCSB oil from 
reaching domestic refineries in Eastern Canada or international markets from Eastern provinces. 

In S2, when Newfoundland and Labrador does not have access to synthetic oil, more of this oil is available 
for domestic use in Quebec and New Brunswick. The impact results in Newfoundland and Labrador being 
a greater user of its own domestic production for refining to the detriment of international exports (Figure 
80). The limitation of international exports in Quebec and New Brunswick in S3, promotes a larger use of 
synthetic oil in domestic refineries in all provinces. Newfoundland and Labrador can increase its refining 
activities, its exports of refined products as well as international exports of its offshore oil. However, this 
has much less effect on the trade movement between Western and Eastern Canada than the international 
demand for WCSB oil. The effects of having less access to WCSB oil in Eastern Canada in S4 is clearly a 
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decrease in activities both domestically and internationally. Interestingly, the impacts on the total 
production levels in the WCSB is light as more synthetic is exported directly to the USA. 

Figure 80. Oil demand in Newfoundland and Labrador in S1, S2, S3 and S4 

 

Source: (Vaillancourt et al., 2015b) 

In S1, there is more competition between different crude types and oil prices are converging at 128$/bbl 
by 2050 in all three baselines. Blocking the access to WCSB oil in Newfoundland and Labrador, such as in 
S2 and S4, brings the offshore oil price up by 10$/bbl in 2035 and 4$/bbl in 2050. In S3, the prices are going 
down by 8$/bbl in 2050 with an excess of WCSB oil coming to Newfoundland and Labrador.  

After the first iteration with the forecasting model, the oil production is higher (S1_NEW) than in the 
original profile (S1_Original) due to higher marginal prices in the NATEM scenarios than in the central case 
of the NEB (Figure 81). The oil production difference peaks in 2036, showing a 13% higher level. In addition, 
S1 shows 8% more available reserves in 2013 due to the incentive of higher oil prices. Indeed, this new 
pattern in higher oil prices creates an incentive to drill more wells when the field oil production profile is 
higher compared to the original case. The impact is more significant up to 2030, since the contribution of 
each well is higher when the field is younger. The S2 scenario leads to the biggest benefits in terms of 
offshore production since there is no competition with Western oil: the oil production difference peaks in 
2034, showing up to a 23% increase in production. For S3, the highest difference occurs in 2032, at 6% 
higher than the NEB.  

Figure 81. Oil production in Newfoundland and Labrador after an iteration with the forecasting model 

 

Source: (Vaillancourt et al., 2015b) 
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6.6 Czech Republic 

6.6.1 Impacts of carbon pricing, brown coal availability and gas cost on Czech energy system up to 
2050 

A dynamic partial equilibrium model, TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System), is built to optimize 
the energy system in a post-transition European country, the Czech Republic (Rečka & Ščasný, 2016). The 
impacts of overall nine scenarios on installed capacity, capital and fuel costs, air quality pollutant emission, 
emission of CO2 and environmental and health damage are quantified for a period up to 2050. These 
scenarios are built around three different price sets of the EUA (EU allowance) to emit greenhouse gasses 
alongside a policy that retains the ban on brown coal mining in two Czech mines, a policy that will allow 
the re-opening of mining areas under this ban (i.e. within the territorial ecological limits), and a low natural 
gas price assumption. We found that the use of up until now dominant brown coal will be significantly 
reduced in each scenario, although reopening the coal mines will result in its smaller decline. With low 
EUA price, hard coal will become the dominant fuel in electricity generation, while nuclear will overtake 
this position with a 51% or even 65% share assuming the central price of EUA, or high EUA price, 
respectively. The low price of natural gas will result in an increasing gas share from an almost zero share 
recently up to about 42%. This stimulus does not however appear at all with low EUA price. Neither of 
these scenarios will achieve the renewable energy sources 2030 targets and only a high EUA price will lead 
to almost full de-carbonization of the Czech power system, with fossil fuels representing only 16% of the 
energy mix.  

Methodology  

Our Czech energy model is based mainly on plant-level data. It includes all significant power plants 
individually, aggregated renewable sources by type and other sources aggregated. It covers 98.3% of gross 
electricity production in the Czech Republic in 2011 and 2012. The model includes also the production of 
district heat. The model takes into account the obtainable potential of renewable sources, the brown coal 
reserves in current brown coal mines and also the reserves beyond the territorial ecological limits. The 
model covers the whole energy chain from brown coal mining and other fuels import, through power and 
heat generation and losses, to final demand of electricity and heat. In the first step, brown coal mining is 
modelled for each mine separately.  

Scenarios & Results  

Scenarios are:  

• The BC scenario assumes the territorial mining limits will be completely abolished and an additional 
4279 PJ of brown coal will become available. Due to additional mining cost of the brown coal from 
the expanded brown coal mines the price of additional brown coal is assumed to be 10% than coal 
from the current mines.  

• The BC-ETS-high scenario assumes the territorial mining limits will be completely abolished and an 
additional 4279 PJ of brown coal are available, and it assumes a higher price of EUA as in the ETS-
high scenario.  

• The BC-ETS-low scenario assumes the territorial mining limits will be completely abolished and an 
additional 4279 PJ of brown coal are available, and that the price of EUA will remain at the current 
level of 7.5V per ton of CO2 as in the ETS-low scenario.  

• The NG scenario tests the sensitivity of the energy system to a decrease in natural gas prices in 
Europe that might be induced by the ongoing shale gas revolution. As a result the natural gas price 
oscillates between 7.3 and 8.5 V/GJ. 
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Figure 82 depicts the electricity production by source and assumed Czech electricity demand in all 
scenarios. Nuclear power electricity generation increases in the Baseline, ETS-high, BC, BC-ETS-high, and 
NG-ETS-high scenarios. The high EUA price stimulates a rapid increase of nuclear power production, even 
up to 65% of total electricity generation at the end of the study period. Nuclear power production 
decreases after the phase out of Dukovany power plant post-2035 in all scenarios with low EUA price and 
in the NG scenario. Natural gas plays a significant role only in NG and NG-ETShigh scenarios where its price 
remains almost constant between 7.3 and 8.5 V/GJ. Electricity generation from natural gas increases up 
to 37.4 TWh after 2040 in the NG scenario. This equals amounts to a 42% share of the total electricity 
generation. Electricity generation from brown coal is restricted by the availability of brown coal on one 
hand and strongly influenced by the EUA price on the other hand. As a result it decreases in all scenarios 
except the BC-ETS-low scenario where it temporarily increases up to 50 TWh around the year 2030.  

Figure 82. Electricity production per type of source 

 

Source: (Rečka & Ščasný, 2016) 
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6.7 China 

6.7.1 A bottom-up analysis of China’s iron and steel industrial energy consumption and 
CO2 emissions 

A system dynamics model and a bottom-up energy system model-TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM 
System) were used to analyze steel demand, energy consumption and CO2 emissions from China’s iron and 
steel industry from 2010 to 2050 (Chen et al., 2014). The model results suggest that steel production in 
China will rise from 627 Mt in 2010, to a peak of 772 Mt in 2020, and then gradually decrease to 527 Mt 
in 2050. The share of Electric Arc Furnace (EAF) steel production will also increase significantly from 9.8% 
in 2010, to 45.6% in 2050. With the deployment of energy conservation technologies, such as Coke Dry 
Quenching, exhaust gas and heat recovery equipment, energy intensity and CO2 intensity of steel 
production will keep decreasing during the modeling period. In the near future, reductions in energy 
intensity and CO2 intensity will rely more on energy efficiency improvements; however, from a long-term 
perspective, structural change-the increasing share of EAF steel production, will be of great significance. 

Methodology  

The supply of steel scrap is made up three parts, including home scrap generated in steel-making (SM), 
society scrap from steelprocessing (SP) and depreciation scrap from end-of-life steel produces (SD), and 
imported steel scrap. For the iron and steel industry, the model considers seven processes including: coke 
making, sintering/pelleting, blast furnace, oxygen blown converter, Electric Arc Furnace, casting and 
rolling. For the iron and steel industry, there are many ways to reduce energy consumption and CO2 
emissions, like introducing management measures, making product structure adjustments, scaling up of 
equipment and the application of new technologies. There are many new technologies in the iron and 
steel industry ; these technologies mainly involve technical modifications or waste heat, pressure and fuel 
gases reusing in the steel making process. 

Scenarios & Results  

Under the baseline scenario, the average annual growth rate of China’s GDP was assumed to be 8%, 6%, 
4.5% and 3.5% from 2010 to 2020, 2020 to 2030, 2030 to 2040 and 2040 to 2050 respectively, and the 
total GDP in 2050 was estimated to be 8.5 times of that in 2010. For energy efficiency, there are two 
possible options for longterm energy savings and CO2 emissions reduction. Another option is adjusting the 
whole production process structure, such as increasing the proportion of Electric Arc Furnace steel. Based 
on this discussion, two other production and energy efficiency scenarios were introduced, and the 
differences between the five scenarios chosen are presented in Table 18. 

Table 18. Baseline scenario, steel production and energy efficiency scenarios 

 

Under the baseline scenario, energy consumption in iron and steel industry is expected to increase from 
525 Mtce in 2010, to 567 Mtce in 2015, and then decrease steadily to 559 Mtce and 270 Mtce in 2020 and 
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2050, respectively, with their share in total industrial energy consumption decreasing constantly from 
26.3% to 10.2% over the modeling period. Coal is the most important source of primary energy, and its 
share will decrease from 78.9% to 66.9% over the modeling period.  

When comparing energy consumption by different processes, energy consumption by blast furnace 
accounted for 62.4% of total energy consumption in 2010. Energy consumption in electric furnace process 
will increase rapidly, with its share in total energy consumption increasing from 1.2% in 2010 to 8.0% in 
2050. Under the HE scenario, energy consumption will increase to 552 Mtce in 2015, and then gradually 
decrease to 241 Mtce in 2050, 12% lower than under the baseline scenario. However, under the LE 
scenario, energy consumption will not start to decrease until 2020, and will reach 292 Mtce in 2050, 8% 
higher than under the baseline scenario (Figure 83). As a result of energy efficiency improvements, steel 
production structural changes and decarbonization in steel energy use and the power sector, total CO2 
emissions will peak at 1469 Mt by 2015, and drop to 710 Mt in 2050. The share of the steel industry in 
total industrial CO2 emissions will also decrease from 40% to 20% over the same period. 

Figure 83. Energy consumption by fuel from 2010 to 2050 

 

Source: (Chen et al., 2014) 

6.7.2 The Impact of Technical Progress and Fuel Switching on Building Sector's Decarbonization in 
China 

In this paper (Jingcheng et al., 2014), the impact of technical progress and fuel switching in building sector 
are analyzed. China TIMES model is used to model the future energy consumption in building sector. The 
modelled results indicate that energy consumption grows up to around 39EJ in 2050 while the energy 
intensity still stays in a reasonable level in building sector. And with a stricter policy on fuel switching, 
building sector can reach a relatively low-carbon future with more clean and low-carbon fuel used in this 
sector, but it’s still very hard to access the emission peak before 2050. 

Methodology  

In China TIMES, building sector is divided into three parts, urban residential, rural residential and 
commercial buildings, covering all the energy services. Advanced end-use technologies, such as Building 
Integrated Photovoltaic (BIPV) and air or water source heat pump, are also considered in this model. 
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Scenarios & Results  

The reference (REF) scenario is designed with an assumption that no more coal is used in commercial and 
urban residential buildings. The traditional biomass is reduced to only one third of the quantity in 2010 
years and the pressure to reduce CO2 emissions, it’s necessary for coal and traditional biomass to 
accelarate to be replaced by other low-carbon energy. An enhanced policy scenario (EPO) is designed with 
a challenging goal that no coal can be used in urban residential and commercial buildings in 2050.  

In the EPO scenario (Figure 84 (b)), coal and LPG substitute more traditional biomass and less than 0.2EJ 
of traditional biomass consumed in 2050. The share of renewable rises to about 9%, and the percentage 
of heat using for space heating increases from only 5% in 2010 to more than 10% in 2050. Coal used in 
urban and commercial buildings decreases a lot and CO2 emissions have a large decay for about 25% drop 
comparing with REF scenario. 

Figure 84. Energy consumption by fuel and CO2 emissions in building sector, 2010-2050 

 

Source: (Jingcheng et al., 2014) 

6.7.3 Multi-model comparison of the economic and energy implications for China and India in an 
international climate regime 

This paper (Johansson et al., 2015) presents a modeling comparison on how stabilization of global climate 
change at about 2°C above the pre-industrial level could affect economic and energy systems development 
in China and India. Seven General Equilibrium (CGE) and energy system models on either the global or 
national scale are soft-linked and harmonized with respect to population and economic assumptions. We 
simulate a climate regime, based on long-term convergence of per capita carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, 
starting from the emission pledges presented in the Copenhagen Accord to the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change and allowing full emissions trading between countries. Under the climate 
regime, Indian emission allowances are allowed to grow more than the Chinese allowances, due to the per 
capita convergence rule and the higher population growth in India. Economic and energy implications not 
only differ among the two countries, but also across model types. Decreased energy intensity is the most 
important abatement approach in the CGE models, while decreased carbon intensity is most important in 
the energy system models. The reduction in carbon intensity is mostly achieved through deployment of 
carbon capture and storage, renewable energy sources and nuclear energy. The economic impacts are 
generally higher in China than in India, due to higher 2010–2050 cumulative abatement in China and the 
fact that India can offset more of its abatement cost though international emission trading. 
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Methodology  

In order to exploit the advantages of all seven models and compare the results from the different models, 
central features have been harmonized among the models. The models are also linked in the sense that 
the outputs from some models are used as input to other models. In the model framework, the FAIR model 
provides a bridge function. The national MARKAL models use the emission allowances and carbon price 
from FAIR to determine changes to energy system and climate policy cost. 

Scenarios & Results  

We constructed a global emission pathway that aims for a total radiative forcing of 2.9W/m2
 in 2100. An 

effort sharing approach is used to determine which part of the required global emission reductions is 
allocated to China and India, and which to other world regions. Here, we apply the so-called common-but-
differentiated convergence (CDC) approach, a simple allocation scheme that takes into account common 
but differentiated responsibilities. 

There are large differences in cumulative abatement and in how abatement occurs across the different 
models (Figure 85 left panel). The total level of abatement in China is smaller in the energy-systems models 
compared to the CGE models. The overall large decline in energy intensity in three of the four models 
indicates that efficiency improvements and structural changes within the economy are central for 
abatement in China. Yet, the decline in energy intensity does not only reflect end use efficiency 
improvements but rather total system efficiency improvements. In addition, in China MARKAL, energy 
conservation and efficiency improvements are considered in the baseline scenario leaving a smaller room 
for further efficiency improvements in the climate policy scenarios compared to other models which do 
not consider this in the baseline. Finally, since by construction China MARKAL is a technology focused 
model it does not consider the option for changes in energy services demand changes when relative prices 
change. However, this is taken into account in the other three models. All these aspects contribute to the 
lower contribution from energy intensity reduction in China MARKAL. Similar to the models results for 
China, abatement in India occurs differently in the different models (Figure 85 right panel). 

Figure 85. Results of a decomposition of the different factors that contributes to the total 2010–2050 
cumulative abatement in China (left panel) and India (right panel) 

 

Source: (Johansson et al., 2015) 
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6.7.4 Projection of Cement Demand and Analysis of the Impacts of Carbon Tax on Cement Industry 
in China 

This paper (Li et al., 2015) disaggregates cement consumptions into five large subsectors: building, railway, 
highway, rural infrastructure and others. We suggest that cement demand will reach the peak of 2.5 billion 
tons in 2017, followed by a slowly reduction in the next 10 years and a gradually decrease from 2.3 billion 
tons in 2030 to 1.5 billion tons in 2050. Based on the scenarios analysis of China TIMES model, this paper 
shows that carbon tax doesn’t work significantly on the technology choice and CO2 emission reduction in 
the short term. However, in a long run, high carbon tax may increase the application of production with 
CCS or wasted heat recovery and cut down the small- and medium-sized plants. Moreover, tax on all 
industries acts more effectively than that only on the cement industry.  

Methodology  

This paper provides a detailed presentation of cement consumptions in the 5 main sectors (building, 
highway, railway, rural infrastructure and others). To project future demands in building, highway and 
railway, we develop a stock-based model, which is used to describe and estimate evolution of a system. 
Cement demand is equal to the product of demand of new products and cement intensity. Demand of 
new products can be split into two parts: additional demand and demand from endof- life products. In the 
model we consider 3 kinds of cement plants: large-, medium- (IBUCEMM) and small-scale (IBUCEMS) 
plants. The large-scale cement plants are divided into 3 types: large-scale plants not applicable for wasted 
heat recovery (WHP) and CCS (IBUCEML), large-scale plants with WHP (IBUCEMLWHP) and large-scale 
plants with CCS (IBUCEMLCCS). 

Scenarios & Results  

The reference scenario (REF) is defined as no carbon tax scenario. Carbon tax is imposed only on the 
cement industry in scenario 1 (S1) and 2 (S2) and in all industries in scenario 3 (S3) and 4 (S4) to investigate 
the differences of different tax scopes (Table 19).  

Table 19. Carbon emission tax in scenarios 

 

Source: (Li et al., 2015) 

Figure 86 (a) illustrates different technology choice in different carbon tax scenarios. In a short run carbon 
tax doesn’t work significantly and have few impacts on production line choice before 2030. In 2010, the 
proportion of small-, medium-, large-scale, large-scale with WHP and large-scale with CCS are respectively 
35%, 30%, 25%, 10% and 0. In scenario REF, S2 and S4, the share of small-scale cement plants decrease to 
respectively 10%, 5.4% and 0. The ratio of medium-scale of cement plants are respectively 10%, 10% and 
5.3%. The percentage of plants with CCS are respectively 0, 19.4%, and 19.4%. The proportion of plants 
with WHP are respectively 70%, 55.2% and 65.3%. The higher carbon tax is, the lower proportion of small-
scale and medium-scale cement production will be and most newbuilt capacity are large-scale production 
with WHP or CCS. Tax on all CO2 emissions will reduce more small- and medium-scale cement production 
and establish more with WHP or CCS. The high ratio of application of WHP is reasonable as 70% of cement 
new dry process production line have a WHP system in Japan in the 1980s and Indian experts said most of 
new-built production lines in India apply WHP. 
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Figure 86. (a) Cement production of different technology; (b) CO2 emissions of different input energy 

 

Source: (Li et al., 2015) 

6.7.5 A predictive analysis of China's energy security based on supply chain theory 

In this study (Liu et al., 2014), a linked MARKAL-CGE-EIA model system is proposed to simulate the macro-
level energy technology, macro-level economy and environmental impacts of China. The CGE module is 
used to produce a multi-sector simulation of economic growth and industrial structure change. A MARKAL 
module is used to analyze particular technologies within the energy system, given estimates of associated 
energy demand and the relative prices of fuel and other inputs. A third module of Environmental Impact 
is applied to make an analysis of pollutant emissions. The energy indicators are used to perform an 
assessment of the dynamic behavior and security trends of a national energy system’s trajectory from 
2000 to 2050. The results of our study will enable energy policy planners to understand these inter-linkages 
by addressing energy early-warming indicators and scenarios to the aggregate industrial sectors, the 
energy technology details, and environmental impacts. 

Methodology  

In this study, a linked MARKAL-CGE-EIA model system is proposed to simulate the macro-level energy 
technology, macro-level economy and environmental impacts of China. The CGE module is used to 
produce a multi-sector simulation of economic growth and industrial structure change. A MARKAL module 
is used to analyze particular technologies within the energy system, given estimates of associated energy 
demand and the relative prices of fuel and other inputs. A third module of Environmental Impact is applied 
to make an analysis of pollutant emissions.  

Scenarios & Results  

All in all, with the optimization of and adjustments to the industrial sector expected in the future as 
industrialization progresses, end-use energy consumption will gradually shift from industry to the 
construction and transportation sectors. The percentage of fuel demanded for end-use energy 
consumption will continue to decrease to 1/3 of its current percentage by 2050; however, fuel is 
forecasted to remain the main source of end-use energy for the transportation sector. In both the 
construction and transportation sectors, with the transportation continuously relying more heavily on oil 
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while construction turns to clean energy, the consumption of oil, electricity, and gas will increase greatly 
to 33% , 21.2%, and 11.9% , respectively, by 2050. 

6.7.6 Quantifying the co-benefits of decarbonisation in China’s steel sector: An integrated 
assessment approach 

In this paper (Ma et al., 2016), an integrated assessment approach was developed by combining the Stock-
based model, the China-TIMES model and the co-benefits analysis model. The approach was applied to 
China’s steel sector to simulate the trends of energy consumption and air emissions (CO2, SO2, NOx, and 
PM10) during 2010–2050, under a reference scenario and three alternative carbon mitigation scenarios. 
The model quantified the air emission reductions, water conservation, and associated cobenefits during 
the study period. The modeling results show that by switching the production structure and implementing 
energy-saving and emission–reduction technologies, China’s steel sector can achieve significant co-
benefits of carbon mitigation, water conservation, averted mortality and averted morbidity.  

Methodology  

Three models were integrated to evaluate the carbon mitigation scenarios and quantify the associated co-
benefits. Firstly, the energy-efficient technologies promoted by the Chinese government, were assessed 
based on the cost of emission reduction and the adoption rate. At the same time, the Stock-based model 
was used to project the future steel demand and the scrap recovery, and then the China integrated 
MARKAL-EFOM System (TIMES) model was employed to estimate the future energy consumption, CO2 and 
air pollutants emissions, and reduction potentials under several carbon mitigation scenarios. Finally, the 
co-benefits analysis model was used to quantify the co-benefits, based on the scenario analysis results 
derived from the China-TIMES model. 

Scenarios & Results  

The four scenarios include a Reference scenario (RES) and three alternative mitigation scenarios:  

• Production share Scenario (PS): This scenario assumes that the recovery of steel scrap increases 
by 50% compared with the RES scenario through the planning horizon. The purpose of this 
scenario is to provide insight into the trends of energy consumption, water use, and air emissions 
under higher availability of steel scrap and associated higher share of EAF steel production.  

• Energy saving Scenario (ES): Under this scenario, the energy efficient technologies will be 
implemented more effectively than under the RES scenario (from 2015 onwards). We set different 
adoption bounds for various energy-efficient technologies. Under this scenario, annual EAF 
production share is the same as that of RES scenario.  

• Carbon tax Scenario (CT): To investigate the implications of carbon tax as a mitigation strategy, we 
applied an increasing carbon tax of $15–80/tonne CO2 during 2015–2050. 

Figure 87 illustrates the CO2emissions in China’s steel sector during 2010–2050 under the four scenarios. 
Similar to the energy consumption, the CO2 emissions are estimated to initially increase and then decrease 
in all four scenarios, but at different rates. In each scenario, the annual CO2 emissions correspond well 
with annual steel demand projection. In addition, increasing the EAF proportion of the total steel 
production and implementing more energy-efficient technologies contribute to significant reduction in 
CO2 emissions over time. The share of the indirect CO2 emission will increase, while the share of the direct 
CO2 emissions will decrease. The reason for this is the fuel savingand the increasing share of EAF 
production under the carbon mitigation scenarios. 
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Figure 87. Annual CO2 emission in China’s steel sector under four scenarios (Mt CO2) 

 

Source: (Ma et al., 2016) 

6.7.7 Co-benefits of reducing carbon emissions in China's iron and steel industry 

Based on the national China-TIMES model (Ma et al., 2014), the Base scenario and two carbon constraint 
scenarios are formulated, to assess the emission reduction potentials and the cobenefit effects for these 
promoted technologies in the iron and steel industry. The results are as follows: the emissions of CO2 and 
SO2 will reach the peak in 2015; and the emissions will be 1264 Mt and 2.79 Mt, and then keep decreasing 
to 244 Mt and 0.43 Mt in 2050, other local air pollutants will keep declining during 2010~2050. The CO2 

reduction potential is about 45.7 Mt~91.6 Mt, in which the coke-making, iron-making and casting 
processes have the largest contribution to this. The emissions of local air pollutants will be reduced 
significantly under the two CO2 emission reduction scenarios. The reduction of CO2 has the most significant 
co-benefit effect on reducing SO2 emissions, but limited co-benefit effect on reducing PM2.5. 

Methodology  

We mainly focused on the energy saving technologies for the iron and steel industry. We first estimated 
the emissions of carbon and local air pollutants between 2010~2050 without any reduction constraint, 
then examined the prospects for carbon reduction under two carbon constraint scenarios. At last, we 
analyzed the co-benefits of reducing carbon emissions. 

Scenarios & Results  

Three scenarios were developed for the period 2010~2050, including the Base scenario and two carbon 
constraint scenarios: 

• Base scenario (REF) The demand for steel will rise from 627 Mt in 2010 to 768 Mt in 2015 and then 
keep falling to 372 Mt in 2050.  

• High reduction (HR†) During 2015-2050, annual carbon emission reduction rate for iron and steel is 
set as 8%, 10%, 2%, 12%, 12%, 14%, 14% and 16% at each 5-year interval. 

• Low reduction (LR) During 2015-2050, annual carbon emission reduction rate for iron and steel is 
set as 4%, 5%, 6%, 6%, 6%, 7%, 7% and 8% at each 5-year interval. 
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Figure 88 shows the emission reductions of CO2 and local air pollutants under two scenarios. The emissions 
of NOx, PM10, PM2.5 and SO2 will be reduced significantly under the two CO2 emission reduction scenarios. 
Under the LR scenario, the largest reduction for local air pollutants emissions will occur in 2020, the 
reduction potentials for multiple pollutants are 36.8 Kt NOx, 30.8 Kt PM10, 20.2 Kt PM2.5 and 114.5 Kt SO2. 
But under the HR scenario, the local air pollutants have the largest reduction emissions in 2015, the 
reductions are 85.0 Kt NOx, 75.7 Kt PM10, 49.9 Kt PM2.5 and 256.4 Kt SO2. 

Figure 88. The emission reduction of carbon and local air pollutants under two reduction scenarios 

 

Source: (Ma et al., 2014) 

6.7.8 Analysis of the impacts of water constraints on China's power sector 

In this paper (Ma et al., 2015), a partial equilibrium model (China TIMES-Water) was developed to 
integrate Chinese water system and energy system, to project the future water demand, and to evaluate 
the impacts of water constraints on the water demand and generation portfolio of power sector out to 
the year 2050. We find that without any further water or energy policies, China’s water demand will 
increase from 602 billion m3 in 2010 to 688 billion m3 in 2030, and then decrease to 650 billion m3 in 2050. 
We also find that water fee has limit impact in the short-term, while significant impact in the long-run of 
power sector, in terms of the water demand and generation portfolio. 

Methodology  

A partial equilibrium model (China TIMES-Water) was developed to integrate China’s energy system and 
water system, to project the future water demand, and to evaluate the impacts of water fee on water 
demand and generation portfolio of power sector. 

Scenarios & Results  

Three scenarios were developed and investigated in this paper. The three scenarios include a Reference 
scenario (RES) and two water fee (WF) scenarios: 

• Under the RES scenario, we considered the national energy and water development planning 
objectives, such as the 12th Five Year Plan (FYP), the Energy Development FYP, the Renewable 
Energy Development FYP, and the Water Resources Development Plan.  

• Under the water fee scenarios, the water fee is modeled as an additional cost of 0.5$/m3 in WF1 
scenario and 1.0$/m3 in WF2 scenario, and be held constant throughout time.  

Figure 89 illustrates the power generation structure under three scenarios by presenting the share of 
electricity generation in 2020, 2030, 2040, and 2050. Common on all three scenarios in 2020, coal-based 
power plants are particularly important, accounting for nearly 68.0% of the total power generation. This 
is the same trend of current generation structure. However, its further evolution depends on technology 
maturity and the price of water fee. It is observed that water fee will have significant effect on the power 
generation portfolios since 2030. Under the RES scenario, the share of coal-fired power generation will 
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decrease from 78.0% in 2010 to 64.2% in 2030, and to 60.4% in 2050; while under the water fee scenarios, 
the share will decrease to 63.8% (WF1) and 62.6% (WF2) in 2030, to 56.7% (WF1) and 49.6% (WF2) in 2050. 
Under the reference scenario, the share of renewable power will keep increasing during 2010-2050, but 
the share is very low, while under the two water fee scenarios, the renewable power will account for 25.8% 
(WF1) and 33.0% (WF2) in 2050. Other power generation has limited change under the water fee 
scenarios. 

Figure 89. Comparisons of power generation mix among three scenarios (%) 

 

Source: (Ma et al., 2015) 

6.7.9 Modelling tools to evaluate China's future energy system – A review of the Chinese perspective 

This paper (Mischke & Karlsson, 2014) compares 18 energy modelling tools from ten Chinese institutions. 
When comparing the results for three main energy system indicators across models, this paper finds that 
there are considerable ranges in the reference scenarios: (i) GDP is projected to grow by 630-840% from 
2010 to 2050, (ii) energy demand could increase by 200-300% from 2010 to 2050, and (iii) CO2 emissions 
could rise by 160-250% from 2010 to 2050. Although the access to the modelling tools and the underlying 
data remains challenging, this study concludes that the Chinese perspective, independently from the 
modelling approach and institution, suggests a rather gradual and long-term transition towards a low 
carbon economy in China. Few reference scenarios include an emission peak or stabilisation period before 
2040. While policy scenarios frequently suggest efficiency improvements, a short-term and largescale 
introduction of non-fossil power technologies is rarely recommended. 

Methodology  

A three-phase literature review was carried out to focus on the growing number of modelling tools that 
have been developed by various Chinese institutions to evaluate China’s future energy system. The 
limitations of this literature review relate to (i) the accessibility of the Chinese modelling tools and their 
underlying data; (ii) the presentation of the modelling results; and (iii) the geographic representation of 
China. The access to the modelling tools and their underlying data remains challenging.   

Scenarios & Results  

A continuous and long term increase in energy demand is suggested in the reference scenarios, based on 
recent studies undertaken with 10 of the 18 reviewed models. As shown in Figure 90, China’s future short- 
to medium-term energy demand is expected to grow by 150e225% from 2010 to 2030 across the reference 
scenarios. A comparison between top-down and bottom-up models in this regard shows, that energy 
demand increases are independent from the underlying modelling methodology. For the long-term 
bottomup modelling studies a slightly higher energy demand increase of up to 200e300% from 2010 to 
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2050 is suggested. This translates into an absolute energy demand in the range of 5.8e8.1 billon tons of 
coal equivalent in 2050. 

Figure 90. Comparison of China’s future energy demand across modelling tools e reference scenarios 

 

Source: (Mischke & Karlsson, 2014) 

6.7.10 Long-term transport energy demand and climate policy: Alternative visions on transport 
decarbonization in energy-economy models 

We (Pietzcker et al., 2014) compare long-term transport energy demand and emission projections for 
China, USA and the world from five large-scale energy-economy models. We diagnose the model’s 
characteristics by subjecting them to three climate policies. We systematically analyze mitigation levers 
along the chain of causality from mobility to emissions, finding that some models lack relevant mitigation 
options. We partially confirm that transport is less reactive to a given carbon tax than the non-transport 
sectors: in the first half of the century, transport mitigation is delayed by 10-30 years compared to non-
transport mitigation. At high carbon prices towards the end of the century, however, the three global 
models achieve deep transport emission reductions by >90% through the use of advanced vehicle 
technologies and low-carbon primary energy; especially biomass with CCS (carbon capture and 
sequestration) plays a crucial role.  

Methodology  

Although it is very challenging to project exact travel numbers on a detailed local or national level, several 
stylized facts about transport have been identified that come to bear at large scales and help to make 
aggregated projections of transportation. For the CHN-TIMES model, mobility demands for all transport 
modes are projected exogenously based on regressions on GDP (Gross Domestic Product)/cap (for 
passenger transport) or GDP (for freight transport), as well as assumptions about vehicle ownership (with 
saturation level considered) and expected modal shift. 
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Scenarios & Results  

To compare the reaction of the different models to climate policy, three global economy-wide carbon tax 
paths starting in 2015 and rising by 5% per year were imposed on the models (Table 20), thus following 
the design of the Asian Modeling Exercise scenarios.  

Table 20. Description of scenarios, all values in US$(2005)/t CO2 

 

Source: (Pietzcker et al., 2014) 

To find systematic differences between the transport and the non-transport sectors, the percentage 
reduction of FE per capita is plotted over the percentage reduction of CO2 intensity of FE for both sectors 
(always comparing the values from TAX30 with REF) in Figure 91. In the transport sector, the two partial-
equilibrium models CHN-TIMES and PECE only use the option of decreasing final energy use, making their 
transport emissions quite stiff and unreactive to climate policies e much stiffer than the non-transport 
sectors where CHN-TIMES strongly decreases carbon intensity. All models show a similar characteristic: 
the decarbonization of the transport sector strongly lags behind that of the other sectors. 

Figure 91. Percentage reduction from REF to TAX30 of FE per capita over CO2 intensity per FE 

 

Source: (Pietzcker et al., 2014) 

6.7.11 Modelling building’s decarbonization with application of China TIMES model 

In this paper (Shi et al., 2016), the impact of technical progress and the use of renewable energy in building 
sector are analyzed. The energy saving and emission reduction potential of building sector are also 
measured. China TIMES model is used to model the future energy consumption and carbon emissions in 
building sector. The modelling results indicate that building energy consumption is expected to grow to 
around 41.6EJ in the reference scenario in 2050. The energy saving potential in 2050 can be up to 4EJ due 
to the improvement of both building insulation (envelop) and energy use technologies. Renewable energy 
used in buildings can be a great contributor to the carbon mitigation in buildings.  
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Methodology  

In China TIMES, building sector is divided into three sub-sectors, urban residential, rural residential and 
public buildings. In this study, the model is improved to consider five climate zones according to the 
different climate conditions and building design standards, the Severe Cold zone (SC), the Cold zone (C), 
the Hot Summer Cold Winter zone (HSCW), the Hot Summer Warm Winter zone (HSWW) and the 
Temperate zone (T). The Temperate zone is assumed to have no heating and cooling demand. In addition, 
about 100 technologies considered for the buildings in the model, including advanced Building Integrated 
Photovoltaic (BIPV), air or water source heat pump, LED, etc. In order to measure the difference of heating 
demand by regions, the penetration rate of heating in different regions and sub-sectors are chosen to 
measure the service accessibility.  

Scenarios & Results  

In this paper, four scenarios are considered to study the impact of building insulation improvement and 
the renewable energy used in building sector, as given in Table 21.  

Table 21. Descriptions of scenarios 

 

Source: (Shi et al., 2016) 

Considering the purpose of PRE scenario (Figure 92 (b)), the energy consumption only has a small reduction 
mainly as a result of the fuel switching based on the REF scenario. The share of renewable energy 
(excluding traditional biomass) increases from 6.8% in 2010 to 10.4% in 2050 with the total renewable 
energy used in buildings more than tripling to 4.3EJ (including about 0.68EJ from biogas, 2.76EJ from solar 
water heater, 0.73EJ from solar photovoltaic and 0.12EJ geothermal energy). The consumption of 
renewable energy in 2050 is over four times larger than in 2010. From this scenario, we achieve an initial 
understanding of the potential of renewable energy use in buildings. Renewable energy can reach a share 
of 10.6% in the BEC with only about 20% of building roof used for solar energy utilization and a reasonable 
consumption of biogas in rural households. It is not surprising that, without considering greater efficiency 
improvement in the future, if more BIPV can be used in the wall and roof of buildings, the renewable 
energy absolutely would play a greater role in building sector.  
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Figure 92. Energy consumption by fuel in building sector, 2010–2050 

 

Source: (Shi et al., 2016) 

6.7.12 Prospective scenarios of CCS implementation in China's power sector: An analysis with China 
TIMES 

This study (Weilong et al., 2014) evaluates the potential role of CCS in China’s power sector under carbon 
emission reduction scenarios using the bottom-up optimization model China TIMES. Results show that CCS 
constitute an important technology option after 2025 within China’s power sector in a case of stringent 
carbon mitigation. A greater penetration of CCS can be seen in power sector when a stronger emission 
reduction constraint or a cost reduction in CCS is applied. 

Scenarios & Results  

The reference scenario (REF) is designed with Chinese government’s target of reducing carbon intensity 
by the range of 40%-45% by 2020 compared to 2005. Some climate related policies, such as the 
development target of new and renewable energy, are also taken into account. In mitigation scenarios, 
namely 35-40-40 and 40-40-45, different carbon intensity reduction rates are designed in 10-year intervals 
extending from 2020 to 2050. For example, in 35-40-40 scenario, carbon intensity is set to reduce 35% 
during 2020-2030, 40% during 2030-2040, and 40% during 2040-2050. 

Figure 93 illustrates the electricity generation by fuel in different scenarios. The total electricity production 
in REF scenario is estimated to increase from 4216 TWh in 2010 to 12025 TWh 2050, with total installed 
capacity jumping from 962 GW in 2010 to 3051 GW in 2050. In this scenario, no CCS plants will be installed 
during the model period. The carbon constraints result in the deployment of fossil plants with carbon 
capture in power sector. In scenario 35-40-40, CCS plants will appear just after 2030, while in scenario 40-
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45-45 a more stringent carbon constraint will lead to an early action in implementing fossil plants with CO2 
capture in 2025. By 2050, electricity generated by coal/gas-fired CCS plants is estimated to be 777 TWh 
and 1710 TWh in scenario 35-40-40 and 40-45-45 respectively, sharing 6.8% and 14.6% of the total 
electricity production. 

Figure 93. Electricity production by scenarios 

 

Source: (Weilong et al., 2014) 

6.7.13 A bottom-up model analysis of transport sector: A study of China and USA 

A bottom-up energy system model, TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System), is used (Zhang et al., 
2014) to analyze transport service demand, energy consumption and CO2 emission for China and USA. In 
order to better represent the heterogeneity and real-world characteristics of the transport sector, a down-
scaled analysis is carried out to increase the resolution of transport sub-modes and technologies. 
Technology parameters (capital cost, O&M cost, fuel cost, energy efficiency, etc.) are estimated at a more 
detailed level according to the latest literature. Model results suggest that transport sector of China and 
USA has quite different development pathways during the next four decades, and advanced technologies, 
effective fuel economy policies and modal shift to less energy intensive modes can facilitate the reduction 
of energy intensity. 

Methodology  

Special attention has been paid to better representing the characteristics of transport sector of both 
countries and to describing transport technologies as detailedly as possible. In ChinaTIMES, for example, 
passenger modes such as bus, LDV and motorcycle are included and are further divided into sub-modes 
according to vehicle size, all with several fuel types such as gasoline, diesel and natural gas considered. 

Scenarios & Results  

Transport energy intensity is the energy required to deliver a given amount of transport turnover volume 
(Figure 94). Passenger intensity levels off in China but drops gradually in USA during the model period. 
Freight intensity both in China and USA are fairly low compared to other countries (e.g. Japan,2.3 MJ/ton-
km in 2009), but they change towards the opposite tendency. Two points are worth making regarding this 
result. Firstly, more than 30% of the freight service comes from rail transport, which is less energy 
intensive, in both countries. Secondly, USA is assumed to have higher technology improvement rate, 
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resulting in a marked decline in transport intensity. Interestingly, transport intensity is lower in China than 
in USA, partly because the actual load factor might be higher than theoretical value or the statistical data 
in China, where road overloading, for example, is relatively common to produce more revenue under the 
economy flourish background. 

Figure 94. (a) passenger energy intensity of volume; (b) freight energy intensity of volume 

 

Source: (Zhang et al., 2014) 

6.7.14 The role of biofuels in China's transport sector in carbon mitigation scenarios 

A bottom-up model, China-TIMES was developed and carbon mitigation scenarios were designed to 
discern the role the biofuels in China’s future transport sector (Zhang & Chen, 2015). The development of 
biofuels in China will be restrained by technology progress, food security concern and land availability. 
Results suggest that biofuels will reduce 0.43 Gt of CO2 emissions in 2050 in the CM30 scenario and 
contribute to 35% of the total reduction. Also it can be concluded that bioethanol will be more influenced 
by the electrification than biodiesel and biojet fuels due to its easier substitution by electricity. Biofuels 
will be indispensable in China’s transport decarbonization, and pertinent and coherent policies will be 
needed to propel the sustainable development of biofuels. 

Methodology  

In order to better represent the real-world characteristics of the transport sector, a down-scaled analysis 
was carried out to increase the resolution of transport sub-modes and technologies in this study. In every 
modes or sub-modes, several technologies (mainly with different powertrain systems) compete with each 
other in this model. Bioethanol is presumed to be used in both conventional internal combustion engines 
(ICEs, 10% at most) and flex-fuel vehicles (FFVs, 83% at most). 

Scenarios & Results  

A reference scenario and three CO2 mitigation scenarios are designed in this study to investigate the role 
of biofuels in China’s transport sector:  

• REF: The reference scenario 

• CM10: Cumulative CO2 emissions in 2010-2050 reduced by 10% 

• CM20: Cumulative CO2 emissions in 2010-2050 reduced by 20% 

• CM30: Cumulative CO2 emissions in 2010-2050 reduced by 30% 

Figure 95 illustrates the contribution (or the cause) of the CO2 emissions reduction in CM30. Three points 
are worth making regarding this result. First, biofuels, electric techniques, and fuel cell technology will 
have profound impact on the transport decarbonization and offer the possibility to reduce the transport-
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related cumulative CO2 emissions by 21.6% by 2050. Second, the role of biofuels, especially bioethanol, 
will be more exerted in medium term, while electrification will be the long-term decarbonization direction. 
For example, biofuels will contribute to 64% of the total emissions reduction in 2030 while only 35% in 
2050, because large amounts of low carbon power generation technologies, such as solar, biomass with 
CCS, begin to enter the scene after 2035, making electricity more effective to reduce emissions. Third, 
bioethanol will be more influenced by electrification than biodiesel and biojet fuels inasmuch as the latter 
are mainly employed in freight trucks and airplanes, which are not quite suitable to use lots of electricity. 

Figure 95. (a) Total transport CO2 emissions. (b) Contribution of biofuels to CO2 emissions reduction in 
transport sector 

 

Source: (Zhang & Chen, 2015) 

6.7.15 Long-term projections of liquid biofuels in China: Uncertainties and potential benefits 

Scenario-based analysis is conducted on the long-term projections of liquid biofuels in China for transport 
fuels (Zhao et al., 2015). The key influencing factors during each period are assessed. Driven by the 
transport energy demand growth, increasing price of crude oil and technological progress, liquid biofuels 
are expected to develop rapidly in the medium and long term. Meanwhile, it is projected that the 
utilization of liquid biofuels will be full of uncertainties, with wide range of 45 Million ton of oil equivalent 
(Mtoe) to 120 Mtoe by 2050. At different times, critical factors significantly differ. In the long term (2030-
2050), the development of liquid biofuels is highly dependent on the availability of biomass resources. In 
the medium term (2020-2030), biomass availability and feedstock price are critical. In the near term 
(current-2020), the feedstock price of 1.5 generation liquid biofuels is critical. In 2050, the utilization of 
liquid biofuels can reduce 1e7% of overseas oil dependence ratio, 100e370 million tons of CO2 emission. 
Market-based instruments, i.e., carbon pricing policy and excise tax preferences, can stimulate the 
medium- and long-term development of biofuels. However, in the near-term, subsidies are highly 
necessary. 

Methodology  

Given the complex interactions between various biofuels and fossil transportation fuels, an integrated 
model of C-ESM-BF (China Energy System Model-Biofuel) and CLTEEM (China's Long-term Transportation 
Energy Demand and Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions Model) is adopted in this study. The C-ESM-BF was 
developed by Tsinghua University on the basis of the model generator of TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL-
EFOM System).  
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Scenarios & Results  

First, we defined a bundle of BAU scenarios with different available resources and costs. We then extend 
these bundles of scenarios to policy scenarios, with carbon pricing and excise tax preferences. Twelve 
scenarios are designed to formulate the projections of liquid biofuels development in China as BAU 
scenarios (Table 22). Three bundles of scenarios are implemented based on the BAU scenario as follows: 
Policy scenarios with carbon pricing; Policy scenarios with excise tax preferences; and Policy scenarios with 
both carbon pricing and excise tax preferences. 

Table 22. BAU scenario setup 

 

Source: (Zhao et al., 2015) 

Figure 96. Fuel portfolio by scenario 

 

Source: (Zhao et al., 2015) 
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As regards the fuel portfolio by final energy demand, in the medium-term period (approximately 2030), 
fuel ethanol (including 1.5G fuel ethanol and cellulosic ethanol) will take a relatively larger share of more 
than 30% (Figure 96). By contrast, in the long-term period, synthetic fuels (including FeT biofuels and APR 
biofuels) will take a larger share of more than 50% under most scenarios. A shift toward synthetic biofuels 
is observed after 2030. 

6.7.16 The role of energy service demand in carbon mitigation: Combining sector analysis and China 
TIMES-ED modelling 

In this chapter (Chen et al., 2015), multiple approaches, including the stock-based model, the saturation 
model, the discrete choices model, and so on, are used to project energy service demands from different 
demand sectors. The projections of energy service demand are used as inputs in the China TIMES-ED model 
to generate a reference scenario. Several carbon constraint scenarios have been designed to analyze the 
role of energy service demand reductions in industry, building and transport in the mitigation of carbon 
emissions in China.  

Methodology  

This chapter takes steel as an example, to describe how to build the projection model for industry. Nine 
main steel consumers, including construction, machinery, automobile, shipbuilding, railway, petroleum, 
household appliances, containers and other industries, are considered and analyzed individually. Steel 
consumption in the petrochemical and other industries is calculated by share in total steel consumption, 
while that of the other seven industries is analyzed using a stock based model. The stock based model was 
developed by employing the Material Flow Analysis (MFA) method. 

Scenarios & Results  

Besides a reference scenario, four carbon constrained scenarios were considered; that is, M10, M20, M30 
and M40. The cumulative carbon emissions from China during 2010–2050 are assumed to reduce 10, 20, 
30 and 40 % relative to the reference scenario for M10, M20, M30 and M40, respectively.  

Figure 97. Changes of carbon intensity in different end-use sectors 

 

Source: (Chen et al., 2015) 
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With improvements in the country’s final energy mix, carbon intensity is expected to decrease from 2.01, 
1.92 and 1.27 tCO2/tce in 2010, to 1.96, 1.41 and 0.92 tCO2/tce in 2050, for the transport, industry and 
buildings respectively (Figure 97). The carbon intensity in the industry and buildings sectors will begin to 
decrease visibly after 2025. However, in the transport sector, significant decreases in carbon intensity will 
happen only after 2035, and its carbon intensity will still be much higher than that of industry and building 
in 2050. Compared with the reference scenario, the carbon intensity of the industry, buildings and 
transport sectors will decline by 12–35 %, 13–49 % and 1–23 % in 2050, respectively. 

6.8 Denmark 

6.8.1 Heat supply planning for the ecological housing community Munksøgård 

The present paper (Karlsson et al., 2016) presents results from techno-economic energy system analysis, 
simple private economic analysis and assessment of externalities related to the heat supply, compares 
them with the voting results and discusses the differences. The potential inconsistencies between 
economically rational solutions and choices of end-users are highlighted. The techno-economic energy 
system analysis is performed by TIMES-DK model, which optimizes over all sectors in Denmark until 2050. 
The connection to district heating proved to be optimal from the system perspective. A spreadsheet model 
has been developed to perform the private-economic analysis and the evaluation of externalities. New 
biomass boilers proved to be the cheapest from the privateeconomic perspective; district heating came 
close. At the voting, heat pumps and biomass boilers received the most votes. One of these two solutions 
will be implemented. Why district heating received the least votes calls for detailed investigation. 

Methodology  

To compare the different solutions for the community a spreadsheet model focussed on the private 
economy was developed. It analyses yearly energy balance for Munksøgård's heating system and the costs 
and impacts from the possible solutions. In the model, all three alternative solutions are compared against 
the existing system. It is possible to make different assumptions about fuel costs, heat savings, solar 
heating share, etc. Technology data sheets provide the model with efficiencies, costs and emission factors. 
The residential sector in TIMES-DK is an aggregate of the Danish residential building stock. These buildings 
are demanding electricity for lighting and electrical appliances, space heating and domestic hot water.  

Scenarios & Results  

Three scenarios of the future Danish energy system are compared in the present analysis utilising TIMES-
DK model: 

• Base: There are no policy constraints imposed on the model.  
• WLP (acronym from Wind Lower bound on Production): In addition to Base scenario, at least 50% 

of electricity needs to be produced from wind power starting from 2020.  
• WLP-NFE (acronym from Wind Lower bound on Production - Non-Fossil Energy): In addition to 

WLP scenario, production of electricity and heat need to be 100% renewable starting from 2035, 
while whole energy system needs to be 100% renewable starting from 2050.  

According to the classification adopted in TIMES-DK, existing buildings in Munksøgård community belong 
to the group of SF buildings located within Central areas in DKE. The future heat supply of this building 
group from the energy system point of view is presented in Figure 98. In the Base scenario the heat supply 
configuration rapidly changes in the first years of the analysed period. Already in 2020 all buildings are 
connected to district heating. The low price of district heat in Central areas which is mainly produced in 
coal CHPs is the main reason for high shares of district heating. Similar development of heat supply to SF 
buildings located in Central areas of DKE until 2020 occurs in the WLP scenario. Due to assumed decrease 
of investment costs of natural gas heat pumps, 8% of heating demand is switching to natural gas heat 
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pumps in 2025. As a consequence of the assumed increase of natural gas price all the analysed buildings 
are switching back to district heating after 2040. Due to high electricity production from wind turbines, 
the waste-fuelled CHPs can't get enough operating hours for economical operation and are switching to 
heat-only production. The significant part of district heat in this scenario is produced from waste boilers, 
while large-scale heat pumps contribute with 8-15%. In the WLP-NFE scenario, all SF buildings located in 
Central areas of DKE are connected to district heating starting from 2020. 

Figure 98. Heat supply to SF buildings located within central areas in DKE 

 

Source: (Karlsson et al., 2016) 

6.8.2 Danish heat atlas as a support tool for energy system models 

The present paper (Petrovic & Karlsson, 2014) shows how a Danish heat atlas can be used for providing 
inputs to energy system models, especially related to the analysis of heat saving measures within building 
stock and expansion of district heating networks. As a result, marginal cost curves are created, 
approximated and prepared for the use in optimization energy system model. Moreover, it is concluded 
that heat atlas can contribute as a tool for data storage and visualisation of results. 

Methodology  

Calculations of potentials and costs for heat savings and district heating expansion have been included in 
the model. District heating and heat savings in building stock have been defined as a heat generating 
technologies, which are competing in the model against individual heating technologies (gas and oil fired 
boilers, electrical heating, etc.). The conceptual idea is that the model is left to decide about optimal 
investment and operation strategy, when all limiting factors, such as future prices of fuels, availability of 
production technologies or emissions are taken into account. All residential buildings in Denmark have 
been grouped according to their construction year (built before and after 1972), region (East and West 
Denmark), use (Detached and Multi-storey) and position relative to district heating areas (Central, 
Decentral and Individual. Multi-storey buildings include terrace houses and blocks of flats while Detached 
buildings include detached houses and farmhouses. In total, there are 24 different groups. 
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Scenarios & Results  

For each of these groups, marginal and full cost curves of heat saving measures are created. These curves 
are approximated with 3-step curves of potentials (inMWh) and costs(in DKK/kW h) and imported into 
Household sector of TIMES model for Denmark. These approximations are presented in Figure 99 on the 
example of potentials and marginal costs of heat savings in Multi-storey buildings made before 1972 in 
Central areas in East Denmark.  

Figure 99. 3-Step approximation of marginal cost curve of heat savings potentials and costs 

 

 

Source: (Petrovic & Karlsson, 2014) 

6.8.3 Short-term uncertainty in long-term energy system models — A case study of wind power in 
Denmark 

In this paper (Seljom & Tomasgard, 2015) the intermittent characteristics of wind power are modelled as 
a stochastic parameter in a long-term TIMES model of the Danish heat and electricity sector. To our 
knowledge, this is not a common approach in long-term investment models, and has not been done 
previously in TIMES, where the short-term uncertainty of wind power is normally taken into account by a 
deterministic constraint that ensures excess back-up capacity. In our model, the stochasticity gives lower 
total energy system costs, significant lower investments in wind power, less expected electricity export 
and higher expected biomass consumption compared to using the traditional deterministic approach. Also, 
the deterministic investment strategy can be insufficient in periods with poor wind conditions. Based on 
our findings, we recommend using a stochastic representation of intermittent renewables in longterm 
investment models to provide more solid results for decision makers. 

Methodology  

The uncertain parameters, wind power availability and electricity prices, are represented by a joint 
discrete probability distribution in a two-stage scenario tree. The decision variables at the first stage, 
represent investments in new capacity, and are equal for all scenarios. The second stage decision variables 
which include the activity level of each installed capacity type, fuel type used and electricity trade can vary 
for the different scenarios. At the second stage, where the uncertain parameters are revealed, the 
operational decision and objective, aim to meet the demand at the lowest cost, constrained by the 
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capacities installed at the first stage. Because the two stages are optimized simultaneously, the investment 
decisions are made recognizing the expected costs of the operational scenarios.  

Scenarios & Results  

We compare the results from the two alternative models: 1) a deterministic model using the peaking 
reserve constraint for electricity and 2) a stochastic model. The deterministic model is run with a wind 
power peak coefficient at three different levels: Cwind peak at 0%, 30% and 100%, denoted Peak0, Peak30 
and Peak100 in the following. The stochastic model is presented in two versions, one with only stochastic 
wind, Stoch, and one with stochastic wind and stochastic electricity prices, Stoch*.  

The electricity trade between Denmark and its neighbouring countries for all model instances are shown 
in Figure 100, for the years 2050. The deterministic models have higher electricity export for both years, 
and in 2050 the deterministic models has significant lower electricity import compared to the stochastic 
models. With stochastic modelling, the possible realisations of the wind availability are modelled explicitly, 
and themodel needs to import electricity or generate electricity from other sources when the wind 
conditions are low. In 2030, the trade range from 4 TWh net export for Peak30 to 8 TWh expected net 
import for Stoch*. In 2050 the trade range from 27 TWh net export for Peak30 to 2 TWh expected net 
import for Stoch*. In 2050, all the deterministic model instances invest in wind power to export electricity 
to its neighbour countries where the net export range from 17 TWh in Peak100 to 27 TWh in Peak30. For 
the stochastic instances the stochastic electricity prices lead to less trade with both decreased import and 
decreased export. In 2050, the import was 22.8 TWh in Stoch and 20.7 TWh in Stoch* and the 
corresponding export was 24.9 TWh and 19.1 TWh respectively. 

Figure 100. Expected electricity trade in 2050 for all instances 

 

Source: (Seljom & Tomasgard, 2015) 

6.9 France 

6.9.1 Integrating household behavior and heterogeneity into the TIMES-Households model 

This paper (Cayla & Maïzi, 2015) describes the original modeling approach developed within the TIMES 
model framework in order to take household behavior and heterogeneity into account: the TIMES-
Households model. This model depicts both household daily energy consumption and equipment 
purchasing behavior and focuses on the French residential and transport sectors. We show the importance 
of taking household heterogeneity into account in long-term planning models within the comparison of 
two energy price scenarios applied to two different models. Finally, thanks to the highly disaggregated 
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representation of households and their behavior in the model, we address the problem of unrealistic 
technology diffusion pathways often obtained when using an optimization bottom-up model. 

Methodology  

In order to represent these differences in purchasing behavior in the TIMES model, we therefore consider 
the observed values for required rates of return obtained for the different income quintile. We thus 
include discount rates in the model that take these different components into account. In addition, and in 
order to take into account different access to capital, we establish an annual invested capital constraint 
according to quintiles of income. We are then able to model an investment behavior that relies on two 
main parameters: the required rate of return and the capital constraint. This required rate of return 
encompasses the importance of the economic criterion among other choice criteria and varies across 
households and types of equipment. The capital constraint that would limit the amount of potential 
investment undertaken by households also varies according to households’ disposable income. 

Scenarios & Results  

We consider two contrasting energy price variants inspired from the ‘‘New Policies’’ and ‘‘450’’ scenarios 
produced by the IEA’s World Energy Outlook 2010. We consider an annual average price rise of 
respectively 1% and 2% on a barrel of oil, giving a price of USD 110 per barrel in the low scenario and 
around USD 160 in the high scenario in 2050. We compare the results thus obtained with those that would 
be provided by a model considering only a single mean household.  

Figure 101. Impact of energy price scenarios on technology diffusion patterns of space-heating systems 

 

Source: (Cayla & Maïzi, 2015) 
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Figure 101 thus present the impact of the energy price scenarios on the stock of space-heating systems 
diffused according to the kind of model used. First, we observe two main differences between the TIMES-
Households model and the mean household model in the nature of technology stock for a given price 
scenario. Some technologies, such as convectors and wood systems in the residential sector and PHEV-s 
in the transports sector, do not get diffused as they only appear to be profitable for some kinds of 
household. Second, we note that the TIMES-households model seems to give a much better reflection of 
energy price variations in technological choices. In the case of the mean household model, energy price 
variations seem to either lead to no impact, or a sharp variation in the nature of system stocks. These big 
differences are explained by the fact that in the mean household model, only one technology is diffused 
at each time period.  

6.9.2 Assessing GHG mitigation and associated cost of French biofuel sector: Insights from a TIMES 
model 

This paper (Hugues et al., 2016) relies on a TIMES prospective model of French bioenergy sector we 
developed that gives a dynamic technology allocation under constraints. We find that avoided emissions 
of the biofuel sector could range from 12 MtCO2eq for current regulatory context to 16 MtCO2eq for the 
future one. The higher is the mitigation level, the higher is the associated abatement cost: from less than 
200 €/tCO2eq to more than 6000 €/tCO2eq as it would imply the development of advanced processes, such 
as algae biofuels. Externalities play a significant role on the technology merit order, and must also be 
considered for designing future incentive policy. 

Methodology  

The French bioenergy sector - heat, electricity and fuel produced from biomass - is represented with a 
TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL1-EFOM System) approach. It illustrates the multiplicity of technological 
choices to fulfil the final demand and it is divided into five parts: (i) upstream part which includes feedstock 
harvest, then biomass feedstock is (ii) transported and conditioned before (iii) its transformation into 
energy carriers that finally fulfil (iv) bioenergy demand [22]. The purpose of modelling the entire bioenergy 
sector is to take into account competition between biofuels and bioheat/electricity for available resources. 
In this study, we consider GHG emissions factor, non-renewable energy (NRE) consumption and 
eutrophication.  

Scenarios & Results  

Table 23 gives an overview of the main assumptions of the scenarios we develop to assess this issues. For 
each, there is virtually a shifting point that could modify or invert the relevant technological choices. As 
most of the challenges are interconnected, a scenario approach is used here to explore the French biofuel 
sector. 
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Table 23. Sets of assumptions of the different scenarios 

 

Source: (Hugues et al., 2016) 

The several constraints on biofuel system presented previously will have an impact on the respective 
shares of first generation, lignocellulosic (LC) and algae fuel consumption. Figure 102 displays three line 
charts representing the evolution of biofuel consumption by biofuel types. Seven scenarios are presented. 
First, the reference scenario is implemented with division by 2 assumptions for learning curves. Two 
mitigation levels (ML) are assumed: þ15% and þ35% in comparison to reference scenario. Then, the impact 
of learning curves removal (‘No LC’) and a division by 3 (‘LC3’) of advanced biofuels costs is assessed with 
a þ15% mitigation level. We added externalities consideration in the two lasts scenarios. For the first one, 
no mitigation level is implemented and a þ15% mitigation level is assumed for the other one. 
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Figure 102. Evolution of biofuel production sorted by type e first generation (1G), lignocellulosic biofuels 
(LC) and biofuels from algae by scenario 

 

Source: (Hugues et al., 2016) 

6.9.3 Feasible path toward 40–100% renewable energy shares for power supply in France by 2050: 
A prospective analysis 

This paper (Krakowski et al., 2016a; 2016b) explores the conditions under which renewable energy 
sources (RES) penetration could jeopardize power system reliability, as well as which flexibility options 
could help integrate high levels of RES. For this purpose, we used an energy-planning model from the 
TIMES family, which provides a realistic representation of power systems and plausible options for their 
long-term development, completed by a thermodynamic description of power systems to assess their 
reliability. We applied this model to the case of France and built contrasted scenarios, from 0% to 100% 
renewable energy penetration by 2050. We also tested different assumptions on Variable Renewable 
Energy (VRE) production, imports, demand flexibility and biomass potential. We show that high renewable 
energy penetration would need significant investments in new capacities, new flexibility options along 
with imports and demand-response, and that it is likely to deteriorate power system reliability if no 
technologies dedicated to this issue are installed. 

Methodology  

In this study, on top of the multiple power supply technologies, we integrate four other flexibility options 
into the model. Two are related to load: demand elasticity has been introduced to simulate the impact of 
an electricity price increase on energy demand levels; and two Demand-Response technologies (DR) 
contribute either to the peak load factor (sub-hourly DR) or to the supply–demand balance during the day 
(hourly DR). 

Scenarios & Results  

In this part we analyze the results of six ‘‘reference” scenarios described in Table 24 as well as variants 
created from these scenarios. In our model, the French power system’s CO2 emissions are constrained 
below 2012 levels (39 Mt). The law on energy transition currently being debated in France foresees 
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reducing nuclear power production from 75% to 50% of overall production by 2025. We add a constraint 
on nuclear power production in every scenario except the Business-As-Usual (BAU). Except for the BAU 
scenario, we also add RES penetration objectives for 2020 and 2030 from the same energy transition law, 
and complete them with RES penetration objectives for the period beyond 2030.  

Table 24. Description of the ‘‘reference” scenarios used in this study 

 

Source: (Krakowski et al., 2016a; 2016b) 

When there is no week with low wind and solar production (variant v1), the installed capacity is reduced 
since there is no need for building additional power plants that aim at covering demand during this 
constrained week. In the 100% RES scenario, this role is played by biomass power plants: only 15 GW are 
installed in the variant v1 compared to 54 GW in the reference case. On the contrary, in the variant where 
VREs do not participate in the peak load factor (variant v2), there is a need for additional capacities, mainly 
fossil power plants, to meet the peak load factor described in the methodology section. The contribution 
of VREs to the peak load factor is an important assumption only in the 100% RES scenario. Figure 103 
shows the significance of imports and DR technologies in the 100% RES scenario. 

Figure 103. Power production in 2050 in the reference 100% RES scenario 

 

Source: (Krakowski et al., 2016a; 2016b) 

6.9.4 Future prospects for nuclear power in France 

Taking different nuclear policy options from a French perspective, we (Maïzi & Assoumou, 2014) look at 
the issues that we were able to pinpoint thanks to the TIMES-FR model. The technico-economic analysis 
supported by the TIMES-FR model brings robust lessons, whichever technological options are selected: i) 
The cliff effect puts the French system ‘‘up against the wall’’: sustained investments must be made to 
renew electricity production facilities coming to the end of their lives. ii) This situation opens up 
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opportunities to all industrial channels, with the main challenge being to sustain an ambitious pace of 
constructing new capacities and answering specific questions for each of them, such as acceptability and 
reliability. iii) In parallel, the current paradigm of increasing electricity consumption is likely to be 
challenged over the coming decades if environmental issues are still part of public policy. iv) These factors 
make it possible to consider that the question of political options in terms of long-term energy cannot be 
restricted to a technological choice and must go beyond pro- or anti-nuclear lobbying. 

Methodology  

The TIMES electricity model (strictly speaking TIMES-FR_ELEC but referred to as TIMES-FR for the rest of 
this document) has thus been devised to best reflect the dynamics of the electricity system. Our aim is to 
capture load fluctuations, which turn out to be significant, even for some base load technologies like 
nuclear power. Thus, in order to take into account production peaks and more generally power variations, 
each period is split into 72 time slices, corresponding to: 6 seasons, 2 periods of the week, 6 ‘‘intradays’’ 
periods. 

Scenarios & Results  

This led us to evaluate three scenarios associated with different future options for the nuclear industry: 

• Fast exit = FAST: lifespan limited to 40 years, non-replacement of power stations. 

• Progressive exit = PROG: lifespan limited to 40 years for one reactor out of two, prolongation for 
the others to 60 years at an additional cost of 600 M euro/reactor. 

• Maintenance = BAU: nuclear capacity maintained at 65 GW (lifespan extended to 60 years for 
existing stock then replacement when necessary). 

Two types of penalty are envisaged to limit CO2 emissions (Table 25): 

• Through pricing: a penalty calibrated at levels compatible with the ETS market: from €20 to 
€50/tCO2. 

• Through quantity: the preceding penalty is used to calibrate emissions by volume in the ‘‘maintain 
nuclear’’ scenario. Thus, all scenarios have the same upper cap. 

Table 25. Full set of scenarios chosen for the prospective electricity exercise 

 

Source: (Maïzi & Assoumou, 2014) 

The different scenarios induce sustained capacity investments over the horizon to compensate for the cliff 
effect corresponding to the decommissioning of the French electricity production system, as translated by 
the results of installed capacities in all scenarios of the prospective exercise. The total cumulated capacity 
investments over the horizon for each scenario are represented in Figure 104 (excluding representation of 
a 60-year power station extension). The market for building power stations expands significantly. The 
additional GW that need to be installed compared with BAU increase: by 16% in the case of a progressive 
exit with a penalty on emissions, by 33% in the case of a rapid exit with a penalty on emissions, and when 
the volume constraint is added, by respectively 33% and 70%. Thus, in all cases, the level of investment 
that needs to be agreed to satisfy the reference demand of the 2011 forecast is considerable and should 
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be made at a steady pace to reflect the need to replace almost all of the current electricity production 
facilities.  

Figure 104. New installed capacities cumulated over the horizon  

 

Source: (Maïzi & Assoumou, 2014) 

6.9.5 Lessons from the use of a long-term energy model for consequential life cycle assessment: The 
BTL case 

The main objective of this study (Menten et al., 2015) is to develop a methodology adapted to the 
prospective environmental evaluation factions in the energy sector. It describes how a bottom-up long-
term energy model can be used in a lifecycle assessment (LCA) framework. The proposed methodology is 
applied in a case study about the global warming impacts occurring as a consequence of the future 
production of synthetic diesel from biomass (“biomass to liquids”—BTL), a second-generation biofuel, in 
France. The results how a high sensitivity of the system-wide GHG balance to (i) the policy context and to 
(ii) the economic environment. Both influence thes ubstitutions occurring with in the system due to the 
production of BTL. Under the specific conditions of this study, the consequences of introducing BTL are 
not clear-cut.  

Methodology  

The model used in this study to identify these consequences is called MIRET and it was developed with the 
economic model generator TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL EFOM System) at IFP Energies nouvelles 
(IFPEN). The C-LCA model (MIRET model) developed for this study generates GWP results, associated to 
life-cycle GHG emissions, for all processes described in the model in the time-period considered. By 
comparing a scenario where the decision in question was taken with a “no action” scenario the 
consequence of the decision “to build a 100kt/year BTL plant in France, producing at full capacity from 
2020 on” is assessed. In other words, subtracting the GWP result for a scenario in which BTL is produced 
from the GWP result of a scenario where no BTL is produced, we obtain a value that represents the 
consequences of the decision taken in potential environmental impacts terms. The prospective 
optimization model had to be adapted to generate an LCI. This adaptation work basically consists in 
integrating life-cycle energy consumptions and emissions factors to all the technologies and commodities 
described in the model.  
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Scenarios & Results  

Two contrasting scenarios were built. A NO POLICY scenario where the model is run under no political 
constraints and a POLICY scenario including the European Union’s RED with the National Renewable 
Energy Action Plans (NREAP) and the Fuel Quality Directive (FQD). Since these results are calculated from 
the difference between GWP of scenarios with and without the decision being analyzed, MIRET is run 
under four scenarios (No Policy with BTL - NPB vs. No Policy No BTL - NPNB and Policy with BTL - PB vs. 
Policy No BTL - PNB).  

Counter-intuitively, in the POLICY scenario,a mix of synthetic diesel (from the BTL plant), FAME and 
conventional diesel replace HVO (Figure 105). This occurs because of the RED constraints. The 
consequence of the mandate for the incorporation of 10% of renewable energies in transports by 2020 is 
that the marginal liquid fuels are biofuels—HVO is the fuel replaced. But what “allows” a higher 
consumption of fossil diesel when BTL is introduced in the system, is that the contribution of second- 
generation biofuels to achieve this renewables incorporation target is considered to be twice that made 
by conventional biofuels. This is another example of important information that can be provided to policy 
makers from the use of a model such as ours for environmental evaluation. This particular point from the 
RED (second generation biofuels count double) was introduced with the intention to stimulate 
investments for the production of less impacting biofuels. However, an adverse consequence is observed: 
the increase in fossil fuels consumption when the BTL plant is introduced in the system. The biomass 
transportation contributes as well to the changes observed, but only in the POLICY scenario.  

Figure 105. Liquid fuels substitution effects in the POLICY scenario 

 

Source: (Menten et al., 2015) 

6.9.6 Heat recovery using heat pumps in non-energy intensive industry: Are energy saving 
certificates a solution for the food and drink industry in France? 

Many studies focus on the residential sector, transport and energy-intensive industries, but there is a lack 
of tools to help decision makers in non-energy intensive industry (NEI). This paper (Seck et al., 2015) 
presents the first bottom-up energy model developed for this sector. This prospective modeling enables 
us to analyze the impact of heat recovery using heat pumps (HP) in industrial processes up to 2020 in the 
French food and drink industry (F&D), the biggest NEI sector. The technology has high potential in this 
sector and may be eligible for Energy Saving Certificates. Our model determines the differentiated cost for 
energy savings in response to incentive policies under the ESC mechanism at a 4-digit level of NACE 
classification. Sensitivity analyses also show how gas prices and electricity carbon footprints impact on HP 
penetration. Our study of this particular sector shows that the model could be a useful decision-making 
tool for assessing potential energy savings and could be extended to other sectors of NEI industry for more 
efficient subsectoral screening. 
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Methodology  

We have developed the first bottom-up model for an energy prospective exercise for non-energy intensive 
industry at the 4-digit level of NACE classification for future energy planning, subject to different 
constraints (energy price evolution, energy efficiency policies, environmental constraints, etc.) up to 2020 
using the TIMES framework. This explains our choice to develop a modeling approach by energy end-uses 
(e.g. drying, heat treatment, etc). The advantages of this modeling approach are, firstly, its perfect 
depiction of the considerable number of operations to enable a detailed, reliable analysis of non-energy-
intensive industry processes. Secondly, unlike energy-intensive models, the NEI model that we have 
developed is generic and therefore common to all non-energy intensive industries, bringing a clear 
advantage in terms of time cost modeling (conciliation of data availability, disaggregation level and 
modeling effort).  

Scenarios & Results  

We derived our results from this two following scenarios: 

• BAU, ‘‘Business As Usual’’, It is the reference scenario, in which no new policy or measure is 
considered necessary or adopted.  

• Sc_HP is characterized by the implementation of heat pumps in the food-processing industry until 
2020.  

Figure 106. Detailed results on the substitution HP-steam boilers in food and drink industry 

 

Source: (Seck et al., 2015) 
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In Figure 106 we could track and target at a highly disaggregated level, through the results of the model, 
the cost-effective temperature ranges which allow achieving these energy savings. The introduction of 
heat pumps into French F&D is considered to be easy when the temperature required in process is below 
100oC. Around 12% of the final energy consumption is achievable economically by IHP by 2020 and the 
most representative energy end-uses in terms of heat recovery are the cooling production (45%), Liquid 
and gas heating (13.5%), mechanical processes (10.5%) and drying (9.6%). The results clearly demonstrate 
the relevance of the optimal technological paths available in the model according to environmental and/or 
energy constraints. However, the implementation of these technologies in food and drink did not achieve 
the maximum potential. Thus, we aim to illustrate the potential for achieving additional energy savings 
through incentive policies using ESC mechanisms. 

6.9.7 Analysis of the importance of structural change in non-energy intensive industry for 
prospective modelling: The French case 

However,no analyses have been done to examine theses changes in the non-energy intensive industry in 
France. We (Seck et al., 2016) analyzed their importance in French industry with respect to their energy 
intensity, energy costs, value added, labour and the diffusion of production sites by using data at the 3-
digit level with 236 sectors. Using a new decomposition method that gives no residual, this paper 
attempted to examine, over 10 years from 1996 to 2005, the changes that occurred in an area that has 
been neglected in energy analysis. We found that structural change had an overwhelming effect on the 
decline of aggregate energy intensity. Furthermore, we found that the higher the level of sector 
disaggregation, the more significant the changes that can be attributed to structural change, due to the 
homogeneity of this industrial group.  

Methodology  

We base our analysis on a 3-digit level of disaggregation of the NACErev1.1 classification with 236 
subsectors. The aim of our analysis in this section is to measure the impact of structural and technological 
changes in the aggregate energy intensity of the non-energy intensive industry over a period of 10 years 
from 1996 to 2005 through a decomposition analysis. In this context, we use the following two simplest 
unsupervised learning methods that can solve the well- known clustering problem: the Hierarchical 
Ascendant Classification (HAC) with the criterion of Ward, and the K-mean smethod. After establishing 
quantitative boundaries (limits) to distin- guish the non-energy intensive sectors in the French industrial 
perimeter, we can analyze the importance of structural effect in this group for a better energy modelling 
prospective analysis with a bottom-up model like TIMES-MARKAL. 

Scenarios & Results  

Moreover, we can note from Figure 107 above that when we depicted the evolution of structural change 
by level of NACE disaggregation, the subsectoral effect (the 4-digit level) was the main factor behind the 
change in the aggregate structural effect in the first and third sub-periods, which accounted respectively 
for 78.5% and 65.4% of the change. But in the sub-period 1998–2000, the structural effect of each level of 
disaggregation was almost level, which induced a constant aggregate structural effect. We can therefore 
note that during the period 1996–2005, the contribution of the structural effect was the dominant force 
(75.6%) in the evolution of energy intensity because the economic weight of subgroup sectors was 
constantly evolving. Moreover, in this period, the subsectoral effect was the most significant factor (62.4%) 
in the change of structural effect, followed by the group effect, which accounted for 27.7%. 
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Figure 107. Decomposition of the total energy structural effect 

 

Source: (Seck et al., 2016) 

6.10 Germany 

6.10.1 Integrating policy instruments into energy system models—From theory to application to 
Germany 

This chapter (Fais & Blesl, 2015) provides an overview of the use of bottom-up energy system models to 
evaluate the long-term effects of energy and climate policy instruments. Progress needs to be made in 
terms of the representation of the decision-making behavior of different economic agents and the 
inclusion of macroeconomic feedbacks. Flexible, endogenous modelling approaches for two important 
instrument categories are then outlined and applied to a case study on the German energy system: 
emissions trading systems and different support systems for renewable electricity. This scenario analysis 
shows how the explicit modelling of policy instruments in energy system models can provide quantitative 
policy insights, e.g. to analyze the interaction between different types of instruments or to compare 
alternative policy mechanisms which can be applied for the same political target. 

Methodology  

A modelling approach has been developed that makes it possible to determine both the emission 
reduction in the national (in this case German) ETS sector and the ETS certificate price endogenously within 
the model. With this procedure, the cap can be put on total EU ETS emissions instead of on Germany alone. 
While the emission mitigation in the German ETS sector is still determined endogenously within TIMES-D 
based on the explicit modelling of technologies within the reference energy system, the reduction options 
in the rest of the countries participating in the EU ETS are added to the model with the help of a CO2 
abatement cost curve, modelled as a step function containing the CO2 reduction potentials in the ETS 
sectors outside of Germany at different certificate price levels. Through the optimization approach, 
marginal abatement costs for Germany and the rest of the ETS sectors are equalized and a uniform 
certificate price for the whole system will be determined as the shadow price of the upper bound on total 
ETS emissions. For the case at hand, a version of the Pan-European TIMES model—TIMES PanEU—which 
comprises of 30 regions (EU-27 plus Switzerland, Norway and Iceland) with a less detailed time resolution 
(12 time slices) and less sectoral detail than TIMES-D, is applied. 
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Scenarios & Results  

The scenario analysis focuses on two important issues of the German energy and climate policy based on 
the scenario shown in Table 26.  

Table 26. Scenario overview 

 

Source: (Fais & Blesl, 2015) 

The impacts of introducing a support instrument for renewable electricity on a national level while having 
a supranational emissions trading system in place become clearly visible when looking at the emission 
reduction in Germany under the different scenario assumptions (Figure 108). Due to the strong expansion 
of renewable sources in electricity generation, overall emission mitigation efforts in the German ETS 
sectors are higher for the reference case in which the FIT system is in place. Hence, the implementation of 
a national support instrument affects the burden sharing within the EU trading system with German 
contribution to the 21 %-target in 2020 varying between 26 % (REF) and 13 % (ETS_Only). On the EU level, 
however, the national scheme does not stimulate any additional emission abatement, but results in a 
system-wide decrease of the ETS certificate price. Given that Germany is responsible for almost a quarter 
of total ETS emissions, the model results indicate quite substantial price differences of up to 6 €/t CO2 until 
2030 between the scenarios REF and ETS_Only. 

Figure 108. CO2 emissions in Germany and emission burden sharing under different assumptions 
regarding the FIT scheme and the EU ETS 

 

Source: (Fais & Blesl, 2015) 
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6.10.2 On the economic potential for electric load management in the German residential heating 
sector – An optimising energy system model approach 

Against the background of the ambitious German targets for renewable energy and energy efficiency, this 
paper (Fehrenbach et al., 2014) investigates the economic potential for thermal load management with 
virtual power plants consisting of micro-cogeneration plants, heat pumps and thermal storage within the 
residential sector. An optimising energy system model of the electricity and residential heat supply in 
Germany is developed in the TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL EFOM System) modelling framework and 
used to determine capacity developments and dispatch of electricity and residential heat generation 
technologies until 2050. The analysed scenarios differ with respect to the rate of technological 
development of heat and power devices, fuel and CO2 prices as well as renewable electricity expansion. 
Results show that high fuel prices and a high renewable electricity expansion favour heat pumps and 
insulation measures over micro-cogeneration, whereas lower fuel prices and lower renewable electricity 
expansion relatively favour the expansion of micro-cogeneration.  

Methodology  

For the analysis of the economic potential for electric load management and flexible electricity generation 
in the residential heating sector in the context of high RES-E expansion in Germany, the work presented in 
this paper uses an integrated bottom-up technology-explicit partial-equilibrium linear optimisation model 
of the electricity and residential heat supply in Germany, called THP (for TIMES-Heat-Power). Analysing 
the period from the base year 2010-2050, the model is realised in the TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL 
EFOM System) energy modelling environment. 

Scenarios & Results  

Four scenarios are defined to reflect possible evolutions of key parameters. The definition of the scenario 
set is outlined in Table 27. One dimension of the scenario system represents different possible evolutions 
of techno-economic technology assumptions, more specifically the specific investment of the two heating 
technologies that are coupled with the electricity system, HP and mCHP. The other dimension is designed 
to reflect different pathways of macro-economic and policy assumptions, such as fuel prices, CO2 emission 
certificate prices and RES-E expansion paths.  

Table 27. Overview of scenario definition 

 

Source: (Fehrenbach et al., 2014) 

Figure 109 gives a synthesis of the evolution of the thermal capacities of the two thermal-electrical heating 
technologies in question, mCHP and HP, in the context with the enabling technology, TS. For comparison, 
It also shows the installed electrical storage capacities. Higher capacities of mCHP and HP are installed in 
Sc. 1b and 2b than in 1a and 2a. As a consequence of both results, also more TS capacities are installed, 
respectively. Comparing the two heating technologies across scenarios, Sc. 1a and 1b clearly favour HP 
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over mCHP while this is less clearly the case in Sc 2a and 2b. Sc. 1a and 1b show a considerable expansion 
of HP of up to 200 GWth in 2050, equivalent to 67 GWel, and a phase-out of mCHP. Sc. 2b in 2050, however, 
shows a relatively high expansion of mCHP of up to 18 GWth, equivalent to roughly 8 GWel in that year 
(due to the expected increases in power-to-heat ratios). 

Figure 109. Evolution of thermal capacities of mCHP and HP (left axis) and thermal and electric storage 
capacities (right axis) of TS and electricity storage 

 

Source: (Fehrenbach et al., 2014) 

6.10.3 Modelling decentralised heat supply: An application and methodological extension in TIMES 

This paper (Merkel et al., 2014) discusses the implementation of decentralised residential heat supply in 
optimising energy system models and presents an application in TIMES, an energy system model with 
broad application. It is shown that standard TIMES does not allow for an appropriate implementation of 
residential heat systems. Consequently a two-part solution procedure is presented. A special integrated 
TIMES feature is explored and a tailor-made methodological extension of the TIMES standard code 
developed. Mixed integer programming is employed to accurately model the capacity planning of 
residential heat supply systems. Model results yielded by the new approach comply with the realistic 
capacity planning of heat supply systems in a shortened computation time. A case study for selected 
residential heat demand categories yields contrasting results for the mixed integer programme and the 
standard linear programme.  

Methodology  

It consists of a two-part process. First, a concept to aggregate single technologies to an aggregate system 
in the TIMES framework is presented. Second, a methodology based on an extension of the TIMES 
framework is developed that ensures the derivation of exclusive indivisible heat supply systems. The 
described methodology can be applied in the context of an integrated electricity and residential heat 
model for Germany in TIMES. The coupling of the residential heat system and the electricity system into 
one model represents a significant methodological development over existing electricity or heat system 
models. In TIMES-HEAT-POWER the demand for space heat and hotwater in residential buildings is based 
on a typification of buildings and thus represented by distinct heat demand classes which are comprised 
of homogeneous dwellings with similar properties regarding their heat demand and supply. Altogether 
this results in 288 distinct heat demand classes implemented in TIMES-HEAT-POWER. The temporal 
disaggregation relies on a typification of time yielding 48 time slices. 

Scenarios & Results  

Scenario runs differing in the aforementioned parameters can then be performed both for the standard 
and the enhanced capacity planning of decentralised heat supply technologies.  
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Figure 110 depicts the technologies’ share of new installed capacity and heat generation for two example 
demand classes, a single- and a multi-family house that are heated by an existing heat technology until 
2025. For the enhanced capacity planning there exist two points of time of technology change, 2025 and 
2045, respectively. For the single-family house the standard capacity planning shows that micro-CHP has 
the highest share in the technology mix in all model years. In contrast, heat pumps and wood stoves have 
minor shares for the capacity and generation in the years 2025-2045 and gas boilers in 2050, respectively. 
The coexistence of the heat pump, wood stove, solar-thermal plant and the micro-CHP as well as their 
ratios of capacity is unrealistic for one demand class. From 2050 gas boilers are installed which have a very 
low share in terms of generation yielding an unrealistic number of full-load hours. In the enhanced capacity 
planning, shown in the right side of Fig. 6, a combination of heat pumps and solar-thermal plants from 
2025 to 2045 and of micro-CHP, oil boilers and solarthermal plants for 2050 is the optimal technology mix. 
Their ratio of capacity is in a realistic range. Also the heat generation of micro-CHP makes up a high portion 
as is targeted in real heat systems resulting in a realistic number of full-load hours.  

Figure 110. Results for the standard (left) and enhanced (right) capacity planning for a single- (top) and 
multi-family (bottom) house 

 

Source: (Merkel et al., 2014) 

6.10.4 A model-based assessment of climate and energy targets for the German residential heat 
system 

A novel model-based approach is presented (Merkel et al., 2016) in which the developed TIMES-HEAT-
POWER optimisation model is coupled with a decentralised energy system optimisation model to 
determine optimal and realistic technology configurations, and a building stock simulation model to 
adequately and consistently project the evolution of the building stock in Germany. This novel 
configuration of models is then used to investigate the evolution of the electricity system and the 
residential heat system in Germany in the context of key energy-political targets up to 2050. The national 
goals related to primary energy reduction and the share of renewable energy sources in final energy 
demand in the residential heat sector are missed in the Reference Scenario. On the other hand, target 
achievement requires deep insulation measures and a supply-side technology shift away from gas and oil 
boilers towards heat pumps and solar thermal. The scenario analysis reveals a significant sensitivity of the 
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deployment of micro-Combined heat and power technologies (μCHP) and heat pumps to, amongst other 
things, the evolution of fuel prices, renewable electricity technologies, heat and electricity demand as well 
as technological progress.  

Methodology  

The model coupling is motivated by increasing detail in modelling key aspects of the residential heat 
system by outsourcing these aspects to upstream models, thereby decreasing model complexity and 
solution time. The TIMES-HEAT-POWER model is situated at the core of the modelling. A model of building 
stock and energy demand is soft-linked with the TIMES-HEAT-POWER model. The former simulates the 
demand for space heat and domestic hot water for the German residential building stock up to the year 
2050. Additionally, a model of decentralised heat systems is coupled with the TIMES-HEAT-POWER model. 
The least-cost dimensioning and dispatch of individual technologies as components of predefined heat 
systems for selected combinations of heat systems and building archetypes of the demand classes is 
carried out in this model. 

Scenarios & Results  

For the scenarios underlying the model runs, on the one hand explorative scenarios, which are also called 
descriptive and indicative scenarios, are defined. On the other hand one target scenario, which is also 
denominated as prescriptive or normative, is formulated. 

• In the explorative scenarios, the evolution of the German electricity system and the heat system of 
the residential buildings is identified under expected changes of the boundary conditions, yet open-
ended and irrespective of the evolution.  

• In the Target Scenario however, a normative approach is pursued, whereby desired target states 
of the system are defined and thus possible evolutions identified that can be attained by departing 
from the present.  

In Figure 111 the avoided heat demand by deployment of thermal insulation measures in the heat system 
of the German residential sector in the Reference and Target Scenarios is illustrated. The graphs also 
differentiate between the three levels of insulation effectiveness. In the Reference Scenario the 
deployment of thermal insulation measures steadily increases over the time horizon. This means that an 
annual heat demand of approx. 150 PJ/a in 2030 as well as of approx. 320 PJ/a in 2050 is avoided due to 
building retrofits. These economically-motivated savings are in addition to the already-assumed decreased 
thermal demand of the new build in the context of the model of building stock and energy demand. On 
the contrary, in the Target Scenario, the increase of displaced heat demand through energetic measures 
relating to the building fabric is more modest throughout most years, with the exception of the year 2050. 
Therefore, in 2030 the saved heat demand amounts to approx. 81 PJ/a across all levels of effectiveness 
but peaks in 2050 at approx. 350 PJ/a. This evolution can be ascribed to two issues: firstly, the overall 
exogenous demand reduction is assumed to decline more steeply in the Target Scenario (0.5 % p.a. in the 
Reference and 1.25 % p.a. in the Target Scenario) which reduces the necessity of endogenous insulation 
measures correspondingly. Secondly, the overall premise of the Target Scenario is the goal achievement, 
i.e. the reduction of primary energy demand and the increase of the share of renewables.  
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Figure 111. Avoided heat demand by deployment of thermal insulation measures in the heat system of 
the German residential sector in the Reference and Target scenarios 

 

Source: (Merkel et al., 2016) 

6.11 Greece 

6.11.1 Wide scale penetration of renewable electricity in the Greek energy system in view of the 
European decarbonization targets for 2050 

The key policy analyzed in this paper (Tigas et al., 2015), is the achievement of a significant 
decarbonization of the Greek Energy System by the year 2050 through the decarbonization of the two 
sectors presently responsible for the highest levels of greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) emissions, namely 
power and transport. The objective is to reduce GHG emissions by 2050, through the maximization of 
renewable energy sources (RES) penetration in electricity, with a simultaneous intensive electrification of 
the transport sector and the electrical interconnection of non-connected islands. An important parameter 
considered in the present work is that expansion planning of power systems under environmental 
constraints leads to a rather complex techno-economic analysis involving large scale penetration of 
Renewable Energy Sources. The penetration level of variable renewable electricity is subject to a number 
of restrictions implied by the need for (a) storage capacity to decrease the energy curtailment which can 
occur when the customer load is low and RES electricity generation is high (b) fast reserve capacity to deal 
with variations of variable RES or combined heat and power (CHP) electricity generation (c) transmission 
system expansion with high RES potential.  

Methodology  

Geographical databases with RES potential are linked to the TIMES model to identify classes of the same 
RES technology with different costs on the regional level. In order to handle the stochastic aspects 
introduced by the large scale penetration of RES, the TIMES model was combined with a model for 
Probabilistic Production Simulation (ProPSim). To define a near least-cost solution for optimum RES 
penetration, a soft link between TIMES and ProPSim is established and an iterative procedure 
incorporating the two models is carried out. Based on seasonal statistics, capacity factors for wind, PV, 
run- of-the-river hydro and CHP can be calculated for each TIMES time slice. First, the TIMES model is run 
where RES penetration is calculated taking into consideration the grid expansion. Next, the ProPSim model 
is run to calculate in detail the storage and balancing units required together with a least-cost solution for 
dispatchable plants, that are necessary to meet the residual load demand. The output from the ProPSim 
solution is fed back to TIMES and a new solution is attempted. Convergence is achieved after a few 
iterations when there is no need for new investments for grid expansion, storage units and balancing units. 

Scenarios & Results  

Three scenarios have finally been formulated for policy evaluation:  
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• First, a current policies (CP) scenario which assumes a conservative implementation of 
environmental and energy policies, anticipating both a moderate level of CO2 emissions reduction 
by 2050 (40% compared to 2005), as well as a moderate penetration of RES combined with the 
achievement of energy savings.  

• Second, a RES maximization (RESM) scenario which assumes maximization of RES in electricity 
generation to the highest possible level (almost 100%) in order to achieve a reduction of GHG 
emissions by 60% and 70% in 2050, compared to 2005 levels.  

• Finally, an environmental measures and cost minimization scenario (EMCM), aiming at a least-cost 
solution for reducing GHG emissions by 60% (EMCM-60%) and 70% (EMCM-70%) by 2050 
compared to 2005 through large-scale RES penetration at least cost.  

The energy mix for reducing CO2 emissions is estimated through cost minimization, considering high energy 
efficiency in buildings and transport and high penetration of RES. In Fig. 5 final energy consumption by fuel 
for the RESM scenario is presented. The energy conservation measures included in all scenarios lead to a 
modest increase of final energy consumption from the current (2011) 19Mtoe to 23Mtoe by 2050 (Figure 
112) with the percentage of oil products dropping from over 61% in 2011 to less than 18% for EMCM-70%. 
Significant changes are also foreseen in the use of natural gas and RES for heating that triple their share. 
Moreover, an impressive growth of biofuels in the transport sector is seen, which covers 31–34% of 
transport energy demand by 2050. The share of electricity at end-use is also significantly increased, 
especially for the RESM and EMCM scenarios that consider not only high levels of electrification in 
transport, but also significant penetration of heatpumps in the domestic sector. 

Figure 112. Final energy consumption by fuel for the RESM-70 scenario incorporating the highest 
penetration of renewable energy 

 

Source: (Tigas et al., 2015) 

6.12 India 

6.12.1 Low carbon scenarios for transport in India: Co-benefits analysis 

This paper (Dhar & Shukla, 2015) analyses a sustainable low carbon transport (SLCT) scenario based on 
sustainable strategies for passenger and freight mobility, vehicle technologies and fuel using global CO2 
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prices that correspond to 2°C global stabilisation target. The scenarios span from years 2010 to 2050 and 
are analysed using the energy system model-ANSWER MARKAL. The SLCT scenario has improved energy 
security (cumulative oil demand lower by 3100 Mtoe), improved air quality (PM2.5 emissions never exceed 
the existing levels) and the cumulative CO2 emissions are lower by 13 billion tCO2 there by showing that 
achieving development objectives with CO2  co-benefits  is feasible. 

Methodology  

The framework relies on a hybrid approach based on linking mobility to income at the overall level, having 
foundation in transport eco- nomics, and more bottom up approaches at urban level related to trip 
frequency, trip lengths and modal choices, which have foun- dations in transport planning. 

Scenarios & Results  

In this paper four sustainability strategies for transport are analysed: (i) sustainable mobility for passenger 
transport, (ii) sustainable technologies, (iii) sustainable fuels and (iv) sustainable logistics for freight. These 
alternative storylines are combined to create a  sustainable low carbon transport (SLCT) scenario pegged 
to a global stabilisation target of 2 °C.  

Therefore due to enforcement of BS IV emission norms PM 2.5 shows a moderate increase from 2010 
(Figure 113) despite an increase in VKTs for cars by 129% and 115% for two wheelers. In the BAU a further 
tightening of emission norms (BS V all across India by 2025) ensure that despite increase in vehicles the 
PM 2.5 emissions come down from 2020 levels. In 2040 a steep re- duction in PM 2.5 emissions is observed 
which besides stricter emission standards is due to a larger diffusion of electric vehicles both within cars 
and two wheelers. PM 2.5 emissions under the SLCT scenario never increase beyond the 2010 levels and 
this would mean an improvement in air quality in cities since the emissions within cities would happen 
over a larger area (due to increase in size and number of cities). The scenario did not consider any 
additional emission standards therefore the further reduction in PM2.5 (and by extension for other 
pollutants) is due to three factors – reduction in demand for private transport modes i.e.,cars and two 
wheelers in cities and road transport for intercity, improvement inefficiency of vehicles and higher 
diffusion of electric vehicles. 

Figure 113. PM2.5 emissions in BAU & SLCT scenario 

 

Source: (Dhar & Shukla, 2015) 
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6.12.2 Electric vehicles and India's low carbon passenger transport: a long-term co-benefits 
assessment 

This paper (Dhar et al., 2016) uses an energy system model ANSWER-MARKAL to analyse the role of 
electric vehicles (EV) in India. The modelling assessment spans the period 2010 to 2050 and analyses future 
EV demand in India under three scenarios. The scenarios analysis delineates penetration of EVs and their 
cobenefits as well as co-costs. The co-benefits relate to local air quality, national energy security and CO2 
emissions in India whereas the co-costs (risks) are related to sourcing of raw materials for batteries and 
battery reprocessing and disposal. The findings show that: i) in the reference scenario, the EVs 2-wheelers 
will achieve a significant share by 2050. Electric 4-wheelers though would have a small share even in 2050; 
ii) EV push policies though lead to significant diffusion of electric 2- wheelers in India by 2030. These 
policies enhance diffusion of electric 4-wheelers only if financial incentives are sustained in the long-term, 
iii) the application of global carbon price on the Indian economy in the 2oC stabilization scenario increases 
competitiveness of EVs and results in near total share of electric 2-wheelers by 2030 and a sizable share 
of electric 4-wheelers by 2050. The high and rising carbon price in low carbon scenario cause deep 
decarbonisation of electricity and enables EVs to deliver deep cut in CO2 emissions. The results show 
asymmetry in the impacts of national and global policies on co-benefits from EV.  

Methodology  

The questions addressed in this paper require an analysis of how the EV specific incentives together with 
global climate stabilization target affect diffusion of EVs in India and to what extent the EV diffusion impact 
the local environment quality, CO2 emissions and other sustainability indicators such as national energy 
security. The current study uses MARKAL/ TIMES family of energy system models for the analysis which 
are also well suited for analysis of climate policies as well as the assessment of co-benefits for energy and 
environment. 

Scenarios & Results  

In this paper three possible futures for EVs are analysed:  

• The first scenario is identified as the reference scenario and assumes the implementation of current 
and announced policies.  

• The second scenario is identified as the EV scenario and has more ambitious EV policies and does 
not assume budgetary constraints for the same.  

• The third scenario is the 2oC scenario which includes the implementation of climate policy in 
combination with EV policies. 

Fully electric 4-wheelers and hybrid cars currently have a negligible market share. In the reference 
scenario, small electric cars with a price below USD 15,000 would become competitive after 2040 onwards 
however cars with a larger battery, payload capacity and a longer driving range do not become competitive 
within the horizon period. In 2050 the demand catered by EV 4- wheelers is 635 bpkm. Small electric cars 
become viable in the EV scenario from 2030 onwards however their diffusion is limited by driving range, 
payload limitations and subsidy burden. Since no subsidy supports for EVs is considered beyond 2035, EV 
growth slows down and the share of EVs declines in 2040. However, by 2050, further reductions in battery 
costs (battery costs are considered as USD 130 per kWh in 2050) bring in EV as a major option (Figure 114). 
In 2050 the demand catered by EV 4-wheelers is 2835 bpkm. In the 2 _C stabilization scenario a high carbon 
price gives a further boost to EV 4-wheelers post 2030. The high carbon price offsets withdrawal of 
subsidies post 2030 and the share of EV 4- wheelers steadily increases. In 2050 the demand catered by EV 
4-wheelers is 4413 bpkm. 
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Figure 114. Share of electric, hybrid and fuel cell 4-wheelers 

 

Source: (Dhar et al., 2016) 

6.13 Indonesia 

6.13.1 Study of modeling energy village - A solution for energy independence problem in Indonesia 

Government’s burden in supplying electricity for people must be addressed with appropriate and long 
term action, and the development of energy village can be a choice which should be taken (Putra & 
Lelawati, 2014). First step of this development is modeling of energy village which many aspects should 
be considered. With establishment of energy village, not only benefit in terms of burden of government 
in the provision of energy distribution, also economic and social also come up then Indonesia has become 
energy independent country. 

Methodology  

The modeling tool is MARKAL/TIMES. With this tool, we can adjust the conditions or scenarios that have 
been developed to prepare the village development process, based on important things such as, energy 
demand, energy supply technology, and energy supply. Developing energy village, requires systematic and 
suitable modeling for each region. In the selection of the model was also necessary aspects requires that 
should be considered. Modeling must explore potential of the village, especially energy source. Modeling 
is very useful as a basis for determining the beginning of the next step, development plans, and policy 
support. Finally, the development of village should not stop at the discourse, concrete steps that need to 
be done as early as possible. 

6.14 Ireland 

6.14.1 Incorporating travel behaviour and travel time into TIMES energy system models 

This paper (Daly et al., 2014) describes a novel methodology for incorporating competition between 
private cars, buses and trains in a least-cost linear optimisation E4 model, called TIMES. This is achieved 
by imposing a constraint on overall travel time in the system, which represents the empirically observed 
fixed travel time budget (TTB) of individuals, and introducing a cost for infrastructural investments (travel 
time investment, TTI), which reduces the travel time of public transport. Two case studies from California 
and Ireland are developed using a simple TIMES model, and results are generated to 2030 for a reference 
scenario, an investments scenario and a CO2 emissions reduction scenario. The results show that with no 
travel time constraint, the model chooses public transport exclusively. 
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Methodology  

With a travel time constraint, mode choice is determined by income and investment cost assumptions, 
and the level of CO2 constraint, with greater levels of public transport in the mitigation scenario. At low 
travel investment cost, new rail is introduced for short distances and increased bus capacity for longer 
distances. At higher investment costs rail is increasingly chosen for long distances also. In this model, 
different transport modes compete on the basis of fuel and capital costs to deliver overall travel demand, 
while a constraint on overall travel time in the system, representing the travel time budget (TTB) of 
individuals, ensures that faster and more expensive modes can also compete.  

Scenarios & Results  

The modal-share model is run for four scenarios for each case study: 

• S0: Reference Imposes no TTB constraint. Allows competition between modes based on technology 
and fuel costs only 

• S1: No TTI Uses constant TTB per capita over the time horizon. Competition between modes is 
based on time in addition to cost 

• S2: Introducing 

• TTI Different levels of TTI are modelled as a proxy for investments to reduce travel time 

• S3: TTI + CO2 constraint This scenario includes a 20% CO2 emissions reduction by 2020 to the above 
scenario 

S3: TTI + CO2 constraint. This scenario introduces a 20% CO2 emissions reduction constraint, relative to S2 
emissions. The constraint is applied to 2030 emissions from S2 and linearly interpolated from 2010. In this 
scenario, there is a tradeoff between speed and emissions: the slower public transport modes are invested 
in both regions so that the emissions constraint is met, but a minimal amount of TTI is invested in. New 
rail is invested in this scenario for both regions for short distance travel, with new capacity for long distance 
buses also featuring. At a very high TTI cost, rail is chosen exclusively over busses, as the slower speeds 
consumes more TTI and makes buses more costly than trains. Thus, the modal share in a CO2 constraint 
scenario is sensitive to the price of TTI. Figure 115 shows results for a TTI cost of €7/h. 

Figure 115. Modal share results for S3 

 

Source: (Daly et al., 2014) 

6.14.2 Energy security analysis: The case of constrained oil supply for Ireland 

This work (Glynn et al., 2014) models energy security scenarios for Ireland using longterm macroeconomic 
forecasts to 2050, with oil production and price scenarios from the International Monetary Fund, within 
the Irish TIMES energy systems model. The analysis focuses on developing a least cost optimum energy 
system for Ireland under scenarios of constrained oil supply and subsequent sustained long term price 
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shocks to oil and gas imports. The results point to gas becoming the dominant fuel source for Ireland, at 
54% total final energy consumption in 2020, supplanting oil from reference projections of 57% to 
10.8%TFC. In 2012, the cost of net oil imports stood at €3.6billion (2.26 %GDP). The modelled high oil and 
gas price scenarios show an additional annual cost in comparison to a reference of between €2.9bn and 
€7.5bn by 2020 (1.9–4.9% of GDP) to choose to develop a least cost energy system.  

Methodology  

The scenario inputs specific to this paper are based on recent work with in the research department of the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF). The IMF first published oil sector research using their Global 
Integrated Monetary and Fiscal model (GIMF). The model investigates the effects of oil supply, price, 
substitutability and oil derived productivity upon the global and regional economies. They developed four 
scenarios, a benchmark (IMF1), an upside efficiency scenario (IMF2) with greater substitution away from 
oil, a down side productivity scenario (IMF3) where oil has a greater role in economic production and a 
down side scenario (IMF4) where there is a greater decline in oil production. 

Scenarios & Results  

Five scenarios are presented, with the main focus on increased oil price scenarios. The Reference energy 
system (REF) scenario provides the base case calibrated to the base year (2005) energy system which 
calculates a least cost scenario energy system with current policy against which the remaining scenarios 
are compared. The remaining scenarios are based on oil import volume constraints of 0.8% annual gross 
import growth (Vol +0.8%), a2% annual gross reduction in oil imports (Vol-2.0%), price scenarios using the 
growth indices of the IMF Benchmark scenario (Costs-Bench), the downside (IMF4) scenario (Costs-Peak), 
and the final scenario is a combination of the IMF benchmark scenario with an indexed gas price (Bench 
+Gas). 

The 28% and 25.7% growth in electricity generation required in the 2020 bench and peak scenarios comes 
from an expansion of gas turbine plant, with wind power growing minimally to 572 ktoe. The model 
indicates an expansion of coal fired power generation of primary energy requirement up to 4751 ktoe, 
7996 ktoe, and 5779 ktoe, outputting 1995 ktoe, 3358 ktoe, and 2427 ktoe for the reference, bench and 
peak scenarios. Only the latter two decades leading to 2050 sees further expansion of wind power up to 
937 ktoe, 771 ktoe, and 1198 ktoe for the reference, bench, and peak scenarios (Figure 116 (a)). The long 
term also sees increased levels of electricity export via interconnector to the UK. The electricity 
consumption per sector is outlined in Figure 116 (b), again summarising the changing picture from the 
reference case. In the long term post 2030 electrification of the personal car fleet begins installing plugin 
hybrid and pure electric vehicles in the transport sector. 

Figure 116. (a) Electricity generation by primary fuel source (b) Electricity consumption per sector 

 

Source: (Glynn et al., 2014) 
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6.14.3 Incorporating flexibility requirements into long-term energy system models – A case study on 
high levels of renewable electricity penetration in Ireland 

We (Welsch et al., 2014) examine an extended version of an open source energy system model 
(OSeMOSYS), which is able to capture operating reserve and related investment requirements within a 
single tool. The implications of these model extensions are quantified through comparison with an Irish 
case study. That case study examined the effects of linking a long-term energy system model (TIMES) with 
a unit commitment and dispatch model (PLEXOS). It analysed the year 2020 in detail, applying a yearly 
temporal resolution that is over 700 times higher than in OSeMOSYS. Without increasing temporal 
resolution (and computational burden) we show that results of the enhanced OSeMOSYS model converge 
to results of TIMES and PLEXOS: Investment mismatches decrease from 21.4% to 5.0%. The OSeMOSYS 
analysis was then extended to 2050 to assess the implications of short-term variability on future capacity 
investment decisions. When variability was ignored, power system investments in 2050 were found to be 
14.3% lower. This might imply that energy policies derived from such long-term models – of which there 
are many – may underestimate the costs of introducing variable renewables and thus meeting climate 
change or energy security targets. 

Methodology  

A long-term energy system model (TIMES) was soft-linked with a unit-commitment and dispatch model 
(PLEXOS) for the year 2020. Given the more detailed temporal resolution and representation of technical 
characteristics in the soft-linked TIMES-PLEXOS model, results provide for an improved dispatch. 
Therefore, they served as a benchmark for the OSeMOSYS model results for 2020. Given the vintage 
structure of the existing Irish power plants, new capacities already in the pipeline and projected low 
electricity demand growth, all models showed the same capacity mix by 2020. The comparison between 
the TIMES-PLEXOS and OSeMOSYS model results therefore served to assess variations in their dispatch.  

Scenarios & Results  

Compared to the most accurate enhanced TIMES-PLEXOS model, over 20% of the yearly generation is not 
attributed to the correct power plant types in the simple OSeMOSYS model. The dispatch of the main 
power plant types in the various OSeMOSYS and TIMES-PLEXOS model runs is illustrated in Figure 117. The 
lower wind generation in the OSeMOSYS 70% Wind set-up comes very close to the enhanced TIMES-
PLEXOS model. It is largely compensated by an increased generation by new combined cycle gas turbines 
(CC-new). This overestimates their contribution compared to the TIMES-PLEXOS model runs. The less 
efficient combined cycle gas turbines (CC) are still barely dispatched. Otherwise, the results of the 70% 
Wind set-up are very close to the simple TIMES-PLEXOS model. However, in both of them too much coal 
is dispatched compared to the most complex model set-up (TIMESPLEXOS Enhanced). 
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Figure 117. Annual generation of the modelled power plant types in 2020 

 

Source: (Welsch et al., 2014) 

6.14.4 Modal shift of passenger transport in a TIMES Model: Application to Ireland and California 

This chapter (Daly et al., 2015) seeks to make energy systems analysis more holistic by introducing modal 
choice within passenger transport in a TIMES model, to allow trade-offs between behaviour and 
technology choices explicit. A simple illustrative TIMES model is described, where competition between 
modes is enabled by imposing a constraint on overall travel time in the system. This constraint represents 
the empirically observed travel time budget of individuals, constraining the model choosing between 
faster and more expensive modes (e.g. cars) and slower but cheaper mode (e.g. buses or rail). Further, a 
new variable is introduced, called travel time investment, which acts as a proxy for infrastructure 
investments to reduce the time associated with travel, to enable investment in alternative modes of 
transport as a means of CO2 mitigation. 

Methodology  

We introduce a new variable, travel time investment (TTI), a proxy for investments to reduce the time 
associated with travel. Motorised travel demand is represented by passenger kilometres travelled (PKT), 
which is the sum of demands of car (CKT), bus (BKT) and train (TKT). PKT is divided into long and short 
distance demand (PKTL and PKTS) in order to capture the characteristics of the different technologies 
servicing the different demands: High-speed train and buses can service long distance travel, while city 
buses and electric trams can service short distance; cars serve both. The concept of a travel time budget 
(TTB in million hours, mhs) is introduced to the model to represent the empirically observed fixed travel 
time per-capita in the real world. 

Scenarios & Results  

The modal-share model is run for four scenarios for each case study: 

• S0: Reference. This reference scenario represents the outcome of standard TIMES model structure.  

• S1: No TTI. A constant travel time budget is introduced into the model based on projected annual 
passenger kilometres travelled (PKT) and assumed modal speeds.  

• S2: Including TTI. Travel Time Investment (TTI) is introduced in this scenario, allowing the model to 
invest in increasing the overall travel time budget. This variable acts as a proxy for the investment 
required to encourage modal shifting, for example through improving public transport speeds.  
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• S3: TTI + CO2 constraint. This scenario introduces a 20 % CO2 emissions reduction constraint, relative 
to S2 emissions. The constraint is applied to 2030 emissions from S2 and linearly interpolated from 
2010.  

In this scenario (S3), there is a trade off between speed and emissions: the slower public transport modes 
are invested in both regions so that the emissions constraint is met, but a minimal amount of TTI is invested 
in. New rail is invested in this scenario for both regions for short distance travel, with new capacity for long 
distance buses also featuring. At a very high TTI cost, rail is chosen exclusively over busses, as the slower 
speeds consumes more TTI and makes buses more costly than trains. Thus, the modal share in a CO2 
constraint scenario is sensitive to the price of TTI. Figure 118 shows results for a TTI cost of €7/h. 

Figure 118. Modal share results for S3 with TTI cost €7/h (bPKT) 

 

Source: (Daly et al., 2015) 

6.14.5 Soft-linking exercises between TIMES, power system models and housing stock models 

This chapter (Deane et al., 2015b) collates methodologies and results from a number of soft-linking 
exercises with TIMES. These examples show how a multi-model approach and soft-linking can provide a 
strong complementary analysis to TIMES modelling exercises and generate insights into results that 
otherwise would be difficult to achieve with a single model approach. 

Methodology  

This chapter collates methodologies and results from a number of soft-linking exercises including: 

• The soft-linking of the Irish TIMES model to the power system model PLEXOS to scrutinise results 
in terms of power system flexibility and reliability. 

• The soft-linking of TIMES Italy with a power system model to provide a complimentary dimension 
to TIMES analysis surrounding market issues. 

• The soft-linking of the Irish TIMES model to a power system and housing stock model to examine 
the impact of increased electrification on the power system and associated emissions from the 
housing stock. 

The methodology proceeds as follows (example no 3). The Irish-TIMES energy system model is used to 
assess the full energy system of Ireland under an emission mitigation scenario. The model assesses the 
cost optimal pathway for Ireland to achieve national emissions reduction targets in 2020. PLEXOS is then 
used to examine the impact and technical appropriateness of the half hourly heating requirement on the 
operation of the power system for the target year 2020 (Irish TIMES has a lower temporal resolution and 
more simplified representation of power system operation than the half hourly PLEXOS electricity dispatch 
model of the Irish power system). The ArDEM archetype dwelling model is then used to determine the 
number of dwellings that could be served for a given amount of heat energy supplied. 
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Scenarios & Results  

Results for the Irish TIMES model suggest that electrification of residential heating will rise by the year 
2020 in order for Ireland to meet its non-ETS emission reduction target in a cost optimal fashion. This is 
shown in Figure 119, which presents the energy systems modelling results for the residential sector to the 
year 2020. The figure also compares results from a reference scenario (REF), which provides a least cost 
solution in the absence of a mitigation target, with those from a mitigation scenario, which seeks to deliver 
a 20 % emissions reduction relative to 2005 levels on non-ETS sectors and a 21 % on ETS CO2 emissions by 
2020.  

The REF scenario indicates that, in absence of emissions constraints, electrification of heating will almost 
remain stable in the next decade, while imposing the legally binding non-ETS emissions reduction target 
results in high levels of electrification. Electrification reaches a level of approximately 914 ktoe (10.6 TWh) 
by the year 2020. This represents the heating requirements of approximately 817,000 dwellings and the 
results suggest it is met mainly through the use of technologies such as direct electric heating and heat 
pumps mostly displacing oil and coal based systems. By 2020 electric heat accounts for 44 % of total 
residential heating demand in NETS-CO2, and constitutes an almost four-fold increase on base year levels. 

Figure 119. Results from Irish TIMES for REF and emissions reduction scenario (NETS) to 2020 

 

Source: (Deane et al., 2015b) 

6.15 Italy 

6.15.1 Modelling the Italian household sector at the municipal scale: Micro-CHP, renewables and 
energy efficiency 

This study (Comodi et al., 2014) investigates the potential of energy efficiency, renewables, and micro-
cogeneration to reduce household consumption in a medium Italian town and analyses the scope for 
municipal local policies. The study also investigates the effects of tourist flows on town’s energy 
consumption by modelling energy scenarios for permanent and summer homes. Two long-term energy 
scenarios (to 2030) were modelled using the MarkAL-TIMES generator model. The analysis demonstrated 
the critical role of end-use energy efficiency in curbing residential consumption. Cogeneration and 
renewables (PV (photovoltaic) and solar thermal panels) were proven to be valuable solutions to reduce 
the energetic and environmental burden of the household sector (-20% in 2030). Because most of 
household energy demand is ascribable to space-heating or hot water production, this study finds that 
micro-CHP technologies with lower power-to-heat ratios (mainly, Stirling engines and microturbines) show 
a higher diffusion, as do solar thermal devices.  
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Methodology  

This study analyses household sector energy consumption in Pesaro, a coastal town in central Italy, where 
large numbers of tourists contribute to the local summer consumption of electricity, natural gas and 
vehicle fuels. The fraction of municipal energy consumption related to summer homes was calculated by 
dividing households into permanent and summer. Quantifying the incidence of summer homes on 
residential energy consumption and understanding how their energy consumption is likely to be affected 
by municipal cost minimisation and environmental policies is a special feature of this work. 

Scenarios & Results  

The main goal of this study was to analyse the evolution of residential energy consumption in Pesaro 
Municipality based on two scenarios: 

• The BAU (business as usual) is a reference scenario.  

• The EHS (exemplary household sector) scenario shows the effects that the implementation of new 
energy policies could have on residential energy consumption and expenditure. The main 
constraint considered is the market penetration of new technologies such as micro-CHP systems, 
solar thermal and PV. Micro-CHP systems are not considered for summer homes because the low 
demand for hot water production and especially heating makes them unprofitable.  

Where summer homes are concerned, the energy consumption is lower in the EHS scenario than in the 
BAU scenario due to both a greater penetration of renewable energy sources, such as solar thermal, and 
the absence of the internalisation effect caused by micro-CHP plants. The difference, expressed in terms 
of tCO2, is clearly shown in Figure 120. In particular, solar thermal technology is already present in the BAU 
scenario but becomes widespread in the EHS scenario, substantially reducing energy consumption.  

The energy production in the EHS is more than four times that in the BAU, meaning that almost all of the 
hot water demand in the summer homes can be met using renewable energy sources. 

Figure 120. Comparison of CO2 emissions in BAU and EHS scenario in summer homes 

 

Source: (Comodi et al., 2014) 

6.15.2 Assessing power system security - A framework and a multi model approach 

The paper (Deane et al., 2015a) shows that the different dimensions of a secure energy system are 
correlated, and hence their behaviour cannot be explained solely by an understanding of the individual 
dimensions or by system elements in isolation. The implication of this is that a proper assessment of the 
security of a power system requires a combination of different techno-economic models. The paper 
develops a comprehensive multi-model approach for investigating energy security issues within power 
systems, and applies it to a case study focussing on the Italian power sector. The core research activity 
involves using an energy systems model of Italy (MONET) to build a dedicated power systems model 
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(PLEXOS_IT) and then undertaking a soft-linking exercise between the two models. The purpose is to use 
PLEXOS_IT to investigate the system adequacy of the power system results produced by MONET for future 
possible energy system scenarios. 

Methodology  

In this paper we establish a soft-link between a (TIMES) energy system model and a (PLEXOS) power system 
model.  First, TIMES is used to provide a set of possible energy system scenarios, i.e. consistent images of 
the future energy system, each one implying different characteristics of the power system. Second, a 
subset of most significant energy system scenarios is selected. For each scenario, a specific year of the 
time horizon is selected and a set of data is passed to the PLEXOS model: generation portfolio, electricity 
demand, import/export of electricity, fuel prices. For any alternative evolution of the whole energy system 
PLEXOS provides a more refined picture of the operation of the power system and market (flexibility and 
market adequacy according to the terminology adopted in section ‘‘Security of power systems’’), by 
producing a detailed description of the implications of any energy system scenario in terms of unit 
commitment and dispatch, short-term operational requirements, reliability metrics, market prices, 
revenues of generators (operating within different market environments). 

Scenarios & Results  

The two scenarios are also characterised by different annual and peak demand, as shown in Table 28. 

Table 28. Annual and peak demand in PLEXOS-IT models 

 

Source: (Deane et al., 2015a) 

The results are more interesting when we examine the insights gained from running PLEXOS-IT-VER at 
different temporal resolution. This result becomes even more interesting if the analysis is focused on single 
region, and particularly on the region with the higher share of VER, i.e. Sardinia: in this case even the daily 
average (Figure 121) shows how the residual load of conventional generation is affected by the higher 
variability coming from VER; but this impact becomes impressive when looking at the results with hourly 
resolution: base load coal plants are strongly penalised by the increased share of VER. 
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Figure 121. PLEXOS-IT-VER daily generation by fuel in 2030, Sardinia (GW h) 

 

Source: (Deane et al., 2015a) 

6.16 Japan 

6.16.1 Electric vehicle charge patterns and the electricity generation mix and competitiveness of next 
generation vehicles 

This paper (Masuta et al., 2014) considers the charge control of electric vehicles (EVs) through demand-
side management. There have been many studies of the control or operation methods of EVs known as 
vehicle-to-grid (V2G), and it is important to evaluate both their short-term and long-term operation. In 
this study, we employ energy system to evaluate the impact of the charge patterns of EVs on both the 
electricity generation mix and the technology competitiveness of the next generation vehicles. An 
advanced energy system model based on Market Allocation (MARKAL) is used to consider power system 
control in detail. 

Methodology  

The advanced model used in this study approximates the load following capability in more detail by 
considering the economic- load dispatching control (EDC) and the load frequency control (LFC). The EDC 
and LFC are the demand and supply control schemes of controllable power plants (thermal or hydro power 
plants) in power systems. The EDC is the control for following long-period load variation (several ten 
minutes-several hours) by the slow change of the output of power plants, whereas the LFC is that for 
suppressing short-period load variation (several ten seconds- several minutes) by the rapid change of the 
output of power plants. 
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Scenarios & Results  

Upper bound of the CO2  emission (normalized by the amount in 1990) are imposed in the analysis: it is 
reduced by 15% in 2030 and 40% in 2050 from the amount of the CO2 emission in 1990. Two cases of 
analysis are implemented. In Case 1, EVs are charged in the nighttime load pattern, and in Case 2, they are 
charged in the controllable load pattern. 

Figure 122 shows the daily load curve on a weekday in summer in 2050. The EVs are charged at constant 
power in the nighttime in Case 1, whereas they are charged at about 4 h and midday, for both load leveling 
and the efficient use of PV generation in Case 2. The charge period at midday corresponds to the time 
zone of the maximum PV power output. 

Figure 122. Daily load curve (weekday in summer, 2050) 

 

Source: (Masuta et al., 2014) 

6.17 Kazakhastan 

6.17.1 Climate change mitigation scenarios and policies and measures: the case of Kazakhstan 

This article (Kerimray et al., 2015b) illustrates the main difficulties encountered in the preparation of GHG 
emission projections and climate change mitigation policies and measures (P&M) for Kazakhstan. 
Difficulties in representing the system with an economic model have been overcome by representing the 
energy system with a technical-economic growth model (MARKAL-TIMES) based on the stock of existing 
plants, transformation processes, and end-use devices. GHG emission scenarios depend mainly on the 
pace of transition in Kazakhstan from a planned economy to a market economy. Three scenarios are 
portrayed: an incomplete transition, a fast and successful one, and even more advanced participation in 
global climate change mitigation, including participation in some emission trading schemes. If the 
transition to a market economy is completed by 2020, P&M already adopted may reduce emissions of CO2 
from combustion by about 85 MtCO2 by 2030 – 17% of the emissions in the baseline (WOM) scenario. 
One-third of these reductions are likely to be obtained from the demand sectors, and two-thirds from the 
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supply sectors. If every tonne of CO2 not emitted is valued up to US$10 in 2020 and $20 in 2030, additional 
P&M may further reduce emissions by 110 MtCO2 by 2030. 

Methodology  

Defining a baseline scenario (WOM) for Kazakhstan is more ambiguous than for countries with a stable 
market economy, as it is unknown how long it will take for Kazakhstan to complete its transition to a stable 
market economy. In the baseline scenario adopted here it is assumed that the transition is proceeding 
very slowly, as data currently indicate, with existing prices controlling measures on fuels, administrative 
constraints, costly imported goods and technologies, a legal and regulatory system that is difficult to 
navigate, outdated infrastructure and fiscal structures, and widespread corruption. 

Scenarios & Results  

Thus, instead of setting specific reduction targets, the present analysis aims to explore the response of the 
system, in terms of CO2 emissions, subject to three different visions of the future, calculating the impacts 
as differences between the scenarios: 

• Without measures (WOM): The ‘inertial’ scenario (technologies and shares of energy sources 
frozen to the values of the base year). Although cost-optimal options are already available in 
Kazakhstan, they are not properly exploited because of market imperfections, hidden extra costs, 
or administrative constraints. 

• With measures (WM): The ‘least-cost’ scenario, which includes ‘per se’ win–win options. In other 
words, the least-cost run is already a policy scenario, and the cost-effectiveness of the agents’ 
choices is the ‘key’ characteristic of such a WM case.  

• With additional measures (WAM): The ‘mild-mitigation’ scenario with a CO2 penalty of $200010–
20 ppp/tCO2 in 2020–2030, which can be assimilated to the possible development of mild CO2 
permit prices in the European Emission Trading System, coupled with a price-induced demand 
response, plus some more expensive carbonfree electricity generation. 

Figure 123 compares the growth index of CO2 emissions from combustion with other macro-indicators’ 
growth indexes. Arrows associated with each difference concisely point to broad factors explaining the 
differences and quantifying their impact over time. An important technical factor contributing to 
decoupling emissions from economic development is the adoption of more efficient energy technologies 
and the switch from high- to non/low-carbonintensive energy vectors by energy end-users. As the use of 
more efficient energy technologies is convenient in absolute terms, consumers also tend to rationalize 
their usage in the non-environmental oriented (WM) case, if the institutional framework allows it and 
information is made available. With the assumptions adopted here, improvement by 2030 could reduce 
consumption (and emissions) by 6%. In the WAM scenario, by 2030 consumers reduce their final energy 
needs by 12%, on average, across various sectors. Technology efficiency will rise in the transport sector, 
as in the base case. Meanwhile, the price signal will remain such that further development of 
technology/fuel efficiency in the transport sector will not yet be cost-effective. This scenario foresees 
considerable reduction in energy use in comparison with the WM case from the industrial sector (from 3–
4% to 8–9%) and even more in the residential and commercial sectors (from around 0 to 8%). 
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Figure 123. Total emission of CO2 from combustion in WM and WAM scenarios 

 

Source: (Kerimray et al., 2015b) 

6.17.2 Improving efficiency in Kazakhstan’s energy system 

This study (Kerimray et al., 2015a) explores energy efficiency potential by analyzing the evolution of the 
Kazakh energy system. All the technical inefficiencies have been taken into consideration through the 
explicit representation of existing inefficient technologies/chains in a TIMES-based model. Under the 
assumptions of a market-oriented development of the economic system, even without specific policies 
(Business as Usual), the model suggests significant energy efficiency improvement: 22 Mtoe (million tons 
of oil equivalent) by 2030 and a 40 % reduction in energy intensity of GDP by 2030. The more ambitious 
policy target of reducing energy intensity of GDP by 40 % by 2020 also appears easily achievable via 
economically viable solutions. 

Methodology  

Energy efficiency improvements (EEI) are virtual commodities of the model, representing energy not 
consumed whenever an existing technology is substituted with something better, at extra cost. Alternative 
options (NT) are included in a technology repository and characterized by an additional attribute 
representing the efficiency gap. EEI index must be intended as an approximate measure of efficiency 
improvement due to the chain of commodities and technologies before and after the system point where 
each measure applies. 

Scenarios & Results  

Two scenarios were run for this study.  

• The first envisages reducing energy intensity of GDP by 40 % by 2020 (compared to the 2008 level).  

• The second offers an incentive of US$20 (at 2000 prices) per ton of CO2 equivalent reduced starting 
from 2020 (CO2TAX). 

Figure 124 shows that even in the BaU case, energy savings may reach 10 Mtoe by 2020 and 22 Mtoe by 
2030—mainly through more efficient coal transformation and electricity end-use sectors. This scenario 
reduces energy intensity of GDP by 18 % by 2020 and by 40 % by 2030 (compared to current levels). 
Meanwhile, the TFC/TPES indicator rises to 62 % by 2030. This means that most energy efficiency 
improvements are economically feasible and can be easily achieved once administrative and regulatory 
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barriers are eliminated. For all considered scenarios, most improvements are due to higher efficiency of 
generation (mainly coal-based in the BaU and in the Energy Intensity Reduction Target scenario, and 
mainly gas-based in the CO2TAX case). Also, improvements are evident in the substitution of old electrical 
appliances with more efficient options, and new vehicles for the transport sector. 

Figure 124. Energy efficiency improvements across various parts of the energy system and CO2 emissions 

 

Source: (Kerimray et al., 2015a) 

6.18 Macedonia 

6.18.1 Low emissions development pathways of the Macedonian energy sector 

In this paper (Dedinec et al., 2016) MARKAL integrated energy system model is applied to explore the 
impacts and opportunities for low emissions energy system development in Macedonia, identifying CO2 

emission reduction policies and the cost of taking action. Two scenarios with different reduction target 
have been examined. In order to provide insights into the optimal timing of emission reductions, both of 
these cases have also been run under cumulative constraints, that is, rather than having the specified 
annual targets, there is a carbon “budget” set for 2015–2030, reflecting the same ambition as the above 
cases but providing flexibility to reduce emissions in the most cost-optimal way. The results show that 
most of the CO2 reductions are in the power generation sector,which is not surprising as this tends to be 
the most carbon intensive sector. The higher ambition case is considerably more expensive than the 
reference case, with costs 1.9% higher, while the increase under the moderate ambition case is 1%. Under 
a cumulative constraint, the additional costs are reduced to 1.5% and 0.6% respectively, highlighting the 
importance of the timing of action. 

Methodology  

Using the MARKAL model and all software tools that come with it energy model for Macedonia was 
developed in order to support policy making and analysis of future low emissions energy system 
development options. MARKAL Macedonia model includes the whole energy system starting from 
recourses through conversion technologies to end use sectors. 

Scenarios & Results  

These policy issues were addressed by examining two alternative low emissions scenarios for the 
Macedonian energy system, representing the following different levels of ambition for emission 
reductions: 

• Higher ambition case: restrict emissions to 10% higher than 1990 level in 2021, and 2.5% in 2030.  
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• Moderate ambition case: restrict emission to 25% higher than 1990 level in 2021, and 15% in 2030.  

Both of these cases have also been run under cumulative constraints, providing the model the flexibility 
to reduce emissions in the most cost-optimal way.  

Results show that the cheapest way to archive the reduction targets is to reduce lignite-based generation 
and substitute this with gas generation and imports. Except those built in the Reference scenario additional 
capacity of gas power plants are built in the mitigation scenarios of around 330MW and all of these power 
plants are utilized with the full capacity. At the same time, the installed capacity of the lignite power plant 
is lower for 440MW in the higher cumulative reduction and moderate ambitions cases while in the annual 
higher ambition case is lower for 740MW compared to the Reference (Figure 125). Also, it should be noted 
that all wind power plants are built in the mitigation scenarios and some hydropower plants are built 
earlier compared to the Reference. 

Figure 125. Change in installed capacities by type under emission reduction targets 

 

Source: (Dedinec et al., 2016) 

6.19 Norway 

6.19.1 Integration of life-cycle indicators into energy optimisation models: the case study of power 
generation in Norway 

This work (García-Gusano et al., 2016a) presents methodological advances in the integration of life-cycle 
indicators into energy system optimisation models. Challenges in hybridising energy modelling and Life 
Cycle Assessment (LCA) methodologies are summarised, which includes imbalances in electricity trade 
processes and double counting of emissions. A robust framework for the soft-linking of LCA and TIMES is 
proposed for application to the case study of power generation in Norway. The TIMES-Norway model is 
used, taking into account the base-case scenario with a time frame from 2010 to 2050. Results show that 
the life-cycle indicators implemented (climate change, ecosystem quality, and human health) evolve in 
accordance with the appearance of new power generation technologies. Thus, life-cycle impacts are linked 
to the entrance of new wind turbines from 2014 to 2035 and, from then on, to the new hydropower run-
ofriver plants. 

Methodology  

The LCA methodology evaluates the potential impacts of a system for a wide set of impact categories 
regarding the whole life cycle of a product. The LCA of the power generation technologies included in the 
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Norwegian portfolio is carried out to provide life-cycle indicators for implementation into the TIMES-
Norway model. 

Scenarios & Results  

The analysis focuses on the electricity mix of the Norwegian energy system resulting from regular 
modelling, i.e. the base-case scenario. This scenario includes the whole portfolio of power generation 
technologies required for the Norwegian energy system to satisfy the energy service demand of all sectors. 
It also includes several policy measures such as support to district heating plants, green certificates 
supporting new renewable power generation, and technology-specific and commodity-specific taxes. 

Most of the CC (climate change) impact of the new technologies (Figure 126) is found to be linked to the 
installation of new wind turbines from 2014 (92% contribution) to 2035 (60% contribution). Furthermore, 
the impact contribution of the new hydropower RoR plants grows continuously from 2014, reaching 90% 
by 2040 and 100% by 2050. This is due to the lifetime of the new wind turbines (20 years), their higher 
investment costs as well as the withdrawal of the subsidies to this technology in the long term. 

Figure 126. Evolution of (a) CC according to new power generation technologies in Norway 

 

Source: (García-Gusano et al., 2016a) 

6.19.2 The role of the discount rates in energy systems optimisation models 

Due to the lack of studies about the use of different discounting options in energy optimisation models, 
the goal of this paper (García-Gusano et al., 2016b) is to fill that gap by establishing the foundations for a 
debate among energy modellers, policy-makers and stakeholders in this regard. So firstly, we introduced 
the concept of discount rates both social and technology-specific including a thorough literature review 
concerning figures, scopes and approaches. Secondly, two models, ETSAP-TIAM and TIMES-Norway ,were 
used to assess the behaviour of the energy systems at different regionalisation levels, Europe and Norway 
respectively. Thirdly, we analysed the evolution of the electricity production mixes and system costs for 
both models and considering several values for the discount rates. Finally, results showed that the energy 
system is strongly affected by changes in the social discount rate. The lower the social discount rate is, the 
higher the renewable contribution. In summary, we recommend using a value not higher than 4–5% for 
the social discount rate for the European countries as well as to include an exhaustive portfolio of hurdle 
rates for all the technologies included in the energy optimisation model. 

Methodology  

To summarise, ETSAP-TIAM model uses a social discount rate of 5% and a list of hurdle rates for the 
investments in sectorial technologies but excluding the electricity generation. This conforms to the 
Business as Usual (BaU) scenario for ETSAP-TIAM model. In TIMES-Norway, the social discount rate 
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considered for this work is 5%. TIMES-Norway also includes technology-specific rates for several energy 
efficiency measures (insulation roof, insulation floor, insulation wall, frontdoors, windows, tightening, 
water savings, new water heaters, heatplant, ventilation in heating systems, control and regulation, energy 
management and user information). The hurdle rate for all these measures is 10%.  

Scenarios & Results  

The analysis with TIMES-Norway is based on considering several social discount rates and hurdle rates. For 
that reason, we considered a set of two different social discount rates: 5% and 15% which correspond with 
the DR-5 (BaU) and DR-15 scenarios, respectively. In the case of TIMES-Norway, the reference scenario 
uses a social discount rate of 5%. As the technology portfolio in TIMES-Norway is shorter than ETSAP-TIAM 
portfolio, we considered a pair of scenarios for the following technologies (Table 29).  

Table 29. Hurdle rates for the electricity production technologies considered in TIMES- Norway 

 

Source: (García-Gusano et al., 2016b) 

Due to the time consumption for a regular run in TIMES-Norway, the two scenarios for the social discount 
rates are 5% and 15%. Next, it is shown the electricity generation mix for each case (Figure 127).  

Figure 127. Electricity generation mix in Norway for 5% and 15% discount rate 

 

Source: (García-Gusano et al., 2016b) 

The behaviour of the hydro power production is the first relevant result. Due to the stability of this 
technology and its assumed lifetime (50 years), it produces electricity constantly until the end of horizon. 
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This happens both for the existing run-of-river (RoR) and for the hydro power produced in dams. As they 
are existing capacities, the effect of the discount rate cannot be observed. Additionally, the installation of 
new hydro plants does not seem to be affected by variations in the social discount rate. In contrast, we 
can observe the differences in the appearance of wind technologies. Particularly, from 2030 the analysis 
with low discount rates favours wind power. Besides, offshore wind becomes significant with low discount 
rates from 2040 reaching more than 5% ofelectricity production by 2050. The scenario with high discount 
rates disincentives the appearance of new wind and, as we will see, causes a decrease in the net exporting 
balance of Norway. 

6.20 Pakistan  

6.20.1 Analysis of energy security, environmental emission and fuel import costs under energy import 
reduction targets 

The influence of reducing energy imports (5%, 10% and 15%) on primary energy supply, diversification 
ofenergy resources, cost of imported fuels, energy security and environmental emission during 2005–2050 
were analyzed through a long term integrated energy system model of Pakistan using MARKet ALlocation 
(MARKAL) frame- work (Anwar, 2016). 

Methodology  

Considering the most basic definition of energy security, 11 indicators were classified and selected to 
compute energy security. Furthermore, these 11 indicators can be categorized into three major groups. 
Energy Demand indicates the energy intensity and energy use per capita, oil intensity and oil use per 
capita, the share of trans- port sector and share of oil use in transport sector. The Availability of Energy 
Resources is denoted by diversification of energy resources which is estimated through Shannon-Wiener 
Index (SWI) and Diversification of Primary Energy Demand (DoPED). Energy Market indicators are 
represented by energy import dependency through Net Energy Import Ratio (NEIR) and NetOil Import 
Dependency (NOID); and oil vulnerability through Vulnerability Index (VI).  

Scenarios & Results  

Besides the basecase, following three energy import reduction target scenarios are considered in the 
study:  

• The total energy imports are reduced by 5% from 2010 onwards and all other features remaining 
the same as in the basecase (hereafter “EIC05”).  

• The total energy imports are reduced by 10% from 2010 onwards and all other features remaining 
the same as in the base case (hereafter “EIC10”).  

• The total energy imports are reduced by 15% from 2010 onwards and all other features remaining 
the same as in the base case (hereafter “EIC15”). 

The study found that primary energy supply would decrease marginally, while cumulative renewable 
energy would increase by 24%. Energy import dependency would reduce by 3%, diversification of energy 
resources would increase 1.1 fold and vulnerability would decrease by 9% under energy import reduction 
scenario as compared to the basecase. Table 30 presents the cumulative primary energy supply under 
base case and policy cases. It can be observed that the shares of energy resources in the primary energy 
supply in the energy import reduction targets  would decline during the planning horizon 2005–2050, 
except for renewable sources whose share continuously increases during the planning period. The share 
of gas will decrease by 14%, coal by 17%, imports by 13%, while there would be marginal change in the oil 
share under and the share of renewables would increase by 24% as compared to the basecase. Re- sults 
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show that renewables will be the major part of total cumu- lative primary energy supply under all energy 
import reduction targets 

Diversification of energy resources plays a crucial role in the improvement of energy security. It is 
estimated that under base case scenario, SWI would increase about 1.11 times in 2050 which reflects more 
diversification of energy resources in 2050.  

Table 30. Cumulative primary energy supply during 2005–2050 indifferent scenario (PJ) 

 

Source: (Anwar, 2016) 

6.21 Poland 

6.21.1 Modelling long-term technological transition of Polish power system using MARKAL: Emission 
trade impact 

In this paper (Jaskólski, 2016), the impact of the EU Emission Trading Scheme (EUETS) for CO2 combined 
with sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) emission trading mechanism on power technology 
choice was studied using Market Allocation (MARKAL) model of Polish power system. Poland can 
contribute to achieving ambitious EU CO2 emission reduction goals to 2050 by switching to diversified 
electricity mix of low-carbon coal technologies with CCS, and carbon-free options e.g. nuclear, biomass 
IGCC, wind onshore and offshore. This ‘low-carbon’ mix can be achieved only at high emission allowance 
prices, stimulated by the introduction of Market Stability Reserve to EUETS and successive decrease in 
EUCO2 emission cap. At high emission allowance prices, Poland's CO2 emissions from ETS-participating 
electricity generating plants are expected to decrease in 2010–2050 period by 96–99%, depending on the 
projected electricity consumption. Model results prove that SO2/NOx emission trading scheme ,envisaged 
in Poland, is not effective, in view of Industrial Emission Directive implementation, and should be 
reconsidered. 

Methodology  

The main contribution of this paper is the modelling approach to EUETS for CO2, combined with NOx and 
SO2 emission trading schemes (SO2/NOx ETS) and its implementation for the case of Polish power system. 
For this purpose, different subsets of environmental emission set were used for emissions of CO2 from 
EUETS and non-ETS participants. Subsets of emissions form EUETS were further differentiated to reflect 
groups of installations receiving different numbers of allowances for free in the first, the second and the 
third trading period. Assignment of technologies to ETS and non-ETS groups was based on the type and 
the typical size of the plant being represented by technology option in question. 

Scenarios & Results  

Eight mode lruns were prepared to analyze the impact of emission reduction mechanisms on power 
generation technology choice. Two cases were proposed i.e. Efficient (EFF) and Reference (REF). Each 
demand projection (Cases: EFF and REF) was combined with four cases of emission allowance prices 
projections (Table 31).  
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Table 31. Emission trading schemes-projections of allowance prices and emission limits to 2050 

 

Source: (Jaskólski, 2016) 

Figure 128 illustrates the structure of electricity production for Poland by 2050.  

Figure 128. Annual electricity production for Poland to 2050 by technology type 

 

* Note: HC – Hard Coal; BC – BrownCoal; NG – NaturalGas; FC – Fuel Cell; BIOM – Biomass; REN – Renewable; DG 
– Distributed generation; MT – microturbine 

Source: (Jaskólski, 2016) 
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The share of power plants commissioned before 2010 in total electricity production decreases by 2050 to 
1–2%, depending on the case, leaving a room for investments in new power units and creating 
circumstances for long-term transition towards clean electricity mix. Non-CCS base-load coal plants can 
still play significant role in electricity production in Poland, especially at a lowEUA price or in case of ETS 
discontinuation after 2020. Their market share in 2050 is 45–47%inEFF/REF_BAU and EFF/REF_LOWcases. 
High EUA price (EFF/REF_HIGH) results in reduced market penetration of non-CCS brown coal and hard 
coal technologies, down to 0% from 2045 onwards. They can be perceived as a temporary solution (to 
2040) at high EUA price. As the technical lifetime of coal plants is 40–50 years, to construct them in the 
years 2015–2020 and to cease production in 2045 can lead to their unprofitability. 

6.22 Portugal 

6.22.1 Electricity decarbonisation pathways for 2050 in Portugal 

The goal of this research (Amorim et al., 2014) is to analyse the cost-effective opportunities in continental 
Portugal to achieve full decarbonisation of the electricity generation sector by 2050. Since interconnection 
with neighbouring Spain may be one of the key drivers to achieve a cost-effective low carbon pathway, 
combined with new generating technologies, we evaluate its importance by modelling the Portuguese 
system either as an isolated or as part of an integrated Iberian system. To design the low carbon roadmap 
for 2050 in Portugal, TIMES - The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM (MARKet ALlocation-Energy Flow 
Optimisation Model) System was used. 

Methodology  

The PT/SP TIMES model considers the interconnection between two adjacent systems. The direction, 
intensity and time-dynamics of the interconnection’s use varies along with time (year/season/hours) as it 
may be expected due to, for instance, time-zone differences and each region typical consumption profiles 
or the relative competitive advantage of electricity at certain time-periods in result of the different 
availability of resources in each system. The model considers 288 time periods each year: 4 Seasons, 3 
typical days per Season and 24 h per day are considered. The typical days considered in the model are 1 
Weekday, 1 Saturday and 1 Sunday. This division of the year enables the modelling of several different 
supply and demand dynamics.  

Scenarios & Results  

Given the difficult economic context in Europe and the uncertainty of future investments in new 
generating capacity both in the Portuguese and Spanish electricity systems, the approach used in this work 
has been to leave the model free to decide on the most cost-efficient investments up to 2050 under the 
condition of 60% decarbonisation of the electricity sectors by 2030 and 95% reduction in 2050 (relative to 
1990 emissions). One scenario assumes Portugal as an isolated system, while the other scenario considers 
the export/ import balances of electricity in the Iberian electricity systems. 

The results show that modelling Portugal as an isolated system can lead to underinvestment and underuse 
of the country’s endowment of renewable energy sources in the longer term, which reduces the efficiency 
of investment. The outcomes of the analysis show that in terms of capacity expansion both scenarios are 
indifferent in the period 2011-2016. In the subsequent period, until 2050, more investments are made 
installing capacity in Portugal each year under a closed system except in the year 2050. The greatest 
differences appear in installed capacity investments based in natural gas, from 2030 to 2050, which occur 
in a closed system and tend to disappear in an open system, as shown in Figure 129. Additional coal 
installed capacity investments also occur in a closed system, from 2020 to 2050, relative to an open one, 
despite at a much smaller scale. The availability of RES makes the electricity more competitive in Portugal 
in the longer run, mainly due to the harsh CO2 restrictions in place.  
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Figure 129. Portuguese installed capacity in a) closed and b) open system. 

 

Source: (Amorim et al., 2014) 

6.22.2 Integrated technological-economic modeling platform for energy and climate policy analysis 

This paper (Fortes et al., 2014) describes the development of an integrated technological, economic 
modeling platform (HYBTEP), built through the soft-link between the bottom-up TIMES (The Integrated 
MARKAL-EFOM system) and the CGE GEM-E3 models. HYBTEP combines cost minimizing energy 
technology choices with macroeconomic responses, which is essential for energy climate policy 
assessment. HYBTEP advances on other hybrid tools by assuming ‘full-form’ models, integrating detailed 
and extensive technology data with disaggregated economic structure, and ‘full-link’, i.e., covering all 
economic sectors. Using Portugal as a case study, we examine three scenarios, with the objective of 
assessing the advantages of HYBTEP vis-a-vis bottom-up approach. Results show that the economic 
framework in HYBTEP partially offsets the increase or decrease in energy costs from the policy scenarios, 
while TIMES is very sensitive to energy services-price elasticities, setting a wide range of results. HYBTEP 
allows the computation of the economic impacts of policies in a technological detailed environment.  

Methodology  

HYBTEP corresponds to a modeling platform built through an iterative process to link the two above-
mentioned models. We set an approach whereby, TIMES_PT provides the configuration and the evolution 
of energy costs for the Portuguese energy system, which is assumed by GEM-E3_PT. The CGE model in its 
turn, defines the configuration of the national economic structure, driving the energy services demand 
that feeds TIMES_PT. The two models are solved independently and in succession, reconciling the 
equilibrium energy sector profile and energy system costs.  

Scenarios & Results  

We design three policy scenarios, reflecting current climate and energy regulation and additional policy 
assumptions, to evaluate the performance of both tools:  

• Current policy regulation (CPR): the current Portuguese energyclimate policy within the EU climate-
energy package extended beyond 2020. This includes a reduction in GHG emissions, an increase in 
renewable energy consumption and an improvement in energy efficiency. 

• CO2 price scenario (TAX): this scenario consists of, in addition to the CPR assumptions, a domestic 
carbon tax on GHG emissions from energy consumption instead of the ETS and Non-ETS emissions 
caps. 

• RES support scenario (RES): it involves, in addition to the CPR assumptions, a monetary incentive 
to renewable energy, including renewable electricity, biofuels, and solar and biomass consumption 
in buildings and industries. 
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The changes to energy consumption described above yield congruent effects in GHG emissions depicted 
in Figure 130. Under the cost-effective CALIB scenario, GHG emissions increase at 0.5% p.a., reaching, in 
2050, 2% above 1990 values. For the CPR scenario, both HYBTEP and TIMES define a smooth evolution of 
GHG emissions, achieving in 2050 a decrease of 11-12% of the 1990 emissions, including the outcomes 
from TIMES_PT and TIMES_ED (-0.5). This reduction of GHG emissions compared to the CALIB scenario is 
due to the decline of the EU-ETS emissions ceiling and is mostly associated with power production, as RES-
E increases in 2050 from 68% under the CALIB scenario to 78% under the CPR for all the modeling tools. 
Under the TAX scenario, GHG emissions reduction follows the shift from fossil to renewable energy, with 
HYBTEP showing, over the entire modeling horizon, higher emissions than TIMES_ ED (-0.3). By 2050, the 
hybrid tool suggests a decrease of 47% in GHG emissions (from 1990 level), while the BU model suggests 
a 50% reduction, both insufficient to meet the 80% reduction defined by the EU objective. For the RES 
scenario, the models display a sharp decrease in GHG emissions from 2030 to 2035, due to the decline in 
natural gas consumption in power and heat production, increasing thereafter. Although the differences 
between HYBTEP and TIMES_ED (-0.3) emissions are always greater than 5%, by 2050, the two models 
produce similar reductions in GHG emissions, around -31%/-32% relative to 1990 levels.  

Figure 130. Total GHG emissions pathway per scenario and modeling tool 

 

Source: (Fortes et al., 2014) 

6.22.3 Long-term energy scenarios: Bridging the gap between socio-economic storylines and energy 
modeling 

Using Portugal as a case study, this paper (Fortes et al., 2015) presents a framework to link socio-economic 
storylines, sustained by national stakeholders' workshops, with the development of quantitative energy 
scenarios through 2050, generated by the technology-based TIMES_PT model. A comparison between the 
energy profile from the storylines and the energy modeling outcomes was performed to assess the extent 
of their differences. We conclude that a combined method that links socio-economic storylines and energy 
modeling increases the robustness of energy scenario development because providing a coherent context 
for modeling assumptions allows better reasoning, which is most valued for the decision-making process. 

Methodology  

The two visions for the Portuguese energy system were constructed by a scenario approach framework 
composed of three main steps: i) the development of socio-economic storylines that were supported by 
workshops with stakeholders; ii) the quantification of socio-economic indicators and the translation of 
selected issues of the storylines into comprehensible numerical modeling assumptions; iii) the 
development of quantitative energy scenarios using the TIMES_PT model, considering the previous 
quantitative parameters.  
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Scenarios & Results  

A comparative analysis between its qualitative visions and the quantitative energy scenarios was 
performed to assess the differences/ similarities between the stakeholders' perspectives and the modeling 
results. 

• Scenario “Welcome”: The “Welcome” scenario develops in an unstable world, with Europe facing 
cyclic crises and Portugal seeking to benefit from the intensification of the flows of international 
services and to gain efficiency in collective strategies. Portugal is able to implement important 
changes to improve the functioning and positioning of its economy. However, the country is not 
able to make significant structural changes, maintaining its inability to attract foreign investment 
capable of leveraging change in the production profile.  

• Scenario “We cannot fail”: This scenario, hereafter called Cannot_Fail, develops in a world in 
expansion, based on knowledge-intensive activities and cooperating in response to global 
challenges, such as climate change. Portugal invests in major structural changes and manages to 
participate in the new technological and innovation waves that supply a globally integrated and 
highly dynamic economy.  

In both the Welcome and Cannot_Fail scenarios, a decrease in TFEC through 2020 is observed (Figure 131) 
because of energy efficiency and economic crises. After that period, the TFEC in the Cannot_Fail scenario 
is expected to increase steadily through the end of the projection period, reaching 15% above the 2010 
values, whereas in the Welcome scenario, the rise in theTFEC is not enough to overcome the current 
values.  In the Cannot_Fail scenario, significant changes in the composition of the TFEC per fuel type are 
projected, particularly due to the decline in oil products and to the significant increase in electricity 
consumption, which more than doubles from 2010 to 2050. Residential and service sectors are almost 
completely electrified due to technology shifts in most end-use services, such as cooking and space 
heating, where electricity had a small representation in 2010. 

Figure 131. Final energy consumption (PJ) per energy source and the share of RES consumption (%) 

 

Source: (Fortes et al., 2015) 

6.22.4 Potential of CO2 (carbon dioxide) taxes as a policy measure towards low-carbon Portuguese 
electricity sector by 2050 

Applying the TIMES (The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM System) modeling tool, this paper (Gerbelová et al., 
2014) examines the cost effectiveness of different evolutions of CO2 taxes under the Emissions Trading 
System in Europe by 2050 in order to analyze the possible roles and limits of different mitigation 
technologies within the Portuguese electricity supply system. The results were analyzed based on the final 
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year CO2 emissions of the electricity system when compared to 1990 levels. The results show that when 
CO2 prices stay below 50 €/tonne by 2050 there is no reduction in emitted CO2 emissions when compared 
to the levels of 1990. For CO2 prices reaching between 50 and 100 €/tonne there is a clear reduction in 
CO2 with the increase in the price, from 7% with 50 €/tonne to 79% with 100 €/tonne. For prices above 
100 €/tonne the increased taxation has only a slight impact on the reduction of CO2 emissions, as even 
with a 300 €/tonne price the CO2 reductions achieved are only of 87%. 

Methodology  

The purpose of the model is to ensure that enough electricity is generated to meet the annual volume of 
demand. Moreover, the model employs a very detailed time resolution through dynamics within the 
electricity system to meet the peak electrical demand and cover unforeseen outages. The electricity 
consumption includes simplified load duration curves for typical days of the year. Hourly fractions were 
calculated and interpreted within TIMES for three typical days of a week (weekday WD, Saturday S and 
Sunday SD) in each season (Spring SP, Summer SU, Fall FA and Winter WI) giving a total of 288 time slices 
per year. 

Scenarios & Results  

Climate policy constraints were imposed by introducing CO2 tax prices. In all scenarios, the tax price starts 
at 20 €/tonne in 2010 and linearly increases to reach values from 30 to 300 €/tonne of CO2 in 2050.  

Figure 132 summarizes the electricity production under four different evolutions of CO2 taxes by 
presenting the share of electricity generation in 2020, 2035 and 2050. In 2050, only CO2 taxes higher than 
100 €/tonne lead to a higher share of RES in portfolio. Under the scenario of reaching 50 €/tonne of CO2 
by 2050, IGCC with CCS will start to generate electricity after 2035, whereas, with higher CO2 taxes in 2035 
IGCC with CCS will generate a significant share of electricity. Costs of carbon emissions required to cover 
capture costs is a linear function of the electricity price and under 100 €/tonne the IGCC with CCS will reach 
the highest share in the electricity generation. Higher CO2 taxes impose higher CO2 reductions as well as 
more investment on RES technologies, thus contributing to higher share of RES, mainly solar, in electricity 
production. This could demonstrate that CCS technologies can be a transitional technology until less 
mature RES technologies become competitive in the energy market. 

Figure 132. Share in electricity generation in 2020, 2035 and 2050 under four different evolutions of CO2 
taxes reaching 50, 70, 100 and 300 €/tonne of CO2 by 2050 

 

Source: (Gerbelová et al., 2014) 
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6.22.5 Assessing effects of exogenous assumptions in GHG emissions forecasts – a 2020 scenario 
study for Portugal using the Times energy technology model 

The core of this analysis (Simoes et al., 2015) is to quantify how specific assumptions influence the 
outcomes of scenarios; not taking them together as usually in the literature but instead looking into them 
apiece. The TIMES modelling framework is broadly used for climate policy support and here we used the 
Portuguese version as an example. The outcomes for the Portugal Baseline scenario using TIMES_PT show 
the relevance of this exercise in this sensitivity analysis on assumptions. Contrary to what might be 
expected, varying assumptions on the availability and price of energy resources lead to minor variations 
on GHG emissions in the modelling outcomes, less than 2% of the Baseline scenario emissions in 2020. The 
more relevant assumptions to overall uncertainty are related to socioeconomic development, followed by 
assumptions on technology deployment.  

Methodology  

Whereas the existing literature focus on assessing the effect of groups of assumptions, we quantify their 
individual contribution hoping to support modellers and policy makers in identifying which are more 
relevant for model outcomes and should thus bemore thoroughly elaborated. The Portuguese energy 
system is the subject of the inquiry and will be “an instance of a class of phenomena that provides an 
analytical frame – an object – within which the study is conducted and which the case illuminates and 
explicates”. 

Scenarios & Results  

The seven scenarios used to assess the effect of exogenous model assumptions are:  

• Baseline (BASE).  

• EFF scenario – Penetration of end-use efficient equipment in the demand sectors.  

• DEM scenario – Socio-economic scenarios and energy and materials demand projections for 2020.  

• Low RES-e scenario – Implementation of infrastructures and incentives for production of renewable 
electricity.  

• LowH and HighH scenarios – availability of hydro resources. In the LowH scenario the availability of 
hydro resources for power generation replicates 2005 values, a dry year (IPH of 0.336). In the HighH 
scenario the hydro availability replicates the values of 2003, a wet year (IPH of 1.090).  

• 100$/bbl scenario – Primary energy import prices. For all scenarios except for 100$ scenario the 
average primary energy imports prices projections, were adopted from the Reference scenario of 
the PRIMES and GEM-E3 models used by the EU in the preparation of the energy-climate policy 
package. 

In Figure 133 is presented the 2020 sector emission variations calculated as % from BASE scenario 
emissions. The difference in emissions in the EFF scenario is mostly due to less 67% emissions from 
commercial buildings than in BASE and to a lesser extent to reduced emissions fromtransport and industry. 
The causes for these lower emissions are the faster substitution of existing equipment by more efficient 
ones. The EFF scenario also has more 42% emissions from CHP than BASE due to the higher activity of new 
gas CHP plants. The DEM scenario has higher GHG emissions from all modelled sources due to the higher 
demand for energy services. In the low RES-e scenario, the delay in implementation of RES-e incentives 
and infrastructures is not translated in an increase in emissions for the power sector. However, the 
demand sectors do increase emissions as less electricity is used. The RES share of final energy consumption 
of the BASE scenario is 27% and the different exogenous assumptions can lead to differences of more 4% 
which allow complying with the target (as happens for the EFF scenario), or less 4% (low RES-e scenario). 
These differences in RES share are due to changes in all sectors energy profile, depending on the scenario. 
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Figure 133. ETS and Non-ETS GHG emission estimates for 2020 represented as % variation from the BASE 
scenario 

 

Source: (Simoes et al., 2015) 

6.23 Romania 

6.23.1 Modelling domestic lighting energy consumption in Romania by integrating consumers 
behavior 

The paper (Reveiu et al., 2015) provides a solution to integrate consumer behavior with techno-economic 
energy issues, inside a complex energy model. The GAMS/TIMES/VEDA energy modelling software tool 
has been used to integrate the techno-economic energy specific data and consumer behavior, in order to 
achieve the research purposes. A sociological survey about Romanians’ behavior in energy consumption 
has been conducted and its results have been integrated in the energy based model, in form of virtual 
technologies. This approach, known as “Social MARKAL”, allows the analyst to evaluate the possible 
contribution of information campaigns in changing lighting consumers’ behavior and effect of technology 
switch. The model is developed for the period 2010-2026. The results presented this paper focuses on the 
household lighting technologies. 

Methodology  

Virtual technologies are used to model both the investment and the habitual behavior, that complete the 
competition between demand technologies, modelled based on techno-economic energy approach. In 
order to measure Romanians’ perception, attitudes and behavior, a sociological survey, representative for 
the adult population of Romania has been conducted. 400 residents of urban and rural localities, from all 
regions of Romania were surveyed, between September-November 2013. To model the consumer 
behavior we introduce two technologies: CAMP1 - Information Campaign Habitual Behavior Change, 
CAMP2 - Information Campaign Investment Behavior Change and four commodities: RLD1 - Existing 
Incandescent Bulbs, RLD2 - Existing Low Consumption Bulbs, RLD3 - Moderate Use of Incandescent Bulbs, 
and RLD4 - Switch to Low Consumption Bulbs. 

Scenarios & Results  

As presented in Figure 134, the overall demand for light bulbs is expected to grow by about 50%, over the 
evaluation period: 2010 -2026. According with the output results generated by using the implemented 
model, the demand for the incandescent bulbs will increase easily in Romania, from 115,100 bulbs in 2010 
to 128800 bulbs in 2026. This is true if no legal measure aiming to restrict the incandescent bulbs 
consumption will not be adopted. The rate of demand for low consumption bulbs will increase more, from 
around 26,400 bulbs in 2010 to around 31,700 bulbs in 2026. But, the outputs of information campaigns 
modelled by using virtual technologies suggest that the energy savings and technology switch may 
influence the spontaneous purchase of real bulbs. 
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Figure 134. The outcome of information campaign, in term of commodity production by process 

 

Source: (Reveiu et al., 2015) 

6.24 South Africa  

6.24.1 A sequential approach to integrated energy modeling 

We (Arndt et al., 2016) develop a sequential approach to link a bottom-up energy sector model to a 
detailed dynamic general equilibrium model of South Africa. The approach is designed to simultaneously 
address the shortcomings and maintain the attractive features of detailed energy sector and general 
equilibrium models. It also reflects common country-level energy planning processes. We use the South 
African TIMES Model (SATIM), which is a country-specific application of The Integrated MARKAL-EFOM 
System (TIMES). We use the South African General Equilibrium (SAGE) model, which is a recursive dynamic 
country-level, economywide model. 

Methodology  

We differ from existing studies in that we link the energy sector and general equilibrium models via a 
sequential or recursive dynamic process. By avoiding using forward-looking inter-temporal dynamics in 
the general equilibrium model, it is possible to retain a higher resolution depiction of the economy that is 
more useful for simulating policies and measuring socioeconomic outcomes.  

Scenarios & Results  

We first establish a baseline in which there are no carbon taxes or changes to import policy. We consider 
three policy scenarios.  

• In the first simulation, called ‘‘Carbon Tax’’, we gradually introduce a carbon tax starting at US$3 
per ton of CO2-equivalent in 2015 and rising to US$30 by 2024 and remaining constant thereafter. 
Tax rebates are provided to exports based their estimated CO2 content. Carbon tax revenues are 
principally recycled through a uniform reduction in indirect tax rates, which is a relatively 
distribution-neutral recycling option since all industries and households benefit from lower 
producer and product taxes. 

• In the second simulation, called ‘‘Import Policy’’, we relax the restriction on imported hydropower 
without introducing the carbon tax. We assume that we can import from the region a total 
hydropower capacity equivalent to the Grand Inga dam, i.e., around 40 GW, although this is not a 
binding constraint in our analysis.  

• Finally, in the third simulation, called ‘‘Tax with Imports’’, we simulate both the carbon tax and the 
lifting of import restrictions at the same time. 

For the combined scenario, our results suggest substantial emissions reductions relative to Baseline at 
essentially no cost to economic growth but about a one percent reduction in employment. Figure 135 
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shows the corresponding electricity supply mixes in 2025 and 2035.   In the final scenario, we combine the 
lifting of import restrictions with a carbon tax. Results suggest that the combination of a carbon tax and a 
policy to pursue regional energy options provides a small GDP growth benefit compared with the Import 
Policy scenario discussed above. This GDP benefit appears even though employment levels are about one 
percent lower. The result suggests, once again, that imported hydropower from Grand Inga competes 
broadly on a par with domestic coal fired power generation. The combination of lifting import restrictions 
and applying a carbon tax allows for a substantial shift toward imported hydropower, which represents 
42.5% of the supply mix by 2035. 

Figure 135. Electricity supply mix in 2010, 2025 and 2035. Source: Results from SATIM–SAGE model 

 

Source: (Arndt et al., 2016) 

6.24.2 Energy system modelling and GIS to build an integrated climate protection concept for Gauteng 
province, South Africa 

This paper (Tomaschek et al., 2016) describes the methodology used to combine the application of two 
models in order to provide a basis for informed policy recommendation for GHG mitigation. The TEMT 
model provides real world emission factors adapted to local conditions in Gauteng for numerous vehicle 
technology concepts. Those data feed into the TIMES-GEECO energy system model which identifies future 
technology use for different alternative scenarios. Finally, the scenario results are illustrated spatially using 
a GIS programme. The results of the scenario analysis show that under implemented policies GHG 
emissions in Gauteng are likely to increase substantially. Energy efficient policies for the transport sector 
of Gauteng can achieve a significant reduction of emissions and energy consumption. Alternative 
powertrains and the use of locally produced biofuels can play a significant role in such policies. 

Methodology  

We developed the TEMT model to create a transport emissions inventory for the province. This software 
model incorporates emission factors for existing vehicles as well anticipates potential alternative 
technologies and fuels. Vehicle technology was defined in TEMT in terms of the size of the engine, emission 
class, the specific energy consumption and emission factors for different traffic situations; these were 
aggregated and incorporated in to TIMES-GEECO. TIMES-GEECO derives the vehicle kilometres 
corresponding to the technology in place and fuel consumed by each transport mode. The results of the 
TIMES-GEECO model are based on scenario calculations and display different possible energy futures for 
the province. These are used as input to the TEMT model. In TEMT the total vehicle activity is assigned to 
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individual vehicles for different traffic situations to visualise the travel demand and emissions spatially 
using a GIS (geographic information system) programme and the simulation model MATSim.  

Scenarios & Results  

We have used the combined models to analyse several scenarios.  

• In the baseline scenario, which is referred to as Implemented Policies (IPO), a possible future for 
Gauteng has been modelled that not only describes and analyses a business-as-usual development, 
but also incorporates policies that are currently being discussed and are likely to be implemented 
in future.  

• Two mitigation scenarios are based on the GIES, for which several plausible mitigation measures 
have been postulated as well as the mitigation target of reducing GHG emissions by about 50% 
compared to the reference development in 2055.  

a. One of those scenarios (LGL) considers these objectives to be achieved with the least 
system cost without favouring any option.  

b. The second scenario (LGS) looks at how to achieve the targets with a more ambitious focus 
to integrate renewable energy options.  

• The third mitigation scenario (LRS) assesses how Gauteng can contribute to the national targets 
described in the ambitious Long- term Mitigation Scenarios (LTMS), which target the global 
ambition not to exceed a warming of 2°C by reducing GHG emissions by about 30–40% in 2050 
compared to 2003 levels. 

Figure 136 displays the tank-to-wheel (TTW) GHG emissions caused by the transport activity in Gauteng. 
Under the conditions of the IPO scenario a significant increase of transport GHG emissions is probable. 
Whilst in 2007 about 16.1 MtCO2eq of TTWGHG emissions were emitted this figure increases by more 
than 43% to about 23.1 MtCO2eq in 2040. It can be identified that this increase is lower than the growth 
in vehicle activity (+147%), which is foremost as a result of the renewal of the fleet between 2007 and 
2040. A sold vehicles are replaced with new ones, a significant decrease in specific energy consumption 
can be identified. Furthermore, the increased utilisation of alternative powertrains additionally supports 
slowing down the rise in TTW GHG emissions. The highest reduction of overall TTWGHG emissions in the 
transport sector is required in the LRS scenario, with about 3.8Mt CO2eq (-15%) less compared to the 
reference in 2040. This reduction is achieved by using a higher proportion of alternative powertrains than 
the reference scenario, IPO. 

Figure 136. Transport GHG emissions under GHG mitigation targets in comparison to the IPO scenario 

 

Source: (Tomaschek et al., 2016) 
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6.24.3 Marginal abatement cost curves for policy recommendation – A method for energy system 
analysis 

This paper (Tomaschek, 2015) demonstrates how to derive marginal abatement cost curves for well-to-
wheel GHG emissions of the transport sector considering the full energy provision chain and the 
interlinkages and interdependencies within the energy system. Presented marginal abatement cost curves 
visualize substitution effects between measures for different marginal mitigation costs. The analysis makes 
use of an application of the energy system model generator TIMES for South Africa (TIMES-GEECO). For 
the example of Gauteng province, this study exemplary shows that the transport sector is not the first 
sector to address for cost-efficient reduction of GHG emissions.  

Methodology  

The TIMES-GEECO model, which is an abbreviation for “TIMES- Gauteng Energy and Emission Cost 
Optimization” model, is an application of the TIMES model generator. In order to derive the marginal 
abatement cost curves taxes are applied on greenhouse gas emissions. To quantify the emission mitigation 
of the applied measures the total (i.e.,well-to-wheel, WTW) GHG emissions of the transport sector are 
taken into account. To allocate well-to-tank GHG emissions to the transport sector emission factors are 
calculated to be applied to the energy consumption in the transport sector. Emission factors for energy 
conversion (CONV) and energy distribution (DIST) can be aggregated for similar energy carriers. 

Scenarios & Results  

The TIMES-GEECO model is run with GHG taxes from 0 to 250 EUR/tCO2e (in 18 model runs) implemented 
from the year 2018 onwards. The model runs are than consolidated into a single MAC curve for the year 
2040.  

Figure 137 presents the result of the reference MAC curve for annual well-to-wheel GHG emissions of the 
transport sector. To better visualize the substitution effects due to the application of GHG taxes, the results 
have been shown as changes in comparison to the BAU scenario with a GHG tax of k 0 = EUR10/t CO2e. 
The upper parts ofthe figures represent the emissions due to the application of alternative measures while 
the lower parts show how GHG emissions are mitigated. At the lower end of the MAC curve only minor 
changes to vehicle powertrains are realized. These apply to hybrid electric engines used, for those modes 
showing longer annual driving distances such as buses, mini buses and heavy duty vehicles. Major changes, 
however, occur in transport fuel supply and use. Here, all Fischer-Tropsch synthetic fuels from coal to 
liquid (CTL) processes are replaced by other means for marginal abatement costs of 5–10EUR10/t CO2e. 
Alternative fuels used are biodiesel made out of waste cooking oil and biomass-to-liquid (BTL) fuels. 
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Figure 137. Changes in annual well-to-wheel GHG emissions attributable to the Gauteng transport sector 
in 2040  

 

* “Other powertrains” comprise biodiesel, natural gas and hydrogen combustion engines. “Other fuels” comprise 
biodiesel, biomass-to-liquid and methane gas  

Source: (Tomaschek, 2015) 

6.25 South Korea 

6.25.1 Is the concept of ‘grid parity’ defined appropriately to evaluate the cost-competitiveness of 
renewable energy technologies? 

In this study (Choi et al., 2015a), we firstly summarize the definition of the current levelized cost of 
electricity (LCOE) based methodology for the concept and address its limitation in not taking into account 
the systematic changes in an electric power system. Secondly, we introduce a bottom-up energy system 
model based methodology to overcome the limitation. Lastly, we apply the methodology to a case study, 
the grid parity analysis of solar photovoltaic and onshore wind technologies in the Korean electric power 
system, to highlight the differences between the results obtained using both methodologies. The results 
of the study show three implications. First, even if the LCOE of onshore wind is already lower than that of 
natural gas technologies and the average price of grid electricity, the LCOE is required to be much lower 
to achieve cost-competitiveness in the electric power system. Second, different technologies might be 
required to have different LCOE levels to be cost-competitive in the same power system. Third, a policy or 
plan for the deployment of renewable energy technologies must be harmonized with other policies and 
plans within the same system. 

Methodology  

The procedure of the methodology can be summarized in three steps as follows: (1) Define a target 
technology, a target electric power system,the base year of the system, and the time period of analysis; 
(2) construct a bottom-up energy system model for the power system in the base year and utilize the 
model to project the system dynamics over the time period; and (3) perform a sensitivity analysis in terms 
of the technology costs and find the point at which the net change becomes negative. The LCOE of this 
point can be defined as the grid parity point.  
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In summary, when we use our TIMES model with the described data for the grid parity analysis of solar PV 
and onshore wind technologies, we can consider the following three additional factors compared with the 
current methodology based on the LCOE: (1) the current and future possible situations of the target 
system; (2) the time-variant demand pattern; and (3) the special characteristics of the two technologies. 

Scenarios & Results  

Figure 138 shows the projections for “displaced capacity” and “displaced generation output” according to 
the deployment of solar PV under different LCOE levels. In terms of the generation output, solarPV and 
onshore wind are similarly expected to displace some output from coal- fired technology and some from 
natural gas-fired technology. In contrast, in terms of the capacity, solar PV is expected to displace both 
coal-fired technology and natural gas-fired technology, but onshore wind is expected to displace only coal-
fired technology. This difference can occur because the solar PV and onshore wind technologies have 
different time-variant generation output levels and are non-dispatchable. On the one hand, solar PV can 
generate electricity only in the day time, so the technology can displace some of the capacities of natural 
gas-fired technology for the peak-load, usually duringthe day time. On the other hand, onshore wind 
generates more electricity at night, when the Korean electric power system generally has the base-load 
demand, rather than during the daytime,so onshore wind cannot displace the natural gas-fired technology 
but can displace more coal-fired technology for the base-load than solar PV.  

Figure 138. The projections on “displaced capacity” and “displaced generation output” according to the 
deployment of solar PV under different LCOE levels in 2030 

 

Source: (Choi et al., 2015a) 

6.25.2 Quantitatively exploring the future of renewable portfolio standard in the Korean electricity 
sector via a bottom-up energy model 

Therefore, the main purpose of this study (Choi et al., 2015b) is not only to introduce a new approach for 
the exploration of the RPS policy, a scenario-based quantitative analysis based on a bottom-up energy 
system model, but also to apply the approach into the policy in Korea. We develop a multi-regional 
bottom-up energy model and explicitly implement the mechanism of the policy in the model, such as the 
transfer of tradable attribute – Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs). The results of the model predict a 
serious disharmony of the current design of the policy under the national basic plan; the optimistic 
fulfillment rate of RECs in the entire mechanism will be around 66% in 2022, so the most regulated 
generators will suffer from the large shortfalls of RECs and the total penalty for all regulated generators 
will be expected up to 1350 billion KRW in 2022. We also diagnose the reasons of the disharmony as well 
as address some suggestions for its continued application.  
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Methodology  

The RPS policy includes most, but not all of the eligible new and renewable energy technologies, such as 
solar photovoltaic (PV), onshore and offshore wind, hydro, biomass, biogas, landfill gas (LFG), refuse 
derived fuel (RDF), municipal lsolid waste (MSW), off-gas, tidal, fuel cell, and integrated gasification 
combined cycle (IGCC). The policy awards RECs to certified facilities of the above- listed technologies, 
except for solar photovoltaic, passing inspection for completion and operation on and after September 
2010. The solar renewable energy certificates (SRECs) are specially generated by solar photovoltaic. We 
implement the requirements in the RPS policy as following constraints in the model; additionally, we allow 
the model to decide whether to borrow and payback RECs. 

Scenarios & Results  

We define the current situation as (1) a business-as-usual (BAU) scenario. In the BAU scenario, the changes 
in the electricity sector follow the basic plan from MOTIE, and the large generators are regulated by the 
current RPS policy. In order to examine the effects of the policy, we also consider two additional scenarios:  

• (2) a basic plan-only (BP-only) scenario in which no RPS mechanism is imposed, but the changes in 
the electricity sector still follow the basic plan from MOTIE,  

• (3) a RPS-only scenario in which the RPS policy is imposed, and the electricity sector follows the 
basic plan for the fossil fuel and nuclear power plants but not for the new and renewable energy 
generation plants. 

As a whole, Figure 139 illustrates the projection for the aggregate RECs requirements and fulfillments in 
the entire mechanism of the RPS policy under the BAU scenario. Similar to the initial experience, the SREC 
requirements will be almost satisfied and the surplus of SRECs can be used as RECs from 2016 onward. In 
contrast, the RECs can never be satisfied. The fulfillment rate (100% – shortfall rate – borrowing rate) of 
RECs will increase by 2016, but it will decline after then. The model projects that about 51 million RECs will 
be required but 33 million RECs can be satisfied in 2022. The planned new and renewable power plants in 
the basic plan cannot follow the dramatically increasing REC requirement, resulting from the changes in 
the increasing rate from 0.5% to 1%. 

Figure 139. Projection for aggregate RECs requirements and fulfillments in entire RPS mechanism under 
BAU scenario 

 

Source: (Choi et al., 2015b) 
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6.25.3 An analysis of the optimum renewable energy portfolio using the bottom–up model: Focusing 
on the electricity generation sector in South Korea 

This paper (Park et al., 2016) intends to deduce the optimum portfolio up to 2050 based on explicit 
representation of renewable energy technologies and analyze the cost effect using the bottom–up energy 
system analysis model of electricity generation sector in South Korea. The result indicates that the 
potential for a reduction of the cost of PV was the highest and that, in the long term, it would account for 
the highest portion of the renewable energy portfolio as it was the most cost competitive technology. The 
additional cost for increasing the renewable deployment target 20% compared with the 3rd Energy Basic 
Plan was predicted to be between 107 and 115USD/MWh.  

Methodology  

This study constructed stepwise curves by grouping entire national areas into three or four groups 
according to the levels of resource potentials. In the case of onshore wind power, the supply curve was 
estimated based on the supply potential and the wind power density deployment function. The wind 
power density means a quantitative measure of the wind energy available at unit area, and it can be 
calculated based on the wind velocity and the probability density function of the velocity. 

Scenarios & Results  

Two alternative analysis scenarios were developed based on the supply curve of renewable energy sources 
other than PV and wind power that was defined by experts' opinions for the increase of electricity 
generation cost when the supply of each renewable energy sources exceeds the deployment goal of the 
3rd Renewable Energy Basic Plan. Therefore other renewable sources are classified into three groups by 
the potential for expansion of supply and optimistic and pessimistic estimates on the incremental ratio of 
cost for each group when the supply amount exceeds the deployment goal are derived from the technical 
committee. The scenario for the supply curve based on the optimistic estimates of incremental ratio is 
named “Other renewable energy strengthening scenario” and the other scenario is named “PV and wind 
power strengthening scenario”. 

Figure 140 shows the renewable portfolio in PV and Wind strengthening scenario. In the case of offshore 
wind power, the analysis indicated that it would be cost competitive and thus deployed mainly through 
the optimum locations from around 2030, but that there would be no increase in its supply or expansion 
of its deployment to semi-optimum locations after 2030. In 2050, which is well beyond the technical 
lifespan of 30 years after deployment, it would be not included in the electricity generation mix. The 
offshore wind power technologies are expected to be deployed to the most optimum locations until 2030 
(2.21 GW), so the additional expansion of the technologies at the semi-optimum locations requires 20% 
higher capital costs from 2030. Moreover, the solar PV has large enough and cost-competitive potential 
(27.25 GW) to cover the increasing demand of electricity during a period from 2030 to 2050.  
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Figure 140. Renewable portfolio in PV and wind strengthening scenario 

 

Source: (Park et al., 2016) 

6.26 Spain 

6.26.1 Evolution of NOx and SO2 emissions in Spain: ceilings versus taxes 

This work (García-Gusano et al., 2015a) has been carried out to ease the lack of National Emission Ceilings 
Directive (NECD) assessments at country level. The Spanish case has been used as illustrative of the 
European Union. The evolution of NOx and SO2 emissions has been analysed in depth using the TIMES-
Spain energy optimisation model. The work has been structured into three parts. First, the implementation 
of the NECD and the consequences both on the evolution of NOx and SO2 emissions, and the electricity 
production mix; second, taxation on these pollutants has been modelled and discussed; and finally, the 
proposed ‘‘2013 EU Clean Air Package’’ ceilings to update NECD have been assessed. Results showed that 
meeting NECD targets would involve a high contribution of renewable sources to the electricity system, 
mainly wind and solar. In addition, NOx and SO2 taxation has been assessed. Results showed that taxes on 
pollutants led to lower emissions than using NECD.  

Methodology  

TIMES-Spain contains CO2, CH4, N2O, CO, NOx, SO2 and PM2.5 and PM10 emission data derived from fuel 
combustion as well as some extra emission factors for processes without combustion. The model also 
includes the carbon capture potentials. 

Scenarios & Results  

In order to evaluate the consequences of the NECD implementation, two scenarios have been built, with 
and without the Directive.  

• In the Directive scenario (Dir), not only NECD is included but also Directive 2009/29/EC to improve 
and extend the GHG emission allowance trading scheme of the Community, and Directive 
2009/28/EC on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources.  

• The No-Directive scenario (No Dir) includes the same considerations than the Dir scenario except 
for the emission ceiling of NECD. 

• An extra scenario (New Dir) has been defined keeping constant the new ceilings from 2020 to the 
end of horizon. New ceilings for 2020 mean a reduction in the SO2 and NOx limits by 67 and 41 % 
compared to the Spanish emission levels of 2005, respectively.  
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The definition of the taxes to be applied to reduce SO2 and NOx emissions of the energy systems has been 
done using the value of the damage produced by these emissions. In such a case, the tax value considered 
equals the external cost of the damage linked to each pollutant. The names of the scenarios considering 
taxation are: Taxes NOx and Taxes SO2. 

Figure 141a shows the evolution of the NOx emissions when a new NOx ceiling is set in 762 kt year-1 from 
2020 (New Dir scenario). In such a case, the ceiling is met completely from 2020 (and parallel to Dir 
scenario). On the other hand, by comparing New Dir scenario with the Taxes NOx scenario, it is possible to 
discuss the feasibility of the new ceiling. NOx emissions under NOx taxes derived from CASES go from 600 
kt year-1 in 2020 to 1000 kt year-1 in 2035. Consequently, the new NOx ceiling seems too high for the short 
term regarding to the environmental approach of compensating the damages. In the long term, this ceiling 
is too low if one considers the expected growth of the economy and the emissions from transport. The 
same analysis has been carried out for the SO2 emissions. Figure 141b shows the Spanish SO2 emissions 
when a new SO2 ceiling of 423 kt year-1 from 2020 is used.  

Figure 141. a Spanish NOx emissions considering a new NOx ceiling b Spanish SO2 emissions considering 
a new SO2 ceiling 

 

Source: (García-Gusano et al., 2015a) 
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6.26.2 Long-term behaviour of CO2 emissions from cement production in Spain: scenario analysis 
using an energy optimisation model 

This work (García-Gusano et al., 2015b) discusses the evolution of the cement industry in Spain from a 
realistic point of view using recent cement demand projections and the TIMES-Spain energy optimisation 
model. Several environmental-friendly options were implemented in TIMES-Spain following a literature 
review. These measures, aimed at contributing to the decrease of emissions to meet the established policy 
goals, include energy efficiency improvements, substitution scenarios (both for fuel and materials) and 
CO2 capture (post-combustion and oxyfuel). From a policy approach, the deployment of the EU ETS 
Directive entails that CO2 emissions from cement production will decrease by 8 Mt per year from 2030 
with respect to the case without Directive. In a more technology-specific analysis, a remarkable decrease 
of 2-2.4 Mt CO2 was obtained in the material substitution scenario beyond 2030. Additionally, taking into 
account current projections for cement demand, CO2 capture technology does not emerge as a feasible 
option.  

Methodology  

Cement demand (ICM) is met by a finishing process which uses clinker and blast furnace slag. Clinker is the 
resulting product of wet or dry processes. These production processes use heat coming from the kilns, 
electricity, and other fuels (coal, natural gas, light and heavy fuel oil). The kiln options can use several types 
of fuels: natural gas, coal, fuel oil, biomass, sludge and/or municipal solid waste. Depending on the 
implemented scenario, characteristic parameters of these processes will be different. In the modelling 
exercise, two new technologies were implemented in order to analyse the role of CO2 capture in future 
cement production. First, post-combustion CO2 capture (PCC) using monoethanolamine (MEA), a well-
proven technology in other industries such as food and chemicals. Second, the oxyfuel combustion CO2 
capture (OCC) currently tested in some pilot power plants such as Compostilla, in Spain. 

Scenarios & Results  

This section describes the reference scenario, ‘Dir scenario’, which includes the main adjustments and 
calibrations concerning policies: Directive 2009/29/EC (ETS), Directive 2001/81/EC (NEC), Directive 
2009/28/EC (RES); No new nuclear capacity; Feed-in tariffs Feed-in tariffs in Spain from 2005 to 2012. 
Additionally, a case considering all the items but excluding ETS Directive has been built. This case is the so-
called ‘NoDir scenario’.  

Several measures should be adopted in order to reduce emissions:  

• The so-called ‘E1 scenario’ is based on a list of technology improvements related to increasing 
thermal energy efficiency: installation of modern clinker coolers; optimisation of the length of the 
kiln as well as its design regarding the selection of fuels; optimisation of process controls; reduction 
of air-in leakage; extension of precalcination to the raw material; increment of the number of 
cyclone stages and reduction of the moisture content of the raw meal.  

• The ‘E2 scenario’ is based on the implementation of a new, electrical, highly efficient technology.  

• The ‘E3 scenario’ is based on a measure to reduce the clinker content in cement, which leads to a 
reduction of the direct and indirect CO2 emissions linked to the process.  

• Finally, the ‘E4 scenario’ is based on the use of alternative fuels instead of fossil fuels. 

The long-term effects of applying the measures are shown in Figure 142. The implementation of these 
measures in TIMES-Spain entailed less CO2 emissions than those coming from the reference scenario (Dir). 
The fossil fuel substitution scenario (E4) is an exception. This scenario leads to an increase of 1.3 Mt in 
annual CO2 emissions from 2030, which is due to the higher contribution of alternative fuels. Scenario E3 
involves the largest reductions, 2-2.4 Mt CO2 per year from 2030. In second place, scenario E5 achieves 
reductions of 1.3-1.7 Mt CO2 with respect to the Dir scenario from 2030 and beyond. Implementing all the 
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measures together (scenario E5) is not the best solution for reducing CO2 emissions in the cement industry 
in the long term. This is due to the negative effect of the indirect CO2 emissions coming from burning 
alternative fuels, as it happens in E4 scenario. As E3 does not include these undesirable emissions, it 
emerges as the optimal solution. Besides, the E1 scenario, which introduces thermal energy efficiency 
measures, reduces 0.3-0.6 Mt CO2 from 2030. Finally, the electricity efficiency measures (scenario E2) do 
not achieve any significant reduction with respect to the Dir scenario in the longterm.  

Figure 142. CO2 emissions from cement production considering measures 

 

Source: (García-Gusano et al., 2015b) 

6.26.3 Ex post and prospective analyses of renewable policies in Spain 

In this work (Cabal et al., 2015), socioeconomic and environmental impacts associated to energy 
technologies in the current and future Spanish Energy System have been estimated. This information has 
provided the base from which to conduct two kinds of analyses. First, an Ex post analysis of renewable 
policies in Spain, where the net impact on social welfare associated to the progressive introduction of 
those energies in the energy system has been assessed using a partial cost-benefit analysis. Then, a 
prospective analysis of the Spanish energy system where the optimum energy mix, which leads to the 
largest social welfare under different energy scenarios, taking into account a medium-long term time 
horizon (2035), has been estimated using the national energy optimization model TIMES-Spain. The 
prospective analysis results for the period 2010–2035 definitely recommend a support for renewable 
electricity generation technologies and the redesigning of renewables support policies to better reflect 
their external benefits with respect to the fossil alternatives. 

Methodology  

First, external costs have been quantified and monetized so that the total cost of electricity has been 
estimated for all the technologies in the Spanish electricity system. A comprehensive literature review was 
carried out to identify relevant publications on socioeconomic impacts of energy technologies. Then, a 
data gathering task was performed regarding the different components of the total cost of energy 
technologies, such as private costs, environmental burdens and damages, direct employment, etc.  All the 
previous results have been integrated into a partial Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA) to evaluate the total costs 
of electricity generation during the period 2005– 2010, when the first PER was in force.  TIMES-Spain is a 
national energy model part of the Pan European Times model (PET). 
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Scenarios & Results  

A first  scenario has been built, the BASE one, which gathers all the national and international energy and 
environmental policies and commitments.In addition, two alternative scenarios have been built: 

• ZERO scenario, which considers the evolution of the energy system when there are no restrictions 
or targets to emissions and renewable technologies penetration set by the policies in force. 

• INTER scenario, which considers the internalization of the environmental and socioeconomic 
external costs for all the electricity technologies. Socioeconomic externalities have been 
calculated as an increase in economic value added into the Spanish economy associated to 
technology investment and operation. They have been introduced in the objective function by 
reducing the investment and operation and maintenance costs of each technology from the 
amount of the socioeconomic externalities. Environmental externalities have been introduced in 
the model as an additional variable operation and maintenance cost. As in ZERO scenario, INTER 
scenario does not include any restriction or target either. 

Results of the ZERO scenario show a mix with a huge participation of fossil technologies, a high share of 
coal (also via CHP) and a lower but still relevant share of renewables in 2020 (33 %) and 2035 (25 %), mainly 
hydro and wind technologies. Penetration of renewable technologies in the final energy consumption in 
the INTER scenario is higher than in the BASE scenario (62 % in 2020 and 68 % in 2035). The electricity 
production with natural gas disappears from the system in 2015 and is replaced by renewable electricity, 
mainly wind and solar power. This result might appear unrealistic because of the large investments in 
natural gas combined cycle (NGCC) plants made in Spain over recent last years. However this is what is 
actually happening as many NGCC plants are producing at 10 % of their capacity or even in standby because 
of the high penetration of renewable electricity into the system. At the end of the time horizon, both 
scenarios present an electricity mix almost completely renewable with the rest being produced with gas 
through CHP in the BASE scenario, and CHP and NGCC in the INTER. Figure 143 shows the production of 
electricity with fossil technologies (except for CHP) and renewables. 

Figure 143. Fossil and renewable technologies production in the three scenarios 

 

Source: (Cabal et al., 2015) 
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6.26.4 Long-term analysis of the Spanish environmental policies using the life cycle assessment 
method and energy optimisation modelling 

The current work (García-Gusano, 2014) applies the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) method, an 
environmental management tool that evaluates the potential environmental impacts of a product or 
process throughout its entire life cycle, to the cement manufacture in Spain. As a result, main hotspots 
such as the combustion of fossil and alternative fuels at the kiln have been identified and assessed in detail. 
Moreover, various technology improvements such as Best Available Techniques (BAT), and material and 
fossil fuels substitution scenarios have been implemented. Results have revealed that changing the fossil 
fuels by alternative fuels derived from waste entails significant reductions in most of the impact categories 
except for eutrophication. 

Finally, it has been recommended to update Directive 2001/81/EC for establishing a new ceiling for Spain. 
In particular, the SO2 ceiling should be reduced below 450-500 kt SO2 per year. On the other hand, it has 
been suggested to extend the target imposed by Directive 2009/29/EC, to a 50% reduction (in absolute 
CO2) in 2050 respect to the 2005 level. Moreover, 80% reduction target by 2050 has been proved to be 
achievable. In that case, an energy carrier shift takes place from electricity to heat in industry, residential 
and commercial sectors. The application of the previous methodologies shows the importance of 
considering integrated approaches which deal with more than one aspect.   

Methodology  

Along with the environmental assessment of the cement manufacture, a modelling analysis has been 
carried out in order to assess these Directives. TIMES-Spain energy optimisation model has been used. In 
addition, measures analysed in the LCA study have been implemented in TIMES-Spain. Considering several 
scenarios related to CO2 emissions, cement demands and investment costs, the effect of the Directives has 
been analysed from 2010 to the end of horizon, 2050. Besides, the application of the emissions-related 
Directives in the electricity production sector has been assessed. Several calibrations and developments 
have been implemented in TIMESSpain. 

Scenarios & Results  

To analyse the effect of the environmental Directives in the cement and electricity generation sectors in 
the medium and long term, several scenarios have been built under different assumptions of efficiency 
improvements, introduction of policy and tax measures, new technologies implementation, etc.  

• Directives scenario (Dir). This scenario includes: 
a. Directive 2009/29/EC (ETS): 20% GHG emissions reduction by 2020 respect to the 1990 

level. 
b. Directive 2001/81/EC (NEC): Ceilings for several pollutants (NOx and SO2) for Spain in 2010. 
c. Directive 2009/28/EC (RES): 20% share in the final energy consumption coming from 

renewable sources by 2020. It also includes the biofuels target for Spain: 10% of 
consumption from biofuel in 2020. 

d. Nuclear: No new nuclear capacity. 
e. Feed-in tariffs: Feed-in tariffs in Spain from 2005 to 2012. 

• CO2 bounds in cement industry. The Spanish proposal of National Implementation Measures (NIMs) 
for the allocation of free 128 allowances provides a list with the registered installations. This is the 
limit set to the CO2 emissions in the ICMCO2-Cap scenario. Besides, the limit has been kept beyond 
2020 and up to 2050. Furthermore, an extra scenario has been built to assess the sensibility of the 
cement industry under stricter CO2 limits. This case has been named as ICM-CO2-Cap-High scenario: 
24.73 Mt (2015-2020), 22.00 Mt (2025), 20.00 (2030), 18.00 (2025), 16.00 (2040-2050). 
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• Cement demand projections. Therefore, three demand scenarios have been built using different 
criteria according to the sectorial projections, GDP, and population: Base, optimistic and 
pessimistic. 

• Costs of the cement technologies with CO2 capture. A sensitivity analysis of the investment costs 
of clinker processes has been carried out increasing and decreasing the investment cost 20% and 
10% in both technologies.  

From the point of view of the industry this is challenging. The majority of the CO2 emissions in cement-
making are not caused by energy use from fuel combustion, but come from the calcination of raw 
materials. To solve that, different solutions have been considered by the cement industry in the last years 
(Table 32). 

Table 32. Measures implemented in the 2030 Spanish cement production in TIMES-Spain 

 

There are some changes when the expected 2030 BAT measures and substitution scenarios are taken into 
consideration. Figure 144 shows the clinker technology projections when several technology 
improvements are considered.  

Figure 144. Clinker production technology breakdowns with measures 

 

Source: (García-Gusano, 2014) 
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From top to bottom and left to right, figures represent E1, E2, E3 and E4 scenarios. BAT solutions (E1 & E2) 
entry the system when existing dry production processes disappear (2025-2030) because in these 
technologies energy consumption is optimised and they do not involve significant changes in the 
investment costs. The E3 scenario includes the effect of modifying clinker content in cement. In such a 
case, only the existing processes would satisfy the cement demand up to 2025 and new dry-route clinker 
processes would begin to produce in 2030. Finally, the E4 scenario results are the same as those from the 
scenario without measures since the fossil fuel substitution does not involve changes in the technology 
selection for the clinker production. 

The following Figure 145 shows the amounts of CO2 captured considering different CO2 caps and 
investment costs of the technologies. ±10% and ±20% variations in the technology investment costs have 
been analysed. Results highlight that OCC does not appear in any case, even in the most advantageous 
one for this technology (A5: OCC-20% and PCC+20%). It shows the CO2 emissions captured in 2050 in the 
different investment costs scenarios of the PCC. In the case of considering the ICM-CO2-Cap scenario, PCC 
would capture 2.41 Mt CO2 in 2050 period. CO2 emissions show sensitivity to the investment costs increase 
(it would be captured less) but does not to the diminution of the costs. Furthermore, in the ICM-CO2- Cap-
High scenario there is only a slight sensitivity to 20% decrease of the investment costs. In such case, PCC 
grows and CO2 emissions captured reach 8.11 Mt in 2050. In the rest of the cases, the CO2 emissions 
captured mean 7.80 Mt. In addition, considering the ICM-CO2-Cap-High scenario, PCC start would 
anticipate to 2030 period capturing up to 0.38 Mt CO2. In summary, CO2 capture technologies are not an 
optimal solution for the cement production industry unless cement demands are high and CO2 sectorial 
limits stricter. 

Figure 145. CO2 emissions captured in cement production in 2050 with high cement demand 

 

Source: (García-Gusano, 2014) 

6.27 Sweden 

6.27.1 Bioenergy futures – system effects of CO2 reduction and fossil fuel phase-out policies 

For Sweden, this study (Börjesson et al., 2015) investigates how the implementation of policies for CO2 
reduction and for phase out of fossil fuels in road transport affect the future utilization of biomass, in the 
stationary energy system and in the transport sector, and its price. The analysis is based on the bottom-
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up, optimization MARKAL_Sweden model, which includes a comprehensive representation of the national 
energy system. For the analysis, the biomass supply representation of MARKAL_Sweden is updated and 
improved by the use of, e.g., forestry forecasting modeling and through construction of detailed biomass 
supply curves. A time horizon up to 2050 is applied. 

Methodology 

One part of the work focuses on the biomass resource supply representation of the model. The work can 
principally be described and divided according to the following activities: (i) establishment of supply curves 
for biomass from forestry through forestry forecasting model simulations and spreadsheet calculations; 
(ii) establishment of biomass supply curves for agricultural biomass fractions through literature review and 
spreadsheet calculations; (iii) construction of input scenarios for the energy systems modeling analysis; 
(iv) integration of biomass supply curves into the energy system model; (v) other developments and 
updates of the energy system model (e.g., in regard to end-use demands); (vi) running of the energy 
system model; and (vii) analysis and interpretation of the model outputs. The work process is highly 
iterative and activities are to large degree carried out in parallel rather than in sequence. The main model 
outputs of interest for the analysis are resulting biomass utilization levels (for different energy purposes) 
and biomass prices.  

Scenarios & Results  

The following scenarios are included in the main analysis: 

• A business-as-usual (BAU) scenario, which represents a development based on current trends and 
policies and without major technological changes in the energy system.  

• A no policy scenario (POL_NO) in which no energy policies or CO2 emission restrictions apply, i.e. 
fossil fuels can be used without any penalties of any kind. Similar to BAU, no second-generation 
biofuels are available. The main purpose of the scenario is to act as a comparison to the other 
scenarios of the analysis, rather than to represent a likely future development in itself. 

• A main analysis scenario denoted GLOB_CA (for GLOBal Climate Action), which reflects a situation 
in which Sweden and the rest of the world pursue ambitious climate targets. CO2 emissions should 
be reduced by 80% by 2050 compared to the 1990 emission level.  

• Two additional CO2 reduction scenarios, which test the sensitivity to less ambitious CO2 reduction 
levels than in GLOB_CA. In scenario CO2_LR65 and CO2_LR50 (LR for Low Reduction), CO2 emissions 
are reduced by 65% and 50% by 2050, respectively, compared to the 1990 emission level.  

With the exception of the POL_NO scenario, all scenarios show an increasing use of biomass in the energy 
system throughout the studied period (Figure 146). The BAU scenario shows an increase in biomass use of 
29% from 2010 to 2030 and 43% from 2010 to 2050. With higher CO2 reductions, the utilization is even 
higher and in GLOB_CA, the increase in biomass use is 41% from 2010 to 2030 and 63% from 2010 to 2050. 
In GLOB_CA, almost the full biomass potential, as defined in the model, is utilized. The substantial increase 
in biomass use means that the supplied quantity of most of the different biomass fractions increases. 
While not all biomass fractions can be used for all purposes, in general, the low-cost biomass fractions, 
such as, e.g., industrial residues, are utilized before more expensive options such as energy forests are 
introduced. However, due to the cost structure of several of the different biomass options, a mix of 
different biomass sources is utilized at any point in time.  
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Figure 146. Total biomass utilization in the energy system as a whole 

 

Source: (Börjesson et al., 2015) 

6.27.2 Biofuel futures in road transport – A modeling analysis for Sweden 

For the case of Sweden, we (Börjesson et al., 2014) investigate cost-efficient use of biofuels in road 
transport under system-wide CO2 reduction targets to 2050, and the effects of implementation of targets 
for an almost fossil-free road transport sector to 2030. We apply the bottom-up, optimization 
MARKAL_Sweden model, which covers the entire Swedish energy system including the transport sector. 
For CO2 reductions of 80% to 2050 in the Swedish energy system as a whole, the results of the main 
scenario show an annual growth rate for road transport biofuels of about 6% from 2010 to 2050, with 
biofuels accounting for 78% of road transport final energy use in 2050. The preferred biofuel choices are 
methanol and biomethane. When introducing additional fossil fuel phase-out policies in road transport 
(- 80% to 2030), a doubling of the growth rate to 2030 is required and system CO2 abatement costs 
increases by 6% for the main scenario. Results imply that second generation biofuels, along with energy-
efficient vehicle technologies such as plug-in hybrids, can be an important part of optimized system 
solutions meeting stringent medium-term climate targets. 

Methodology  

Several first- and second-generation biofuels for transport are included in the study: ethanol, biodiesel, 
biogas, synthetic natural gas (SNG), methanol, dimethyl ether (DME) and Fischer Tropsch (FT) liquids 
(synthetic gasoline, diesel and kerosene). The carbon intensity of transport biofuels is an important aspect 
in regard to their ability to mitigate CO2 emissions. Emissions contributing to the carbon intensity can 
originate from fossil fuel-based energy use in different parts of the well-to-tank biofuel chain.  

Scenarios & Results  

For the analysis, several different input scenarios are developed: one main analysis scenario with ‘‘base 
assumptions’’ and ten alternative scenarios, which test the sensitivity of altered conditions compared to 
the main scenario: 

• GLOB_CA Global climate action: Sweden and the rest of world pursue ambitious climate targets. 
CO2 emissions are reduced by 80% to 2050 compared to the 1990 emission level. A lower model 
bound ramping up renewable electricity generation in the Swedish energy system to at least 25 
TWh by model year 2020 is applied.  

• NAT_CA National climate action: Ambitious climate targets applies in Sweden while the world at 
large show less ambitious targets, which results in higher import fossil fuel prices.  

• CO2_LR65; Low reduction of CO2 emissions: CO2_LR50 Less ambitious CO2 reduction levels are 
tested in two scenarios. In CO2_LR65, CO2 emissions of the Swedish energy system as a whole (incl. 
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transport) are reduced by 65% to 2050 and, in CO2_LR50, with 50% to 2050 (compared to the 1990 
emission level). 

• 2GEN_HC High cost for 2nd generation biofuels: Investment costs for second generation biofuel 
production are assumed to be twice as high as with the base assumptions.  

• EV_HC High costs for electric vehicles: Cost reduction of electric vehicles, including HEVs, PHEVs 
and BEVs, are slower than with base assumptions; 50% higher incremental costs are assumed. 

• BIO_LS Low supply for biomass: The potential for biomass from forestry is lower than with the base 
assumptions: stumps are assumed not to be available for energy purposes. 

• MET_NO No high blend methanol fuels: Additional restrictions for the use of methanol as transport 
fuel are assumed.  

• TRAD_SG Slow travel demand growth: An alternative development with lower travel demand than 
with base assumptions is assumed: the travel levels in 2050 are here about the same as in 2005. 

• NUC_PO Nuclear phase-out: Nuclear power production is not allowed in Sweden after model year 
2030. 

• PULP_SD Mechanical pulp shut-down: A less positive development for the Swedish pulp and paper 
industry compared to the base assumptions is assumed.  

An additional fossil fuel phase-out constraint is introduced. The additional constraint, here denoted the 
fossil fuel phase-out (FFP) policy, is defined as an 80% reduction of fossil fuel end-use in the road transport 
sector to 2030 and a 100% reduction to 2050.  

Changes in fuel use for each respective alternative scenario compared to the main scenario GLOB_CA are 
visualized for model year 2030 and 2050 in Figure 147, in (a) for cases without FFP policy and in (b) for 
cases with FFP policy.  

Figure 147. Difference in road transport fuel use for alternative analysis scenarios compared to 
GLOB_CA, in (a) without FFP and in (b) with FFP 

 

Source: (Börjesson et al., 2014) 
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In general, since road transport fuel use under the FFP policy (Figure 147b) to a higher degree is 
constrained, the differences between GLOB_CA and the alternative scenarios are smaller than in absence 
of the FFP policy (Figure 147a). In addition to biofuels, the only options to achieve CO2 and fossil fuel 
reduction in the model are increased electricity use and reduction of travel levels. Thus, mainly scenarios 
representing futures with considerably more costly electric vehicles (EV_HC), reduction of travel demand 
growth (TRAD_SG) or less stringent CO2 policies (CO2_LR65, CO2_LR50) show notable differences in 
transport fuel futures compared to the main scenario (GLOB_CA). In particular, less stringent CO2 policies 
for the national energy system as a whole (CO2_LR65 and CO2_LR50) result in significantly lower use of 
transport biofuels in absence of the FFP policy (Fig. 6a).  

6.27.3 Bioenergy futures in Sweden - Modeling integration scenarios for biofuel production 

This paper (Börjesson et al., 2016) aims to explore system interactions related to future bioenergy 
utilization and cost-efficient bioenergy technology choices under stringent CO2 constraints. In particular, 
the study investigates system effects linked to integration of advanced biofuel production with district 
heating and industry under different developments in the electricity sector and biomass supply system. 
The study is based on analysis with the MARKAL_Sweden model, which is a bottom-up, cost-optimization 
model covering the Swedish energy system. A time horizon to 2050 is applied. The results suggest that 
system integration of biofuel production has noteworthy effects on the overall system level, improves 
system cost-efficiency and influences parameters such as biomass price, marginal CO2 emission reduction 
costs and cost-efficient biofuel choices in the transport sector. In the long run and under stringent CO2 
constraints, system integration of biofuel production has, however, low impact on total bioenergy use, 
which is largely decided by supply-related constraints, and on total transport biofuel use, which to large 
extent is driven by demand. 

Methodology  

We study a selection of diverging developments of potentially critical factors for future bioenergy 
utilization. The identified factors are linked to options for increased bioenergy system efficiency through 
system integration of second-generation biofuel production, biomass supply and transitions in the 
electricity system. The model includes representation of a large number of energy technologies in all parts 
of the energy system, current energy routes as well as potential future options. In the present work, special 
focus is given to technologies of relevance for biomass competition.  

Scenarios & Results  

In the model, energy policies are principally limited to a CO2 emission cap, which forces the CO2 emissions 
in the Swedish energy system to be reduced by 80% from 1990 levels by 2050.  

The model results show a significant increase in biomass use for energy purposes under the studied time 
horizon for all modeled cases. This is expected considering the stringent CO2 constraint applied. Figure 148 
presents biomass use for heat, electricity and transport fuel production in (a) 2035 and (b) 2050. For cases 
without the possibility of bioenergy import (BIOIMP-NO), the total bioenergy use increases with 50e56% 
to model year 2035 and 71e75% to model year 2050 compared to year 2010. The total bioenergy use 
varies between cases in a small range, and the utilization is for all cases close to the full bioenergy 
potential. When bioenergy import is allowed (BIOIMP-YES), this option is to large extent utilized, in 
particular in the later part of the studied period when the demand for low-carbon options is high. The 
increase in total bioenergy use for BIOIMP-YES cases is 50-75% to 2035 and 106-110% to 2050 compared 
to 2010. 
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Figure 148. Biomass use for heat, electricity and biofuel production in (a) 2035 and (b) 2050 

 

Source: (Börjesson et al., 2016) 

6.27.4 National energy system modelling for supporting energy and climate policy decision‐‐‐‐making 

With the aim of improving the ability of national energy system models to provide robust and transparent 
input to the decision-making process, a three-step energy modelling process is introduced (Krook-
Riekkola, 2015) based on the literature on system analysis and energy modelling. In the first step (step 1) 
the ‘real’ system is simplified and conceptualised into a model, where the main components and 
parameters of a problem are represented. In the second step (step 2), all assumptions are sorted within a 
mathematical model and the algorithms solved. The structure of the model is found crucial for the 
possibility to trace the results back to the assumptions (transparency). In the last step (step 3), the model 
results are interpreted together with aspects not captured in the model (e.g. non-economic preferences, 
institutional barriers), and discussed in relation to the direct assumptions provided to the model (step 1) 
and to the implicit assumptions due to the choice of model (step 2).  

Methodology  

This thesis applies a modelling approach based on energy system analysis, and the applied modelling 
frameworks, MARKAL and TIMES, use least-cost optimisation in order to analyse the national energy 
system dynamics over time. TIMES-Sweden has been chosen to illustrate the research when the model is 
developed and improved as part of this thesis. 

The embedded papers (Paper I-VI) deal with issues of particular relevance for long-term analysis of the 
Swedish energy system. The results of Paper I illustrate the importance of capturing the seasonal and daily 
variations when representing cross-border trade of electricity in national models. Paper II presents a 
methodology for estimating the ‘useful demand’ for heating and cooling based on national statistics. Paper 
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III compares the technical potential of combined heat and power (CHP) from different approaches and 
calculates the economic potential of CHP using a European energy system model (EU-TIMES). Paper IV 
assesses the impacts of district heating on the future Swedish energy system, first by a quantitative 
analysis using TIMES-Sweden and then by discussing aspects that cannot be captured by the model. Paper 
V compares different climate target scenarios and examines the impacts on the resulting total system cost 
with and without the addition of ancillary benefits of reductions in domestic air-pollution. Paper VI 
presents and discusses an iteration procedure for softlinking a national energy system model (TIMES-
Sweden) with a national CGE model (EMEC). 

Scenarios & Results  

The aim is to illustrate the importance of each of the defined steps when using energy system models to 
provide robust and transparent inputs to the national policy making process. This is done by introducing 
five different research questions (Table 33), which all address different challenges. 

Table 33. Overview of how each research question relates to the three steps in the modelling process 

 

Source: (Krook-Riekkola, 2015) 
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Paper IV focuses on assessing the differences between having and not having district heating as part of 
the Swedish energy system in term of competiveness, sustainability and security of supply. Thus, it focuses 
on the result analysis (Step 3). This section instead focuses on identifying how those scenarios should be 
addressed in the model with the aim of achieving robust and transparent analysis. Thus, it focuses on 
conceptualising the national energy system in the model (Step 1). This is done by first identifying which 
scenarios should be compared and then securing that the scenarios are appropriately represented in the 
model with the aim of facilitating a fair comparison. 

As district heating has a significant share of the Swedish heating market, the district heating scenario was 
defined to represent a continuation of the present system, a so-called reference scenario. Three different 
alternative scenarios were identified: 

• District heating has never existed. 

• No new district heating-related investments are allowed. 

• District heating is removed from the current energy system. 

To summarise, when assessing a scenario which is very different from the present energy system, the focus 
of the scenario definition (Step 1 in the energy system modelling process) should not only be on the 
scenario assumptions (e.g. fuel prices, taxes, demand projections), but also on the underlying assumptions 
(e.g. which types of infrastructure and power plants that are assumed to be accepted), assumptions which, 
in general, is not changed in a scenario analysis. The reason is that the underlying assumptions usually are 
based on the energy system modeller perceptions on the present system, as the system modeller is part 
of the present paradigm. The modeller being affected by the presence also makes it challenging to 
determine which underlying assumptions that needs to be changed. One way to identify such inconsistent 
assumptions is to scrutinise the preliminary results together with a reference group of representatives 
who view the system from different perspectives. The preliminary result analysis (Step 3) brought about 
findings that improved the representation of the energy system in the model (Step 1). The analysis also 
pointed on the danger of rejecting results that from a first impression seem wrong. Some of these “wrong 
results” were in our analysis found to be correct, and the process of scrutinising the results thus gave new 
insights about the system itself. 

6.28 Switzerland 

6.28.1 Switzerland energy transition scenarios - Development and application of the Swiss TIMES 
Energy system Model (STEM) 

The energy system in Switzerland is at crossroads, with systemic structural changes in technology and fuel 
choice required over the long term to realise environmental, energy security, economic and social goals 
(Kannan & Turton, 2014). Many technological options exist on the supply and demand sides to realise a 
future energy system that addresses the multiple challenges and goals faced by decision makers in 
Switzerland. However, it is not clear which combination offers the best approach given significant 
uncertainty about future technology performance, energy prices, demand growth and other factors 
(including policy decisions). Moreover, the suitability of different technological options in one part of the 
energy system (e.g. transport) is likely to be affected by developments in other parts of the energy system 
(e.g. electricity generation).  

Therefore a comprehensive and flexible model of the Swiss energy system—the Swiss TIMES energy 
system model (STEM)—has been developed for the analysis of plausible energy pathways. The results 
illustrate that even without additional policy intervention specifically targeting climate change or energy 
security, a number of other driving forces (energy prices, economic structural change, and improvements 
in technology performance/cost) are likely to reduce final energy demands 0.35–0.88 percent per annum 
during 2010–2050, through increasing efficiency and electrification of end uses. These developments also 
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go some way towards climate change mitigation goals, reducing CO2 emissions by around 30%. However, 
achieving more ambitious abatement targets, such as a 60% or greater reduction in line with European 
goals, requires substantial changes to the energy system. 

Methodology  

STEM has a modular structure for each of the five end-use sectors, primary energy resource supply, 
electricity generation, new and emerging fuel production options (e.g. hydrogen and biofuels) and 
infrastructure (fuel distribution). The model has a time horizon of 2010-2100 in 12 unequal periods. This 
long time horizon enables long-term energy issues to be considered (such as climate change mitigation or 
fossil fuel depletion), and accounts for the long lifetime of much energy infrastructure. However, 
uncertainties also increase over such a long horizon across a whole range of parameters (like 
socioeconomic development, technology breakthroughs, costs), and thus a longer period length is used to 
minimize computational requirements. At the intra-annual level, an hourly representation of weekdays 
and weekends in three seasons (summer, winter, and an intermediate season) are modelled. Thus, the 
model has 144 hourly timeslices. 

Scenarios & Results  

Specifically, we present three core scenarios with two electricity supply variants for each. For selected 
cases we also report on additional sensitivity analysis on international fuel prices. The core scenarios 
comprise: 

• A business-as-usual scenario (BAU) 

• A low-carbon scenario that achieves a 60 percent reduction in total CO2 emissions by 2050 (LC60) 
and 

• A secure energy supply scenario in which dependence on imported oil and gas is reduced (SEC) 

Final energy consumption in 2050 from the core scenarios is compared in Figure 149. Across all scenarios, 
final energy demand in 2050 declines between 13% and 38%. In all scenarios, oil-based heating systems 
are phased out, except cases where energy prices are very low and no climate mitigation policy is in place.  

Figure 149. Comparison of final energy consumption in 2050 

 

Source: (Kannan & Turton, 2014) 
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On the other hand, electricity demand increases in all scenarios in the range of 2–33% depending up on 
availability of centralised gas-based electricity generation. There are clear linkages between the availability 
of centralised gas-based electricity generation and the choice to utilize natural gas in end-use sectors. For 
example, centralized gas plants support the deployment of heat pumps (and BEVs) in end-use sectors—
that is, the cost effectiveness of end-use technologies (e.g. cars, heating system) depends on policy 
decisions in the electricity sector. 

In terms of CO2 abatement (Figure 150), the phase out of oil-based heating in end-use sectors is seen in all 
scenarios (due to the higher price of oil relative to natural gas, among other factors) reducing end-use 
emissions. However, some of these reductions are offset by growing demands in ESDs, e.g. air 
conditioning. To meet a stringent climate target, further measures like accelerated electrification of 
transport or deployment of renewables are required. In all scenarios, expansion of gas-based power 
generation enables the decarbonisation of the end-use sectors. 

Figure 150. Comparison of direct and net CO2 emissions in 2050 

 

Source: (Kannan & Turton, 2014) 

6.28.2 Long term climate change mitigation goals under the nuclear phase out policy: The Swiss 
energy system transition 

A comprehensive Swiss TIMES Energy system Model (STEM) with high temporal detail has been developed 
for the analysis of plausible low-carbon energy pathways focusing on uncertainties related to policy 
(climate change mitigation and acceptability of new centralised electricity generation) and international 
fuel prices (Kannan & Turton, 2016). Increasing electrification of end-uses is seen across the scenarios, 
resulting in continuous growth in electricity demands. The electrification of heating and e-mobility 
substitute direct use of fossil fuels in end-use sectors and contribute to a significant carbon dioxide 
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emission (CO2) reduction. Centralised gas power plants and renewables become key source of electricity 
supply. Given the phaseout of nuclear generation, clear policy signals are required to ensure capacity is 
built to achieve a low-carbon energy system. At the sametime, it is also essential to ensure consistency 
between the electricity sector and end-use energy policies. For the long-term carbon reduction target, 
some non-cost-effective conservation measures are important early in the period because they are 
available only at the time of building renovation. 

Methodology  

The model combines a long time horizon (2010-2100) with an hourly representation of weekdays and 
weekends in three seasons. Links between the Swiss and European electricity network are represented in 
STEM. This enables the possibility to import cheap offpeak electricity, store the electricity via pumped 
storage or batteries in electric vehicles, and export electricity during periods with higher international 
prices.  

Scenarios & Results  

We present two core scenarios comprise: a business-as-usual scenario (BAU) and a low-carbon scenario 
(LC60) that achieves a 60% reduction in total CO2 emissions by 2050. The two scenarios share a number of 
common assumptions : The European Union (EU) Emissions Trading System (ETS) permit price (of 51 CHF/t-
CO2 in 2050) for industrial and power sectors is assumed. 

The BAU and LC60 scenarios include the option to invest in centralised natural gas combined-cycle power 
plants (GTCC). However, there remains some policy uncertainty over the potential future role of natural 
gas in electricity generation, sowe also explore cases without centralised gas plants and CHPs; this is 
denoted in the scenario name with the suffix ‘NoCent’, (e.g., BAU-NoCent or LC60- NoCent). In addition, 
we report insights from sensitivities on international fuel price assumptions using high and low energy 
price scenarios corresponding to the IEA's 2 degree (2D) and 6 degree (6D) scenarios, respectively.  

Electricity demand increases in all scenarios in the range of 2–33% depending on the availability of 
centralised gas-based electricity generation (Figure 151). There are clear linkages between the availability 
of centralised gas-based electricity generation and the choice to utilize natural gas in end-use sectors. For 
example, centralized gas plants support the deployment of heat pumps and BEVs, and their cost 
effectiveness depends on policy decisions in the electricity sector. Without centralised power plants, some 
of the end-use sectors are not electrified and, therefore, growth in electricity demand is moderated. 
Across all scenarios, some building conservation measures are costeffective, and to achieve a more 
stringent climate change mitigation target, additional conservationmeasures are inevitable. Stringent 
abatement targets without centralised gas-fired power plants render electric mobility less attractive, with 
natural gas hybrids becoming attractive. 
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Figure 151. Electricity demand pathways and electricity supply in 2050 

 

Source: (Kannan & Turton, 2016) 

6.28.3 Interplay between electricity and transport sectors – Integrating the Swiss car fleet and 
electricity system 

We (Kannan & Hirschberg, 2016) analyse a set of scenarios using the Swiss TIMES energy system model 
with high temporal resolution. We generate insights into cross-sectoral trade-offs between electricity 
supply and electrification/decarbonisa tion of car fleets. E-mobility supports decarbonisation of car fleet 
even if electricity is supplied from large gas power plants or relatively low cost sources of imported 
electricity. However, domestic renewable based electricity generation is expected to be too limited to 
support e-mobility. Stringent abatement targets without centralised gas power plants render e-mobility 
less attractive, with natural gas hybrids becoming cost effective. Thus the cost effectiveness of electric 
mobility depends on policy decisions in the electricity sector. The substitution of fossil fuels with electricity 
in transport has the potential to reduce revenues from fuel taxation. Therefore it is necessary to ensure 
consistency between electricity sector and transport energy policies. 

Methodology  

The model has a time horizon of 2010–2100 with an hourly representation of weekdays and weekends in 
three seasons (summer, winter, and an intermediate season). Thus the model has 144 intra-annual time 
slices. 

Scenarios & Results  

In this paper, we present two core scenarios, business-as-usual (BAU) and low-carbon (LC60) and a few 
sensitivity analyses.  

• The business-as-usual (BAU) scenario incorporates existing policies on the phase out of nuclear 
generation. Large-scale centralised gas power plants are available. We assume an annual self-
sufficiency in electricity supply i.e. no ‘net’ annual import of electricity. This, however, does not 
restrict the timing of electricity exchange within a year. 

• The low-carbon (LC60) scenario realises the emissions pathway of the New Energy Policy scenario 
of the Swiss energy strategy – a 22% reduction in total (energy system wide) CO2 emissions by 2020 
and 60% by 2050 (relative to 2010, and including emissions from international aviation).  
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We also explore cases without centralised gas power plants; this is denoted in the scenario name with the 
suffix ‘NoCent’, (i.e. BAU-NoCent, LC60-NoCent). Sensitivities on international fuel price assumptions have 
been tested using high and low energy price assumpitons corresponding to the IEA’s 6DS or 2DS scenarios, 
respectively. Table 34 summaries the scenario definitions and names. 

Table 34. List of scenarios and sensitivities 

 

Source: (Kannan & Hirschberg, 2016) 

Across the scenarios, fuel demands in car fleet reduce to almost 50% by 2050 due to efficiency 
improvements in new cars and fuel switching (Figure 152). Tailpipe CO2 emissions from car fleet reduce 
from 11 Mt-CO2 in 2010 to between 0.1 and 5.4 Mt- CO2 by 2050, a reduction of 50–98%. Due to e-mobility 
in some of the scenarios, CO2 emission associated with the car fleet is shifted to electricity sector. If the 
emissions from electricity sector were to be allocated to car fleet based on average emission factor, the 
net emission reduction from the car fleet is 50–92%. However, if the car fleet is assumed to be using the 
marginal CO2 emission from the gas power plant, then the net maximum emission reduction is only about 
51–67%. On the other hand, most of the charging of BEV occurs during weekends and night time with 
imported electricity; and therefore it can be equally argued that there is no hidden emission due to 
electrification of car fleet. 

Figure 152. Fuel demand and CO2 emissions from car fleet in 2050 

 

Source: (Kannan & Hirschberg, 2016) 

6.28.4 The role of domestic biomass in electricity, heat and grid balancing markets in Switzerland 

In view of the above objectives, we (Panos & Kannan, 2016) evaluated the prospects of biomass in 
stationary applications and grid balancing from an energy system perspective. We quantify a number of 
“what-if” scenarios using a cost-optimisation bottom-up model, with detailed representation of biomass 
production and use pathways, electricity and heat sectors, and grid ancillary services markets. The scenario 
analysis shows that domestic biomass can contribute 5-7% in electricity and 14-21% in heat production by 
2050, depending on natural gas prices and climate policy intensity. Pooling of biogenic driven cogeneration 
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plants can provide about 22-44% of the total secondary control power in 2050. Generally, biogenic 
technologies complement other assets in heat, electricity and ancillary services markets such as heat 
pumps, new renewable sources and hydropower. 

Methodology  

Four aggregated electricity grid levels (from very high voltage to low voltage) are represented in the model. 
It considers transmission losses and costs that are approximated, but it neglects constraints related to the 
resistance and reactance of the lines. In each grid level a set of power plants can be connected, based on 
the power plant generating voltages. 

Scenarios & Results  

Four core scenarios have been defined across two major energy policy decisions in Switzerland:  

• The “Reference” scenario is consistent with the “Politische Massnahmen - POM” scenario of the 
Swiss Energy Strategy, which assumes that by 2034 the last nuclear power plant in Switzerland will 
be phased out.  

• The “No Gas” scenario includes all the assumptions in “Reference”, but investments in new large 
scale gas power plants are not allowed (except for CHPP).  

• The “CO2” scenario aims at a CO2 emissions reduction target of 70% in 2050 compared to the 2010 
levels, by imposing a cap on the total CO2 emissions across all sectors represented in the model.  

• The “No gas and CO2” scenario combines the “CO2” and “No Gas” scenarios. 

The bioenergy supply and use pathways are presented in Figure 153. Animal manure constitutes the 
primary source for biogas production, since there are no alternative energy uses for the resource. 
Industrial and municipal bio-waste is mainly used on-site in waste treatment plants.  

Figure 153. Bioenergy production and use pathways in the “No Gas” and “No gas and CO2” scenarios 

 

Source: (Panos & Kannan, 2016) 
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However, when climate policy is in place about one third of the resource is converted to bio-methane. This 
is driven by the cost-effectiveness and flexibility of bio-methane to be used in the end use sectors without 
changing the existing gas heating equipment. Syngas from wood gasification mainly occurs on-site. 
Parametric sensitivity analysis shows that large scale wood gasification is cost-effective when demand for 
bio-methane is high enough to cover investment costs in infrastructure (large scale gasification plants and 
pipelines). For example, in “Bio-electricity support” variant about 11 PJ of syngas are injected to natural 
gas grid and used as bio-methane, in order to satisfy the increased bio-methane demand, which is around 
37 PJ (the highest across all scenarios and variants). 

6.28.5 Methodological significance of temporal granularity in energy-economic models—Insights 
from the MARKAL/TIMES framework 

In the TIMES framework, the option to apply a higher intra-annual time resolution offers the potential to 
generate additional powerful insights into the electricity sector where fluctuations in supply and demand 
are significant, even though this feature alone is still less suitable for analyzing fully the dynamics of the 
sector (Kannan et al., 2015). Nonetheless, the TIMES integrated system approaches offer additional 
capabilities which are not available in single sector modeling approaches. This chapter provides a broad 
overview of temporal features in the MARKAL/TIMES energy modelling framework. The significance in 
terms of higher time resolution, along with trade-offs and benefits of an integrated system approach are 
discussed with a set of scenarios from the Swiss TIMES electricity and energy system models. 

Methodology  

A Swiss TIMES electricity systems model (STEM-E) was developed with an hourly timeslice resolution and 
a century-long time horizon with unequal time periods. It has a time horizon of 110 years (2000–2110) in 
14 unequal time periods. Although the TIMES framework does not account for some features available in 
typical electricity dispatch type models, its integrated system approach is complementary. For example, 
dispatch models represent only the electricity sector and are generally static in terms of generation stock. 
Thus, they are not intended for analysing dynamics and emerging energy system developments in other 
sectors that affect the electricity sector. To exploit these advantages, we extended the scope of STEM-E 
to develop a whole energy system model—the Swiss TIMES energy system model (STEM). However, due 
to computational complexity of representing the entire energy system, the number of timeslices was 
aggregated to 144 (weekdays and weekends in three seasons) from the 288 timeslices in STEM-E. 

Scenarios & Results  

We highlight insights from two scenarios to illustrate the significance of combining the TIMES system 
approach with a high intra-annual time resolution. Figure 154 shows car fleet technology mix from two 
low-carbon scenarios, which achieve a 60 % reduction in CO2 emissions by 2050 with and without options 
to invest in centralised natural gas combined cycle power plants—denoted as LC60 and LC60- NoCent 
respectively. In the LC60 scenario, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and full battery electric vehicles 
(BEVs) penetrate from 2035 and 2050 respectively. The car fleet is nearly decarbonized on a tank-to-wheel 
basis in 2050. 
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Figure 154. Car fleet in LC60 and LC60-NoCent scenarios. BEV Full battery electric vehicle, HYB hybrid 
vehicle, PHEV plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, ICE internal combustion engine, AD advanced ICE 

 

Source: (Kannan et al., 2015) 

6.28.6 System modelling for assessing the potential of decentralised biomass-CHP plants to stabilise 
the Swiss electricity network with increased fluctuating renewable generation 

To that end, a set of detailed, regional case-studies was combined with energy-economic modelling on the 
national level (Vögelin et al., 2016). The case-studies investigated the biomethane production potentials 
within the boundaries of the study region. Then, softly coupled simulations of the swarm, the buildings 
and industrial processes they provide with heat and the electric grid were run to explore the technical 
feasibility of installing such a swarm in detailed. Finally, on the national level, the competitiveness with 
respect to other technologies such as combined cycle gas-turbines (CCGTs) were explored in energy 
economic scenarios.  

Methodology  

The methodology applied in CHP swarm can be split into 5 levels, each involving particular competences 
of the research partners.  

1. Building and industry heat demand (ETHZ-LAV, ETHZ-GIE): the regional analysis departs from 
assessing the demand for heat and electricity in the given region. To that end, information 
necessary for energetic modelling is collected from governmental building inventory databases.  

2. Gas grid and biomethane potential (ETHZ-GIE): a second key input is the available amount of 
biomethane energy. This is estimated in a bottom-up approach, accounting for the spatio-
temporal distribution of biomass resources such as manure, bio-waste and wood drawn.  

3. CHP plant design and operation (ETHZ-LAV): in this multi-stage process, a CHP swarm is designed 
based on inputs from points 1 and 2.  

4. CHP swarm with PV in the electric grid (ETHZ-FEN): superimposing the swarm’s electrical output 
from point 3, flows in the electricity network are determined using an optimal power flow 
simulation.  

5. National scenarios (PSI-LEA): all considerations in points 1-4 refer to current-day boundary 
conditions (with the exception of the variation in PV penetration) and well-defined regions of 
Switzerland. In this final step, those findings are then fed into the energy economic model STEM-
E of the Swiss electricity system, covering Switzerland in its entirety. 

The case-studies (points 1-4 above) cover the canton of Thurgau, Lucerne and Basel-Stadt. These represent 
respectively a rural, an urban and a mixed region. The Swiss TIMES Electricity and Heat Model (STEM-HE) 
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is a partial equilibrium bottom-up model covering the Swiss electricity and heat systems from resource 
supply to end use. 

Scenarios & Results  

Four core scenarios have been defined across two main dimensions regarding the future configuration of 
the Swiss electricity and heat system:  

• A “Reference” scenario consistent with the “Politische Massnahmen – POM” scenario of the Swiss 
Energy Strategy is defined. In addition, we included zero net imported-electricity constraint at the 
annual level from 2020 and beyond.  

• The “No Gas” scenario includes all the assumptions of the “Reference” scenario, but investments 
in new large scale gas power plants are not allowed.  

• The “CO2” scenario aims at a CO2 emissions reduction target of 70 % in 2050 compared to the 2010 
levels, by imposing a cap on total CO2 emissions across all sectors represented in the model.  

• The “No gas and CO2” scenario combines the “CO2” and “No Gas” scenarios. 

The electricity supply gap arising from the nuclear phase out (and the assumption of zero net imports of 
electricity) requires investment in renewable energy, decentralized CHP plants and large gas plants (Figure 
155). There is a trade-off between decentralized and centralized electricity generation, which is driven by 
the economies of scale and the electricity production costs. Across all scenarios the share of CHP plants in 
electricity supply increases until 2050. Their penetration depends on the decision of investing in 
centralised gas plants, the stringency of the climate policy and the competitiveness of renewable energy 
for electricity production. In fact, the intermittent renewables for electricity production have a two-fold 
effect in the penetration of biogenic CHP plants: while they increase competition in electricity supply, at 
the same time they also increase the demand for grid balancing services.  

Figure 155. Electricity production mix and electricity final consumption in the four core scenarios 

 

Source: (Vögelin et al., 2016) 

Figure 156 presents the penetration of heating technologies, including biogenic CHPP, in total heat supply 
in all sectors (the heat production from CHP plants includes both heat consumed on-site or fed into district 
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heating networks). In all end-use sectors oil-fired heating systems are phased out and replaced by natural 
gas boilers, electric heat pumps, and heat from CHP units. In the case of stringent climate policy, 
wood/pellets-fired boilers play also a substantial role. Heat pumps can constitute both competitors and 
complementary technologies to biogenic CHP plants. In the second case they constitute electricity sinks 
for the electricity produced by CHPP, and this combination increases the efficiency in electricity and heat 
supply. This synergy is prominent in those markets where the two technologies serve different types of 
demands (e.g. industry).  

Figure 156. Heat supply mix (all technologies, all sectors) 

 

Source: (Vögelin et al., 2016) 

6.29 Taiwan 

6.29.1 Taiwan’s 2050 low carbon development roadmap: An evaluation with the MARKAL model 

This study (Tsai et al., 2015) utilized the MARKAL energy engineering model to simulate the effects of 
adopting a combination of technology and tax measures under the various carbon reduction targets and 
low-carbon development scenarios up to 2050 in Taiwan. The main economic sectors studied include the 
electricity, industry, household and service, and transportation sectors, while Taiwan’s carbon emission 
reduction targets for 2050 are set as carbon emissions reduced to 50–100% of 2000 levels, or 79–89% 
below the BAU levels. The study results show that if Taiwan’s GDP grows with an annual rate of 3% from 
2013 to 2055, and with only limited low/no carbon energy development in place, all sectors in Taiwan 
need to decrease their energy intensities below the BAU scenario by 48% to 53%, in order for Taiwan to 
achieve its carbon reduction targets for 2050.  

Methodology  

In analyzing the low-carbon economy of Taiwan, we used the Taiwan MARKAL model which was developed 
by the Industrial Technology Research Institute (ITRI) in Hsinchu, Taiwan. It includes 23 energy and 
resources, 83 transfer technologies, 75 process technologies, 179 demand technologies, and 41 energy 
service demands. 
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Scenarios & Results  

This paper simulated the effects of Taiwan’s 3 carbon reduction targets up to 2050:  

• carbon emissions reduced to 50% relative to 2000 levels (Scenario case 2000_50 group);  

• carbon emissions reduced to 70% relative to 2000 levels (Scenario case 2000_70 group); and  

• carbon emissions maintained at 100% of 2000 levels (Scenario case 2000 group).  

The mitigation measures studied include both technologies and tax measures. There are 3 scenarios for 
each of the three carbon reduction targets, for a total of 9 scenarios employed in this study. The 3 scenarios 
vary in their assumptions of nuclear power plants as follows:  

• 4 nuclear power plants in place (assumed commercial operation of NPP4 starting 2020);  

• no nuclear power plant in use; and  

• no nuclear power plant in use and no carbon tax in place. 

Figure 157 shows the combinations of energy demand in each scenario for the industry sector. The total 
energy demand for the industry sector in each low-carbon scenario is 64–68% of the BAU scenario. This 
demand peaks at 2030 and declines thereafter along with the increasingly harsher requirement for CO2 

reduction. For the demand of different types of energy sources, since energy efficiency becomes higher 
and demand for energy conver- sion becomes lower, the demand for oil as a source of energy remains the 
highest in the low-carbon development scenarios at 50% throughout the years, which is close to its share 
in the BAU scenario at the same period. In 2050, the demand for oil in all low- carbon development 
scenarios fall slower than the share in the BAU scenario by 21% to 25%. The demand for electricity is the 
second highest, which takes up around 35% to 41% throughout the years, but is lower than the BAU 
scenario at the same time period (38% to 61%). In 2050, the demand for electricity in each low-carbon 
development scenario falls below the level of the BAU scenario by 40% to 45%.  

Figure 157. The energy demand structure of industry sector in each scenario 

 

Source: (Tsai et al., 2015) 
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6.30 The Netherlands 

6.30.1 Operational flexibility and economics of power plants in future low-carbon power systems 

We (Brouwer et al., 2015) investigate the operation of future power plants by first composing a 
comprehensive overview of the operational flexibility of current and future power plants. Next, a 
combined long-term optimization and hourly simulation is performed with the soft-linked MARKAL-NL-UU 
and REPOWERS models for The Netherlands in 2030 and 2050. We quantify and compare the technical 
and economic performance of power plants for four distinctly different future scenarios. We find that 
future low-carbon power systems will have large shares of intermittent renewable sources (19–42%) and 
also a 2–38% higher variability in residual load compared to the Baseline scenario. Hence, power plant 
operation will be more variable, which reduces their efficiency by 0.6–1.6% compared to the full-load 
efficiency. Enough flexibility is present in future power systems to accommodate renewables, due to 
advances in power plant flexibility and interconnectors. As a result, generators with CCS have a large 
market share (23–64% of power generated). Moreover, the current energy-based market model generates 
insufficient revenues: the price received per MWh covers only 84% (±30%) of the total generation costs 
per MWh of 77 €/MWh (±12€). This will discourage new investments in generation capacity and reduce 
power system adequacy.  

Methodology  

Two soft-linked models are used to simulate the dispatch of power plants in the Dutch power sector for 
four electricity mix scenarios. First, future power plant portfolios and CO2 prices are calculated with the 
MARKAL-NL-UU optimization model for each scenario, whilst optimizing for the lowest cost. Next, these 
generator portfolios are simulated in more detail with the REPOWERS unit commitment and economic 
dispatch power system model, which accounts for flexibility constraints. In the post analysis step, the 
outcomes of the two models are compared to check if they are internally consistent, and performance 
parameters are calculated. 

Scenarios & Results  

Four scenarios are considered in this study (Table 35). 

Table 35. Description of scenarios considered in this study 

 

Source: (Brouwer et al., 2015) 
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The most cost-effective power system configurations are calculated with MARKAL (Figure 158). For the 
Stalemate, Global Union and Fuel Shift scenarios with lower emission targets, a clear shift can be seen 
toward renewables and CCS capacity. In the Global Union scenarios, the PC-CCS capacity is co-fired with 
biomass up to the technical limits, resulting in negative emissions. In the Fuel Shift scenario, 0.1–0.7 GWe 

of power generation capacity is available at polygeneration plants.  

System flexibility is assessed by determining if sufficient reserves are available, and by zooming in on the 
flexibility of individual generators and the generation pattern of a typical week.  

Figure 158. Generation capacities calculated with MARKAL model 

 

Source: (Brouwer et al., 2015) 

6.31 Ukraine 

6.31.1 Energy policy in Ukraine: Veritas momentum 

On the basis of a complex of model means including an optimization model of the power Times-Ukraine 
system and an energy-economic model of general equilibrium, the directions and consequences of a 
realization of the policy of energy efficiency are analyzed (Diachuk et al., 2015). In the context of studying 
two scenarios, namely, the basic and energy-efficient ones, the necessary financial resources are 
evaluated, the set of priority measures is defined, and the key energetic and socio-economic consequences 
of their introduction are shown. On the basis of the obtained model estimates with regard for the 
identified barriers for a realization of the energy-saving policy, a number of practical measures, which will 
help to ensure the efficient implementation of appropriate political decisions, are proposed. 

6.32 United Arab Emirates 

6.32.1 Multi-period optimization model for the UAE power sector 

A multi-period power optimization model for the UAE’s electricity sector is presented (Betancourt-Torcat 
& Almansoori, 2015). The model aims to minimize the cumulative costs and CO2 emission of the UAE’s 
power sector during the planning horizon. The optimization problem was formulated as a multi-period 
MILP model in the GAMS modelling system. The present work’s novelty consists of determining the 
optimal evolution of the power generation infrastructure during different time periods under operational 
and environmental constraints. The optimization model was used to study the UAE’s power system for the 
time periods comprised between the years 2015 and 2040. The simulation results show that the 
mathematical model is a valuable tool for planning the optimal evolution of the power plants’ fleet in the 
country, reduce levelized electricity costs and emissions, meet energy targets, and evaluate new power 
technologies. 
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Methodology  

In this work, a novel Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) model is presented for the optimal planning of 
the UAE electricity sector for multi-period operation. The objective function of the deterministic multi 
period MILP model is to minimize the cumulative discounted present value of the power generation costs 
over a specified planning horizon (CF). 

Scenarios & Results  

The modelling and optimization framework presented in the previous section has been applied to two case 
studies for the planning of Abu Dhabi’s power sector over the timeframe 2015-2040, considering a time 
span of five years between studied periods. The first case study considers the minimization of the 
cumulative cost as optimization objective whereas the second considers the minimization of the 
cumulative CO2 emission as objective. The initial power fleet (t=0) according to the literature was assumed 
to be composed of gas generation (99%) whereas renewable made up the remaining (1%).  

As shown in Figure 159, for the two case studies the overall power generation picture for 2015 is similar 
to that of the initial fleet since no major changes are expected to take place for this time period. However, 
some differences can be observed comparing both cases. For example, the predominance of gas power is 
higher in the first case study (98.4%) compared with the second case (90.4%). Also, imported power from 
the GCC interconnected grid represents an important resource in the second case study whereas its share 
in the first case study is practically negligible. This is the result of no considering the CO2 emissions 
generated by the imported power (in its source country) as part of the Emirate’s power sector lifecycle 
emission. Thus, the substitution of domestic fossil-based generated power by imported power is found to 
be the most suitable option in the second case study to reduce the CO2 emissions compared with the first 
case in 2015. Moreover, the share of renewable power is greater in the second case study since 
renewables are considered to be carbon-free technologies. 

Figure 159. Annual net power generation capacity in Abu Dhabi for the timeframe 2015-2040. 

 

Source: (Betancourt-Torcat & Almansoori, 2015) 

6.32.2 Long-term optimization of United Arab Emirates energy future: Policy implications 

This paper (Mondal et al., 2014b) presents an evaluation of future energy-supply strategies for the United 
Arab Emirates (UAE) power sector. This paper also identifies the prospects for the further economic 
development of the country while addressing energy security issues and mitigating environmental 
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impacts. The analyses are done for UAE energy system applying MARKAL model. Different policies are 
applied for this analysis. The results show that the alternative policy scenarios directly allocate clean 
advanced and renewable technologies to generate electricity. The alternative policy scenarios reduce CO2 
emissions in power sector. The simulation results from model show that alternative sustainable energy 
development policies expected total system cost is not significantly higher. The cumulative system cost 
increases, relative to the base scenario by 9% and 11% for CO2 emission reduction and renewable target 
production scenarios, respectively. Use of primary resources to meet the demand is reduced and the 
supply of primary energy resources is diversified. 

Methodology  

This study examines the most cost-effective selection of future power generation technologies, and 
highlights the implications on long-term policies for the UAE power sector during the period of 2010–2050. 
It also assesses the co-benefits of renewable energy technologies integration into power sector and CO2 
emissions mitigation on the country from the applied strategies. This study developed the UAE-MARKAL 
that can be used in any energy planning analysis. Development of different input parameters and their 
values is a key work for this study. 

Scenarios & Results  

Considering some general development strategies for the UAE energy policy for power generation the 
following policy scenarios were analyzed that would provide some feasible solutions to fix their national 
energy policy to develop sustainable energy system:  

1. Base scenario: This business as usual case considers a continuation of the existing energy-
economic dynamics.  

2. CO2 emission reduction scenario: This scenario assesses the effects of CO2 emission reduction 
in the entire energy-supply system. A general target of 15% CO2 emission reduction from 2020 
onwards compared to the base scenario is considered.  

3. Renewable energy target production scenario: A general target of 5% of total electricity 
generation using renewable energy technologies by 2020 and 20% by 2050 is applied.  

4. International gas price scenario: This scenario uses the projected gas price by International 
Energy Agency and growth projection developed by the US Energy Information Administration 
for domestic price applied to electricity generation in the UAE. It assumes specific policy 
intervention to minimize the subsidies from natural gas. The ultimate objective of the UAE’s 
policy is to maximize use of indigenous energy resources and minimize energy subsidies. 

Figure 160 summarizes the wide-ranging outputs that are developed by this modeling for each of the 
alternative policies. The optimal primary energy supply-mix in 2050 is taken as the key measurement for 
all scenarios. The strategy scenarios have helpful contribution on energy security and climate change for 
the UAE. The CO2 emission reduction scenario allowed to add solar and nuclear energy to diversify the 
energy system and expected only about 9% increase in system cost during 2010–2050. Natural gas use 
reduces by 13%, 14% and 40% in renewable target production, CO2 emission reduction, and international 
gas price scenarios, respectively during 2010–2050 relative to the base scenario. Due to cheap natural gas 
compared to the international average, the international gas price scenario extended to an increase in the 
total system cost of about 70%. In this gas price scenario, the model finds optimal solution to use coal, gas, 
nuclear, wind and solar power. IGCC and nuclear-capacities reach their permitted upper bound. 
Renewable target production strategy generates 5% of total electricity in 2020 and 20% in 2050 and 
increased only about 11% of system cost between 2010 and 2050, compared to base scenario. The model 
finds that investment on renewable energy technologies for the long-term period is economically viable 
as the cost decreasing in the later period (2050).  
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Figure 160. Primary energy supply mix in 2050 in all scenarios and percentage change in cumulative 
(2010–2050) system cost compared to the base scenario 

 

* Also indicated are the energy mix in 2010, the cumulative total natural gas and renewable energy use, and the total 
CO2 emission reduction in all alternative scenarios compared to the base scneario  

Source: (Mondal et al., 2014b) 

6.33 United Kingdom 

6.33.1 Integrating housing stock and energy system models as a strategy to improve heat 
decarbonisation assessments 

We (Dodds, 2014) present a completely revised model with improved estimations of future heat demands 
and a consistent representation of all heat generation technologies. This model represents all heat delivery 
infrastructure for the first time and uses dynamic growth constraints to improve the modelling of 
transitions according to innovation theory. Our revised model incorporates a simplified housing stock 
model, which is used to produce highly-refined decarbonisation pathways for residential heat provision. 
We compare this disaggregated model against an aggregated equivalent, which is similar to the existing 
approach in UK MARKAL. Yet for studies of residential heat, disaggregation enables us to vary consumer 
behaviour and government policies on different house types, as well as highlighting different technology 
trends across the stock, in comparison with previous aggregated versions of the model. 

Methodology  

Our disaggregated representation of the residential sector has six house types: bungalow; detached; semi-
detached; terraced; converted flat; and purposebuilt flat. Each of these house types is implemented for 
both new and existing houses, so there are twelve house types in the model in total. The disaggregated 
model therefore effectively represents 36 house types, with an urban/suburban/rural split for each of the 
main twelve house types. The revised model has a much more comprehensive representation of heat 
delivery infrastructure than the base model, with district heating pipes, wet radiator systems and 
underfloor heating systems all represented explicitly. New technologies in the revised model include 
hydrogen boilers, electric night storage heaters, ground-source heat pumps and a much improved 
representation of micro-CHP, including natural gas and wood-fired Stirling engines. 
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Scenarios & Results  

In this section, we examine the impact of our model changes for two scenarios that characterise the 
evolution of the UK energy system both with and without a CO2 emissions constraint. UK climate policy is 
implemented in UK MARKAL by constraining CO2 emissions to reduce linearly between 2000 and 2050. 

The optimal technology mixes in the base and revised versions for the scenario with a CO2 emissions 
constraint are compared in Figure 161. In the base version, gas boilers are phased out completely by 2050 
and are replaced by air-source heat pumps (to the 30% limit) and by biomass pellet boilers. The revised 
version also deploys air-source heat pumps to the maximum extent allowed by the non-economic 
constraints but continues to deploy natural gas boilers in the remaining houses. This means that residential 
CO2 emissions increase from 2 MtCO2 in the base version to 18 MtCO2 in the revised version. Hence the 
increased heat decarbonisation costs in the revised version cause the optimum balance of CO2 emissions 
to shift between sectors, which is an important insight that could not be derived from a single-sector model 
such as a housing stock model. This change is reflected by the marginal price of emitting CO2 in 2050 
increasing from £288/ tCO2 in the base version to £361/tCO2 in the revised version. 

Figure 161. Residential heat demand fulfilment in the base and revised versions of UK MARKAL with an 
80% reduction in CO2 emissions in 2050 

 

Source: (Dodds, 2014) 

6.33.2 Characterising the evolution of energy system models using model archaeology 

In this paper (Dodds et al., 2015), we develop the principle of model archaeology as a formal method to 
quantitatively examine the balance and evolution of energy system models, through the ex post analysis 
of both model inputs and outputs using a series of metrics. The usefulness of model archaeology is 
demonstrated in a case study examining the UK MARKAL model. We show how model development has 
been influenced by the interests of the UK government and the research projects funding model 
development. Despite these influences, there is clear evidence of a strategy to balance model complexity 
and accuracy when changes are made.We identify some important long-term trends including higher 
technology capital costs in subsequent model versions. Finally, we discuss how model archaeology can 
improve the transparency of research model studies. 

Methodology  

Model archaeology is different to more traditional model comparisons both because it assesses both ex 
post model inputs and outputs and uniquely characterises the evolution of a complex model using a series 
of qualitative and quantitative metrics. Since the aim of model archaeology is to characterise the 
development of the model as fully as possible, the choice of design metrics should depend on the design 
and purpose of the model. For energy system models, we propose that metrics should cover the following 
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aspects: Model paradigm and equations, Spatial and temporal dimensions, Energy system structure 
(model topology), Modelled system constraints, Parameter data. 

Scenarios & Results  

We therefore examine the outputs using two scenarios based around long-term decarbonisation targets: 

1. No CO2 constraint: a base case with no limit on CO2 emissions. 
2. With CO2 constraint: A linear stepwise reduction in CO2 emissions from 2020 to 2050 that in total 

reduces emissions by 80 % in 2050 compared to 1990 emissions, in line with the requirements of 
the UK Climate Change Act. For the 3.xx versions of UK MARKAL, we additionally examine the 
impact of including elastic demand responses to the price increases caused by moving to a low-
carbon economy.  

We analyse these scenarios in each of the six model versions. Electricity generation in each model version 
is shown in Figure 162. For the no CO2 constraint scenario, coal is the dominant feedstock in all versions, 
and the total generation varies little, despite this sector being one of the most often altered. There is much 
more variation in the scenarios with a CO2 constraint. Nuclear and offshore wind dominate in v2.1 and 
v2.7. Coal CCS is deployed from v2.7 but is replaced when coal-biomass co-firing CCS is introduced to the 
model in v3.22. The variability in generation technologies between versions reflects the frequent changes 
to the electricity sector but is unlikely to continue in the future, as new constraints in v3.25 limit 
investment in each type of generation technology to around 2.5 GW/year. The model is likely to always 
pick a mixed portfolio of technologies under these constraints. The reduction in total output from v3.17 
reflects the increase in overall low-carbon electricity generation technology costs, which reduce the 
competitiveness of electricity against alternatives. This trend is somewhat reversed in v3.22 and v3.25 by 
the new option of atmospheric carbon sequestration through co-firing CCS with biomass; this technology 
enables the model to implement lower emission reductions in other sectors where emission cuts are more 
expensive so makes the electricity sector more competitive. 

Figure 162. Electricity generation in 2050 in each model version 

 

Source: (Dodds et al., 2015) 

6.33.3 Methodologies for representing the road transport sector in energy system models    
In this paper (Dodds & McDowall, 2014), we review how different energy system models have represented 
both vehicles and fuel infrastructure in the past and we provide guidelines for their representation in the 
future. In particular, we identify three key modelling decisions: the degree of car market segmentation, 
the imposition of market share constraints and the use of lumpy investments to represent infrastructure. 
We examine each of these decisions in a case study using the UK MARKAL model. While disaggregating 
the car market principally affects only the transition rate to the optimum mix of technologies, market share 
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constraints can greatly change the optimum mix so should be chosen carefully. In contrast, modelling 
infrastructure using lumpy investments has little impact on the model results. We identify the 
development of new methodologies to represent the impact of behavioural change on transport demand 
as a key challenge for improving energy system models in the future. 

Methodology  

We introduce a much wider range of vehicles into our revised version of UK MARKAL than was previously 
available. We include a full range of hybrid vehicle types, including hydrogen FC hybrids, and we allow 
unrestricted use of biodiesel in ICE vehicles. In this case study, we examine two approaches to representing 
vehicle market segments in UK MARKAL. We first assume that the market for each vehicle type is 
homogeneous and model only a single size class of ‘average’ cars. We then test a second approach in which 
we disaggregate the car sector into small and medium-large size classes.  

Scenarios & Results  

In this study, we use an 80% target to be consistent with UK policy and we exclude the UK share of 
international aviation and shipping energy demands (and hence emissions) in all scenarios. We also 
examine a second scenario with no constraint on CO2 emissions. 

Disaggregating the car market into small and medium/large segments does not change the cost-optimal 
car fleet post- 2050, with hydrogen hybrid FCV powertrains dominating in both car sizes and with the total 
CO2 emissions unchanged. However, the transition to hydrogen powertrains is quite different for the 
different car sizes as shown in Figure 163. Larger cars commence the transition to hydrogen after 2035, at 
a slightly faster rate than the average car, while smaller cars do not commence the transition until 2045 
and are not completely converted to hydrogen until 2060. So while disaggregating the car fleet does not 
change the method of decarbonising the car fleet in this scenario, it does give an insight into the 
economically-optimal timing for decarbonising different parts of the fleet.  

Figure 163. Market share of hydrogen cars 

 

* The solid line shows the results of the aggregated model in which no differentiation of car markets is made. The 
dotted lines show small and large cars in the disaggregated model, while the double-line shows the combined market 
share of small and large cars in the disaggregated model 

Source: (Dodds & McDowall, 2014) 

6.33.4 A portfolio of powertrains for the UK: An energy systems analysis 

Public eprivate H2Mobility programmes have subsequently been established across Europe to develop 
business cases for the introduction of FCVs. In this paper (Dodds & Ekins, 2014), we examine the 
conclusions of these studies from an energy systems perspective, using the UK as a case study. Other UK 
energy system studies have identified only a minor role for FCVs, after 2030, but we reconcile these views 
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by showing that the differences are primarily driven by different data assumptions rather than 
methodological differences. We show that applying dynamic growth constraints to the UK MARKAL energy 
system model more realistically represents insights from innovation theory. We conclude that the 
optimum deployment of FCVs, from an energy systems perspective, is broadly in line with the roadmap 
developed by UK H2Mobility and that a transition needs to commence soon if FCVs are to become 
widespread by 2050. 

Methodology  

We calculate the capital cost of each powertrain using a bottom-up approach. For each powertrain, we 
define a typical specification of vehicle components and calculate the total vehicle cost as the sum of the 
costs of each component. In this study, the UK MARKAL representation of the car fleet is split into two 
segments to represent small and medium/large vehicles. In this study, dynamic growth constraints for 
hydrogen and battery powertrains are introduced to UK MARKAL. UK MARKAL includes the option of 
supplying hydrogen through a national transmission pipeline network and we use the lumpy investment 
feature of MARKAL to prevent the model from building such a network incrementally. 

Scenarios & Results  

In this study, our base scenario has an 80% target to be consistent with UK policy and does not include the 
UK share of international aviation and shipping energy demands. We also examine a reference “business-
as-usual” case in which there are no constraints on CO2 emissions. 

The TCOs for several powertrains in 2050 are compared using cost data from the revised version of UK 
MARKAL and the marginal fuel costs from the base scenario in each case. Although the absolute values 
differ widely between methods, the trends are similar in each case with FCVs the cheapest powertrains 
followed by BEVs and then ICEs. Since all three methods use the same data, these results suggest that the 
data assumptions have more influence than the choice of methodology. We test this assertion by 
repeating the energy systems TCO calculation using vehicle data which used the 2008 version of UK 
MARKAL. BEV powertrains, rather than FCVs, are the most economical using the older data, again 
suggesting that data assumptions have the greatest influence. Only BEV and PHEV results differ 
substantially between the versions of UK MARKAL. Figure 164 shows that all powertrains have comparable 
costs from 2025 in the base scenario and the cheapest powertrain changes over time from ICEs to ICE 
hybrids and finally FCVs.  

Figure 164. TCO for principal powertrains using the energy systems method, for the scenario with an 
80% reduction in CO2 emissions in 2050 relative to 1990 

 

Source: (Dodds & Ekins, 2014) 
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6.33.5 The critical role of the industrial sector in reaching long-term emission reduction, energy 
efficiency and renewable targets 

This paper (Fais et al., 2016a) evaluates the critical contribution of the industry sector to long-term 
decarbonisation, efficiency and renewable energy policy targets. Its methodological novelty is the 
incorporation of a process-oriented modelling approach based on a comprehensive technology database 
for the industry sector in a national energy system model for the UK (UKTM), allowing quantification of 
the role of both decarbonisation of upstream energy vectors and of mitigation options in the industrial 
sub-categories. This enhanced model is then applied in a comparative policy scenario analysis that explores 
various target dimensions on emission mitigation, renewable energy and energy efficiency at both a 
national and European level. The results show that ambitious emission cuts in the industry sector of up to 
77% until 2050 compared to 2010 can be achieved. Moreover, with a reduction in industrial energy 
demand of up to 31% between 2010 and 2050, the sector is essential for achieving the overall efficiency 
commitments. The industry sector also makes a moderate contribution to the expansion of renewable 
energies mostly through the use of biomass for low-temperature heating services. However, additional 
sub-targets on renewable sources and energy efficiency need to be assessed critically, as they can 
significantly distort the cost-efficiency of the long-term mitigation pathway. 

Methodology  

The new industrial module in UKTM is based mainly on the technological and economic data provided in 
the Usable Energy Database (UED). It provides both the baseline energy use and emissions by technology 
in 2010 and a wide range of possible future improvement technologies for a number of energy-intensive 
industry sectors in the UK. One of the major challenges in linking the UED to UKTM was to select the most 
relevant future technology options (as the UED provides up to 50 options per sub-sector) and represent 
them correctly in an energy systems modelling context. 

Scenarios & Results  

In addition to the baseline scenario BASE, which assumes no long-term energy or climate policy targets 
and is used as a benchmark, Table 36 details four low-carbon scenarios with varying assumptions on the 
consideration of the EU targets on emission mitigation, energy efficiency and the use of renewable energy 
sources are analysed.  

Table 36. Policy scenario overview 

 

To highlight the additional insights that this new modelling approach can deliver, the final energy 
consumption for those sectors which are modelled in a process-oriented manner in UKTM is shown in 
Figure 165. About three quarters of the steel production in the UK is currently produced through the coke 
oven – blast furnace route, while the remaining share relies on the substantially less energy and emission 
intensive electric arc furnace route. The expansion of the latter option is, however, constrained in the 
model due to the limited availability of metal scrap. Because of the comparatively long technology 
lifetimes and the current overcapacities in the UK steel industry, hardly any differences in the sector’s final 
energy consumption can be observed between the scenarios in the midterm. After 2030, a shift to more 
efficient blast furnaces (top-gas recovery and HIsarna steelmaking processes) is cost efficient both in the 
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base case and the low carbon scenarios, with the difference that in the GHG scenarios the CCS variants of 
these production processes are installed. In the iron & steel sector, CCS capacities are less affected by the 
implementation of the energy efficiency target than in other energy-intensive subsectors.  

Figure 165. Final energy consumption in the energy-intensive industrial subsectors in UKTM 

 

Source: (Fais et al., 2016a) 

6.33.6 Impact of technology uncertainty on future low-carbon pathways in the UK 

We (Fais et al., 2016b) combine consistent and realistic narratives on several technology dimensions with 
a global sensitivity analysis in a national, bottom-up, optimizing energy system model. This produces 
structured insights into the impact of low-carbon technology and resource availability on the long-term 
development of the UK energy system under ambitious decarbonisation pathways. We explore a variety 
of result metrics to present policy-relevant results in a useful and concise manner. The results provide 
valuable information on the variability of fuel and technology use across the uncertainty space. We 
demonstrate the complementarities and substitutability of technologies. We highlight critical low-carbon 
options and hedging strategies and demonstrate timing and path dependencies. The results also show 
how the availability of a given technology can have wider impacts elsewhere in the energy system, thus 
complicating the management of a long-term energy transition. 

Methodology  

We use the new national UK TIMES energy system model (UKTM) to conduct a quantitative scenario 
analysis. To arrive at a comprehensive picture of the potential impacts of technology (and resource) 
uncertainty on the decarbonisation pathways in the UK, 5 key low-carbon technology dimensions have 
been chosen for the sensitivity analysis. For each dimension, a consistent narrative for, both, the central 
case and the sensitivity variant, has been developed and then further translated into quantitative model 
input assumptions.  
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Scenarios & Results  

The quantified descriptions of the five technology dimensions (Table 37) are implemented in a 
comparative scenario analysis with UKTM. To explore the uncertainty space of the availability of the key 
low-carbon technology options in the UK, we conducted a global sensitivity analysis with scenarios for all 
possible combinations of the five dimensions. In order to give the model flexibility with respect to the 
timing of emission reductions after the already implemented carbon budgets, the long-term target is 
applied via a cumulative budget constraint covering the period from 2028 to 2050 which results in the 
same total quantity of emissions as would a linear reduction pathway to 80% until 2050. 

Table 37. Overview of technology dimensions 

 

Strong variations can be observed in the sector-wise contribution to emission reduction across the 28 
scenarios (Figure 166). While the electricity sector reaches carbon-neutrality by 2035 in all scenarios, the 
long-term ability to generate negative emissions through bio- CCS strongly depends on the availability of 
CCS and biomass. In the residential sector, mitigation efforts increase in almost all restricted cases 
compared to the reference case, especially through the exploitation of all available conservation measures 
and stronger electrification. The service sector exhibits the highest level of variation, evenwith the 
possibility of an increase in emissions compared to 2010 in cases with limited demand-side change 
(including higher demand levels) and electrification potential. In the industrial sector, increased mitigation 
efforts occur especially in the cases with limited biomass availability, but good potential for low-carbon 
electricity generation. In contrast, particularly in the very restricted cases without CCS, the industry 
sector's contribution to emission abatement is limited compared to the central case. The transport sector 
is the only end-use sector that still makes a sizeable contribution to GHG emissions in all scenarios in 2050. 
Contrary to the other end-use sectors, transport sector abatement efforts increase in most of the very 
restricted cases compared to the reference case through a stronger focus on efficiency measures. 

Figure 166. GHG emission reduction (left) and share in total emissions in 2050 (right) by sector across all 
28 scenarios 

 

Source: (Fais et al., 2016b) 
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6.33.7 Electricity generation and cooling water use: UK pathways to 2050 

We (Byers et al., 2014) present a model that quantifies current water use of the UK electricity sector and 
use it to test six decarbonisation pathways to 2050. The pathways consist of a variety of generation 
technologies, with associated cooling methods, water use factors and cooling water sources. We find that 
up to 2030, water use across the six pathways is fairly consistent and all achieve significant reductions in 
both carbon and water intensity, based upon a transition to closed loop and hybrid cooling systems. From 
2030 to 2050 our results diverge. Pathways with high levels of carbon capture and storage result in 
freshwater consumption that exceeds current levels (37–107%), and a consumptive intensity that is 30–
69% higher. Risks to the aquatic environment will be intensified if generation with carbon capture and 
storage is clustered. Pathways of high nuclear capacity result in tidal and coastal abstraction that exceed 
current levels by 148–399%. Whilst reducing freshwater abstractions, the marine environment will be 
impacted if a shortage of coastal sites leads to clustering of nuclear reactors and concentration of heated 
water discharges. The pathway with the highest level of renewables has both lowest abstraction and 
consumption of water. Freshwater consumption can also be minimised through use of hybrid cooling, 
which despite marginally higher costs and emissions, would reduce dependence on scarce water resources 
thus increase security of supply. 

Methodology  

Whilst the calculation of water use from a power plant is usually straightforward, the problem becomes 
more complex when considering multiple generation technologies, cooling methods and available water 
sources. For consideration of future electricity pathways, cooling methods and water sources are usually 
not known, hence we assume distributions. We present a model that quantifies current water use of the 
UK electricity sector, disaggregated by generation type, cooling method and cooling source.  

Scenarios & Results  

The pathways are labelled according to their source in Table 38. 

Table 38. Description of the electricity pathways 

 

Source: (Byers et al., 2014) 

The results for freshwater use presented in Figure 167, especially in the context of growing socio-economic 
demands and the impacts of climate change, are arguably of more importance. In all cases there are large 
decreases in abstraction, driven principally by the transition to closed loop, hybrid or air cooling for all 
plants that abstract from freshwater sources. A few small combined cycle gas turbine plants, which are 
already inherently water efficient in open cooling configuration, have their abstractions reduced through 
this switch of cooling methods. This coincides with some decommissioning and a gradual transition to 
carbon capture equipped capacity. Abstractions are also affected by the reduction of coal capacity, which 
despite already being predominantly closed loop cooling continue to be abstraction intensive. 
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Figure 167. Water abstraction and consumption by generation class for freshwater from 2007 to 2050 

 

Source: (Byers et al., 2014) 

6.33.8 A review of energy systems models in the UK: Prevalent usage and categorisation 

In this paper (Hall et al., 2016), a systematic review of academic literature and policy papers since 2008 is 
undertaken with an aim of identifying the prevalent energy systems models and tools in the UK. A list of 
all referenced models is presented and the literature is analysed with regards sectoral coverage and 
technological inclusion, as well as mathematical structure of models. The paper compares available models 
using an appropriate classification schema, the introduction of which is aimed at making the model 
landscape more accessible and perspicuous, thereby enhancing the diversity of models within use.  

Methodology  

The prevalence of energy systems models within these nine policy papers was considered independently 
from academic literature and the results are shown in Figure 168. It can immediately be noticed that the 
range of models is different from and considerably smaller than that in academic literature and, whilst 
only nine papers are considered, the predominant model is still MARKAL and its variants. 
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Figure 168. The ordered list of models as they appear within nine government policy papers reviewed 

 

Source: (Hall et al., 2016) 

Scenarios & Results  

In this paper, classification schemes are merged from various sources, with an intention of finding a broad 
set of categories that attempts to differentiate between models. The schema suggested here comprises 
14 categories, which account for the purpose, structure, approach, mathematical and technological detail. 

For this paper, 22 different models have been chosen from across the model landscape. Detail on these 
models is given. Each model is classified according to the schema. The information is split into three 
separate tables, corresponding to the three classification sections: (a) model purpose, (b) technological 
detail and (c) mathematical detail.  

6.33.9 Long-run marginal CO2 emissions factors in national electricity systems 

This paper (Hawkes, 2014) builds on previous research in this regard estimating short-run marginal 
emissions factors in national electricity systems. It presents the concept of the long-run marginal emissions 
factor (LR-MEF), and builds and applies a new electricity system model to study the problem. For the British 
electricity system it is found that the average LR-MEF is approximately 0.26–0.53 kg CO2/kWh for the 
coming decade, but this reduces to approximately zero by 2035 and onwards as the system decarbonises. 
Furthermore, it is found that the LR-MEF can diverge very significantly from the short-run. This highlights 
the state of flux of the British electricity system and the importance of taking structural changes in the 
electricity system into account when attributing emissions reduction to interventions. 

Methodology  

The LR-MEF is the change in CO2 emissions from an electricity system precipitated by a structural change 
in that system and the operation of the system before/after that change. As such, LR-MEF is defined as 
the change in CO2 emissions over the entire time horizon divided by the change in demand over the entire 
time horizon. A simple conceptual model of the LR-MEF is now presented. It is based on a purely 
hypothetical electricity system, within which it represents basic commissioning/decommissioning and 
operational decisions over a ten-year time horizon. This serves to demonstrate the LR-MEF concept, and 
the range of potential CO2 impacts of adding peak electricity demand where new investment is required 
to reliably serve that demand. In order to examine the range of possible structural changes in the electricity 
system in response to a change in demand, a new model is developed. This model is developed in the 
TIMES modelling environment.  
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Scenarios & Results  

The new model is applied to estimate LR-MEF for two scenarios; (1) where a carbon tax is imposed on the 
power sector, and (2) where no carbon tax is imposed, but instead electricity system CO2 emissions are 
constrained to reduce to zero linearly between 2010 and 2050.  

Figure 169 presents the estimate of LR-MEF for each tranche of additional marginal demand in the scenario 
of a tax on CO2. Results from the two sets of runs show a similar pattern; in the initial years 2015–2025 
the LR-MEF is relatively high, especially for tranches 1 and 2. A transition then occurs over the period 
2025– 2040, and from 2040 onwards the LR-MEF is low and stable just above zero in the CO2 tax scenario 
and approximately zero in the CO2 constraint scenario. Furthermore, the case of a tax on CO2 leads to a 
generally higher LR-MEF than the case of a constraint on CO2. This is because; (a) the CO2 tax is relatively 
low in the initial time periods resulting in the commissioning of higher CO2 power stations in response to 
the additional demand in these periods, and (b) once the upper bound on CO2 emissions has been reached 
in the constraint case, any further addition of demand cannot trigger further emissions because emissions 
are already at their maximum level (i.e. by definition LR-MEF is approximately zero). 

Figure 169. Long run MEF in the British electricity system is the case of a carbon dioxide tax 

 

* The CO2 tax starts follows the published level of the Carbon Price Floor in the UK to 2030, and then the CO2 cost 
used in government appraisal to 2050. It is constant at 2050 levels from 2050 to 2100 

Source: (Hawkes, 2014) 

6.33.10 Land use implications of future energy system trajectories—The case of the UK 2050 Carbon 
Plan 

To address this question, a coupled analysis of the UK energy system and land use has been developed 
(Konadu et al., 2015). The two systems are connected by the production of bioenergy, and are projected 
forwards in time under the energy pathways, accounting for various constraints on landuse for agriculture 
and ecosystem services. The results show different combinations of cropyield and compositions for the 
pathways lead to the appropriation of between 7% and 61% of UK's agricultural land for bioenergy 
production. This could result in competition for land for food production and other land uses, as well as in 
direct land use change in other countries due to an increase in bioenergy imports. Consequently, the 
potential role of bioenergy in achieving UK emissions reduction targets may face significant deployment 
challenges. 

Methodology  

This study uses a top-down analysis of the interconnections between the land and energy systems, 
followed by the estimation of the area of land required to deliver the bioenergy component the pathways, 
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and how this affects UK land use distribution. First, linkages between the energy and land systems were 
mapped out and the current land area appropriated for energy crops was analysed. Next, the land area 
requirements for the projected bioenergy component of each pathway,and for other services were 
estimated. Then the land use distribution under each pathway was analysed using criteria that prioritise 
food production and the maintenance of ecosystem services to establish potential land stress and 
competition between different services. Finally, the rate of land appropriation for bioenergy crops under 
each pathway was compared to current rates of deployment. 

Scenarios & Results  

The Carbon Plan is made up of four low-carbon energy system pathways that achieve the 80% greenhouse 
gas (GHG) emissions cut target of the Climate Change Act (2008) by 2050. These are: “Core MARKAL”; 
“Higher Renewables, more energy efficiency”; “Higher Nuclear, less energy efficiency”; and “Higher Carbon 
Capture and Storage (CCS), more bioenergy”. 

The impact of the land required for bioenergy on future land use distributions in the UK is presented in 
Figure 170. Differences in land use distribution amongst pathways and scenario combinations are a direct 
consequence of land allocation required to meet the projected demand for energy crop production and 
other land services, including housing and settlement, food production and forestry expansion.  

Figure 170. (a) PAU second generation energy crop composition and PAU yield. (b) PAU second 
generation energy crop compositionand improved yields. (c) 50/50 second generation energy crop 
composition and PAU yield. (d) 50/50 second generation energy crop composition and improved yield 

 

Source: (Konadu et al., 2015) 
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The most significant changes in land use are those associated with land for livestock and fibre, which 
mainly involve improved grassland and pasture. These changes are a re- sult of conversion to other forms 
of land use, particularly energy cropping, but also housing and forestry. The scale of change however varies 
with crop composition and yield. The PAU crop composition and PAU yield scenarios presents the highest 
pro- jected changes in land use by 2050 across all Carbon Plan path- ways. Under this scenario, 17–85% of 
improved grassland and pasture is projected to change to bioenergy cropping and other land use demands. 
The lowest projected land use distribution changes are associated with the combination of the 50/ 50 crop 
composition and high crop yield scenarios. 

6.33.11 Exploring possible transition pathways for hydrogen energy: A hybrid approach using socio-
technical scenarios and energy system modelling 

This paper (McDowall, 2014) presents a hybrid approach to assessing hydrogen transitions in the UK, by 
confronting qualitative socio-technical scenarios with quantitative energy systems modelling, through a 
process of ‘dialogue’ between scenario and model. Three possible transition pathways are explored, each 
exploring different uncertainties and possible decision points. Conclusions are drawn for both the future 
of hydrogen, and on the value of an approach that brings quantitative formal models and narrative 
scenario techniques into dialogue. 

Methodology  

The UKSHEC II project follows in that tradition, though with a looser coupling of model runs and scenario 
storylines than is typically undertaken. In this project, socio-technical scenarios and energy system 
modelling have been used in parallel. The model is not forced to reproduce the dynamics of each storyline, 
and model runs are not to be understood as quantified versions of the storylines. Instead, modelling 
exercises are used to examine and inform elements of the scenarios, while the scenarios are used to 
challenge and confront the results suggested by the model. This can be described as a ‘dialogue’ between 
the two approaches, rather than a process of using one to provide input into the other, and with no 
attempt to arrive at fully quantified model-based equivalents to the qualitative storylines. 

Scenarios & Results  

Summaries of all scenarios are presented in Table 39.  
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Table 39. Summaries of the scenarios  

 

Source: (McDowall, 2014) 

Cost assumptions for hydrogen vehicles used in the modelling are based on cost forecasts that assume 
global hydrogen technology success (as indeed is common in energy system model representation of new 
technologies including hydrogen, except those applying endogenous technology learning). Even so, the 
model prefers to deploy hydrogen only from 2035 onwards, rather later than the 2025 described in the 
narrative. The optimisation procedure means that the least-cost carbon abatement opportunities are 
pursued, and options are not selected until they form part of that least-cost low-carbon solution. Even if 
hydrogen vehicles are relatively attractive, they will only enter the market where there are no cheaper 
uses for limited supplies of low-carbon energy. The model suggests that in earlier periods low-carbon 
primary energy is better used to displace coal-fired power generation, and the unabated use of gas in 
heating, while the adoption of more-efficient hybrid electric vehicles reduce the competitive edge of 
hydrogen vehicles. 

6.33.12 Modelling sustainable urban travel in a whole systems energy model 

This paper (Pye & Daly, 2015) explores how one such option, mode shift, can contribute to low-carbon 
energy systems. For the first time, endogenous mode choice is integrated into a whole energy systems 
model, ESME, by representing mode speed, travel time budgets, infrastructure costs, and maximum rates 
of modal shift. Results indicate that the cost-optimal model solution favours sustainable transport modes, 
although this is strongly contingent on financial disincentives for car travel and measures to make slower 
modes more attractive. This approach is relevant in many different country contexts, as the need to assess 
options for lower carbon, more sustainable urban transport systems increases. 
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Methodology  

Instead of specifying individual travel demands, a single passenger travel demand is introduced, and 
different modes compete to meet this demand based on their costs (technology, fuel and infrastructure) 
and associated travel time. The optimisation is subject to an aggregate travel time balance, and the model 
is allowed to invest in infrastructure which reduces the travel time associated with different modes. This 
includes introducing two new constraints to better represent the dynamics of mode shift: firstly, the 
maximum modal shift potential from cars to non-car modes, and secondly, the rate of modal shift. In 
addition, the option for non-motorised modes is introduced, with some representation of mode 
infrastructure. An important distinction, however, is that infrastructure investment does not lead to 
improvements in travel time associated with different modes. The analysis undertaken applies the modal 
shift approach to ESME, quantifying the impact of endogenising modal choice to the rest of the energy 
system and on the resulting optimal abatement pathway of the UK energy system. 

Scenarios & Results  

All model runs use ESME v3.4 in a deterministic formulation, and include a carbon cap consistent with the 
UK Carbon Budget and the 2050 CO2 target. Beyond this reference scenario which includes mode shift 
(MSRef), four scenarios are developed to test the impact of potential future trends and policy measures 
on the level of mode shift and the impacts to the energy system. The scenarios are listed below in Table 
40. 

Table 40. Model runs for modal shift analysis 

 

Source: (Pye & Daly, 2015) 

The first set of results, in Figure 171, shows the change in demand by mode resulting from mode shift, 
relative to the case where no mode shift is permitted (Ref). To provide some context for the observed 
shifts, a change of 20 bpkm in 2030 is 5.2% of total shorter distance urban surface passenger demand (trips 
less than 55 km); in 2050, 20 bpkm only accounts for 4.6% of this demand due to growth in travel demand. 
However, in terms of the additional demand growth relative to 2010 levels, 20 bpkm represents a much 
larger share, at 37% in 2030 and 19% in 2050. As the rate of shift constraint is relaxed over time, modal 
shift increases across all sensitivities. Post-2020, cycling increases at the expense of rail in all sensitivities 
except where the time budget constraint is removed, and car travel is penalised (MSHighCCNoTTB, MS-
NoTTB). This is not surprising, given that these are the lowest and highest cost modes respectively. The 
time budget constraint does moderate cycling uptake, given their average mode speed and the percentage 
share of trips that cycling is applicable for. This result should not be viewed, however, as cycling replacing 
rail travel (although this could be foreseen in some urban areas such as London); it is rather a re-
adjustment of the range of trip distances covered by different modes. 
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Figure 171. Change in mode demand due to modal shift option, 2020–2050 

 

Source: (Pye & Daly, 2015) 

6.33.13 The influence of UK emissions reduction targets on the emissions of the global steel industry 

This paper (Serrenho et al., 2016) explores how future UK demand for goods made from steel might be 
supplied while satisfying national climate policies, and how this will influence global CO2 emissions. The 
carbon intensities of five different steel-making routes are used to predict the allowed scale of future 
domestic steel production within the industrial emissions allowances set in four energy pathways defined 
by the UK Government. The remaining requirement for steel must be sourced offshore and the associated 
emissions are predicted, to give an estimate of the global emissions arising from final demand in the UK. 
The results show that current UK climate strategymay have a limited effect in reducing the CO2 emissions 
of the global steel industry, unless the UK shiftstowards producing more of its own steel products with 
domestic secondary steel-making. This optionwould also increase the security of UK supply and support 
an expansion of UK manufacturing. 

Scenarios & Results  

To achieve its commitment to reduce emissions, to 80% of 1990 levels by 2050, the UK Government has 
developed a Carbon Plan, with four possible pathways for the energy system: 

• CoreMARKAL Central energy pathway generated by the UK MARKAL energy model. Postulates the 
decarbonisation of the electricity generation in the UK and the use of CCS technologies.  

• Higher carbon capture and storage (CCS), more bioenergy. Postulates a higher deployment of CCS 
technologies than in the CoreMARKAL pathway. It considers higher use of bioenergy across all 
sectors.  

• Higher renewables, more energy efficiency. Postulates a higher deployment of renewable 
electricity generation technologies than in the CoreMARKAL pathway. It considers stricter energy 
efficiency targets to the UK industry, resulting in less GHG emissions allowed to industry than in 
the CoreMARKAL pathway.  

• Higher nuclear, less energy efficiency. Postulates a higher deployment of nuclear energy in the UK 
than in the CoreMARKAL pathway. It considers that most of the energy efficiency gains will take 
place in transports and buildings, resulting in a relaxation of energy use targets imposed on 
industries. 
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Figure 172 shows that maintaining the current mix of production technologies or shifting to more primary 
steel-making with BF leads to higher global CO2emissions (scenarios A and B). Theseemissions are generally 
around 20% less than in 2007, but are 20% higher for the “Higher nuclear, less energy efficiency” pathway. 
Global CO2emissions are reduced for those scenarios that antic-ipate a higher share of scrap as iron source 
(scenarios C, D, and E). The use of CCS in the UK steel industry would contribute to thereduction of 
CO2emissions from energy uses other than electricity. Figure 172 shows a greater potential for emissions 
savings due to CCS where steel production in the UK is higher and the fraction ofproduction from scrap is 
reduced (scenarios D and E). The “Highernuclear, less energy efficiency” pathway assumes that there is 
nouse of CCS technologies in industry. 

Figure 172. Total CO2 emitted to supply the UK demand for crude steel in 2050, subject to the use of CCS 
technologies in the UK steel industry 

 

Source: (Serrenho et al., 2016) 

6.33.14 Optimal diversity of renewable energy alternatives under multiple criteria: An application to 
the UK 

We (Shmelev et al., 2016) propose a multi-criteria analysis of alternative combinations of renewable 
energy technologies to meet a sustainable energy supply. The combination of these factors allows for 
solutions in which there is more balance between economic, environmental and social dimensions, unlike 
in previous studies. This article argues for consideration of the following dimensions of the energy system: 
costs, emissions, water use, land use and employment. Consideration of such dimensions will shift energy 
system into the direction of overall sustainability while making it more resilient in the long-term. The 
approach is applied to the case of the United Kingdom by making use of a MARKAL model, complementing 
its goal of cost-minimization with additional, social and environmental criteria. This gives rise to a number 
of suggestions for UK energy mix and policy. 

Methodology  

The method we propose here combines two elements, namely a MARKAL model and a multi-criteria 
decision aid (MCDA) approach. First, we generate cost and CO2 emission indicators for UK energy system 
scenarios with the MARKAL model. Next, we perform a comparative multi-criteria analysis of individual 
energy options (wind, solar PV, hydro, gas, coal, nuclear and wood) using the Aggregated Preference 
Indices System (APIS) MCDA tool. 
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Scenarios & Results  

The UKERC team has produced a wide range of UK energy system scenarios using the MARKAL model:  

• Baseline(B) characterised by only the policies of Energy 2008 Bill and no CO2 price;  

• the Faint Hearted scenario (CFH), characterised by the 15% CO2 reduction by 2020, extrapolated to 
-40% by 2050;  

• Low Carbon scenario (CAM), characterised by the 26% CO2 reduction by 2020 (CCC interim target 
equivalent), exponentially extrapolated to -80% by 2050 (118MtCO2);  

• the Early Action scenario (CEA) exhibiting a 32% CO2 reduction by 2020 (CCC intended target 
equivalent), extra- polated to -80% by 2050 (118MtCO2),  

• the Least Cost Path scenario (CCP) characterised by the Same cumulative emissions as Early Action 
scenario (19.24GtCO2), but a least-cost cumulative path and  

• the Socially optimal Least Cost Path scenario (CCSP), exhibiting the same cumulative emissions as 
LC-EA (19.24 GtCO2), with a least-cost cumulative path, and social discount rate (3.5%). 

Under the investment costs minimization priority, as can be seen in Figure 173, Gas has an overall 
performance score of around 0.78 and is a very competitive technology. It is followed by nuclear, coal, 
wood and wind with hydro and solar being less preferred if capacity factors are taken into account. Solar 
is least preferred under this priority. Under a CO2 minimization priority, Nuclear appears the best 
(performance score of 0.77), closely followed by Wind, Hydro, and Solar. The worst performer on CO2 

emissions is Coal, with Gas, Hydro, Solar and Wood performing much closer to Wind and Nuclear, rather 
than Coal. 

Figure 173. Multi-criteria ranking of sustainable energy options with APIS: investment cost minimization 
priority 

 

Source: (Shmelev et al., 2016) 

6.33.15 Energy model, boundary object and societal lens: 35 years of the MARKAL model in the UK 

We (Taylor et al., 2014) illustrate this with the example of the MARKAL energy system model in the UK, a 
model that is also widely used internationally. We trace the use of the model from its initial development 
in the mid-1970s to the present day, highlighting attributes that contribute to its role as a successful 
‘boundary object’ for different but interconnecting energy policy communities. We suggest that changing 
images of the energy policy problem have enabled MARKAL to shift from an initial role in identifying 
technologies to reduce oil dependency to playing a key role in target-oriented climate policy. Furthermore, 
we argue that the ability of MARKAL to perform different roles for different groups has served to embed 
and institutionalise the model in the energy policy community. Moreover, the capacity of the model to 
represent detailed technology options has accorded with a technological focus that has suited prevailing, 
shared conceptions of the energy-climate policy problem. 
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Methodology  

To provide data for the above argument, we have thematically organised the literature relating to UK 
government use of MARKAL over an extended period from the late 1970s. Some 70 policy and other 
documents have been examined, with close analysis of 21 items. Selection of organising themes was 
guided by the objective of providing a relatively neutral overview of the history of MARKAL usage in the 
UK. Specifically, the organising themes are: (i) the stated goals and policy ambition of thedocument 
supported by MARKAL; (ii) the specific role of MARKAL inproviding that support; (iii) related policy 
positions and modellingcontext; (iv) explicit and implicit criticisms, acknowledgement oflimitations and 
defence of MARKAL. 

Scenarios & Results  

Use of MARKAL by the UK Government. Changing images of the energy policy problem have enabled 
MARKAL to shift from an initial role in technology assessment, driven by concerns about oil import 
dependency; to a context of liberalised energy markets in the 1990s in which its main use wasto identify 
priorities for R&D; to a key role in target-oriented cli-mate policy, as reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
increased inpolicy salience through the 2000s. 

Use of MARKAL by the Committee on Climate Change. While the CCC shares the need of central 
government to analyse costs and technology pathways, it is not in the position of having to justify specific 
legislative proposals. Government departments have a strong need for tools that provide closure around 
specific options, whereas the CCC is able to take a more reflective and advisory approach – including more 
explicit acknowledgement of the many uncertainties.  

Use of MARKAL by the academic modelling community. Until 2005, the use of MARKAL in the UK had been 
confined togovernment agencies or consultancies working under contract forgovernment, rather than 
academia. This changed with the advent ofthe UK Energy Research Centre (UKERC), funded by the UK 
ResearchCouncils’ Energy Programme. A key priority, identified early on by UKERC, was the need to 
enhance the UK’s ability to conduct analysis of the energy system as whole, through an energy system 
mod-elling capacity.  

6.33.16 Scenarios for deployment of hydrogen in contributing to meeting carbon budgets and the 2050 
target 

The CCC develops scenarios for the UK’s future energy system to assess routes to decarbonisation and to 
advise UK Government on policy options (Hart et al., 2015). Uncertainty to 2050 is large, and so different 
scenarios are needed to assess different trajectories, targets and technology combinations. Some of these 
scenarios assess specific technologies or fuels which have the potential to make a significant contribution 
to future decarbonisation.  

Methodology  

Hydrogen is one such fuel. It has been included in limited quantities in some CCC scenarios, but not 
extensively examined, in part due to perceived or anticipated higher costs than some other options. But 
as hydrogen technology is developed and deployed, the cost projections and other performance indicators 
have become more favourable. The scenario development was informed by a model of the UK energy 
system, the UK TIMES energy system model (UKTM), which can show how the desired roll-out could take 
place. In some cases the model was forced to choose a hydrogen technology, in order to test the potential 
speed of roll-out, and validate the real emissions reduction contribution it could make. 

Scenarios & Results  

The work presented here examines the potential role of hydrogen in two scenarios:  
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• In the Critical Path scenario the focus is on keeping hydrogen options open, should they be needed 
for decarbonisation in a later period. The focus is on strategically important applications – those 
hard to decarbonise in other ways. These include HGVs and buses, some cars, and a small amount 
of industrial and power generation use. By 2050 some 70% of the UK bus fleet and 90% of HGVs 
are hydrogen-fuelled, and 40% of vehicle kilometres in cars are fuelled by hydrogen.  

• The Full Contribution scenario sees more rapid uptake of more hydrogen technologies in more 
sectors. Buses and HGVs are deployed even faster than in Critical Path, and cars are much more 
widely used. By 2050 hydrogen vehicles dominate in road transport, accounting for around 95% of 
every fleet type, with hydrogen supplied to the majority of refuelling stations and homes by bulk 
pipeline. To enable the Full Contribution scenario, much stronger support is required.  

The narrative of the Full Contribution scenario was informed by energy system modelling conducted using 
UKTM, following a similar process to the Critical Path scenario.  

Figure 174 shows the increasing share of vehicle kilometres provided by hydrogen vehicles, and the 
average annual additions to the fleet, for the main transport modes. The Full Contribution scenario 
assumes a heat-led strategy for the hydrogen transition, with the hydrogen infrastructure provided to 
enable conversion of buildings to hydrogen-fuelled heat, and this has the knock-on effect of enabling the 
infrastructure to support widespread ownership and use of hydrogen vehicles. This means that hydrogen 
growth in transport occurs more slowly than for heat. All technologies show relatively slow growth until 
2035, after which time they ramp up quite rapidly. The roll-out of cars is especially dramatic. Net average 
annual additions to fleet are around 400,000 in the early 2030s, but this doubles in the second half of that 
decade, and then quickly rises to 3 million in the 2040s, and 3.5 million by the last five years of the time 
horizon. This is very rapid, but plausible in the context of the size of the vehicle fleet at that point and the 
expected total annual sales. 

Figure 174. Full Contribution scenario – share of fleet distance by FCEVs 

 

Source: (Hart et al., 2015) 

The initial deployment of FCEVs in the transport sector is supported by decentralised hydrogen production 
at depots, in a similar way to the Critical Path scenario. However, Figure 175 shows that centralised 
hydrogen production using large SMR plants with CCS commences much earlier, as the pioneer towns have 
already been converted by 2025. The conversion programme enables new urban hydrogen refuelling 
stations to be widely deployed in these towns and these can provide lower-cost hydrogen than the 
decentralised stations in the Critical Path scenario. This means there is less need for decentralised stations, 
and these provide only 10% of hydrogen for the transport sector in 2050. Total annual hydrogen 
production in 2050 is around 6 times higher in the Full Contribution scenario than in the Critical Path 
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scenario, as a consequence of the wide adoption of hydrogen for heat provision. Centralised hydrogen is 
produced exclusively by SMR plants with CCS. 
Figure 175. Full contribution scenario – hydrogen production methods 

 

 

Source: (Hart et al., 2015) 

6.33.17 The role of hydrogen and fuel cells in providing affordable, secure low-carbon heat 

This paper (Dodds & Hawkes, 2014) assesses potential roles for hydrogen and fuel cells in low-carbon 
heating. It reviews the science of and identifies potential markets for fuel cell CHP and other hydrogen-
fuelled technologies. It examines the possible benefits of these technologies from the perspective of the 
whole energy system, with a focus on residential fuel cell CHP in particular. Finally, it identifies the UK 
industrial strengths in hydrogen and fuel cells, and considers policy issues that will need to be addressed 
to give these technology options a level playing field with other low-carbon heating technologies. The 
second part of this chapter assesses the potential role for hydrogen and fuel cells in a bespoke study using 
the new UKTM-UCL model. This investigation uses fuel cell data to provide an up-to-date appraisal of the 
prospects for hydrogen and fuel cells to contribute to heat provision. It includes a comparison with all 
major counterfactual technologies using the levelised costs of heat provision. 

Methodology  

UKTM-UCL25 (the UK TIMES Model developed by University College London) portrays the entire UK energy 
system. The model contains more than 1,500 distinct technologies. Hydrogen can be produced by coal, 
biomass and waste gasification, steam reforming of natural gas and oil (including biomethane and biooil) 
and electrolysis. A full representation of both existing gas and prospective hydrogen transmission and 
distribution networks is included. Heat technologies include boilers (for a wide range of fossil and low- 
carbon fuels), air and ground source electric heat pumps, hybrid heat pumps, solar thermal, and 
conventional and fuel cell micro-CHP. A range of district heat and CHP technologies are available including 
hydrogen-powered fuel cells, boilers and combined-cycle gas turbines.    

Scenarios & Results  

Some illustrative scenarios that would be appropriate for a study of heat provision using hydrogen and 
fuel cells are summarised in Table 41. They vary according to the emissions target and to whether gas 
network conversion to deliver hydrogen is available or whether it is necessary to build a new hydrogen 
distribution network to supply houses. 
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Table 41. Illustrative energy systems modelling scenarios that would be appropriate for a study of heat 
provision using hydrogen and fuel cellsin 2050 

 

The base scenario used in this section is the CONV-A scenario. Hydrogen can be supplied through injection 
to the natural gas stream, at concentrations of up to 7% by energy content, or the existing gas networks 
can converted to deliver pure hydrogen. Hydrogen-fuelled technologies are defined across the residential, 
commercial, industrial and transport sectors, and include both fuel cells and combustion technologies. The 
final energy fuel consumption for this scenario is shown in Figure 176. This is the fuel consumption by end-
use technologies (e.g. boilers, cars) that provide energy services in the end-use sectors. A range of fuels, 
including hydrogen, are consumed in 2050. The transport sector consumes 82% of the 1,100 PJ hydrogen 
in 2050 for fuel cell electric vehicles while the residential sector consumes 11% and the other sectors only 
7%. The cost-optimal pathway for this scenario has a small but not dominant role for hydrogen in heat 
provision. By 2050, residential hydrogen is used to decarbonise the gas supply and is used in boilers, with 
no fuel cell micro-CHP deployed in the cost-optimal pathway. Hydrogenfuelled boilers are similarly used 
in the service sector, while no hydrogen is used in the industrial sector. 

Figure 176. Final energy fuel consumption in the CONV-A scenario in UKTM-UCL 

 

Source: (Dodds & Hawkes, 2014) 

6.34 United States 

6.34.1 Role of natural gas in meeting an electric sector emissions reduction strategy and effects on 
greenhouse gas emissions 

This analysis (Lenox & Kaplan, 2016) uses the MARKAL linear optimization model to compare the carbon 
emissions profiles and system-wide global warming potential of the U.S. energy system over a series of 
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model runs in which the power sector is required to meet a specific carbon dioxide reduction target across 
a number of scenarios in which the availability of natural gas changes. Scenarios are run with carbon 
dioxide emissions and a range of upstream methane emission leakage rates from natural gas production 
along with upstream methane and carbon dioxide emissions associated with production of coal and oil. 
While the systemcarbon dioxide emissions are reduced inmost scenarios, total carbon dioxide equivalent 
emissions showan increase in scenarios in which natural gas prices remain low and, simultaneously, 
methane emissions from natural gas production are higher. 

Methodology  

We modeled a power sector emissions reduction strategy both with and without carbon dioxide and 
methane emissions from coal, oil, and natural gas extraction and production included in the emissions 
reduction calculation and analyzed how those strategies lead to different technology choices in the power 
sector. The EPAUS9r includes a detailed representation of GHG and criteria air pollutant emissions. The 
database includes 20-year and 100-year GWPs for carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, and methane taken from 
the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report. GWP values for black carbon, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, organic 
carbon, sulfur dioxide (SO2), and volatile organic compounds are also included. 

Scenarios & Results  

The scenarios were combinations of four different variables: natural gas resource levels, power sector 
technology performance standards, upstream methane emissions estimates, and reductions in regional 
renewable portfolio standard goals. Table 42 lists the 22 scenarios and their given names. 

Table 42. Scenario names and descriptions 

 

Source: (Lenox & Kaplan, 2016) 

As expected, at lower estimates of upstream methane emissions, most of the scenarios without a TPS 
result in a reduction in overall CO2e, and therefore a reduction in the globalwarming impact of the system. 
One exception is the lowresource scenario in scenarioswith lower methane leakage rates for natural gas 
production. In those scenarios, coal power plants stay in production for longer periods of time as 
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compared to the reference case, and the higher coal combustion emissions leads to an increase in CO2 and 
CO2e in the early years. The TPS and the TPS2 reduce the CO2e emissions in all time periods under both 
GWP time frames in the reference resource level scenarios and the low resource scenarios, with the low 
resource scenarios consistently delivering larger reductions. Figure 177 shows that this benefit to the 
system is the result of coal capacity, and some or to a lesser extent natural gas, being replaced with 
renewable (mostly wind) production. 

Figure 177. Change in cumulative fuel use in electricity production in PJ: 2010–2050, ascompared to the 
reference scenario 

 

Source: (Lenox & Kaplan, 2016) 

6.34.2 Strategic responses to CO2 emission reduction targets drive shift in U.S. electric sector water 
use 

Here we (Cameron et al., 2014) investigate whether carbon mitigation policies would improve or 
exacerbate electric sector water reliance. We use EPAUS9r MARKAL to model changes in U.S. electric 
sector water withdrawal and consumption through 2055 resulting from energy system-wide CO2 emissions 
reduction targets of 10%, 25%, and 50%, as well as nine sensitivity analysis scenarios. In aggregate, CO2 
reduction strategies decrease national electric sector water withdrawal in all scenarios (L31% to L46% by 
2055), but have a varied impact on water consumption (L4% to D42% by 2055). These changes in electricity 
generation technology and the resulting change in water use would likely reduce electric sector 
vulnerability to droughts and heat waves.  

Methodology  

This study analyzes the quantity of water used during electricity generation. In this study, the EPAUS9r 
database was restructured to improve the representation of water withdrawal and consumption by 
different types of electricitygenerating technologies, and to identify the cooling technologies used by 
individual existing facilities. 

Scenarios & Results  

This analysis models four energy scenarios to 2055: a business-asusual scenario (Base) and three energy 
system-wide CO2 emission reduction scenarios (10% CO2 Reduction, 25% CO2 Reduction, and 50% CO2 
Reduction). The 10%, 25%, and 50% CO2 Reduction scenarios represent three increasingly aggressive 
energy system-wide CO2 emission constraint policies.  

Regional CO2 emissions reduction strategies varied considerably. Regional electric sector technologies for 
the Base and 50% CO2 Reduction scenarios in 2055 are shown in Figure 178. Eastern regions (1, 2, 3, 5, and 
6) rely heavily on NGCC-CCS (51% of total eastern electricity generation in 2055) and nuclear power (36% 
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in 2055) in the 50% CO2 Reduction scenario. In contrast, central and western regions (4, 7, 8, and 9) rely 
primarily on wind (59% of total western generation by 2055) and solar-thermal power (16% by 2055) due 
to the much greater availability of wind and solar resources in those regions. Another determinant of 
regional differences in generation technology is electricity demand growth in the transportation sector. In 
the 50% CO2 Reduction scenario, demand for light duty vehicle travel is increasingly met with electric 
vehicles and plug-in hybrids (51% by 2055). We assume that these vehicles will be charged primarily at 
night, a time of historically low electricity demand. Increasing electric vehicles therefore dampens 
fluctuations in the daily demand cycle, making base load generating technologies such as nuclear power 
increasingly cost efficient. 

Figure 178. Electricity production (PJ) by technology in the Base (left bar) and the 50% CO2 reduction 
scenarios (right bar) in 2055 in nine regions 

 

Source: (Cameron et al., 2014) 

6.34.3 Developing and assessing investment options for economic, energy, and climate security gains 
in the United States 

To assess future opportunities of proactive approaches to policy and investment, we (Delaquil et al., 2014) 
analyze 20 sector-based actions at the national and subnational levels in the US that can narrow remaining 
national carbon emissions gaps by 2020 and beyond, while improving economic and energy efficiency in 
every sector. These actions are found to provide favorable returns on investment for job creation, energy 
and cost savings, and multiple measures of energy security. Selection and design of these new actions are 
based on evaluation of hundreds of policy options derived from facilitated, stakeholder and consensus-
based development of comprehensive climate action planning in 20 states. They represent top issues of 
focus for policymakers, and serve as key drivers for new investment, collaboration, and governance 
approaches that are needed to integrate economic, energy, and environmental security in the US.  
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Methodology  

The ISM is broad and comprehensive in nature, combining highly customized, detailed assessment of 
policy options in all sectors with the regional and national energy system strengths of the MARKAL/TIMES 
least-cost energy system modeling platform. Linkage with the econometrics is embodied in a reduced-
form Macroeconomic Screening Tool based on the regression analysis of REMI PI + Macroeconomic Model 
results of a wide range of GHG mitigation and sequestration policy options. These policy measures were 
input to the CCS ISM System, including the US National MARKAL model, where they were assessed 
individually and in integrated clusters to identify their security, investment, and environmental benefits. 

Scenarios & Results  

The analysis shows that the 20 final measures, when applied selectively to all 50 states (based on state 
and sector characteristics), achieve the three primary security and sustainability goals and could provide 
the aggregated benefits summarized below: 

• Increase US employment by 1.33 million net new full-time jobs by 2020; 

• Increase GDP by $96 billion in 2020 and cumulatively by $1.06 trillion (in net present value) 
between now and now and 2030; 

• Increase US fuel diversity, reduce summer peak demand for electricity, generate direct societal cost 
savings and reduce US energy intensity (energy use per unit GDP); 

• Reduce GHG emissions by about 466 million metric tons of CO2 equivalent in 2020, and cumulatively 
by about 13.5 billion metric tons of CO2 equivalent between now and 2030. 

Figure 179 shows the direct investment flow requirements and employment benefits of the policies by 
economic sector.  

Figure 179. Return on investment for job creation 

 

Source: (Delaquil et al., 2014) 

Also shown is the direct investment cost per full time job (by employee-year) created between now and 
2030. Integrated economic, energy, environmental security investment creates jobs at favorable 
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investment rates in comparison to conventional economic development alternatives. The aggregate result 
over all sectors would create, on average, one job per $24,000 invested. The Residential, Commercial and 
Industrial (RCI) sector policies are the most cost-effective in this regard, followed by Agriculture, Forestry 
and Waste (AFW) sector policies. 

6.34.4 Impact of energy prices and cellulosic biomass supply on agriculture, energy, and the 
environment: An integrated modeling approach 

Building on an integrated agriculture–energy modeling framework, this study (Dodder et al., 2015) 
analyzes a baseline and three alternative scenarios: two scenarios based on energy prices (crude oil and 
natural gas) and one based on assumptions regarding cellulosic biomass availability. By examining the 
impact of scenarios driven by (a) changes in the energy sector and (b) changes in the agricultural sector, 
we can compare the differential effects on biofuels markets, commodity prices and quantities in each 
sector, and CO2 emissions. Scenario comparisons show biofuel markets affected more by crude oil prices 
than natural gas prices. However, higher natural gas prices shift the biofuel production mix away from 
corn-grain based to more cellulosic ethanol via multiple mechanisms. Alternatively, the scenario with no 
cellulosic feedstock lowers total ethanol production and raises ethanol and corn prices. In terms of 
environmental impacts, higher ethanol levels driven by higher oil prices lead to lower CO2 emissions. In 
comparison, the no cellulosic scenario results in the highest CO2 trajectory relative to the baseline. 

Methodology  

The EPA's U.S. nine-region database (EPAUS9r_12, version 1.0) is used for the MARKAL input data. The 
CARD U.S. agricultural market model is a non-spatial, partial equilibrium model that includes major 
agricultural commodities (temperate crops, sugar, dairy, livestock, and biofuels with by-products). Linking 
these two models to generate an integrated or “converged” baseline and then using this baseline to run 
various scenarios allows for detailed analysis of the impacts of energy markets on agricultural markets and 
vice versa. Linking the models endogenizes the interaction between two markets and better reflects real-
world market dynamics, where all markets interactwith each other. 

Scenarios & Results  

The two scenarios identified to analyze the impacts of changing fossil fuel prices on biofuels and 
agricultural markets are: (1) a permanent 25% increase in crude oil prices; and (2) a permanent 25% 
increase in both crude oil and natural gas prices. 

Figure 180 shows the changes in ethanol consumption at the regional level. Nearly all baseline E85 
consumption occurs in Midwestern ethanol producing states (regions 3 and 4, corresponding to the East 
North Central and West North Central Census Divisions). Additional E85 volumes in the scenarios are also 
absorbed by these same regions. Lower regional prices and high availability of feedstock (as taken from 
the CARD results) concentrate both corn and cellulosic ethanol production in these states. In addition, the 
distribution costs (via rail, truck, or barge), as solved endogenously in the MARKAL model, often make it 
more cost effective at the system-level to consume ethanol close to the feedstock and fuel production. 
Distribution costs, particularly for truck-based transport of ethanol, are further exacerbated under the two 
scenarios, which increase the cost of diesel for ethanol transportation. As an optimization model, MARKAL 
optimizes the regional flows of ethanol production, distribution, and consumption to an extent that would 
not necessarily occur in the real world. MARKAL also optimizes the geographic location of E85 compatible 
FFVs, and due to the assumption of perfect foresight in themodel, is able to build out the FFV fleet in 
anticipation of higher ethanol volumes in later modeling years.  
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Figure 180. Growth of denatured ethanol blended into E10 nationally (solid lines) versus E85 regionally 
(dashed lines). Trends are shown for (A) baseline, (B) scenario 2 (high crude oil and natural gas), and (C) 
scenario 3 (no cellulosic) 

 

Source: (Dodder et al., 2015) 

6.34.5 Standardized verification of fuel cycle modeling 

A nuclear fuel cycle systems modeling and code-to-code comparison effort was coordinated across 
multiple national laboratories (Feng et al., 2016) to verify the tools needed to perform fuel cycle analyses 
of the transition from a once-through nuclear fuel cycle to a sustainable potential future fuel cycle. A 
simplified example transition scenario was developed to serve as a test case for the four systems codes 
involved (DYMOND, VISION, ORION, and MARKAL), each used by a different laboratory participant. The 
test case specifications describe a transition from the current US fleet of light water reactors to a future 
fleet of sodium-cooled fast reactors that continuously recycle transuranic elements as fuel. Although no 
fuel cycle transition analysis codes matched the spreadsheet results exactly, all remaining differences in 
the results were due to fundamental differences in code structure and/or were thoroughly explained.  

Methodology  

All participants produced spreadsheet solutions for the test case to check all the mass flows and 
reactor/facility profiles on a year-by-year basis throughout the simulation period. For this verification 
exercise, a standalone MARKAL model (i.e., not embedded in the U.S. energy system model already within 
the code) was developed. The stockpile technologies are used to: (a) model an unlimited supply of UOX; 
or (b) accumulate the material generated in the previous step (process). All process technologies have 
been modeled with a lag, i.e., output materials exit the process one time step after the corresponding 
input materials enter it. The processes labeled ‘‘LAG” carry an input material to the next time step with no 
other change, and represent the cooling period after the spent nuclear fuel is discharged from a reactor.  

Scenarios & Results  

The test scenario for this verification study is a simplified transition from a fleet of one hundred 1000-
MWe light-water reactors (LWRs) to a fleet of sodium fast reactors (SFRs), under a scenario in which there 
is 0% growth in nuclear energy demand. The SFR rated power for this test scenario was set at 333.3 MWe. 
The scenario starts in the beginning of the year 2015 with 100 LWRs, each at 1 GWe capacity, totaling 100 
GWe of installed LWR capacity. The simulation period is 100 years to allow enough time for the complete 
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transition of the existing LWR fleet into the fleet of SFRs. The capacity factor is 0.90 for both reactor types 
and the nuclear power demand remains a constant at 90 GWe. 

Since the MARKAL model used a pre-defined retirement profile and used 1 year time steps like the 
spreadsheet, all MARKAL generated data matched exactly with those from the spreadsheet except for the 
unused TRU from UNF, as shown in Figure 181. Visually, it appears that the two lines are matched at all 
times, but the third line indicates that a small difference (within 3%) appears after 2075, which is simply 
due to the difference in numerical precision of the simulation data that is transferred between the two 
60-year MARKAL simulations. Otherwise, all of the MARKAL and spreadsheet results matched at all times 
for this test scenario. The verification of MARKAL under this test transition scenario demonstrated the 
ability for the code to accurately model evolving nuclear fuel cycle systems. The standalone model 
developed for this verification exercise was subsequently integrated into a model of the entire U.S. energy 
system including nuclear and non-nuclear energy sources. This comprehensive energy model is being used 
to examine the future deployment rates of nuclear energy in the U.S as it competes with other sources 
under various assumptions and conditions (carbon limits, electricity prices, etc.).  

Figure 181. Unused TRU recovered from UNF from MARKAL and spreadsheet with the percent difference 
indicated on the right 

 

Source: (Feng et al., 2016) 

6.34.6 Sensitivity to energy technology costs: A multi-model comparison analysis 

In the present paper (Bosetti et al., 2015) we use the output of multiple expert elicitation surveys on the 
future cost of key low-carbon technologies and use it as input of three Integrated Assessment models, 
GCAM, MARKAL_US and WITCH. By means of a large set of simulations we aim to assess the implications 
of these subjective distributions of technological costs over key model outputs. We are able to detect what 
sources of technology uncertainty are more influential, how this differs across models, and whether and 
how results are affected by the time horizon, the metric considered or the stringency of the climate policy. 
In unconstrained emission scenarios, the cost of nuclear energy is shown to dominate all others in affecting 
future emissions. Climate-constrained scenarios, stress the relevance, in addition to that of nuclear energy, 
of biofuels, as they represent the main source of decarbonization of the transportation sector and 
bioenergy, since the latter can be coupled with Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) to produce negative 
emissions. 
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Methodology  

In the present analysis we focus our attention on the following technologies (and metrics): solar power 
(levelized cost of elec- tricity), nuclear power (overnight capital cost), biofuels (cost and conversion 
efficiency), bioelectricity (cost and conversion effi-ciency) and carbon capture and storage (CCS) (capital 
cost and energy penalty). By harmonizing and aggregating the data across experts and across surveys, we 
obtain eight probability distributions representing the values of these uncertain metrics.  

Scenarios & Results  

We generate 740 scenarios, representing combinations of technology performances drawn from these 
eight cost distributions. Each of the 740 runs is repeated for three policy scenarios: a baseline scenario 
where no climate policy is in place, and two climate policy scenarios where global emissions (US emissions 
for MARKAL-US) are constrained. In particular, models run with emissions caps inline with scenarios 
imposing a radiative forcing of 2.6 and 4.5W/m2 by 2100. 

To appreciate how the uncertainty in technology costs propa- gates in the shadow price of carbon before 
2050, the full time series of carbon prices for the different models and for both the climate constrained 
scenarios considered are reported in Figure 182. Despite the structural differences across the models, 
several si- milarities can be identified: under the less stringent (RCP4.5) cli- mate scenarios model tend to 
agree on the median level of the carbon price; uncertainty increases over time; the min–max bands for 
the two scenarios do not overlap; and the near-term growth rates in the stringent (RCP2.6) scenario are 
similar. 

Figure 182. Price of carbon up to 2050 for each of the models in the climate constrained scenarios 

 

Source: (Bosetti et al., 2015) 

6.34.7 Examining the relationship between shale gas production and carbon capture and storage 
under CO2 taxes based on the social cost of carbon 

This paper (Nichols & Victor, 2015) examines the impacts of carbon taxes that are equal to the social costs 
of carbon (SCC) on the U.S. energy system in the long-term future under different assumptions on the 
potential of shale gas development and with respect to carbon capture and storage deployment. The 
analysis shows how the mutual effects of substitution within both the supply and demand-side play an 
important role in constraining or enabling the penetration of shale gas into the energy mix. The study 
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discusses multiple scenarios and helps guide policy making by identifying areas where, and the extent to 
which, climate policy can reinforce energy objectives in the U.S. 

Methodology  

The approach, which makes use of the MARKAL energy system model, allows exploring future perspectives 
of the U.S. energy system if the shale gas boom is a long-term phenomenon through different scenarios in 
order to assist in understanding the complex behaviour of the energy system by identifying the key 
variables and the synergies and trade-off between them.  

Scenarios & Results  

We used two different natural gas supply curves and four SCC values in designing scenarios. We created 
two cases (Base Gas Supply and High Gas Supply) and five scenarios for each case (Table 43). Two scenarios 
within each case examine the impacts of carbon capture and storage (CCS) under high CO2 tax levels. We 
modify BASE_395 and HighGas_395 scenarios and include CCS technology cost reductions according to the 
DOE’s goal and analysed electricity generation mix.  

Table 43. Scenario definitions 

 

Source: (Nichols & Victor, 2015) 

Due to the urgency of identifying technologies to reduce the U.S. energy sector CO2 emissions, it is 
important to give a close look at the relative contribution of CO2 emissions reduction by different 
technologies since future energy policies should build on the projected technologies’ successes. Figure 183  
show the contribution of different technologies in electricity sector CO2 emissions reduction in the 
scenarios with the lowest levels of CO2 emissions by 2055 (BASE_395 and HighGas_395 scenarios). In the 
long-term future CO2 emissions that are avoided by carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies are the 
highest (43% in BASE_395 and 48% in HighGas_395 by 2055). In the short-term future fuel switching (shift 
from coal to gas for power generation) and efficiency gains are very important contributors (54% in 
BASE_395 and 56% in HighGas_395 by 2015). It shows that there is no reduction from lower electricity 
demand after 2035. The smallest reduction by 2055 came from renewables deployment (11% in high gas 
supply scenario where renewable technologies compete with cheap natural gas). Thus, the 2050 
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sustainability targets remain out of reach if the supply of CCS is restricted, making these options in effect 
mandatory in the absence of other carbon neutral base load technologies. 

Figure 183. Contribution of CO2 emissions reduction in electricity generation sector in Base_395 and 
HighGas_395 scenarios 

 

Source: (Nichols & Victor, 2015) 

6.34.8 Analysis of impacts of alternative policies aimed at increasing US energy independence and 
reducing GHG emissions 

This paper (O'Rear et al., 2015) examines the impacts and costs of transportation-based policies on light-
duty vehicle fleet energy usage and emissions. Using the 2010 elastic version of the US Environmental 
Protection Agency's Market Allocation (MARKAL) model, recent increases in US Corporate Average Fuel 
Economy (CAFE) Standards are compared to what some economists suggest would be a much more 
“efficient” alternative-a system-wide oil tax internalizing a number of environmental externalities. We 
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discover that our series of oil taxes produce larger and more cost- effective reductions in economy-wide 
emissions than CAFE. The same cannot be said in regards to net oil imports. Stricter fuel economy 
regulations result in much larger cutbacks in imports than the oil tax. In fact, we found that in 2040 import 
demands are roughly 250 million BOE (barrels of oil equivalent) higher with our oil tax regime than they 
are with CAFE. The additional import reductions achieved with stricter CAFÉ Standards do come, however, 
at a much larger cost to society. A great deal of these additional economic costs stems from greater usage 
of more energy-efficient automobiles and the higher initial capital costs associated with their adoption. In 
our supplementary analysis, we find that even if the costs of these types of vehicles are lowered by as 
much as 75%, oil taxes would still be able to maintain their competitive edge over CAFE standards in 
regards to cost-effectiveness. 

Methodology  

Our own contributions to the existing literature involve a comparison between more recent increases in 
CAFE regulations with taxes applied to all crude oil products. Other studies have made similar comparisons. 
None of them, however, have evaluated fuel economy standards as stringent as those authorized by the 
current administration. 

Scenarios & Results  

We go on to examine the implications of introducing a set of oil taxes capable of achieving similar cutbacks 
in oil use by the transpor- tation sector as our CAFE increases. 

• Case A – Reference. Our baseline or “Reference” scenario is calibrated according to the Energy 
Information Agency's (EIA) 2010 Annual Energy Out- look (AEO) report. 

• Case B - Increases in CAFE standards (ES_CAFE). Short for the “Energy Security CAFE” scenario, 
ES_CAFE includes the recent increases in CAFE regulations mandated by President Barack Obama 
in 2011. It calls for annual 5% increases for all cars from 2017–2025. The average efficiency of new 
light-duty trucks increases 3.5% for the first four years, followed by annual 5% increases in the last 
four. 

• Case C - environmental externality oil tax rates (ES_TAX). For this scenario, we wanted to 
incorporate oil tax rates that capture many of the environmental externalities tied to oil use and 
have some economic validity to them. 

• Case D - CAFE + environmental externality oil taxes (ES_CAF_TAX). Designated increases in CAFE 
regulations (Case B) are paired together with oil taxes out lined in Case C.  

• Case E - CAFE-equivalent oil tax (ES_CAFETAX_EQ). Here, the oil taxes are tuned to achieve similar 
cutbacks in crude-oil demands by the transportation sector as our set of CAFE increases. 

• Case F - reducing investment costs for higher efficiency vehicles. The anticipated costs of making 
the USLDV fleet more fuel-efficient due to CAFE increases will likely be high and have the potential 
to impede fleet turnover. 

We refer to the costs of economy-wide emissions abatement and an index for the cost of import 
reductions to compare the relative efficiencies of our policies. Abatement costs are measured by taking 
the changes in total costs in response to each policy, and dividing them by the total reduction in system 
emissions. Obviously, CAFE increases are the most expensive way to lower emissions. For one,they burden 
the economy with the added costs of investment in more fuel-efficient ve- hicles. Coupling this a long with 
the fact that it is also the least effective at lowering emissions, result in the costly abatement le- vels 
captured in Figure 184. The oil import reduction costs index is given in terms of costs per barrel of oil 
equivalent (BOE) reduced relative to the costs of CAFE alone (ES_CAFE serves as the base and is set equal 
to 1). Similar to abatement, reducing oil imports are on average more costly to the economy when fuel 
economy standards are increased. 
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Figure 184. Abatement costs and a cost index for oil import reductions 

 

Source: (O'Rear et al., 2015) 

6.34.9 Sensitivity of air quality to potential future climate change and emissions in the United States 
and major cities 

Simulated present and future air quality is compared for the years 2006-2010 and 2048-2052 over the 
contiguous United States (CONUS) using the Community Multi-scale Air Quality (CMAQ) model (Trail et 
al., 2014). Regionally downscaled present and future climate results are developed using GISS and the 
Weather Research Forecasting (WRF) model. Present and future emissions are estimated using MARKAL 
9R model. O3 and PM2.5 sensitivities to precursor emissions for the years 2010 and 2050 are calculated 
using CMAQDDM (Direct Decoupled Method). We find major improvements in future U.S. air quality 
including generally decreased MDA8 (maximum daily 8-hr average O3) mixing ratios and PM2.5 
concentrations and reduced frequency of NAAQS O3 standard exceedances in most major U.S. cities. 
Results from a Climate Penalty (CP) scenario isolate the impact of climate change on air quality and show 
that future climate change tends to increase O3 mixing ratios in some regions of the U.S., with climate 
change causing increases of over 10 ppb in the annual 4th highest MDA8 in Los Angeles.  

Methodology  

Air pollutant concentrations and sensitivities are simulated using a chemical transport model with inputs 
from emissions and meteorological models. Meteorological inputs were downscaled from a Global 
Circulation Model (GCM) to the regional scale using a regional climate model. Hourly, gridded and 
speciated emissions are generated for input to CMAQ using the Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions 
(SMOKE V3) model based on the 2005 National Emissions Inventory (NEI) and ancillary data which include 
temporal, spatial and chemical allocation of emissions according to source category. Spatial surrogates 
(e.g., population and land use distributions) are used to allocate the NEI's county-level emissions to the 
modeling gridded domain. The Biogenic Emissions Inventory System (BEIS) and Biogenic Emissions 
Landcover Database 3.0 (BELD3) are used here, along with the downscaled meteorology, to compute 
hourly emissions from U.S. vegetation. The resulting inventory consists of pollutants emitted from area, 
mobile, point, fire, ocean, biogenic, agricultural and other sources. NEI 2005 energy related emissions are 
projected to the years 2010 and 2050 using factors calculated by the EPA MARKAL 9R model.  
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Scenarios & Results  

The Community Multiscale Air Quality Model (CMAQ 4.7.1) is used to simulate the transformation and fate 
of air pollutants for the present (2006-2010) and future years (2048-2052) and for a climate penalty 
scenario (CP). The climate penalty scenario uses future emissions and present climate as inputs to 
determine the sensitivity of future air quality to the simulated climate change. The modeling domain uses 
a Lambert Conformal Projection centered at 40oN, 97oW with true latitudes of 33oN and 45oN (Figure 185). 
The domain uses a 36-km horizontal grid-spacing that covers the entire continental US as well as portions 
of Canada and Mexico (148 x 122 horizontal grid cells) with thirteen vertical layers extending ~15.9 km 
above ground, with 7 layers below 1 kmand the first layer is 18m thick. Boundary conditions are dynamic 
over the course of a year, although they are held constant between the present and future year 
simulations in order to isolate the impact of regional climate change and changing emissions on US air 
quality. The default CMAQ initial conditions are used here and a spin-up period of 10 days is used to 
minimize the influence of initial conditions. 

Figure 185. CMAQ modeling domain with the 9 US census regions used in the EPA MARKAL 9R modeling 

 

Source: (Trail et al., 2014) 

6.34.10 Reforestation and crop land conversion impacts on future regional air quality in the 
Southeastern U.S 

Possible future PM2.5 and O3 air quality for two land use/land cover change (LULCC) scenarios, reforestation 
and cropland conversion, are compared to a reference case scenario for the year 2050 using the Weather 
Research and Forecasting (WRF) and Community Multi-scale Air Quality (CMAQ) models (Trail et al., 2015). 
Results of a climate and deposition (CD) sensitivity simulation are provided for the two alternative LULCC 
scenarios to isolate the impact of changing climate and deposition on PM2.5 and O3 air quality. The results 
of this study show that O3 and aerosol concentrations are sensitive to reforestation and cropland 
conversion in the Southeast and these land use changes should be considered in air quality management 
plans. Further, they show the sensitivity of such calculations to land cover properties. 
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Methodology  

The present study expands upon previous work in which we used the emissions inventories projected by 
MARKAL 9R to investigate the impact of various climate change mitigation strategies on U.S. air quality. 
MARKAL 9R models the energy system of the nine Census Divisions of the U.S. and estimates future energy 
dynamics. Implementation of the following policies were assumed in calculating the future emissions 
projections in MARKAL 9R: Clean Air Act Title IV (Acid Rain Program) SO2 and NOX requirements, Clean Air 
Interstate Rule (CAIR), Utility Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS), Aggregated state Renewable 
Portfolio (RPS) standards by region, Federal Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards, Tier 2 light 
duty vehicle tailpipe emission standards and heavy duty vehicle fuel and engine rules. 

6.34.11 The impacts of shale gas supply and climate policies on energy security: The U.S. energy system 
analysis based on MARKAL model 

This paper (Victor et al., 2014) evaluates energy security under long-term energy scenarios and provides 
analysis to help maintain energy security while meeting other energy challenges. The framework considers 
vulnerability as a combination of risks associated with energy trade and resilience reflected in diversity of 
energy sources and technologies. We apply this framework to five scenarios modeled with MARKAL. 
Scenarios with high shale reserves and scenario with power sector regulations are associated with lower 
diversity of energy options. A few risks do emerge under CO2 taxes scenario after 2030 that include 
potentially high inter-regional trade in natural gas and electricity and low diversity of electricity sources. 
Net import is lower in the high shale reserves scenario while diversity is higher in a scenario that limits the 
shale reserves development. 

Methodology  

Thus, we use a relatively simple taxonomy to define security: resilience based on the degree of diversity 
of types of energy sources and independence of the energy system based on the degree of net energy 
import. The independence dimension is incorporated by limiting energy trade to a fraction of energy 
through Compound ShannoneWiener Diversity Index. In addition, for electricity security we included into 
the Compound ShannoneWiener Diversity Index a dimension of affordability based on the degree of 
marginal electricity costs’ growth deviation. 

Scenarios & Results  

The original EPAUS9r2012 database was modified according to the scenarios’ objectives from the first 
round of the Energy Modeling Forum’s EMF 31 study, “North American Natural Gas and Energy Markets 
in Transition”: 

• Reference scenario. EPAUS9r2012 database BASE9R scenario was patterned after the new AEO 
2014 release. 

• Technology performance standard scenario. The TPS’s CO2 emissions rates were set across all 
existing and new fossil fuels power plants: initial emissions rate target in 2015 is 1656 pounds per 
MWH with decrease by 2% each year through 2050. 

• Modeler choice scenario. Reference scenario with carbon taxes in 2015-2050, consistent with social 
cost of carbon (SCC) estimates (the 95th percentile across all three models at 3% discount rate). 

• High resources scenario. The scenario is patterned after the deviation between the High Oil/Gas 
Resources and Reference cases in the AEO 2013.  

• Restricted access scenario. The scenario is patterned after the deviation between the Low Oil/Gas 
Resources and Reference cases in the AEO 2013. The Low Resource case reflects uncertainty about 
oil and natural gas resources that leads to lower domestic production than in the Reference case. 
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Measures of net energy trade (reflecting sovereignty concerns) and diversity (reflecting resilience 
concerns) are aggregated into a single index (compound indicator). The scenarios’ projections of this 
indicator show a trend slightly different and more homogenous to that of the simple diversity index: 
increasing in the short-term and stabilizing in the second quarter of the century. The stabilization level is 
lower than historical highs as negative energy imports cannot be observed in the scenarios’ projections 
(Figure 186). However, the Compound ShannoneWiener Diversity Index is above the 2005 level in all 
scenarios. The highest compound indicators are in the Reference and Restricted Access scenarios, and the 
lowest in the TPS and High Resources scenarios.  

Figure 186. Compound ShannoneWiener diversity index: historical (1949-2011) and projections (2010-
2050) 

 

Source: (Victor et al., 2014) 

6.34.12 Low carbon standard and transmission investment analysis in the new multi-region US power 
sector model FACETS 

This paper (Wright & Kanudia, 2014) presents a new US multi-region energy systems model built in the 
TIMES modeling system: the Framework for Analysis of Climate-Energy-Technology Systems (FACETS). The 
model is designed to analyze energy technology options and policy scenarios across sectors and regions, 
including the increasingly important interactions between state, regional, and federal policies. It is built 
using a unique, flexible multi-region approach so that the geographic relationships that drive the costs of 
energy technology transitions can be captured. Significant enhancements to the Veda-TIMES system and 
a GIS-results viewer permit the massive data handling needed to represent these relationships and 
interpret results. An analysis of a federal clean energy standard (CES) and investment in the transmission 
grid is presented. 

Methodology  

FACETS is constructed to retain the regional characteristics of each sector, utilizing the set of regions native 
to the source data. Coal supply takes place within coal basins, electricity generation takes place within 32 
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NERC subregions that reflect key transmission bottlenecks, and demands take place within the Census 
Divisions. A set of trade matrices controls flows of energy within and between sets of regions. One trade 
matrix describes the flows between the 32 FACETS electricity regions, representing transmission 
infrastructure capacity, transmission losses, and wheeling charges. 

Scenarios & Results  

The analysis considered three versions of a power sector clean energy standard (CES), with a number of 
sensitivity scenarios. The CES requires an increasing percentage of CES credits as a share of total national 
generation, from 2010 levels of roughly 42.5% to 90% in 2050. Three CES trajectories were tested, named 
C45, C65, and C85, for the share required in 2030. The C65 requirement increases linearly to 2050, while 
the C85 trajectory ramps up much more aggressively, reaching nearly the full level by 2030, and the C45 
trajectory postpones most action until after 2030. The CES was evaluated with and without a policy that 
permits unlimited investment in inter-regional transmission grid infrastructure, wherever the model finds 
it to be cost effective.  

Two additional sensitivity cases were evaluated: a gas price sensitivity described below, and a case in which 
new nuclear builds were prohibited. Including variations on the Reference case, this yields a matrix of 19 
scenarios, as shown in Table 44. 

Table 44. Scenario matrix 

 

Source: (Wright & Kanudia, 2014) 

Figure 187 highlights the diversity of regional experiences under different scenarios. One end of the 
spectrum is illustrated by the Upstate New York region, which has substantial low and zero carbon sources 
in its Reference case mix, allowing it to be an exporter of CES credits throughout even themost stringent 
scenarios with onlyminor changes from its Reference mix late in the model horizon. The Arizona–New 
Mexico region similarly has a diverse abundance of low carbon resources, but it must nearly double its 
output of complying generation, primarily from coal CCS, by 2050. At the other extreme, the Kentucky 
region has very little low carbon generation in its Reference mix. Its compliance options are relatively 
costly, and it employs very different strategies in different scenarios. Outside of gas-dependent New York 
City and Long Island, it is the hardest hit region in terms of welfare lost. In the fast-ramping C85 scenario, 
it makes an early investment in coal with CCS in but postpones significant investment when the standard 
ramps more slowly. In the C65 scenarios, it fully exploits its biomass resources and relies on credit imports 
fromnuclear-intensive regionswhen newnuclear is permitted, making up the difference in coal and gas 
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with CCS when it is not. In the slow-ramping C45 scenario, it is one of the last regions to build new nuclear 
capacity. The region remains an importer of credits in even the least stringent scenarios. Its substantial 
welfare loss saving in the C65-gas scenario is due primarily to cheaper import credit prices. 

Figure 187. CES credits by source in selected regions 

 

 

Source: (Wright & Kanudia, 2014) 
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6.34.13 Highly detailed TIMES modeling to analyze interactions between air quality and climate 
regulations in the United States 

This chapter (Wright & Kanudia, 2015) describes highly detailed modeling of existing coal-fired units in 
the US power sector within the FACETS TIMES model. The soon-to-be-implemented Mercury and Air Toxics 
(MATS) regulation imposes unit-level emissions rate constraints on nearly 1100 coal-fired units, forcing 
retrofit or retire decisions at a large portion of the existing fleet. FACETS was used to compare “foresight” 
scenarios in which the model could “see” both the MATS requirements and a power sector clean energy 
standard (CES) to “myopic” scenarios in which the MATS decisions made in the Reference scenario are 
fixed in the model solution up through the MATS compliance window in model year 2018, after which the 
model is free to begin responding to the CES. The overall national costs of myopia were found to be small, 
except when the carbon policy ramps up very quickly after air quality compliance decisions are made, but 
significant regional heterogeneity exists. Stranded asset costs from retrofitted units that must be 
underutilized or abandoned later range from $2 - 8 billion in the myopic cases. Substantially fewer retrofits 
are undertaken in the foresight cases, reducing stranded asset costs in some regions by up to 100 %. 

Methodology  

MATS requires each unit to meet standards for several toxins. Three of the most significant were modeled 
here: an acid gas standard, using emissions of hydrochloric acid (HCl) as the measurement proxy; a 
mercury standard; and a standard for non-mercury metal toxins using filterable particulate matter (PM) 
as a surrogate for compliance measurement. Emissions of HCl and mercury depend on boiler type, coal 
quality, and emissions control equipment, and several compliance routes may be available to each unit. 
The Framework for Analysis of Climate-Energy-Technology Systems (FACETS) multi-region US TIMES model 
has been designed to enable such geographically rich analysis of the US energy system.  

Scenarios & Results  

The new CO2 policy analyzed here is a power sector clean energy standard (CES). Three different CES 
trajectories were tested, representing a range of aggressive to delayed action. The scenarios are named 
85, 65, and 45, for the share required in 2030. To assess the impact of the timing of knowledge about the 
CES when making MATS compliance decisions, each CES scenario was analyzed in two variations. The 
“foresight” version is a standard TIMES run, in which the CES requirement is “seen” at the time of MATS 
compliance. In the “myopic” version, the Reference case solution is frozen up to the end of the compliance 
window (model year 2018), after which the model is free to make new decisions about CES compliance.  

By 2035, the 65 foresight case is still operating nearly half of the coal capacity it retrofitted, covering this 
non-compliant generation with more CCS than the myopic case, which has abandoned most of its retrofits 
(Figure 188). The 45 cases have begun investing in wind and combined cycle, but are still operating most 
of their retrofit capacity. The differences between the foresight and myopic cases are minimal. 2050 brings 
a convergence of all the CES policies to the same 90 % requirement, but the compliance strategies differ 
significantly depending on the route taken over the previous periods. The 85 foresight case relies most 
heavily on the CCS it has been building steadily over the entire horizon, followed closely by the 85 myopic 
case. The foresight case is still operating around a quarter of its retrofit capacity. The other cases include 
more wind and solar, whose cost has come down, and the differences between the myopic and foresight 
cases have largely evaporated. 
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Figure 188. Utilization of retrofitted coal units 

 

Source: (Wright & Kanudia, 2015) 
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7. Studies and Projects using Sub-National Models  

7.1 La Réunion Island (France) 

7.1.1 Expanding renewable energy by implementing dynamic support through storage technologies 

In order to address significant share of interrmittency in the generation mix, a dynamic reliability 
constraint on kineticenergy was endogenized in the technical optimum TIMES model (Bouckaert et al., 
2014b). Dedicated to La Réunion island: (I The potential contribution of electrochemical storage 
tecchnology, especially NaS, to the power dynamics and the reliability has been demonstrated; and (ii) A 
high share of variable renewable plants (around 50%) can be considered without jeopardize power 
transmission, provided apppropriate investments in storage are made. 

Scenarios & Results  

In this context, local authorities of La Réunion have set an ambitious goal of achieving energy 
independence for electricity production by 2030, which results a rapid deployment of renewable energy. 
This energy policy target is analyzed with the long-term energy planning model “TIMES-Réunion” 

The investment planning is given in Figure 189. Compared with Business-as-Usual (BAU, left), the level of 
generation capacities to implement is twice in highly renewable case (PVOCE-FIASTG, right). Political 
involvement, capital raising and incentive policies seem therefore mandatory to achieve the energy 
transition. 

Provided appropriate investments in storage are made, endogenization of the kinetic reserve indicator set 
as a constraint in the long-term planning exercise shows that a generation mix relying on 100% of 
renewable sources with a high share of variable intermittent plants (above 50%) can be considered without 
jeopardize power management. This result, significantly above the current legal limit (30%), should foster 
electrochemical storage technology, especially NaS, to sustain power dynamic operation under high 
renewable penetration. 

Figure 189. Installed power (MW) scenario BAU (left) vs. PVOCE-FIASTG (right) 

 

Source: (Bouckaert et al., 2014b) 

7.1.2 Expanding renewable energy by implementing demand response 

We (Bouckaert et al., 2014c) evaluate the impacts of DR in future electricity systems and to what extent 
they can facilitate the spread of high shares of renewable energy while maintaining a given level of 
reliability. We propose an approach based on longterm planning models, the MARKAL/TIMES models and 
our analysis is demonstrated by the case of Reunion Island, which aims to produce electricity using 100% 
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renewable energy sources by 2030. We demonstrate that higher shares of intermittent sources weaken 
reliability of supply and can be counter balanced through demand response solutions. 

Methodology  

In order to assess the impact of demand management solutions, we have implemented an enhanced 
model version, where DR programs (load-shifting) are considered. This requires knowing the evolution of 
the load curve over time and to know which demands take place during the peak. Indeed, we cannot 
assume that the overall peak can be translated to another period of the day, as only some uses can be 
carried forward or postponed to off-peak hours. 

Scenarios & Results  

The TIMES-Reunion model is used in order to assess long-term scenarios so as to achieve the 100% 
renewable energy sources target in 2030. The future electricity production mix obtained strongly relies on 
intermittent sources, mostly based on photovoltaic and wind energy as shown in Figure 190. 

This large share of intermittent sources questions reliability of power supply. Referring to the stored level 
of kinetic and magnetic energies according to the power plant’s type and capacity in the power mix, the 
future electricity system cannot maintain the reliability indicators during a typical day of 2030 at their 
reference level given in 2008 (denoted REF2008 therein). These results confirm that magnetic and kinetic 
reserves are critical issues for production mixes that include high shares of intermittent sources (nearly 
60% here). 

Figure 190. 100 % renewable in 2030 : A scenario assessed with TIMES-Reunion model 

 

Source: (Bouckaert et al., 2014c) 

7.1.3 Increasing shares of intermittent sources in Reunion Island: Impacts on the future reliability of 
power supply 

This paper (Drouineau et al., 2015) analyzes the capability of Reunion Island to achieve electricity 
autonomy by 2030. The approach relies on a prospective study conducted by the TIMES-Reunion model 
which provides future production mixes according to different scenarios. It is combined with a quantitative 
assessment of reliability of power supply with two reliability indicators, regarding that intermittent sources 
may highly develop and consequently worsen reliability. This study enables us to draw three main 
conclusions: (i) electricity autonomy can be achieved thanks to high levels of biomass production and of 
intermittent sources; (ii) however, since fuel oil's power plants appear as back-up units, the reliability of 
power supply will be lowered. This is illustrated by the decrease of the reliability indicators over the time 
horizon; (iii) however, provided that appropriate rules on the instantaneous production are enforced, a 
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generation mix that both complies with the electricity autonomy target and with a satisfying reliability of 
power supply is possible. 

Methodology  

We therefore recommend to evaluate the reliability of supply to focus on solutions that propose the 
technical features ensuring an appropriate reliability of power supply. To do so, we propose an assessment 
of reliability through reliability indicators that evalu- ate the dynamic properties of production and 
transmission.The method is derived from previous works that describe “reliability indicators” quantifying 
the magnetic and kinetic reserves. These reserves are necessary to ensure an adequate level of inertia in 
a power system to enable its stability under operations. To quantify the levels of magnetic and kinetic 
reserves available in the system, two reliability indicatorsHmag and Hkin are introduced 

Scenarios & Results  

The power sector's response to energy autonomy policies under different conditions is studied with three 
scenarios introducing renewable energy sources compared to a baseline (or business-as- usual) scenario:  

• The baseline, BASE, considers the medium growth of electricity consumption.  

• The RENEW scenario reaches a production mix with 100% renewable energy sources by 2030, since 
a constraint is set to progressively ban importations of fossil fuels. This is partly enforced with the 
development of 300MW of PV systems by 2020. Besides, electricity consumption decreases due to 
the enhanced DSM program. The development of electrical vehicles by 2030 mitigates the impact 
on the overall need of electricity production.  

• The RENEW-HighInt scenario studies the system's response to a larger increase of photovoltaics 
and ocean energies: 750MW of solar panels and 150MW of ocean energy units are projected by 
2030.  

• In the RENEW-Cane scenario, the decline of the sugar industry, though rather unlikely for now, is 
considered to fully dedicate sugar cane fields to energy purposes from 2020 (in this scenario, there 
is no sugar production by 2030). 

Figure 191 presents quantitative evaluations of Hkin and Hmag over the summer 2010 to 2030 for the 
timeslice between 12a.m. and 5p.m. for all scenarios. Highest shares of intermittent sources in the 
instantaneous electricity production occur during the chosen time slice (12a.m.to5p.m.). It is when the 
values of the reliability indicator swill be the most critical. Comparing the indicators between the different 
scenarios is fully trust worthy as calculations rely on the very same assumptions. However absolute values 
must be considered with caution. For the three renewable scenarios, both indicators decrease over the 
time horizon, thus revealing that reliability of power supply will be damaged with a production mix with a 
100% renewable energy sources compared to the baseline evolution. Results confirm that reliability of 
supply decreases when achieving energy autonomy while it remains stable otherwise. In RENEW- HighInt, 
lower levels of magnetic and kinetic reserves suggest that large shares of intermittent sources may not 
provide enough inertia for the system to remain stable. Inversely, in RENEW and RENEW-Cane, the 
indicators decrease until 2020 but then levels off. 
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Figure 191. Hkin and Hmag in summer 2030 between 12a.m. and 5p.m 

 

Source: (Drouineau et al., 2015) 

7.1.4 Impacts of intermittent sources on the quality of power supply: The key role of reliability 
indicators 

Two reliability indicators, assessing the magnetic and kinetic energy reserves of a power system, are 
derived from this approach (Drouineau et al., 2014). They enable to quantify the reliability of a given 
production mix and make it possible to choose between increasing shares of intermittent sources and 
maintaining an expected level of reliability. Since the indicators tackle reliability issues without focusing 
on a specific timescale, they are effective for both discussing the long-term evolution of reliability and 
improving the real-time management of a power system. 

Methodology  

We now define two reliability indicators Hmag and Hkin that evaluate respectively the levels of magnetic 
or kinetic energy stored in a power system. The indicators are defined thanks to the explicit formulations 
of the magnetic and kinetic reserves introduced. The reliability indicators are combined to a long-term 
analysis of the power system in Reunion Island which aims at a production mix with 100% of renewable 
energy sources by 2030. The analysis is performed with the long-term energy planning model TIMES-
Reunion which evaluates the power sector investments options and activity levels against a multiplicity of 
load growth and resource supply scenarios. 
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Scenarios & Results  

Two scenario investigate possible assumptions for the long-term development of the electricity sector: 

• a baseline scenario, named BASE, is defined for comparison purposes; 
• a ‘‘renewable’’ scenario, called PV-OCE, inversely tends towards energy autonomy on Reunion 

Island by 2030 and promotes a broad range of renewable energy sources with ambitious targets 
for the development of photovoltaics (700 MW) and ocean energy (150 MW). 

To limit the development of intermittent sources in its overseas territories, the French government 
followed the recommendation of the local system operator, EDF, and set a legal limit of 30% on the level 
of instantaneous production of intermittent sources in electricity production in 2008.  

Figure 192 presents the daily curves of Hmag and Hkin during summer 2030. The baseline scenario and 
the scenario PV-OCE are now compared to another scenario, entitled 30%, deduced from PV-OCE but 
enforcing the 30% management rule of intermittent sources. In the scenario PV-OCE, denoted by dashed 
lines, both indicators strongly fluctuate within a day:  

• during the night (from 5pm to 7am), Hmag levels off around 14 ms and Hkin around 4.5 s. During these 
hours, electricity is mostly produced by non-intermittent units which participate efficiently in the 
levels of reserves; 

• during daytime, when high levels of photovoltaic production meet approximately two thirds of the 
electricity demand, indicators are halved, thereby pointing to weaker reliability of supply. 

Figure 192. Daily variations of Hmag and Hkin in the summer 2030 in the Reunion Island 

 

* The figures present the impact of the 30% limitation of intermittent sources on the reliability of supply in the 
scenario 30% (mixed lines) compared to the scenarii PVOCE (dashed lines) and BASE (solid lines). 

Source: (Drouineau et al., 2014) 
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Inversely, in the 30% scenario, denoted by the mixed lines, Hmag levels off at around 12 ms and Hkin 
around 4 s, showing that the reserves are twice as high during daytime, i.e. the most critical hours, with 
the 30% management rule. Enforcing a real-time limit on the share of intermittent sources can 
consequently restore reliability of power supply, almost to the same levels as in the baseline scenario. 
Such result validates the 30% rule fixed by the regulator to limit the spread of intermittent sources to an 
appropriate extent. 

7.2 California State (United States) 

7.2.1 Achieving California's 80% greenhouse gas reduction target in 2050: Technology, policy and 
scenario analysis using CA-TIMES energy economic systems model 

The CA-TIMES optimization model of the California Energy System (v1.5) is used to understand how 
California can meet the 2050 targets for greenhousegas (GHG) emissions (80% below 1990 levels) (Yang 
et al., 2015). Multiple scenarios are developed to analyze the changes and investments in low-carbon 
electricity generation, alternative fuels and advanced vehicles in transportation, resource utilization ,and 
efficiency improvements across many sectors. Results show that major energy transformations are needed 
but that achieving the 80% reduction goal for California is possible at reasonable average carbon reduction 
cost ($9 to $124/tonne CO2e at 4% discount rate) relative to a baseline scenario. Availability of low-carbon 
resources such as nuclear power, carbon capture and sequestration (CCS), biofuels, wind and solar 
generation, and demand reduction all serve to lower the mitigation costs, but CCS is a key technology for 
achieving the lowest mitigation costs. 

Methodology  

In order to improve the behavioral realism of the system optimization based solely on economic costs, a 
number of modeling techniques are employed, including growth constraints (to limit “winner-take-all” 
behavior), share constraints (to account for consumer heterogeneity), and hurdle rates (to account for 
non-cost barriers to adoption of new technologies). 

Scenarios & Results  

The CA-TIMES Reference scenario (BAU) describes one potential development path of California's energy 
system over the next several decades without constraints on GHG emissions (even in 2020). A separate 
Reference scenario is run that assumes a lower level of travel demand (BAU-LoVMT), in order to explore 
the impact of the state's VMT reduction measures (SB375). These lead to a reduction in light-duty vehicle 
(LDV) VMT by 24%, and heavy-duty vehicle (HDV) and medium-duty vehicle (MDV) VMT by 10% in 2050 
relative to the Reference case.  

The GHG scenarios describe a number of different futures in which the California's energy system 
undergoes substantial decarbonization as a result of a carbon policy that aims to reduce emission by 80% 
below 1990 levels in 2050. The first type of constraint is called the “Step” cap in which a cap is held at the 
2020 target (1990 levels) between 2020 and 2050 but then dropped to 80% below 1990 emissions in 2050. 
The second type of constraint is a declining carbon cap – specifically, a straight-line trajectory from 2020 
to 2050 is assumed and called “Line”.  

Table 45 shows a brief summary of the key sensitivity parameters for the GHG scenario variations that 
were developed to understand the impact of changing input assumptions on the ability of the state to 
meet the GHG target and the cost and mix of options used to achieve the GHG reductions. 
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Table 45. Sensitivity parameters for GHG scenario 

 

* “GHG-S” represents scenarios with a “Step” constraint on GHG emissions  between 2020 and 2050. 

Source: (Yang et al., 2015) 

A number of sensitivity scenarios are able to meet the 80% GHG emissions reduction target in 2050 (Figure 
193). These scenarios all have greater supply of low-carbon resources or technologies or mitigation options 
(including nuclear power, CCS, faster renewable growth, greater biomass supply and elastic demand 
reduction) than the primary GHG-Step and GHG-Line scenarios. Even those scenarios that do reach the 
80% reduction target for Included emissions in 2050, only achieve 68–70% reduction in Overall emissions 
relative to 1990 levels, due to the fact that emissions from out-of-state transport are not capped. 
Cumulative emissions are lowest in the GHG-Line scenario due to the earlier schedule of reductions 
resulting from the interim emissions targets. Among all of the sensitivity factors, the introduction of CCS 
technology has the greatest impact on the modeling decisions and system costs, because it is the largest 
source of additional low-carbon resources. CCS is used for the production of electricity (from natural gas) 
and hydrogen (from natural gas and biomass) further reducing their carbon intensities (to below 
14gCO2e/kWh for electricity and to -51gCO2e/MJ for hydrogen). The production of biofuels is coupled with 
CCS, which provides a large negative emissions source. 

Figure 193. California cumulative GHG emissions and 2050 emissions reduction from 1990 levels for 
Included and Overall (Included + Out-of-State Transport) emissions 

 

Source: (Yang et al., 2015) 
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7.2.2 Modeling of greenhouse gas reductions options and policies for California to 2050: Analysis 
and model development using the CA-TIMES model 

CA-TIMES is a model (Yang et al., 2016) of the California energy system that has been under development 
for almost a decade and was inspired by the ambitious targets that were put forward by the Governor of 
California in 2005 and 2006, and the passage of AB32. Governor Schwarzenegger laid out an extremely 
ambitious target of an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 1990 levels by 2050. The 
work and analysis described in this report is the third stage of development of the CATIMES model, an 
energy system optimization model for analyzing technology and resource investments and utilization to 
meet these GHG targets.  

Methodology  

This report describes the third stage, which includes three types of improvements to the analyses that can 
be performed by CA-TIMES. The first type describes improvements to the core model structure of CA-
TIMES, including incorporating heterogeneity and consumer choice, technology learning-by-doing, energy 
storage, and demand response. The second type of improvement is focused on the specific types of 
analyses that the CA-TIMES model can be used to analyze rather than changes to the model, per se. These 
improvements allow for many more model scenarios to be developed and run, analyzing new policies, as 
well as combinations of policies and uncertainty analysis focused on parameter uncertainty. The third 
model improvement focuses on improving modeling outputs and presentation of results, including 
improved sector and technology level reporting, analysis of sector and technology level abatement costs, 
and reporting of results with different combinations and interactions of policies and Monte Carlo 
parameter uncertainty.  

An alternative methodology that incorporates theory-based behavioral factors directly into a frequently 
used energy systems modeling framework called COCHIN-TIMES (COnsumer CHoice INtegration in TIMES) 
is developed. This modification incorporates multiple types of factors related to consumer 
utility/preference for vehicles, namely the inclusion of non-monetary factors that influence consumer 
utility for vehicles and also inclusion of consumer segmentation.The end-use demands of light-duty cars 
and light-duty trucks are divided into diverse set of consumer segments differentiated by driving profiles 
(annual VMT), and attitude toward risk. For each consumer segment, disutility costs are included based 
on their perception towards various vehicle technologies, such as, the range limitation cost to represent 
the limited vehicle range of battery electric vehicles, refueling inconvenience cost to capture the coverage 
of fueling infrastructure, risk premium and so on.  

Scenarios & Results  

We investigate several scenarios:  

• Greenhouse Gas Cap Policies. We also investigated the Governor’s new 2030 GHG target of 40% 
below 1990 levels (2030 cap) and assumed that this target emissions level would be held constant 
until 2050. Another cap scenario includes both the 2030 target and the 2050 target of GHG 
reduction of 80% below 1990 levels (2030 and 2050 cap), with interpolated values in intermediate 
years. Finally, we looked at two 2050 cap scenarios, one with a linear interpolation for cap levels 
between 2020 and 2050 (2050 line) and one where the 2020 target is held constant until 2050 
(2050 step). 

• Fuel Economy (CAFE) Policies. We investigate several fuel economy (CAFE) policies in our scenarios. 
In our primary scenarios, we use the existing policy, which approximately achieves 54 mpg (test-
cycle) for cars and 40 mpg for light-trucks by 2025. Other CAFE policy variations include no fuel 
economy policy and an extension of CAFE, in which cars achieve 101 mpg (test-cycle) and light-
trucks achieve 68 mpg in 2050. 
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• Renewable Portfolio Standards. We investigate several renewable portfolio standard (RPS) policies 
for California. The state recently enacted legislation, which set the RPS target at 50% by 2030, which 
is an increase over the previous policy of 33% by 2020. Other variations of this policy include no 
RPS policy and an extension of an 80% RPS policy to 2050. We use the older 33% policy in our 
primary scenarios but analyze the impact of the new 2030 50% RPS on the model results. 

• Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS). The low carbon fuel standard (LCFS) regulates the carbon 
intensity of transportation fuels in California. The main policy in our primary scenarios is the existing 
policy of a 10% reduction in fuel carbon intensity by 2020. We also investigate several variations, 
including no LCFS policy and a 50% reduction in fuel carbon intensity by 2050. 

• Zero Emission Vehicle Mandate (ZEV). The primary scenarios use the current policy ZEV policy of 
22%1 ZEV requirement by 2025. Variations on this policy include a no-ZEV policy and also a 60% 
ZEV requirement by 2050. 

• Petroleum Reduction. The governor recently announced a reduction target of 50% for on-road 
petroleum usage, but this policy has not been enacted yet in a regulatory framework. As a result, 
our primary scenarios do not include any targets for petroleum reduction, though we investigate 
variations including a 50% reduction in on-road transportation petroleum usage in 2030 and an 
80% reduction by 2050. 

Figure 194 shows the mix of light-duty vehicle activity in billions of VMT per year for the primary scenarios. 
We see that ZEV activity across each of the scenarios (BEVs, FCVs and PHEVs) in 2030 is very similar at 6-
8% (primarily due to presence of the ZEV mandate through 2025). ZEV stock (not shown in the figure) is 
11-12% in 2030 (2.4 to 2.6 million vehicles). 2050 vehicle activity is quite different across the four 
scenarios, except for the two scenarios with the 2050 80% GHG reduction target. These scenarios have 
around 18 million ZEVs in 2050, accounting for 79% of LDV VMT. HEVs make up the remainder of LDV miles 
in these stringent cap scenarios. HEVs make up the vast majority of VMT while FCVs are 4% and BEVs 
contribute 12-14% in the 2020 and 2030 cap scenarios. However, PHEVs are more much more prevalent 
in the 2030 cap scenario than in the 2020 cap scenario. 

Figure 194. Light-duty vehicle for the four primary cap scenarios 

 

Source: (Yang et al., 2016) 

Figure 195 shows the fuel consumption and efficiency changes across the buildings sectors (residential and 
commercial) for the different scenarios. As previously stated, even in the Reference scenario, efficiency 
improvements are seen in these two sectors (93% improvement in commercial and 49% in residential in 
2050, relative to 2010). Overall fuel demands decline for the commercial sector while demand for fuel 
(primarily natural gas) rises in residential due to water heating and space heating activity increases. These 
patterns are exactly the same in the 2030 cap scenario as well. The 2050 cap and 2030-50 cap scenarios 
show substantial increases in efficiency in 2050 beyond the Reference scenario, with commercial efficiency 
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improving by 120% and residential efficiency improving by 140%. In addition, electrification of appliances 
increases the share of electricity used in these sectors. 

Figure 195. Residential and commercial fuel use and sector efficiency for the four primary scenarios 

 

Source: (Yang et al., 2016) 

7.2.3 Incorporating behavioral effects from vehicle choice models into bottom-up energy sector 
models 

This paper (Bunch et al., 2015) demonstrates a practical approach for incorporating behavioral effects 
from vehicle choice models into E4 models. It is based on principles of economic theory that form a 
common basis for all three types of models (CGE, E4, and vehicle choice/usage models). Derivations are 
provided that yield a theory-based approach for modifying E4 models that can be used without altering 
the basic software and modeling infrastructure widely used by many researchers. The approach is 
illustrated using an empirical application in which the behavioral assumptions from a nested multinomial 
choice model in an existing modeling system (MA3T) are incorporated into a TIMES/MARKAL model. 

Methodology  

There are two main aspects of the MA3T choice model that will yield more realistic market response when 
integrated into TIMES: (i) introducing additional product dimensions that differentiate among competing 
vehicle fuel technologies, and (ii) introducing consumer heterogeneity to yield vehicle purchase shares 
rather than “all or nothing” behavior. We propose introducing these effects into energy systems models 
by generating random draws from appropriately specified distributions to create multiple “clones” from 
each consumer segment.  To be clear, the results produced here are from a TIMES model intended to 
address the same domain as MA3T (i.e., behavior of the household vehicle market in the United States for 
the period 2005 to 2050) for purposes of demonstrating the approach. We are also in the process of 
introducing these modifications into a model of the California energy sector (CA---TIMES). 

Scenarios & Results  

We now formally add this dimension, tripling the number of consumer segments to 36. (Recall there are 
three categories: early adopters, early majority and late majority). This has two major implications. First, 
each group is assigned a different range limitation cost. Early adopters and early majority have lower costs, 
and Figure 196 shows results from adding this factor. It shows increased sales of EV 100 and PHEV 20 
vehicles in the later years. The other effect associated with this dimension is a more direct implementation 
how attitude toward risk affects preference for new technologies. For example, a newly introduced BEV 
would be perceived as risky by late majority households, which could be represented by an additional 
generalized cost, lowering overall preference. As cumulative sales for these vehicles increases over time, 
this cost would get smaller, eventually reaching zero. Similarly, early adopters (a.k.a. innovators) would 
actually have a higher preference for newly introduced technology (or a positive utility), which would also 
diminish as sales accumulate. 
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Figure 196. New vehicle sales share: Monetary costs, refueling inconvenience cost, range limitation cost, 
thirty-six consumer croups 

 

Source: (Bunch et al., 2015) 

7.3 Indiana State (United States) 

7.3.1 An assessment of alternative carbon mitigation policies for achieving the emissions reduction 
of the Clean Power Plan - Case study for the state of Indiana 

This paper (Lu et al., 2016) presents analysis of the efficacy and cost of alternative approaches to carbon 
mitigation policy, taking Indiana as an example. A state-level energy system model, IN-MARKAL, was 
developed based on the MARKAL framework to explore alternative policy scenarios. Results show that a 
renewable portfolio standard (RPS) is relatively cost effective in achieving carbon emissions reduction for 
Indiana from the perspective of the power system alone, but that the RPS may also lead to a generation 
mix dominated by coal and wind. Carbon cap and carbon tax outperform the RPS when considering the 
entire energy system modeled in IN-MARKAL, which also lead to a more diverse generation portfolio for 
the state.  

Methodology  

Nineteen types of coal are modeled with IN-MARKAL, which are characterized by their supply region, 
grade, sulfur content and mine type. As a major purchaser of East Interior (EI) coal, Indiana purchase 
decisions are assumed to affect the price of EI coal. Therefore, step-wise supply curves (11 steps each) are 
used to represent four of the coal types (EIBMU, EIBHU, EIBMS and EIBHS) delivered to Indiana. For the 
other 15 types of coal, only a very small portion of each type (usually less than 5%) is delivered to Indiana. 
Thus, Indiana is assumed to be a price taker for the other 15 types. A single price is used to represent the 
supply of each type per period.  

Scenarios & Results  

The BASE scenario in this study means business as usual for the state of Indiana. 

• Carbon cap scenario. The state goals modeled in this study are mass-based caps in terms of annual 
average CO2 emissions in short tons. The EPA proposed a two-part goal structure: an “interim goal” 
that astate must meet on average over the period from 2022 to 2029 and a “final goal” that a state 
must meet in 2030 and thereafter.  
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• Carbon tax scenario. In this study, a carbon tax trajectory over time is developed so that the amount 
of carbon emissions from the power sector matches the amount of carbon emissions from the 
power sector realized in the CPP scenario period by period. 

• RPS scenario. In this research, RPS targets by period are adjusted iteratively until the amount of 
carbon emissions from the power sector equal to the emission levels realized in the CPP scenario 
period by period. TheRPS target starts at 8% in 2016 and increases over time to 45% in 2034. 

This section presents the power system generation portfolios in the BASE scenario and other three policy 
scenarios. A graphic presentation of Indiana power system generation portfolio by scenario and period is 
shown in Figure 197. The role played by coal in the Indiana generation portfolio diminishes significantly in 
the BASE case. More than 95% of total generation is from coal in 2007; but that share falls to 76% by 2034. 
In absolute terms, total electricity generation from coal is relatively stable over time. The share of natural 
gas grows dra- matically and reaches almost a quarter of total generation in 2034. The amount of 
generation from natural gas in 2034 is a round eight times the level in 2007. Without policy incentives, the 
percentage of wind generation varies very slightly (2–3%). Diesel drops from the generation portfolio after 
2013. Hydro generation does not change; but the share of hydro shrinks slightly over time due to increases 
of the amount of total generation. Total electricity gen- eration experiences an annual compound growth 
rate of 0.94% in the period of 2007–2034. In the three policy scenarios, the percentage of coal generation 
drops dramatically over time. The share of coal generation shrinks to around 46% in 2034 for both the CPP 
and CTax scenarios and 54% for the RPS scenario. 

Figure 197. Indiana power system generation portfolio 

 

 Source: (Lu et al., 2016) 

7.4 Västra Gotaland region (Western Sweden)  

7.4.1 Modelling environmental and energy system impacts of large-scale excess heat utilisation – A 
regional case study  

This study (Sandvall et al., 2015) analyses energy system and CO2 emission impacts at a regional scale of 
integration of EH from a large chemical cluster and local DH systems. The assessment is carried out with 
the optimising energy systems model MARKAL_WS, in which the DH systems in the Västra Gotaland region 
of Sweden are represented individually. In addition, options for transport biofuel production are included. 
The results show that the connection contributes to a reduction of biomass and fossil fuel use, and to a 
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related reduction of CO2 emissions, in the DH systems. This opens opportunities for earlier production of 
transport biofuels but instead electricity generation from combined heat and power plants in the region 
decreases. In the short term, total CO2 emissions increase if an expanded systems view is applied in which 
effects on the DH systems, transport system and European electricity system are accounted for, while in 
the mid-term they decrease.  

Methodology  

Our assessment of the pipeline impact addresses two different systems levels: (1) the “regional level” and 
(2) the “local level”. The first represents an energy market level; a broader systems approach taking all DH 
systems in the VG region into account for the estimation of impacts on the regional biomass market. The 
second is a level addressing only the direct impacts on the connected DH systems (DH systems directly 
affected by the EH supply), i.e. the DH systems of Stenungsund, Kungälv, Göteborg plus Partille and 
Mölndal. To make both a regional and a local assessment possible, we need the model to represent the 
relevant technical, economic and environmental aspects of each individual DH system in the VG region. 
The assessment is carried out assisted by the MARKAL_West Sweden (MARKAL_WS) model. 

Scenarios & Results  

We design two main scenarios and five sensitivity cases. For each of these, we assume two options: either 
that the SKG (Stenungsund - Kungälv - Göteborg) pipeline will not be built (“no connection”), or that the 
SKG pipeline is constructed and will be in operation from 2020 (“connection”).  

Two main climate policy scenarios are simulated.  

• In the reference scenario, referred to as “BASE”, political climate targets are ambitious and energy 
policies are implemented accordingly.  

• In contrast, the alternative scenario, “POLCOL” (policy collapse), simulates a future where a focus 
on national competitiveness creates a race to the bottom when it comes to climate policies.  

Besides, five sensitivity cases are used to assess the robustness of the model outcomes with regards to 
parameter values for which future levels are uncertain and of particular relevance for the present study: 
future DH demand, level of EH available from the industrial cluster, technology and fuel for marginal 
electricity generation, and learning rate of bio-refinery for transport biofuel production. 
Figure 198 presents results of the assessment at the local level addressing only the direct impacts on the 
connected DH systems, i.e. the DH systems of Stenungsund, Kungälv, Göteborg plus Partille and Mölndal 
(the local level). In similarity to the regional level assessment, the “connection” increases EH use at the 
local level, by 832 GWh in year 2030, and decreases fuel use. Replaced fuels include biomass and NG in 
the BASE scenario. The amount of replaced biomass is smaller than at the regional level in model year 
2025 and the total biomass use in DH and SNG production is also smaller in this model year. This is because 
the new bio-refinery plant is independent of the DH systems. Thus, this plant can be built somewhere close 
to the NG grid but not necessarily within Göteborg, Mölndal, Kungälv and Stenungsund DH systems. When 
the impacts of the “connection” at the local level are assessed, the regional biomass which is utilised in 
the new SNG production plant is neglected. 
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Figure 198. Difference in fuel and electricity use and CO2 emissions at the local level (Göteborg, Mölndal, 
Kungälv, Partille and Stenungsund DH systems only) due to the “connection” 

 

Source: (Sandvall et al., 2015) 

7.4.2 System profitability of excess heat utilisation – A case-based modelling analysis  

This study (Sandvall et al., 2016) addresses the long-term system profitability of a large heat network 
between a cluster of chemical industries and two DH systems that enables an increased use of EH. An 
assessment is carried out by scenario and sensitivity analyses and by applying the optimising energy 
systems model MARKAL_WS, in which the DH systems of the Västra Götaland region of Sweden are 
represented individually. The results show heat network profitability under most assumptions, and that 
the profitability increases with biomass competition, phase-out of natural gas use and higher CO2 charges, 
whereas it decreases with the availability of other EH sources in the base load of the DH systems. 
Methodology  

The method applied, which includes two major steps, is based on energy system modelling, scenario 
analysis and data of the selected case. The first step aims to find the key parameters that would 
substantially affect the profitability of the heat network. We assume two options: either that an 
investment in the SK (Stenungsund e Kungälv) and/or SKG (Stenungsund - Kungälv - Gothenburg) pipelines 
will not be made (“no connection”), or that the operation of the SK and/or SKG pipelines will be possible 
from 2025 if investments in these pipelines are profitable (“connection”). Then, we apply an energy system 
model to generate future developments of the DH sector for each scenario/sensitivity case for the “no 
connection” and “connection” options, respectively. The second step aims to deepen the knowledge about 
the key parameters that affect the system profitability of the heat network by taking into account the 
results of the scenario and sensitivity analyses of the first step. In this study we apply, adapt and further 
develop, the MARKAL_West_Sweden (MARKAL_WS) model application. 

Scenarios & Results  

Two main policy scenarios are simulated as our base cases. One scenario with ambitious climate targets in 
line with a 2-degree maximum global warming is referred to as the 450 ppm scenario, hereafter “450PPM”. 
The other scenario, referred to as NewPolicies scenario (hereafter “BAU” (business-as-usual)), is less 
ambitious but takes account of broad policy commitments and plans that have been announced by 
countries. The sensitivity cases apply the same conditions as in the 450PPM and BAU scenarios. 

• The NO NG sensitivity case reflects a local political ambition, which asks for phasing out of the NG 
use in the region until 2030. 
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• REHD (The Reduced Heat Demand) sensitivity case represents a decreasing DH demand, linearly 
decreasing by 10% between 2010 and 2030 followed by an extra 10% reduction between 2030 and 
2050. 

• The IC (Investment Cost) sensitivity case delineates a much lower investment cost of the SK and 
SKG pipelines for different capacities. 

• The REFINERY sensitivity case, represents a longer lifetime for the refineries in Gothenburg in which 
these refineries are available and supply EH to the city's DH system until 2050. 

• The RES-S (Renewable Energy Sources Support) sensitivity case, only applied to the 450PPM 
scenario, reflects concerns about the sufficiency of CO2 emissions reduction policies to foster 
renewable energy sources.  

• The NO SNG sensitivity case represents a single-sector perspective, with no transport biofuel 
production option and thus no alternative regional biomass demand.  

In the study, the closing down of the oil refineries in Gothenburg was assumed and this opens 
opportunities for investments in the large heat network in 2025. The model chooses to invest in industrial 
excess heat extraction of 150 MW combined with investment of 150 MW in the SKG pipeline capacity in 
both the 450PPM and the BAU scenarios. These investments enable over 1 TWh/year of EH-CCIS utilisation 
in the Gothenburg and Kungälv DH systems. On average only 12% of the EH-CCIS is supplied to the Kungälv 
DH system, equal to the entire heat demand in Kung€alv from 2025. The rest of the EH-CCIS (i.e. 88%) is 
supplied to the Gothenburg DH system. The model results show that it is not cost-effective to construct 
the SK pipeline. The reason is that the heat demand in Kungälv is considerably smaller than in Gothenburg. 
The EH-CCIS supply to the DH systems would to a larger extent replace both biomass, NG CHPs and heat 
pumps in 450PPM whereas in BAU it substitutes a larger share of NG CHPs and heat pumps (Figure 199). 

Figure 199. Consequences for the DH supply in the entire Västra Götaland region of the EH-CCIS 
utilisation  

 

Source: (Sandvall et al., 2016) 
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8. Studies and Projects using Local Models  

8.1 Rural agglomeration (Switzerland)  

8.1.1 The role of decentralized generation and storage technologies in future energy systems 
planning for a rural agglomeration in Switzerland 

This study (Yazdanie et al., 2016) presents a framework to quantitatively evaluate decentralized 
generation and storage technology (DGST) performance and policy impacts in a rural setting. The role of 
DGSTs in the future energy systems planning of a rural agglomeration in Switzerland is examined using a 
ost optimization modeling approach. Scenarios introduce DGSTs in a step wise manner to measure 
incremental impacts on future capacity planning compared to a baseline scenario. Sub-scenarios also 
examine the impacts of carbon mitigation policies, and a sensitivity analysis is carried out for key energy 
carriers and conversion technologies. DGSTs enable a significant reduction in electricity grid usage for the 
community considered. Investment decisions in small hydro are robust against cost variations, while 
heating technology investment decisions are sensitive to oil and grid electricity prices. Carbon pricing 
policies are found to be effective in mitigating local fossil fuel emissions. 

Methodology  

End-use energy demand is represented on an hourly scale for an average weekday and weekend in each 
season (spring, summer, fall, and winter). The village is composed of approximately 1150 inhabitants and 
300 buildings. Each building is categorized by construction period and sector, which correlate to building 
space heating needs and efficiency. Space heatingdemand is aggregated according to building category. 
The village is equipped with a district heating network and is connected to the transmission grid. District 
heat is primarily provided by a wood boiler. A small (70 kW) biogas combined heat and power (CHP) plant 
which makes use of local waste also exists. Decentralized heating options include boilers, heat pumps, and 
solar thermal panels on a building level. Photovoltaic (PV) panels are equipped on a single residential 
building. 

Scenarios & Results  

Three main scenarios are developed for this case study: 

• Baseline scenario. Future investment options in the baseline scenario include existing heat and 
electricity generation options and infrastructure only.  

• Decentralized scenario. Heat and electricity demand maybe met by investment in decentralized 
generation technologies, in addition to the baseline scenario options. Decentralized technologies 
introduced in this scenario include small hydro (e.g.,run-of-river), rooftop photovoltaics, wood-
fueled micro CHP, and oil or wood CHPs for district heating. The small hydroplant serves the 
community as a whole through the local distribution grid.  

• Storage scenario. Heat and electricity storage options are introduced. Storage options include 
seasonal heat storage connected to the district heating network, daily heat storage for buildings, 
and daily battery storage for buildings. A water storage reservoir is also introduced to regulate a 
small hydroplant serving the community.  

A number of sub-scenarios have been developed to investigate the impacts of carbon reduction policies 
and to measure the sensitivities of key energy carrier and technology costs.  

• Feed-in tariffs. Grid feed-in tariffs are introduced for electricity generation from hydro, solar, and 
biomass-based renewable en- ergy technologies.  

• Carbon price sensitivity. Two different carbon price scenarios are introduced for local emissions 
from fossil fuel combustion.  
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• Energy carrier price sensitivity. A sensitivity analysis is carried out for exogenous energy carrier 
prices to the model, particularly in the case of uncertain future oil and grid electricity prices.  

• Technology cost sensitivity. The costs of hydropower installations are particularly sensitive to 
location, as approximately 75% of de- velopment costs are determined by site-specific conditions.  

• Renovation potential. Renovation potentials are introduced in a sensitivity analysis of the model 
setup to measure impacts on technology shares in the future energy mix.  

• Access to small hydro. The technical potential for small hydropower in Switzerland is estimated to 
be 2.2TWh per year, with most of the potential located in alpine regions. 

Hourly electricity generation profiles for decentralized and storage scenarios are depicted in Figure 200 
for an average weekday in summer and winter. Small hydro is dispatched according to seasonal flows in 
the decentralized scenario, with maximum output in the summer and minimum output in the winter 
(Figure 200(a) and(b)). PV is dispatched to fulfill the remaining electricity demand. In summer, PV 
operation is curtailed as hydro is able to meet almost 100% of total demand (since no minimum 
transmission grid usage constraints are imposed). However, PV is fully dispatched in winter when hydro 
flows are low. Nevertheless, the majority of winter electricity demand must be supplied by the national 
grid. The introduction of storage (Figure 200(c) and(d)) enables a significant supply shift. Hydro flows 
maybe stored during the summer for use in winter when electricity demand is highest. As a result, winter 
grid imports are reduced by almost 60% in the storage scenario (Figure 200(d)) compared to the 
decentralized scenario (Figure 200(b)).  

Figure 200. Daily electricity supply dispatch for a summer (left) and winter (right) weekday in 2030 – 
decentralized (top) and storage (bottom) scenarios 

 

Source: (Yazdanie et al., 2016) 
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8.2 Single family house (France) 

8.2.1 Integrating climate change and energy mix scenarios in LCA of buildings and districts 

The objective of this study (Roux et al., 2016) is to evaluate life cycle impacts of buildings, integrating 
climate change (RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 IPCC scenarios) and evolution of the energy mix on the long term (at 
2050). Two methodological approaches were developed following the modelling principles of attributional 
and consequential life cycle assessment (LCA). The methodology is illustrated using a simple case study: a 
low-energy single family house located in France. Two design options were evaluated using life cycle 
assessment: the choice of a heating system and the integration of photovoltaic (PV) modules on the roof. 
Using an attributional approach and compared to a static LCA considering no prospective parameters, the 
carbon footprint of the house (total life cycle) varies from +21% to +43% for the electric heating 
alternative, -7% to +4% for the gas boiler alternative, -6% to +15% for the PV alternative depending on 
climate change intensity and evolution of the energy mix. Figures using the consequential approach have 
a larger magnitude of variation from -36% to -13% for the electric heating alternative, 0 to +16% for the 
gas boiler alternative and -14% to +1% for the PV alternative compared to a static LCA.  

Methodology  

The bottom-up and technology-explicit approach of MARKAL-TIMES models is compatible with an LCA. A 
four-step methodology was developed to integrate the scenarios in life cycle assessment of buildings. The 
first step of the methodology is to ensure the functionality compliance of the building over its lifespan. 
The second step consists in performing an LCA considering the present and well-known situation. The third 
step of the methodology consists in the impact assessment of the use phase energy consumption 
considering the four scenarios. The last step consists in a synthesis of the different evaluations to integrate 
the whole life cycle of the building. The building was evaluated considering a 50 years lifespan. The 
methodology was tested on a 90 m2 single family house located at Le Bourget-du-Lac (France). This 
location is included in the H1c climate zone of the French thermal regulation (RT2012), which is 
represented by the city of Mâcon. 

Scenarios & Results  

A simple framework was developed considering two alternative climate evolutions and two scenarios for 
the evolution of the main energy production in France. The contextualisation of the 4 resulting scenarios 
is described in Table 46. The high carbon tax scenario makes the assumption of a carbon price in the 
electricity sector in line with the official carbon value proposed for future public investment (100 €/tCO2 
in 2030 and 350 €/tCO2 in 2050). 

Table 46. Climate and technology evolution 

 

Source: (Roux et al., 2016) 

An hourly time step was considered in the study. The importance of seasonal variations of electricity 
consumption is highlighted in Figure 201 for the case study in scenario 1B, long term. The monthly 
electricity consumption goes from less than 300 kW h in June or October to 600 kW h in December and 
more than 800 kW h in July and August. This high variation coincides with an important variation of the 
carbon footprint of the electricity mix: from 45 to 185 gCO2 eq.kW h-1 for the average mix (attributional 
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approach) and from 188 to 732 gCO2 eq.kW h-1 for the marginal mix (consequential approach). The 
differentiation between night and day is also important when considering a photovoltaic system producing 
only during daytime or monitored water heating running only at night. 

Figure 201. Monthly electricity consumption of the house and carbon footprint (CF) of the electricity 
mixes, for scenario 1B, long-term horizon (2045–2065) 

 

Source: (Roux et al., 2016) 

8.3 European cities 

8.3.1 InSMART: Integrative smart city planning 

INSMART has developed a sophisticated process to enable European cities to plan their future energy use 
more smartly. This has been tested with four cities in Greece (Giannakidis et al., 2016), Italy (De Miglio et 
al., 2016), Portugal  (Simoes et al., 2016) and the UK (Long & Robinson, 2016) with the municipalities 
concerned and has been supported by a range of technical specialists from the four countries. The process 
involves gathering local data then using it in state of the art computer modelling tools (for buildings and 
transport) to develop plausible future energy scenarios. The scenarios are tested and refined through a 
series of carefully weighted criteria are applied to ensure they are economically, environmentally and 
socially acceptable. The resulting weighted scenarios for each city are then run through the International 
Energy Agency’s TIMES model to identify which scenario is the most effective overall at reducing energy 
consumption and emissions, generating more renewable energy and improving economic prospects and 
quality of life. Each municipality then uses its highest ranked scenario to develop an ambitious but realistic 
city-level energy action plan over the next decade. Key to the process throughout is the involvement of 
informed local stakeholders in each city, who are invited to come together periodically to critically review 
the results at each stage and come to an agreement about the preferred next steps. 

Methodology  

INSMART approaches the city energy system as an integrated network of energy flows connecting energy 
providers with buildings, public spaces, transport, and utilities, while taking into account spatial 
differentiation. The structure of the city-model makes explicit the representation of different building 
typologies (and of the refurbishment options), of the stock of appliances (e.g. boilers, lamps), and of the 
technology substitution (i.e. energy efficiency improvement, fuel switch) per each energy service demand 
(e.g. space heating and cooling, lighting, mobility). A “single agent” (household), placed in the dwelling and 
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responsible for the investment decisions, demands a certain amount of “services” (e.g. space heating), 
that may be accomplished by selected cost-effective technologies. 

8.3.1.1 Report on optimum sustainability pathways - Nottingham 

Scenarios & Results  

The design of these storylines has followed a two-step approach (Long & Robinson, 2016): firstly a group 
of future energy themes for the city and the corresponding actions have been identified; secondly, these 
themes have been quantified and modified to suit a TIMES based approach to urban energy modelling.  

The initial step led to the creation of four potential future energy themes: 

• No Investment (NI) – Assumes lower than expected income and spending on energy improvements 
compared to the reference scenario 

• Local Leadership (LL) – Local authority and city stakeholders are engaged with the need to reduce 
energy consumption and carbon emissions. 

• Green Governance (GG) – National focus on the green agenda with the introduction of a carbon 
tax and increased subsidies for energy efficiency schemes and low carbon energy generation 
options. 

• Green Growth (GG+) – Ultra high investment scenario that goes beyond the GG scenario and 
includes higher subsidies for low carbon energy project and energy efficiency schemes. Also 
includes more ambitious targets for energy and CO2 emissions reductions. 

The second stage of scenario development used the more likely future visions, LL and GG, and created a 
number of alternate scenarios for future energy in the city based on these visions. This produced seven 
scenarios, four based on LL and three on GG, as described below: 

• LL-Low cost – Low municipal engagement. No subsidies for energy retrofits. Limited expansion of 
transport infrastructure (cycle network). 

• LL-Engaged – Public sector focused with district heating expansion and public transport upgrades. 
Subsidies for residential retrofits. 

• LL-Full – Includes all planned transport and energy projects (e.g. Go Ultra Low, District heating 
expansion, Community scale biomass CHP, etc.). 

• LL-Growth – Highest level of local engagement with ‘forced’ inclusion of biomass fuelled CHP 
generation, plant scale PV and low carbon housing. 

All GG scenarios were based on the LL-Full scenario with the addition of a national Carbon Tax and 
increased subsidies for low carbon energy generation systems.  

• GG-West – Includes proposed extension of NET line 1 to Kimberley. 
• GG-East – Includes proposed addition of NET Line 4 to Gedling. 
• GG-All – Includes all proposed NET extensions (Kimberley, Gedling and link to HS2 at Long Eaton) 

and the inclusion of an Anaerobic Digestion plant to increase low carbon energy generation 
potential. 

Clearly transport infrastructure costs make a large and significant difference to the economic viability and 
cost-effectiveness of the solutions (Figure 202). This is particularly true for the GG based scenarios where 
the cost of expanding the city’s tram network can double the overall cost of these scenarios. 
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Figure 202. Total investment required by scenario 

 

Source: (Long & Robinson, 2016) 

8.3.1.1 Report on optimum sustainability pathways - Trikala 

Scenarios & Results  

The definitions of the baseline scenario and the fifteen alternative scenarios for the Trikala ESM are given 
below (Giannakidis et al., 2016). In the Baseline scenario the energy system of Trikala is assumed to be 
developed following the historical trends. The other scenarios can be divided into the following broad 
categories based on the sectors which are focused in each scenario group: Buildings (Scenarios 1-4), Street 
Lighting (Scenario 5), Renewable Energy (Scenario 6), Open Spaces (Scenario 7), Mobility (Scenarios 8-10), 
Waste (Scenarios 11-12), Water Pumping (Scenario 13) and System Scenarios (Scenarios 14-15). In the case 
of energy systems scenarios overall targets are imposed and the model is providing the least cost solution 
for achieving these targets:  

• Scenario 14. In scenario 14 all the available potential for solar PV and solar hot water systems will 
be exploited in the city of Trikala by 2030. This is equivalent to a maximum utilisation of RES 
scenario. 

• Scenario 15. The overall target for emissions reduction which is a 20% reduction from the levels of 
2012 by 2030 is implemented in this scenario in order to examine the possible options and 
technology combinations that can be applied.  

Figure 203 compares the energy consumption in the three “systemic” scenarios, namely Baseline, Scenario 
14 and Scenario 15 over five years periods. The use of solar energy appears in this graph in order to show 
the penetration of solar systems in the city and is related to the use of solar in PVs and SWH. We can see 
that the solar energy used in Scenario 15 is rather close to the maximum solar energy used in Scenario 14 
(by design this is the scenario with maximum RES use). The distinct difference of Scenario 15 from the 
other two is the reduction of energy use (so the increased penetration of energy efficiency options) 
combined with the maximisation of RE, which is driven by the emissions reduction target of 20% by 2030. 
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Figure 203. Energy consumption by fuel for the “systemic” scenarios 

 

Source: (Giannakidis et al., 2016) 

8.3.1.2 Report on optimum sustainability pathways - Évora 

Scenarios & Results  

For each of these visions, the scenarios to be analysed in TIMES_Evora (Simoes et al., 2016) were decided 
upon together with the Évora municipality stakeholders. The scenarios are divided per targeted end-use 
sector: public lighting (2 scenarios), residential buildings (8 scenarios), waste, water & waste water (4 
scenarios), and transport (9 scenarios). One of the scenarios is a more holistic one since it focus on 
implementing an overarching CO2 target on all the modelled economic sectors (industry not included) with 
the purpose to identify which sectors are more cost-effective for CO2 abatement. Ultimately the narratives 
evolved into the following two main visions for Évora: Smart and Reference.  

• In the Reference (REF) vision. There will be no changes on energy consumption profiles for the 
different consumers (residential, services, etc.) and likewise, no changes in current mobility 
patterns, except for those expected due to the ongoing construction. There will be no expected 
changes on industry and services energy consumption trends and on energy demands for public 
lighting.  

• In the Smart Évora (Smart) vision. As in REF there will be no changes on energy consumption profiles 
for the different consumers (residential, services, etc.) but in Smart it is expected that a number of 
soft mobility developments will take place in specific areas. There will be also changes due to the 
relocation of the municipality technical services, the construction of a new district hospital, new 
roads, and the expansion of the industrial park. 

Regarding energy savings (Figure 204), the highest savings in both the scenarios in the REF and Smart 
visions are obtained using an overarching cap for a cost-optimal CO2 reduction (CAP scenarios), followed 
by the renovation of specific components of the residential buildings envelope (windows, walls & roof and 
minimizing infiltrations) in the scenarios RSD6, RSD7 and RSD8, and finally by the introduction of speed 
limitations to 30km/h for all vehicles in diverse zones by 2020 (TRA4 scenario). It should be mentioned 
that the TRAbus scenarios leads in fact to an increase in FEC compared to the baseline, since more biofuel 
is needed to operate such buses than for conventional ones. This also occurs, albeit to a smaller scale, with 
the scenarios RSD1, RSD3 and RSD4 that lead to higher use of solar energy, and with scenarios R1 that 
models the increase by 35% the share of recycled MSW after 2020, thus leading to more trips made by 
MSW the collection trucks. 
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Figure 204. Energy savings in 2030 obtained with each modelled scenario when compared to the 
Baseline scenario in TJ – Smart 

 

Source: (Simoes et al., 2016) 

8.3.1.3 Report on optimum sustainability pathways - Cesena 

Scenarios & Results  

The Reference scenario has been designed to simulate the current “reference” development of the local 
system (De Miglio et al., 2016). These actions are classified under a number of thematic areas. 

 

Source: (De Miglio et al., 2016) 
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The following assumptions have been assumed in each alternative scenario: 

• Alternative A: Reference case + Action 1a + Action 3b + Action 4c (strong info campaign), and no 
specific actions on renewables. 

• Alternative B: Reference case + Action 1b + Action 3d + Action 4c (moderate info campaign), and 
no specific actions on renewables. 

• Alternative C: Reference case + Action 2a + Action 3b + Action 4c (moderate info campaign), and 
no specific actions on renewables. 

• Alternative D: Reference case + Action 2c + Action 3c + Action 4c (strong info campaign), and no 
specific actions on renewables. 

• Alternative E: Reference case + Action 1a (moderate) + Actions 3a, b, c, d + Action 4c (moderate 
info campaign), and no specific actions on renewables. 

• Alternative F: Reference case + Action 1b (moderate) + Action 4c (strong info campaign) + Action 
5a. 

By analysing the trends (dynamics) of important indicators, it is possible to track the actual evolution of 
the city-system from the existing configuration to the new one depicted by the model for the medium 
term (2030). The two most interesting outputs shown in Figure 205 are: 

• the quantification of the impacts of the actions on “buildings” (all the sixscenarios include building-
related actions) which are able to lower the consumption trend of the reference (up to 200 TJ of 
reduction), and 9 Only direct emissions are taken into consideration. Indirect emissions (for 
centralised production of electricity) are excluded from the analysis as the decisions associated to 
bulk generation do not fall into the group of players placed in the municipality. 

• the estimation of the emissions (CO2) in case of new urban development which are always above 
the reference profile. All the alternatives generate a decreasing emission pattern, but only 
alternative E and F report evident reductions at the end of the period of analysis. 

 
Figure 205. Results: time dependent indicators 

 

Source: (De Miglio et al., 2016) 
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9. Studies and Projects using Multiple MARKAL/TIMES models  

9.1 Multiple models and regions 

9.1.1 Energy policies influenced by energy systems modelling - Case studies in UK, Ireland, Portugal 
and G8 

This chapter (Chiodi et al., 2015) focuses on four case studies, in which there is clear evidence of a direct 
link between the use of MARKAL and TIMES scenario modelling activities and the resulting policy decisions. 
The case studies selected assess how the (i) UK MARKAL model informed the development of energy and 
climate mitigation policy in the UK, focusing on the Energy White Paper in 2003, the Energy White Paper 
in 2007 and the Climate Change Act in 2008; (ii) Irish TIMES model informed the development of climate 
mitigation legislation in Ireland in 2014 and Ireland’s negotiating position regarding the EU 2030 Climate 
Energy Package in 2014; (iii) TIMES_PT model informed climate policy in Portugal in the last 10 years and 
has supported the design of climate mitigation policies; (iv) IEA ETP Model informed the G8 in responding 
to the 2005 Gleneagles Plan of Action and has supported the work of the Major Economies Forum and 
Clean Energy Ministerial. This chapter collates methodologies and results from these different case studies 
and summarizes some key findings regarding (i) policy frameworks and goals; (ii) how policy makers have 
been intertwined with the modelling tool during the modelling process; (iii) the role of the economic 
stakeholders dialogue; (iv) main insights from the modelling exercises; (v) lessons learnt: from effective 
contributions to real limitations and (vi) recommendations. 

Scenarios & Results  

In the period June–December 2013, the Department of the Environment, Community and Local 
Government commissioned UCC to produce a Low Carbon Energy Roadmap for Ireland to 2050 using the 
Irish TIMES model. 

The roadmap presents three distinct scenarios to explore transitions to a near zero CO2 future. 

• A business as usual (BaU) scenario which does not impose emissions targets and efficiency 
improvements and is used as a base case (counterfactual) against which to compare the two 
distinct near-zero CO2 scenarios. 

• An 80 % CO2 reduction (CO2-80) scenario in which CO2 emissions are constrained across the entire 
time horizon to be no greater than 80 % below 1990 levels in 2050. 

• A 95 % CO2 reduction (CO2-95) scenario in which CO2 emissions are constrained across the entire 
time horizon to be no greater than 95 % below 1990 levels in 2050. 

The analysis also provides useful indications of the impact of different policy metrics to the whole energy 
systems, resulting with different allocations of fuels, sectors, efficiencies, but also energy dependency, as 
testified by the energy systems snapshots of alternative future energy systems provided by the Sankey 
diagrams shown in Figure 206. 
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Figure 206. 2050 Sankey diagrams for Ireland’s energy system under BaU, CO2-80 and CO2-95 scenarios. 
a BaU scenario. b CO2-80 scenario. 

 

Source: (Chiodi et al., 2015) 

9.1.2 A global renewable energy roadmap: Comparing energy systems models with IRENA’s REmap 
2030 project 

In 2014, the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) published a global renewable energy 
roadmap—called REmap 2030—to double the share of renewables in the global energy mix by 2030 
compared to 2010. A REmap tool was developed to facilitate a transparent and open framework to 
aggregate the national renewable energy plans and/or scenarios of 26 countries (Kempener et al., 2015). 
This chapter compares the REmap tool with the IEA-ETSAP models at two levels: the results and the 
insights. Based on the results comparison, it can be concluded that the REmap tool can be used as a way 
to explicitly engage national experts, to scope renewable energy options, and to compare results across 
countries. However, the ETSAP models provide detailed insights into the infrastructure requirements, 
competition between technologies and resources, and the role of energy efficiency needed for planning 
purposes. As more and more countries are turning to renewables to secure their energy future, the REmap 
tool and the ETSAP models have complementary roles to play in engaging policy makers and national 
energy planners to advance renewables. 
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Methodology  

For the comparison of the results, IRENA provided the ETSAP modellers with the following data: 

• Data sources for Reference Case and REmap Options; 

• Total energy consumption and RE deployment in the Reference Case per sector, expressed in PJ or 
GWh; 

• The assumed commodity prices and discount factors for 2030. These assumptions impact the cost 
calculations; 

• List of REmap Options, expressed in PJ and with associated substitution costs; 

• RE shares in the end-use sectors in 2030 in the Reference Case as well as after the REmap Options. 

Scenarios & Results  

Based on this information, the ETSAP modellers performed clusters of multiple model runs for the year 
2030 for the specific purpose of this chapter. The first model run targets the RE share in 2030 as suggested 
by the Reference Case. Each subsequent model run increases the RE share by a certain percentage up to 
the RE share achieved by the REmap Options. The RE share are only applied at a national level, and not to 
individual subsectors. 

Table 47 presents some comparative deployment numbers in the ETSAP models and REmap results for 
France, Japan and the world (Ireland and Portugal were not part of the initial set of 26 REmap countries). 
These results show that considering the differences in the overall RE share in 2030 (ranging between 0 and 
5 %) in each country, the deployment levels of individual renewable energy technologies between the 
ETSAP models and the REmap results are comparable. In the case of France and Japan, the national REmap 
experts have assumed higher deployment levels of hydropower but lower levels of solar photovoltaics 
than the ETSAP models. This might be due to the fact that in the ETSAP models the deployment levels are 
a function of their techno-economic characteristics in 2030, whilst the deployment levels in the REmap 
tool is a deliberate choice of the national experts. For technologies like solar photovoltaics that are 
currently at a relative low deployment level, it might be difficult for these national experts to envision their 
rapid growth of deployment. Similarly, the biggest difference can be found in solar photovoltaics 
deployment at a global level, but this might also be explained by the fact that the TIAM-WORLD model 
targets 37 % RE share, whilst the REmap analysis only achieves 28 %.  

Table 47. Comparison of deployment levels of renewable power generation in ETSAP models and the 
REmap tools in 2030 

 

Source: (Kempener et al., 2015) 
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9.1.3 Modelling the impacts of variable renewable sources on the power sector: Reconsidering the 
typology of energy modelling tools 

A new typology based on a literature review is presented (Després et al., 2015) for both power sector 
models and long-term models of the energy system. New comparing criteria focussing on the power 
sector's components are put forward, such as electricity storage and grid. An analysis carried out by means 
of this categorization on five chosen models shows that, up until now, energy modelling tools and power 
system tools have been designed to meet separate objectives and have not combined their advantages. 

Methodology  

We suggest three complementary approaches. First, one needs to understand the general context and 
positioning of a tool. Then, the spatiotemporal characteristics are in general easy to identify. Finally, to go 
in deeper detail, the technical and economic features of the tool are described, as they influence the 
modelling possibilities. 

Scenarios & Results  

These questions on the model have been summarized in Figure 207. Our overview of the long-term energy 
models shows that their technical and economic representation of the power system is usually kept simple 
(time-slices instead of a sequential time, big regions and low geographical detail). On the other hand, the 
power system modelling tools studied offer a more interesting description of the technical constraints of 
the system. Therefore, it is necessary to combine the benefits of long-term energy system and power 
sector modelling tools. However, many efforts are currently pushing towards more coupling between the 
different approaches. Renewable energy sources' variability and electricity storage are subjects of 
improvement in long-term models (OSeMOSYS, TIMES, MESSAGE). For example, the optimization model 
TIMES can be soft-linked with an optimization of the power system (the output of TIMES for a given year 
can be fed into PLEXOS). 

Figure 207. Criteria for the classification of tools modelling the energy system, including the power 
sector 

 

Source: (Després et al., 2015) 
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9.1.4 Hydrogen supply chain architecture for bottom-up energy systems models. Part 1: Developing 
pathways 

This study (Bolat & Thiel, 2014), split in consecutive parts, has been conducted to analyse how 
representative hydrogen supply pathways can be integrated in energy systems modelling. The current 
paper, the first part of a larger study, presents stylised pathways of hydrogen supply chain options, derived 
on the basis of a detailed literature review. It aims at establishing a reference hydrogen energy system 
architecture for energy modelling tools. Assessments of hydrogen pathways and scenarios within a larger 
regional or global scope have typically been studied in bottom-up models as they deal in detail with the 
current and prospective technologies. BALMOREL, LEAP, MESSAGE, POLES (Prospective Outlook on Long-
term Energy Systems) and MARKAL/TIMES are the energy modelling tools that have been used in studies 
that assessed the integration of hydrogen energy technologies within the reference energy system. 

9.1.5 Economic impacts of future changes in the energy system - Global perspectives 

This chapter (Glynn et al., 2015a) summarises modelling methodologies developed in the ETSAP 
community to assess economic impacts of decarbonising energy systems at a global level. The range of 
economic impacts is regionally dependent upon the stage of economic development, the level of 
industrialisation, energy intensity of exports, and competition effects due to rates of relative 
decarbonisation. Developed nation’s decarbonisation targets are estimated to result in a manageable GDP 
loss in the region of 2 % by 2050. Energy intensive export driven developing countries such as China and 
India, and fossil fuel exporting nations can expect significantly higher GDP loss of up to 5 % GDP per year 
by mid-century.  

Methodology  

The purpose of the linkage of the models is to allow the strengths of each model (technological richness 
of TIAM-WORLD and macro-economic details of GEMINI-E3) to augment the overall analysis of energy and 
climate policies. GEMINI-E3 receives data from TIAM-WORLD on energy and CO2 prices, technical progress 
on energy use and capital consumption. TIAM-WORLD receives sector economic production data to 
recalculate energy service demands. TIAM-WORLD only goes through one major modification: the removal 
of price elasticities of the energy service demands. This microeconomic behaviour is modelled by GEMINI-
E3. 

Scenarios & Results  

The comparison of the Iron and Steel production results obtained with TIAM-WORLD in a standalone 
manner with elastic demand and with the coupled models illustrates one of the added-value of the 
coupling: in a global climate agreement, while the iron-and-steel production decreases in all countries in 
TIAM-WORLD used in a standalone manner, several countries increase their production in the coupled 
models to compensate the production decrease in China and India. The combined analysis of trade, 
provided by GEMINI-E3, and energy dynamics, provided by TIAM-WORLD, helps understand these 
decisions: India and China prefer importing Iron and Steel from some other countries rather than 
producing it locally with clean energy and processes because of the lack of clean production opportunities 
in these countries compared with the others, more particularly biomass-fired power plants opportunities 
with carbon capture and sequestration. 

Methodology  

The hybrid linking of TIAM-FR and IMACLIM-R is fundamentally different in a specific assumption of perfect 
foresight. The CGE model IMACLIM-R allows the exploration of the differences in myopic technology 
pathways due to recursive time dynamics, i.e., the model is solved in sequential (yearly) time steps, linked 
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through time by capital accumulation based on exogenous savings rates, while TIAM has perfect foresight 
of technology availability and development.  

Scenarios & Results  

Three Scenarios are considered, a business as usual scenario (BAU), and two climate scenarios (CLIM), one 
with BAU drivers, Clim_dBAU and the third scenario with drivers from a climate run of IMACLIM-R, 
Clim_dClim. Concerning the climate scenario, CLIM_dBAU and CLIM_dCLIM refers to two different 
trajectories consistent with the 450 ppm target in 2100 for CO2 emissions.  

The comparison of CLIM_dBAU and CLIM_dCLIM pathway shapes illustrates again the divergence between 
TIAM-FR and IMACLIM-R in terms of modelling philosophy (Figure 208). Under an inter-temporal 
optimized abatement trajectory (CLIMdBAU), emissions may keep growing by 2040 then slightly drop until 
2060 before declining sharply. By contrast, the agent cannot see this optimal abatement pathway in the 
IMACLIM-r. Therefore, the pricing signal must be very strong, to reflect the 450 ppm constraint to curtail 
the fossil-fuel dependent goods and services demand. The growth indices would be much lower than in 
the case of the optimal growth in the short and mid-term. However, in the long run, there would be more 
flexibility for emission growth in CLIM-dCLIM than CLIM_dBAU as the economy will be largely 
decarbonized and thus offers more room for an emissions increase. 

Figure 208. World CO2 emission trajectories under the three example scenarios (Gt) 

 

Source: (Glynn et al., 2015a) 

Methodology  

The soft-linking of a global TD economic model, the Asian-Pacific Integrated assessment Model (AIM/CGE) 
developed in the National Institute of Environmental Studies of Japan (NIES), with a global BU energy 
system model, the ETSAP-TIAM model with sub-regional China features developed in the Technical 
University of Denmark (DTU), is carried out here to establish a common global and China-specific reference 
scenario. Step 1: TD to BU The AIM/CGE model provides initial inputs for the ETSAP-TIAM model for a 
direct or indirect linking of the sectors in both models. Step 2: BU to TD After ETSAP-TIAM calculates the 
optimal technology mix and final energy demand in different sectors, the energy efficiency parameters of 
the AIM/CGE model are adjusted so that the energy consumption matches the ETSAP-TIAM results. Step 
3: Model iterations 

Scenarios & Results  

At a China national level, the hybrid model (Figure 209, marked in green) shows a 5 times increase in 
China’s power production, primary and final energy use and CO2 emissions towards 2050. A peak in these 
pathways is suggested around 2040 in the TD AIM/CGE and the hybrid CGESL model, however not in the 
BU ETSAPTIAM model. As described above, the models stand-alone diverge increasingly towards 2050. 
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While the TD AIM/CGE model calculates an almost 6 times increase in all pathways towards 2050, the BU 
ETSAP-TIAM model calculates a much lower rate of increase of about 3–5 times. 

Figure 209. China reference scenario in TD AIM/CGE, BU TIAM and hybrid CGESL models—pathways for 
power generation, primary and final energy use, and CO2 emissions towards 2050 

 

Source: (Glynn et al., 2015a) 

Methodology  

Within the framework of the European research project CLIMACAP3 the global energy system model 
TIAM-ECN and the global macro-economic model E3ME are linked in order to enhance the energy and 
economic analysis capabilities focusing on Latin American energy topics. E3ME is an econometric input-
output model of the global economy, energy system and environment. The two models are aligned in the 
sense that, firstly, they apply consistent assumptions for global parameters, including fossil fuel prices, 
carbon prices, technology efficiency and technology costs. Secondly, that the results from the TIAM-ECN 
model, including capacity and generation figures, energy demand and required investment costs, define 
model input data that is fed into E3ME. 

Scenarios & Results  

The results in Figure 210 show on the left side energy technology expenditures for Latin America and 
representative selected countries, and on the right side the corresponding macro-economic impact in term 
of GDP change decomposed by their main effects. The results refer to a scenario with a carbon tax on GHG 
starting at US$50 in 2020 and increasing by 4% per year in real terms. For the macro-economic modelling 
with E3ME a dominating investment effect can be observed for Latin America. In net terms, GDP increases 
by 1.6% in 2030, 2.0% in 2040 and 1.3% in 2050. The main driver for this dynamic is the shift in the structure 
of the economy, from fossil fuel supply chains to capital supply chains, which leads to stronger 
dynamicmultiplier effects. A closer look at investments shows for Latin America as whole, and in particular 
for Brazil and Mexico, that additional investment in the power sector does not crowd out investment in 
the rest of the economy, since investment in productive assets is not constrained, because it can be 
withdrawn frominvestment in non-productive assets. As a result, the impact on GDP in E3ME is a net effect 
of the increase in investment. 
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Figure 210. Energy investments and GDP impact on Latin America under a high carbon tax scenario 

 

Source: (Glynn et al., 2015a) 

9.1.6 Economic impacts of future changes in the energy system - National perspectives 

This chapter (Glynn et al., 2015b) summarises modelling methodologies developed in the ETSAP 
community to assess economic impacts of decarbonising energy systems at a national level. The modelling 
studies outlined here show that burden sharing rules and national revenue recycling schemes for carbon 
tax are critical for the long-term viability of economic growth and equitable engagement on combating 
climate change. The approaches outlined within have guided the first evidence based decarbonisation 
legislation and continue to provide additional insights as increased sectoral disaggregation in hybrid 
modelling approaches is achieved. 

Methodology  

The ETSAP hybrid UK MARKAL-MACRO (UK MM) model was used extensively to provide the evidence base 
to guide discussion in the first iteration of analyses and represented a significant addition to UK energy-
economy modelling capacity. MARKAL was extended with a hard-link to MACRO. The objective function 
of the hybrid model is the maximisation of discounted log of utility summed over all periods (t) with an 
end of horizon terminal investment term. The marginal change in production output is equivalent to the 
cost of changing its energy demand. This allows heterogeneous energy demand adjustment across sectors 
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dependent upon marginal demand costs. However, shadow price responses need to be smooth to ensure 
marginal demand responses are realistic and allow model convergence.  

Scenarios & Results  

54 low-carbon “what if” scenarios were modelled with UK-MM to advise the UK energy white paper of 
potential costs of differing technology development pathways in a future with a 60 % reduction in CO2 
emissions. The macroeconomic impact of the future changes to the UK energy system are summarised as 
percentage loss of projected GDP in Table 48. UK energy policy makers have recognised the insights 
generated by hybrid energyeconomy giving GDP and demand responses to energy system 
decarbonisation. 

Table 48. UK MARKAL-MACRO scenario analysis summary results 

 

Methodology  

The decomposition method converts TM to an energy part (TIMES) and a small size NL macroeconomic 
model, called TIMES-MACRO Stand-Alone (TMSA), where the energy model TIMES is substituted by 
appropriate quadratic cost supply functions (QSF). For the new stand-alone Macro formulation, the 
original Macro model had to be generalized to support multiple regions. In the multi-regional case the 
model is solved by maximizing the Negishi-weighted sum of regional utilities based on iterations between 
the stand-alone TM model (TMSA) and the standard TIMES model. The second part of the decomposed 
model, the TIMES LP model, uses the standard TIMES formulation.  

The hybrid linking of the Irish Energy system model, Irish-TIMES is taking a two pronged approach. Firstly 
the linkage and calibration of the newly developed Macro Stand Alone model to form Irish-TIMES-MSA. 
Secondly a soft-linking process is underway linking the National macroeconomic HERMES model to enable 
model comparison between the two approaches—aggregated production function and disaggregated 
sectoral production. HERMES is a complete structural model of the Irish economy.  

Scenarios & Results  

The initial Irish-TIMES-MSA results outline energy system pathways for a reference scenario (REF), a 
carbon constrained scenario with CO2 reductions of 80 % relative to 1990 levels (CO2-80), and an 
equivalent scenario with the macroeconomic impacts integrated into the analysis. The MSA scenarios 
cause a 10 % reduction in final energy consumption by 2040 due to reduced demand as a result of 
increased energy system cost and a reduction of consumption in the economy. 

Methodology  

The lack of “full link”, “full form” models integration in other modelling studies has been overcome by the 
development of an integrated methodology to soft-link the extensively applied BU TIMES model, with the 
CGE GEM-E3 model. The hybrid platform, named HYBTEP (Hybrid Technological Economic Platform), 
applied to the Portuguese case, is defined by the soft-link between single country versions of the two 
models: TIMES_PT and GEM-E3_PT. TIMES_PT physical energy consumption and system costs evolution 
per sector are ‘translated’ in GEM-E3_PT monetary units through an energy link module and inputted in 
the CGE model as energy demand and energy prices.  
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Scenarios & Results  

The HYBTEP results show, that under TAX and RES scenarios, the modelling tools present differences 
regarding energy consumption and GHG emissions. It is not possible to define a linear relationship 
between HYBTEP results and TIMES elasticities, as these vary across scenarios and in some cases years. 
Under the TAX scenario, HYBTEP outcomes are close to TIMES_ED (−0.1) values, with differences below 1 
%. However, in the RES scenario the hybrid model reveals a lower endogenous elasticity, closer to 
TIMES_PT results. 

Methodology  

The Swedish study describes development of full-form soft linkages between the models EMEC 
(Environmental Medium Term Economic Model—a TD CGE model) and TIMES-Sweden (a BU energy 
system model). EMEC provides demand input to TIMES, while TIMES provides feedback on the energy 
efficiency parameters, the energy mix, and the prices of electricity and heat. Thus the EMEC model will be 
the provider of demand drivers from which the demand for goods and services to TIMES-Sweden is 
estimated.  

Scenarios & Results  

The lower demand in energy-intensive industries, after the reference iteration process, can be explained 
by a higher electricity price from TIMES-Sweden when compared to EMEC in isolation. TIMES-Sweden 
assumes fewer technology options in energy intensive industries to reduce their demand compared with 
EMEC, which assumes changes in energy demand based on substitution elasticities. The biggest challenge 
and uncertainty in soft-linking iteration is the price information from TIMES-Sweden to EMEC. 

Methodology  

The hybrid model linking the South African TIMES model (SATIM) to the extended South African General 
equilibrium model of the economy (e-SAGE) addresses this issue. SATIM is an inter-temporal bottom-up 
optimisation energy model of South Africa built around the MARKAL-TIMES platform. The e-SAGE model 
simulates the functioning of the economy and uses South Africa’s 2007 Social Accounting Matrix (SAM) as 
data input, accounting for industries and commodities in South Africa, as well as factor markets, 
enterprises, households and the ‘rest of the world’. Given an initial demand, TIMES computes an 
investment plan, and a resulting electricity price projection, which is passed onto e-SAGE to see the impact, 
if any, that this new price projection has on the demand, which then go back to TIMES in the next iteration.  

Scenarios & Results  

Comparing the TIMES runs and the CGE-linked runs for the reference case and the CO2 tax case, the 
reference cases are identical, given that they have the same demand, and fuel prices. In the CO2 tax 
scenario though, there is a drop of the peak demand in the CGE-linked run, showing some demand 
response from the CGE to the higher electricity price. All the policy scenarios result in slight GDP loss in 
2040 relative to the reference case. 
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Davis, USA. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Beijing, China. 

Thiel C. 2014. EU energy system investments: capital requirement pathways towards 2050. JRC Petten. Presentation 
at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Beijing, China. 

Espegren K.A. 2014. Modelling of future energy demand Institute for Energy Technology. IFE, Norway. Presentation 
at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Beijing, China. 

Gordeev D. Lugovoy O. Potashnikov V. 2014. Climate benefits of road transport gasification in Russian Federation. 
Gaidar Institute,Moscow, Russia; Center for Economic Modeling of Energy and Environment, RANE; EDF; USA. 
Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Beijing, China. 

November 2014. Copenhagen, Denmark. Semi-annual ETSAP meeting 

Andersen K.S.  Karlsson K. 2014. Overview of forecasting tools used for planning by DEA. Energistyrelsen / DEA; DTU. 
Presentation at the Energy Modelling in Denmark Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Bach P. 2014. Energy consumption: Highlights and future development. Energistyrelsen / DEA. Presentation at the 
Energy Modelling in Denmark Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Pedersen S.L. 2014. Scenarios for a fossil free Danish Energy System in 2050. Energistyrelsen / DEA. Presentation at 
the Energy Modelling in Denmark Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 
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Balyk O. 2014. The effect of microscale spatial variability of wind on estimation of technical and economic wind 
potential. DTU. Presentation at the Energy Modelling in Denmark Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Hedegaard K. 2014. Heat planning for the Greater Copenhagen area. Ea Energy Analyses. Presentation at the Energy 
Modelling in Denmark Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Petrovic S. 2014. Heat savings and District heating in TIMES-DK. DTU. Presentation at the Energy Modelling in 
Denmark Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Sandwall A. 2014. Economic impact of large-scale utilisation of excess heat - assessment through regional modelling. 
Chalmers. Presentation at the Energy Modelling in Denmark Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Seljom P. 2014. Stochastic modelling of short-term uncertainty in TIMES - A case study of wind power in Denmark. 
IFE/NTNU. Presentation at the Energy Modelling in Denmark Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Assoumou E. 2014. EV-STEP project presentation. Mines ParisTech. Presentation at the Electro-mobility and EV-STEP 
Regional workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Houel J. 2014. France case study - Model based analysis of the deployment of electric vehicles in the Paris Ile de 
France Region. Mines ParisTech CMA, France. Presentation at the Electro-mobility and EV-STEP Regional workshop, 
Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Blesl M. 2014. The role of Electrical vehicles in Europe. IER. Presentation at the Electro-mobility and EV-STEP Regional 
workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Dhar S. 2014. India case study - Future of Electric Vehicles in Road Passenger Mobility of India. UNEP DTU Partnership. 
Presentation at the Electro-mobility and EV-STEP Regional workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Grohnheit P.E. 2014. Choice of aggregated parameters for integration of electric vehicles to grid in a TIMES model 
for a region dominated by wind power. DTU. Presentation at the Electro-mobility and EV-STEP Regional workshop, 
Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Lind A. 2014. How Do Various Risk Factors Influence the Green Certificate Market of Norway and Sweden? Institute 
for Energy Technology, Norway. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Seljom P. 2014. Time-slice and regional structure – Experiences with NET- model. Institute for Energy Technology, 
Norway. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Strachan N. 2014. The New Modelling-Policy Interface: Developing a Fully Open Source UK TIMES Model. UCL. 
Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Collins S. 2014. Scrutinizing electricity sector results from PRIMES Energy System model using soft-linking 
methodology. UCC. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Ramachandran K. 2014. Transition to a secure and low-carbon Swiss energy system. PSI. Presentation at the Semi-
annual ETSAP meeting, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

O'Gallachoir B. 2014. Energy systems & power systems modelling, Comparing Experiences in Ireland and Japan 
(Tentative). UCC. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Selosse S. 2014. TIMES-America Latina y el Caribe: a TIMES model dedicated to South America and the Caribbean. 
MPT/CMA. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Welsch J. 2014. Modelling of storage processes in TIMES.IER. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, 
Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Mulholland E. 2014. Soft-Linking a TIMES Model and Sectoral Simulation Model for Individual Policy Measures. UCC. 
Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Sgobbi A. 2014. The role of hydrogen in the medium and long-term decarbonisation of the European energy system. 
EC JRC. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Simoes S. 2014. Back to the Future – Assessing two decades of energy projections and scenarios using TIMES for 
Portugal. NUL. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Helgesen P.I. 2014. Comparing linking versus integration in hybrid modelling – combining TIMES with CGE models. 
Norwegian University of Science and Technology. Presentation at the TIMES-CGE Workshop, Copenhagen, 
Denmark. 

Fortes P. 2014. Are green goals too optimistic? Exploring the impacts of renewable energy on the Portuguese 
economy using an hybrid modelling approach. CENSE/Nova University of Lisbon. Presentation at the TIMES-CGE 
Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Andersen K.S. 2014. IntERACT: Coupling TIMES_DK and CGE. Danish Energy Agency. Presentation at the TIMES-CGE 
Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Stanley S. 2014. Ireland's Sustainable Energy Investment Model (SEIM). Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland. 
Presentation at the TIMES-CGE Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 
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Virdis M.R. 2014. ENEA Hybrid modelling: linking energy systems models with economic models. ENEA. Presentation 
at the TIMES-CGE Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Hamasaki H. 2014. Technology Bundle Approach with Parameter estimated from Bottom-up model to Integrate 
between Top-down and Bottom-up Model. Fujitsu Research Institute. Presentation at the TIMES-CGE Workshop, 
Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Kypreos S. Panos E. 2014. Integrating the TDBU-ETSAP models in MCP format. PSI. Presentation at the TIMES-CGE 
Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Winning M. 2014. Ongoing Macro-Stand Alone and CGE modelling approaches at UCL Energy Institute University 
College London Presentation at the TIMES-CGE Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Glynn J. 2014. Modelling global macroeconomic impacts of a carbon constrained energy system using ETSAP-TIAM-
MSA. University College Cork. Presentation at the TIMES-CGE Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Mischke P. 2014. Benchmarking energy scenarios for China: Perspectives from top-down, economic and bottom-up, 
technical modelling. DTU. Presentation at the TIMES-CGE Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Ghersi F. 2014. A TIAM/IMACLIM bottom-up/top-down linkage: application to a prospective Outlook of electric 
vehicle penetration in EU28. SMASH, CIRED. Presentation at the TIMES-CGE Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Beestermöller R. 2014. Energy and macro-economic effects of decentralisation trends in the European electricity 
sector. IER. Presentation at the TIMES-CGE Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Caetano T. 2014. Economy-wide Implications of Policy and Uncertainty in the Power Sector of South Africa: A Linked 
Modelling Approach. Energy Research Centre, SA. Presentation at the TIMES-CGE Workshop, Copenhagen, 
Denmark. 

Maire S. Vöhringer F. 2014. Linking electricity prices and costs in bottom-up top-down coupling under changing 
market environments. EPFL/LEURE and Econability. Presentation at the TIMES-CGE Workshop, Copenhagen, 
Denmark. 

Briens F. 2014. Developing a Soft Linkage between a detailed dynamic input-output macroeconomic model and a 
MarkAl energy system model. MINES ParisTech. Presentation at the TIMES-CGE Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

Blesl M. 2014. Role of biomass in the energy system – linkages between the European energy system model TIMES 
PanEU and the agricultural Sector Model ESIM. IER. Presentation at the TIMES-CGE Workshop, Copenhagen, 
Denmark. 

Kober T. SummertonP. 2014. Climate change mitigation in Latin America: requirements for the energy sector and 
impacts on the economy. ECN; Cambridge Econometrics. Presentation at the TIMES-CGE Workshop, Copenhagen, 
Denmark. 

Blesl M. 2014. Status of ETSAP-TIAM. IER. Presentation at the ETSAP-TIAM Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 
Kober T. 2014. GHG emission reduction due to energy efficiency measures under climate policy. ECN. Presentation 

at the ETSAP-TIAM Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 
Babak M. 2014. Global decarbonisation pathways: Contribution of different options in CO2 reduction: TIAM-MACRO, 

Decomposition analysis. IER. Presentation at the ETSAP-TIAM Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 
Tamaryn N. 2014. "Taking on TIAM" a new user´s experience and lessons learned. EICL. Presentation at the ETSAP-

TIAM Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 
McGlade C. 2014. A Bridge to a Low-Carbon Future? Modelling the Long-Term Global. Potential of Natural Gas. UCL. 

Presentation at the ETSAP-TIAM Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 
Blesl M. 2014. Discussion on the next period working on ETSAP-TIAM. IER. Presentation at the ETSAP-TIAM 

Workshop, Copenhagen, Denmark. 

April 2015. UCL, London, UK. BE4 Workshop 

Jaccard M. 2015. Energy-economy modeling and behavioral realism: How much is enough. Simon Fraser University, 
Canada. Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, London, UK. 

Giraudet L.-G. Branger F. GuivarchC. Quirion P. 2015. Global sensitivity analysis of an energy-economy model of the 
residential building sector. CIRED, France. Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, London, UK. 

van Sluisveld M. de Boer H.-S. Hof A. van Vuuren D. 2015. The feasibility of alternative transition pathways under 
restricted technological availability. PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency Copernicus Institute of 
Sustainable Development, The Netherlands. Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, London, UK. 

Daly H. 2015. How we treat behaviour in energy system optimisation models. UCL Energy Institute, UK. Presentation 
at the BE4 Workshop, London, UK. 
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Hamdi-Cherif M. Waisman H. 2015. The transportation sector as a lever for reducing long-term mitigation costs in 
China. CIRED, France. Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, London, UK. 

Sikharulidze A. Goldstein G. 2015. Incorporating behavior change through modal-shifts in the MARKAL-Georgia 
transport sector. Sustainable Development Centre Remissia, Georgia. Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, London, 
UK. 

Merven B. Stone A. Hughes A. 2015. A model for the analysis of future scenarios of energy demand in the transport 
sector in South Africa. University of Cape Town, South Africa. Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, London, UK. 

Ramea K. Bunch B. Yang C. Yeh S. Ogden J. 2015. COCHIN-TIMES: Integration of Vehicle Consumer Choice in TIMES 
Model and its Implications for Climate Policy Analysis. University of California Davis, USA. Presentation at the BE4 
Workshop, London, UK. 

Pettifor H. Wilson C. 2015. Incorporating social influence effects into global energy-economy models. University of 
East Anglia, UK. Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, London, UK. 

McCollum D.  Riahi K. Krey V. Ramea K. 2015. Breaking down non-cost barriers to technology adoption is critical for 
the transport-energy transformation.  IIASA, Austria. Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, London, UK. 

Edelenbosch O.Y. McCollum D. 2015. Representation of heterogeneity and consumer behavior in IAM models 
transport sector: stylized or explicit? PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency. Presentation at the BE4 
Workshop, London, UK. 

Brand C. Anable J. Cluzel C. 2015. Exploring the timing and scale of uptake of plug-in vehicles in the car market in the 
UK: a disaggregated consumer segmentation approach. Environmental Change Institute, University of Oxford, UK. 
Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, London, UK. 

Glynn J. Curtis J. Ó Gallachóir B. 2015. Spatial socioeconomic indicators of suboptimal space heating choices. 
University College Cork, Ireland. Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, London, UK. 

Dobbins A. Fahl U. Hufendiek K. 2015. Assessing the impact of energy poverty in the energy system through the 
application of a regional TIMES model: Lessons from a case study in Gauteng, South Africa. IER, Germany. 
Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, London, UK. 

Kanala R. Caliskan M. Dardala A. Dardala M. Fragnière E. Furtuna T.F. Moresino F. Smeureanu I. 2015. Assessing 
demand-side behaviour in long-term energy modelling: The case of Romanian Social MARKAL. Emilia Titan 
University of Geneve, Switzerland. Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, London, UK. 

Pless J. Fell H. Sigrin B. 2015. To Buy or Lease Solar PV: A Selection Bias Problem. National Renewable Energy 
Laboratory, USA. Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, London, UK. 

Huebner G. Fell M. McMichael M. Gauthier S. Nicolson M. Shipworth D. 2015. Challenges and opportunities of 
modelling behaviour in E4 models. UCL Energy Institute, UK. Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, London, UK. 

Watson C. Mullally G. Deane P. Ó Gallachóir B. 2015. Integration of social sciences with E4 modelling. University 
College Cork, Ireland. Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, London, UK. 

Narasimhan K.P. Roberts T. Xenitidou M. Gilbert N. 2015. TWO-gether: Modelling co-evolving energy consuming 
social practices in the household sector. CRESS, University of Surrey, UK. Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, 
London, UK. 

Hargreaves T. Chilvers J. Longhurst N. Higginson S. McKenna E. Barton J. Thomson M. Leach M. Yusuf D.-E. 2015. 
Interdisciplinary experiments in energy modelling: co-producing social science and engineering insights on energy 
demand. School of Environmental Sciences, University of East Anglia, UK. Presentation at the BE4 Workshop, 
London, UK. 

June 2015. Abu Dhabi, UAE. Semi-annual ETSAP meeting 

Cabal H. 2015. Social, economic and environmental impacts of the promotion of renewable energies in Spain. Ex Post 
and prospective Analysis. CIEMAT, Spain. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Abu Dhabi, UAE. 

WenP.-L. 2015. Load pattern and the deployment of renewables in Taiwan within the TIMES framework. Industrial 
Technology Research Institute, Taiwan. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Abu Dhabi, UAE. 

Taliotis C. 2015. Renewable Energy Technology integration for the island of Cyprus: A cost-optimization approach. 
KTH - Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Abu Dhabi, UAE. 

Panos E. 2015. Can the decentralized CHP generation provide the flexibility required to integrate intermittent RES in 
the electricity system? Paul Scherrer Institute. CH. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Abu Dhabi, 
UAE. 
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Poncelet K. 2015. Selecting representative days. KU Leuven/EnergyVille/VITO, Belgium. Presentation at the Semi-
annual ETSAP meeting, Abu Dhabi, UAE. 

Tipichai A. 2015. A System Dynamics Vehicle Fleet Model for Forecasting Road Transport Energy Demand. Asia Pacific 
Energy Research Centre, Japan. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Abu Dhabi, UAE. 

Pye S. 2015. The Deep Decarbonization Pathways Project (DDPP): National scale action to meet global mitigation 
targets. UCL, UK. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Abu Dhabi, UAE. 

Kober T. 2015. Exploring the Energy-Water Nexus: An analysis with TIAM-ECN for the Middle East. ECN, Netherlands. 
Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Abu Dhabi, UAE. 

Kerimray A. 2015. TIMES-Kazakhstan: from a national to a regional analysis and modeling. National Laboratory 
Astana, Nazarbayev University, Kazakhstan. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Abu Dhabi, UAE. 

O Gallachoir B. 2015. Incorporating behaviour in energy systems models. UCC, Ireland. Presentation at the Semi-
annual ETSAP meeting, Abu Dhabi, UAE. 

Hawkes A. 2015. Development of a new technology-rich simulation environment for exploring energy system 
transitions. Imperial College, UK. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Abu Dhabi, UAE. 

Ahlgren E. 2015. Modelling of bioenergy futures– The case of Sweden. Chalmers Univ of Technology, Sweden. 
Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Abu Dhabi, UAE. 

Goldstein G. 2015. M2T Starter Model - A Rethink of How to Get New Users Going. DecisionWare Inc, USA. 
Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Abu Dhabi, UAE. 

Noble K. 2015. ANSWER/TIMES and ANSWER/MARKAL updates. Noble-Soft Systems P/L, Australia. Presentation at 
the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Abu Dhabi, UAE. 

October 2015. Sophia Antipolis, France. Semi-annual ETSAP meeting 

Assoumou E. 2015.Emission impacts of marginal electricity demand in France. MINES ParisTech, CMA. Presentation 
at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Sophia Antipolis, France.  

Krakowsky V. 2015.Power systems reliability assessment in prospective analyses: the case of France under ambitious 
renewable energy penetration scenarios. MINES ParisTech, CMA. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, 
Sophia Antipolis, France. 

Postic S. 2015.Energy sector contribution to climate action - The case of Latin America. MINES ParisTech, CMA. 
Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Sophia Antipolis, France. 

Kerimray A. 2015.Improving residential sector in TIMES-Kazakhstan. National Laboratory Astana, Nazarbayev 
University, Kazakhstan. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Sophia Antipolis, France. 

Venturini G. 2015.Modelling behaviours in integrated energy and transport systems: a review. Technical University 
of Denmark. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Sophia Antipolis, France. 

Petrovic S. 2015. Modelling of residential heat pumps in TIMES-DTU model. Technical University of Denmark. 
Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Sophia Antipolis, France.  

Fais B. 2015.Impact of technology uncertainty on future low-carbon pathways in the UK. UCL Energy Institute. 
Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Sophia Antipolis, France. 

Virdis M.-R. 2015.Impacts of deep decarbonization scenarios on the Italian energy intensive industries. ENEA. 
Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Sophia Antipolis, France. 

Andersen K.S. 2015. Accounting for changes in investment flows in soft-linked hybrid models. Technical University of 
Denmark. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Sophia Antipolis, France. 

Gargiulo M. Curtis J. Glynn J. FitzGerald Ó Gallachóir B. 2015. Comparing hard-linking (TIMES-MSA) and soft-linking 
(TIMES-HERMES) methodologies for quantifying economic impacts of mitigation. 

Glynn J. 2015.Who pays for climate change mitigation? Integrated Assessment of equitable emissions budgets in 
ETSAP-TIAM-MACRO. University College Cork. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Sophia Antipolis, 
France. 

Kanala R. 2015.Inclusion of demand-side behavioural parameters in long-term energy modelling. University of 
Geneva. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Sophia Antipolis, France. 

Balyk O. 2015.Development of the pathways to achieve SE4ALL 2030 objectives. Technical University of Denmark. 
Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Sophia Antipolis, France. 

Cabrera C. 2015.Energy Efficiency Measures - Building Envelope Improved in ETSAP-TIAM. Technical University of 
Denmark. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Sophia Antipolis, France. 
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Komiyama R. 2015.Assessment of renewable energy in nation-wide power grid in Japan by optimal power generation 
mix model. University of Tokyo. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Sophia Antipolis, France. 

Brinsmead T. 2015.Potential economic viability of battery storage in the Australian National Electricity Market. CSIRO, 
Australia. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Sophia Antipolis, France. 

Tattini J. 2015.Value of the interconnectors in the Nordic countries. Technical University of Denmark. Presentation 
at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Sophia Antipolis, France. 

April 2016. UCL, London, UK. Workshop on Short term versus long term energy planning. 

Lind A. Rosenberg E. 2016. Implications of Limited Foresight on Wind Park Investments in Norway. Institute for Energy 
Technology (IFE), Norway. Presentation at the Workshop on Short term versus long term energy planning, London, 
UK. 

Fuso Nerini F. 2016. The myopic UKTM model: lessons learned for reaching UK’s climate targets. University College 
London, UK. Presentation at the Workshop on Short term versus long term energy planning, London, UK. 

KrookRiekkola A. 2016. Modelling Climate Policy Recommendations for Sweden. Luleå University of Technology, 
Sweden. Presentation at the Workshop on Short term versus long term energy planning, London, UK. 

Blesl M. 2016. Myopic Times and the PanEU model. University of Stuttgart, Germany. Presentation at the Workshop 
on Short term versus long term energy planning, London, UK. 

Zeyringer M. 2016. Modelling long- term energy pathways with high shares of variable renewable energy sources. 
University College London, UK. Presentation at the Workshop on Short term versus long term energy planning, 
London, UK. 

Deane P. 2016. Soft-linking Energy Models: Best of both worlds or just getting the wrong answer quicker? University 
College Cork, Ireland. Presentation at the Workshop on Short term versus long term energy planning, London, UK. 

Welsch M. 2016. Incorporating flexibility into long-term energy. systems models International Atomic Energy Agency, 
Austria. Presentation at the Workshop on Short term versus long term energy planning, London, UK. 

Cabal H. Lechón Y. 2016. The effect of foresight on the evolution of energy strategic indicators using the TIMES-Spain 
energy model. Centro de InvestigacionesEnergéticas, Medio Ambientales y Tecnológicas (CIEMAT), Spain. 
Presentation at the Workshop on Short term versus long term energy planning, London, UK. 

Pattupara R.M. 2016. Analysing the impact of short-term vs long-term planning horizon on EU and Swiss electricity 
systems: myopic vs clairvoyant EUSTEM and STEM models. Energy Economics Group, Paul Scherrer Institute, 
Switzerland. Presentation at the Workshop on Short term versus long term energy planning, London, UK. 

Maïzi N. Mazauric V., Assoumou E. 2016. Time-scale reconciliation to shed light on the plausibility of long-term low 
carbon pathways: power system issues. MINES ParisTech, France. Presentation at the Workshop on Short term 
versus long term energy planning, London, UK. 

Tummon O. 2016. An industry perspective on challenges in modelling power markets beyond current policies. 
Statkraft, Norway. Presentation at the Workshop on Short term versus long term energy planning, London, UK. 

Ravn H. 2016. Balmorel investments with various decision horizons and uncertainty. Aeblevangen, Denmark. 
Presentation at the Workshop on Short term versus long term energy planning, London, UK. 

Bataille C. 2016. Short and long run decision making in the CIMS and RGEEM hybrid technology simulation and CGE 
models. Simon Fraser University, Canada. Presentation at the Workshop on Short term versus long term energy 
planning, London, UK. 

Poncelet K. 2016. Myopic Optimization Models for Simulation of Investment Decisions in the Power Sector. KU 
Leuven, Belgium. Presentation at the Workshop on Short term versus long term energy planning, London, UK. 

June 2016. Cork, Ireland. Semi-annual ETSAP meeting 

Mortimer A. 2016.Policy development using Scottish TIMES. Scottish Government. Presentation at the Semi-annual 
ETSAP meeting, Cork, Ireland. 

Rečka L. 2016.Impacts of Czech brown coal mines enlargement: assessment by energy model TIMES-CZ. Charles Univ. 
Prague. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Cork, Ireland. 

Venturini G. 2016.Modelling alternative fuel production technologies for the Danish energy and transport system. 
Technical University of Denmark. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Cork, Ireland. 

Virdis M.R. 2016.Energy and environmental impacts of biomass use in the residential Sector: a case-study for Italy. 
ENEA, Italy. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Cork, Ireland. 
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Nijs W. 2016.How costs affect deployment of low carbon technologies - analysis with JRC-EU-TIMES. IET, JRC, Petten. 
Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Cork, Ireland. 

Silva L. 2016.Simoes S. Integrative Smart City Planning – Energy system modelling for the city of Evora. CENSE / NOVA 
University. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Cork, Ireland. 

Remme U. 2016. Energy Technology Perspectives 2016 - Towards Sustainable Urban Energy System. IEA. Presentation 
at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Cork, Ireland. 

Kanudia A. 2016.VEDAViz for ETSAP partners. KanORS-EMR, India. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, 
Cork, Ireland. 

Dodds P. 2016. Demonstrating RES visualisation software. UCL, UK. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, 
Cork, Ireland. 

Yue X. 2016.Techniques for Running Large Numbers of Scenarios in TIMES. UCC, Ireland. Presentation at the Semi-
annual ETSAP meeting, Cork, Ireland. 

Ahlgren E. 2016.Modelling Economically optimal heat supply to low energy building areas – The Importance of Scales. 
Chalmers University of Technology. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Cork, Ireland. 

Krook-Riekkola A. 2016.District heating vs Heat-pumps in meeting ambitious climate targets for Sweden. Luleå 
University of Technology, Sweden. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Cork, Ireland. 

Gregg J. 2016.Energy efficiency and renewable energy modelling with ETSAP TIAM - challenges, opportunities, and 
solutions. Technical University of Denmark. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Cork, Ireland. 

Babonneau F. 2016. A Generalized Equilibrium Approach to Balance the Residual Abatements Resulting from COP-21 
Agreement. ORDECSYS. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Cork, Ireland. 

Kypreos S. 2016. Introducing external costs for Local Atmospheric Pollution in TIAM-MACRO to study synergies and 
co-benefits of climate change mitigation. PSI, Switzerland. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Cork, 
Ireland. 

Karlsson K. 2016.Kicking off of the ETSAP-TIAM cooperation and version control project.  Technical University 
Denmark. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Cork, Ireland. 

Poncelet K. 2016.Modelling investment decision making in the power sector under imperfect foresight. KU 
Leuven/EnergyVille. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Cork, Ireland. 

Panos E. 2016. Introducing Electricity Dispatchability Features in TIMES modelling Framework. PSI, Switzerland. 
Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Cork, Ireland. 

Cabal H. Lechón Y. de la Rua C. 2016. Impact of the EU 2030 Climate and Energy Framework on the Nexus Water-
Energy-Land in Spain. Lunch time side event on Energy in the context of environmental and social sustainability: 
integrated approaches. 

November 2016. Madrid, Spain. Semi-annual ETSAP meeting 

Recio M. 2016. SINERGIA: Analytical framework for the definition of medium and long term energy policies in Spain. 
Technical Adviser, Sub-Directorate for Energy Planning and Monitoring, Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism. 
Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Madrid, Spain. 

Garcia-Barquero C. 2016. Modelling the demand in Spain with Med-Pro. Head of the Planning and Studies 
Department, Institute for the Diversification and Energy Saving (IDAE), Ministry of Industry, Energy and Tourism. 
Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Madrid, Spain. 

Lechón Y. 2016. Times Spain: an analytical tool for energy policy assessment in Spain. Head of the Unit of Energy 
System Analysis, Ciemat. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Madrid, Spain. 

de Oliveira L.P.N. 2016. Climate policy Engagement in Brazil: how delayed action might lead to CCS as the last resort 
to mitigation. VITO. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Madrid, Spain. 

Li P.-H. 2016. Incorporating Homeowners’ Preferences for Heating Systems in the UK TIMES with Heterogeneous 
Households. UCL Energy Institute. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Madrid, Spain. 

Borggrefe F. 2016. Improving performance of energy system models (ESM) and the challenges and opportunities 
when applying ESM to high performance computing – discussion of a possible collaboration of IEA ETSAP and the 
BEAM-ME project. German Aerospace Centre (DLR). Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP meeting, Madrid, 
Spain. 

Nijs W. 2016. JRC-EU-TIMES updates and outlook. JRC, European Commission. Presentation at the Semi-annual ETSAP 
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